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Abstract
The positions of -[Al-0(H)-Si]- Bronsted acid sites in zeolites have important 

implications on their performance as catalysts in terms o f their accessibility and their 

effective acidity. We have modelled a range o f zeolites with different frameworks and 

compositions in order to identify the most probable acid site distributions and their 

properties. In order to obtain realistic distributions, acid site formation must be regarded 

as a two-stage process -  aluminium incorporation into the framework followed by 

bridging site protonation. A1 distribution stability depends on individual A1 substitution 

energies (influenced by disruption to the lattice), interactions between A1 (minimised 

for larger A1...A1 distances and ordered arrangements), and complex interactions 

between A1 and cations (dependent on cation species and charge). Thus, we predict that 

ordered A13, A18 and A ll2 distributions are most probable in TPA-ZSM-5 with Si/Al = 

23. Likewise, the most stable A1 distribution modelled in Na-Mordenite with Si/Al = 5 

is an ordered distribution with occupation o f the T1 and T4 sites double that o f the T2 

and T3 sites. Verification of these A1 distributions is limited by the lack o f experimental 

data apart from those estimated from X-ray diffraction T-O bond lengths, which we 

found to include a large error. Protonation of bridging sites with smaller T-O-T bond 

angles is favoured, and is also influenced by complex interactions between acid sites 

dependent on their separation and relative orientations.

In general, the more stable acid sites are less acidic. Acidity was measured 

predominantly by the acid site OH vibrational frequencies, the major influences on 

which were the magnitude of the electric field, and related O-H bond length. The lack of 

correlation between the OH vibrational frequency and the size of ring or pore into which 

it points suggests that deconvolution o f the experimental OH peak into low-frequency 

main channel and high-frequency side-pocket contributions may be over-simplified.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1 Introduction
Since the first natural zeolite was discovered in 1756 [1] they have been recognised as a 

class of material with fascinating properties and possible applications. The first such 

property that was discovered was their ability to sorb and desorb water - from which 

they derived their name from the Greek for ’’boiling stone”. Since then further research 

has discovered that their microporous structure and aluminosilicate composition also 

give rise to ion exchange properties, shape selective molecular sieving, acidity, and 

negative thermal expansion coefficients. These properties have resulted in the use of 

zeolites in many different fields - including the petroleum industry as catalysts; in 

laboratories as molecular sieves to separate molecular mixtures; in washing powder to 

soften hard water; in nuclear power plants to absorb radioactive ions; and in agriculture 

to improve crop and meat yields. In 1950 the first new zeolite structure was synthesised 

[2 ] and with it the possibility to synthesise specific structures was opened up, so as to 

optimise their properties for both existing and new applications. However, despite much 

understanding being gained from experimental research and computational modelling in 

academia and industry, many questions remain unanswered. In particular the synthesis 

of zeolites has involved a certain degree o f trial and error causing it to remain 

something o f a “black art”. In fact, it remains unclear exactly how the metastable zeolite 

structures form in the first place. Similarly, the correlation between the acidity and 

structure of zeolites has also been the subject of much debate [3].

This thesis aims to describe the application o f computer modelling methods to simulate 

the structure and properties o f as-synthesised and acid zeolites -  in particular ZSM-5 

and Mordenite -  in order to establish if any link between the acid site location, structure 

and acidity exists.

Chapter 1 describes the general zeolite structure, and the properties and commercial 

applications that subsequently arise - in particular their use as acid catalysts. In light of 

this, the acidity o f zeolites, and the possible factors that influence it are also discussed in 

detail. In this study we use computational modelling methods to investigate zeolite 

acidity, and predominantly concentrate on energy minimisation o f interatomic potential

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites 12



Chapter 1 Introduction

models. Chapter 2 goes on to describe the use o f such models to find the equilibrium 

structures and lattice energies. This includes a description o f the form of the potentials, 

the potential parameters and the minimisation methods employed.

In Chapter 3 we focus on the zeolite ZSM-5, and summarise the published findings 

regarding its acid site distribution and properties. Comparison is made between these 

literature results, and the acid site distribution and properties predicted by modelling all 

possible configurations o f individual acid sites in H-ZSM-5 in Chapter 4. The various 

influences on the acid site stabilities, and acidities as measured by the deprotonation 

energies and vibrational fi*equencies are also investigated. One such influence -  that of  

interactions between acid sites is investigated further in Chapter 5 by modelling various 

combinations o f Al pairs. Chapter 6  attempts to improve the comparison with 

experimental acid site distributions by modelling the as-synthesised TPA-ZSM-5 in 

order to determine a more realistic Al distribution that considers the synthesis route as 

well as energetics. The stability of the TPA-ZSM-5 Al distributions were compared 

with further Al distributions constructed according to the results of previous 

experiments involving Cô  ̂probe ions. The likely acid sites that would arise from these 

Al distributions were then modelled in Chapter 7, and compared with experiment to 

evaluate the improvement with respect to the lowest energy acid site configurations.

In Chapter 8 we focus on Mordenite, and we review previous studies o f its structure and 

acidity, and compare the aluminium, acid site and cation distributions with those 

predicted from the energies o f preliminary models with isolated acid sites and Na  ̂

cations in the Mordenite unit cell. This comparison indicates that realistic Al and cation 

contents need to be modelled to reproduce experimental structures and properties. As a 

result, a Monte-Carlo/Energy Minimisation scheme was used to model Na-Mordenite 

with Si/Al ratios o f 11 and 5, as described in Chapter 9. The Al distributions calculated 

in these structures allowed the subsequent calculation o f the acid site distribution that 

would arise fi-om this as-synthesised Na-Mordenite, and their OH vibrational 

frequencies. Our models also provided data to allow investigation of the validity of 

standard experimental analyses involving the deconvolution of the OH vibrational
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Cliapler 1 Introduction

frequency peak into a low frequency main channel and high frequency side-pocket 

contribution, and the estimation of Al occupancies of T-sites based on average T-0 

bond lengths. Chapter 10 moves on to compare the stabilities of our disordered Na- 

Mordenite structures with ordered Al distributions deduced from experimental results. 

Chapter 11 concentrates on investigating the accessibility and effect on the acid sites of 

probe molecules, through the use of different computer modelling techniques. In order 

to model the general movement of methane probe molecules in the pores of Mordenite 

at reaction temperatures, a molecular dynamics method was implemented. More 

rigorous ab initio calculations were then used to model the effect of the introduction of 

an acetonitrile probe molecule interacting with an acid site in Mordenite.

Chapter 12 will finally draw together the conclusions drawn from the application of a 

variety of computational techniques to model a range of zeolites with different 

framework structures, cation species and Si/Al ratios.

1.1 Zeolite strueture
Zeolites are crystalline aluminosilicate microporous solids. They consist of an 

aluminosilicate framework, the pores of which are occupied by extra framework 

cations, e.g. Na' and sorbed species, e.g. water or small organic molecules, so as to give 

a general formula (x/m)M"'^.[Sii.xAlx0 2 ]̂  .nHiO.

The primary building blocks of the zeolite framework are corner-linked tetrahedral 

[8104]"̂ ’ and [A104 ]̂ ‘ units, as shown in Figure 1.1. The 4-fold co-ordinated tetrahedral 

sites occupied by the Si"̂  ̂and Al̂  ̂ ions are referred to as “T-sites”.

Figure 1.1 Tetrahedral primary building block o f zeolites (red spheres represent O^' 

ions, yellow represent ions)
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Chapter 1 Introduction

The distribution of ions on the tetrahedral sites can be ordered, completely 

disordered, or show some degree of preferential occupation depending on the zeolite 

structure and composition. However, it does appear to follow two rules in all zeolites. 

Loewenstein’s rule [4] forbids the formation of -Al-O-Al- units in the structure on the 

grounds that they are energetically unfavourable due to the large electrostatic repulsion 

that would arise from two charged species (relative to the zeolitic lattice) being in such 

close proximity. This is corroborated by the inability of NMR data to identify any Al 

that are not completely surrounded by Si, or X-ray data to identify adjacent Al-O bonds. 

Further to this, Dempsey’s rule states that this electrostatic repulsion between the Al̂  ̂

ions will give rise to a distribution so as to minimise the number of next-nearest 

neighbour Al pairs [5].

While the primary building blocks are similar to those that constitute the structures of 

quartz and silica glass, their arrangement into the secondary building blocks of zeolite 

structures make them very different. Although the O-T-O bond angles in these primary 

building units remains fairly rigid at the tetrahedral bond angle, the T-O-T bond angles, 

which define how the comers of the tetrahedra join together, are much more flexible. 

The primary building blocks can therefore be linked to form rings and chains of 

different sizes and shapes, known as the secondary building units which are shown in 

Figure 1.2. Only the tetrahedral sites are shown for simplicity (the oxygen positions are 

approximately halfway between the two T-sites), a convention used in many 

representations of zeolites.

°  o  O  O

Figure 1.2 The secondary building blocks o f zeolites [6]
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Chapter 1 Introduction

These secondary building blocks make up the walls and windows o f the cages and 

channels that exist in the zeolite structures. The sizes o f the rings that make up the 

windows and walls o f these pores are important in determining the sorption and 

diffusion of small organic molecules through these materials, and are described by the 

number of tetrahedral sites that make up the ring, e.g. a 10 membered ring (10 MR), 

consists o f 10 tetrahedral sites, and 10 oxygen ions. Ring sizes can vary from 4 MR to 

up to 14 MR in the various zeolitic structures.

More than one zeolite can share the same framework structure, but differ in the 

concentration of Al ions in the lattice or the species o f the extra framework cation. Each 

zeolite is therefore given a 3-letter notation to define its framework structure. For 

example, ZSM-5 and silicalite both share the MPI structure, but silicalite is purely 

siliceous whereas ZSM-5 can exist over a range of framework compositions (with Si/Al 

typically greater than 30). Similarly, Mordenites can have Si/Al values o f 5 to 12 

typically, but their frameworks all have the same MOR structure. 139 unique 

framework structures have been recognised by the Structure Commission o f the 

International Zeolite Association (IZA-SC) [7], and new frameworks are regularly being 

identified.

Charge compensation by a cation is required since each Al^  ̂that occupies a tetrahedral 

site has a charge o f -1 relative to the Si"̂  ̂ it replaces. The extra-framework sites 

occupied by these cations depend on the framework structure, Al positions, and the 

cation species and charge.

A common cation is N a \ which is incorporated into the structure during synthesis e.g. 

in Mordenite. The usual method of synthesising zeolites is to combine a Si source, such 

as SiOi, with an Al source such as A I 2 O 3 ,  and dissolve them in water to make a gel that 

is then subjected to high temperatures (60 to 250 °C) for a period o f time (60 minutes to 

130 days), over which the crystalline structure forms. However, in order to increase the 

poor solubility of the oxides in water, a base such as NaOH is added to the mixture to
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aid the gel formation, and it is from this source that Na"̂  ions are incorporated into the 

final zeolite structure as extra framework cations.

Other species o f cations can be included in the structure by adding them to the gel, or 

post-synthesis by reacting the zeolite with a suitable solution so as to ion-exchange the 

existing cations with another species such as Li ,̂ Sr̂  or Câ .̂ Organic molecules are 

also added to the gel mixture sometimes to act as a base to dissolve the oxides, or to act 

as a structure-directing agent around which the cages and channels in the zeolite 

structure can form. These can be a source for the introduction of organic cations into the 

zeolite structure.

The most industrially important zeolites are the acid forms, which have ions to 

compensate the relative negative charge o f the Al. The ions can be introduced into 

the structure by the ammonium ion-exchange of an Na-form followed by calcining - a 

process which involves heating the zeolite so as to thermally decompose the sorbed 

species in the pores o f the zeolite and drive off the products as a gas.

NaZ(s) +  NH 4\aq) NH 4Z(s) +  N a\aq)

N H 4Z(s) ->  N H 3 (g) +  HZ(s) 

where Z is the zeolite structure.

Or similarly to conduct a polyvalent ion exchange, followed by calcining:

NaZ(„ + M(H20 )-% ) -4. M(H2 0 )"% ) + nNa+w  

M(H20)“% )  ^  +HZ(,)

Alternative formation routes are to calcine zeolites formed around organic template 

molecules (thus decomposing and driving off the organic molecules, but leaving behind 

protons), or to directly ion-exchange high-silica zeolites such as ZSM-5 with a mineral 

acid [6 ]. Each occupies a site so that it is bonded to an oxygen ion adjacent to an 

aluminium ion, as in Figure 1.3. Such -[Al-OH-Si]- groups can act as proton donors, 

losing the ions to species sorbed in the pores o f the zeolites, and as such act as 

Bronsted acid sites. Zeolites which possess these sites are known as acid zeolites, and 

are used as catalysts in the petroleum industry, e.g. for the cracking o f hydrocarbons via
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carbonium cation chemistry. There is therefore great interest in gaining an 

understanding of their acidity and the factors that affect it.

Figure 1.3 Bronsted acid site (red spheres represent O^' ions, yellow represent 

ions, pink represent ions and white represents ions )

Another constituent of the zeolite structure are molecules that sorb onto the pore walls. 

Water molecules are often present in zeolites due to the hydrothermal conditions of the 

synthesis, and because they are readily sorbed into the pores of the zeolite, since most 

are hydrophilic (although the siliceous forms are hydrophobic). Hydrated zeolites can, 

however, easily be dehydrated by heating. Organic molecules can also be deliberately 

introduced into the pores of the zeolite to undergo reactions, and may be removed by 

calcination or diffusion from the pores. These sorbed molecules often have adapted 

chemical properties due to the high electric fields that exist within the pores of the 

zeolite and interactions between the zeolitic framework and extra-framework species 

[8].

A further contribution to the acidity of zeolites is the presence of extra framework Ap  ̂

ions acting as electron pair acceptors - Lewis acids. These acid sites can be formed by 

heating an acid zeolite above 550°C, although their structure, co-ordination to sorbed 

water molecules, and mechanism of formation are still subject to some debate. A
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proposed mechanism for their formation involves the dehydration of two Bronsted acid 

sites that are close to each other, so that the disrupted framework reacts with water to 

expel an aluminium and oxygen ion, [A 10]\ from the framework.

Another potential source of zeolite acidity are silanol groups, -[Si-O-H]-, which are 

found on the external surfaces o f zeolites, and have also been identified as clustering 

within the internal zeolite structure, to form what are known as “silanol nests”. 

However, these are weak acid sites, particularly in comparison to the Bronsted and 

Lewis sites.

It is also possible to incorporate other species into the zeolite framework onto the T- 

sites, such as Fê ,̂ Ga^\ Ti"*̂  and Ge"*̂ , in the same way as Al^ .̂ Microporous 

aluminophosphates also share the same structural properties as zeolites, except their 

primary building blocks are alternating [A104 ]̂ ' and [P0 4 ]̂ ' tetrahedra (and [Si0 4 ]'̂  ̂

defects). However, these other variations are not strictly speaking zeolites, but are 

known instead as “zeotypes” [6 ].

1.2 Zeolite applications
Entry of sorbed molecules into the zeolite pores can be restricted by the size o f the 

channel diameters or that of the cage windows It is thus possible to use zeolites as 

molecular sieves to separate smaller molecules, which can diffuse through the pores, 

from larger ones, which either cannot access the internal volume or do so at a very slow 

rate. The range o f zeolite structures means that the appropriate material can be selected 

to separate the components o f particular liquid or gas mixtures.

Perhaps the most common every-day and tonnage use o f zeolites is its incorporation 

into washing detergents to act as an ion-exchange agent. Zeolite A accepts the Câ  ̂

ions, that cause hardness in water, onto its extra-framework sites, substituting for Na"̂  

ions, that then go into solution. A similar ion-exchange mechanism is an 

environmentally friendly way to remove and contain a range o f harmful ions outside the 

zeolite crystals and replace them by the harmless extra-framework cations that were
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originally in the mineral zeolite. Mordenite, Phillipsite, and Chabazite are used to 

remove heavy metals, ammonia and mercury from wastewaters produced in industrial 

processes, and Clinoptilolite is used to absorb ions such as radioactive ^̂ Ĉs and ^̂ Sr 

from effluent waters, in the event o f a nuclear power plant accident such as Chernobyl. 

After that disaster it was also fed to sheep to absorb the radioactive ions from their 

stomachs. A further benefit of feeding zeolites to animals is that their meat yield has 

been shown to increase [9]. Another agricultural application utilises the increased yield 

o f plant crops grown on a soil/natural zeolite mixture, due to the release of water and 

nutrients over a period of time. This ability to absorb water molecules into its 

hydrophilic pores allows zeolites, including Zeolite A, to be used as drying agents.

A future application of zeolites that is currently being developed but which may become 

more widespread in the future makes use o f the interactions between zeolite “hosts” and 

“guest” molecules such as nano-crystalline phases. These could be harnessed to give 

rise to new composite properties with applications in opto-electronic devices, 

semiconductors and sensors [8 ].

Currently, the most important industrial application of zeolites is their use as 

heterogeneous acid catalysts in a number o f petrochemical reactions. Reacting species 

can diffuse into the pores of the zeolite to approach and react with Bronsted acid sites. 

The products then diffuse out o f the zeolite to be collected. The interactions of acid sites 

with reacting molecules provide an alternative reaction path with a lower activation 

energy barrier than would otherwise be required, and so enhances the rate o f the 

reaction. Reaction kinetics can increase due to higher concentration of reactant 

molecules than would exist in a gas or solution phase, and the high electric fields 

causing redistribution o f their charge when they are in the pores o f the zeolite.

Heterogeneous solid acid zeolites show a number o f advantages over liquid acid 

catalysts: their separation from the liquid or gas phase products and reactants is not 

necessary; corrosion of any containment vessels is avoided; and they have a greater acid 

strength (approximately 10 times stronger than concentrated sulphuric acid). The zeolite 

structure comprises approximately 99% surface, compared to 3% surface for a solid
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powder. Hence, more active sites are accessible than in many other solid catalysts. The 

zeolite pore structure naturally displays three different types o f selectivity that each use 

the pore diameter to restrict the diffusion or formation o f large species at a different 

stage of the reaction process, and thus control the relative yields o f the various products 

obtained. The first is reactant selectivity. By this, only certain constituents of a mixture 

are allowed to diffuse to the internal acid sites to react. Product selectivity is used to 

separate a number of different reaction products, by only allowing certain species 

diffuse out from the pores. In particular, this is a very good method to enhance the 

reaction yield of linear isomers from branched isomers, which have larger cross- 

sectional diameters. Transition-state selectivity is slightly different in that it directly 

affects the reaction itself, rather than separating unwanted species. As such it is a more 

efficient way of controlling yields. In a zeolite, a reaction that can potentially produce a 

number o f transition states if  it took place in solution, is restricted to only forming 

transition states with a free diameter less than the diameter o f the zeolitic cavity. Hence, 

only products that form from the allowed transition states will be produced. These 

different types o f selectivity can therefore be exploited to maximise the yield of the 

desired product.

Acid catalysts are extensively used in the petrochemical industry. In particular Zeolites 

X and Y are used to crack the long hydrocarbon chains (>C12) in crude oil to smaller n- 

alkane units (Cl to C6 ), which are of great utility as fuels, e.g. Cl to C3 gas, gasoline, 

light cycle oil, or heavy gas oil. Furthermore, the zeolite Ni-Erionite is often used to 

“selectoreform” these fuels to increase the number o f branched alkanes and so increase 

the calorific value o f the fuel and its anti-knocking properties -  an example o f a dual

functional catalyst.

Of all the synthetic commercial zeolites, H-ZSM-5 is probably the most versatile. The 

crystallisation o f heavy oils, such as lubricating oils at temperatures below 100°C is 

prevented by a “dewaxing” reaction catalysed by H-ZSM-5 to crack hydrocarbon chains 

longer than 18 carbons long. The isomérisation of butenes, catalysed by ZSM-5, 

converts a mixture of butene isomers to predominantly give 2 -methylpropene a
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precursor to methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE) - the anti-knock agent in gasoline. A 

similar reaction isomerises a mixture of xylenes - via a methyl shift - to predominantly 

form the para-isomer; which is then used to form teraphthalic acid, and then eventually 

polyester fibres such as terylene. Likewise, H-ZSM-5 can be used to replace the AICI3 

catalyst o f the Friedel-Craft reaction by which benzenes are alkylated in the first step of 

polystyrene synthesis. Perhaps the most important reaction catalysed by H-ZSM-5 is the 

methanol to gasoline (MTG) process, which is self-explanatory in its reactants and 

products. The methanol that is used for this reaction is formed from natural gas via 

“syngas” (synthetic gas - a CO and H2 mixture) in the Fischer-Tropsch reaction. The 

MTG process was originally devised as a path to produce gasoline from an alternative 

to its traditional source of oil. Although limited in use until now (except in the oil crisis 

of 1976), in the future the process may become more extensive as oil reserves become 

more depleted.

Another example of an industrial scale application of a zeolite is that o f H-Mordenite to 

catalyse the isomérisation o f butene. Similarly, platinum doped Mordenite can also be 

used in dewaxing reactions. The acid form of Mordenite is also used in the 

hydrocracking o f paraffins and hydroparaffins to give propane, isobutane, and 

isopentane and in the transalkylation and disproportionation of alkyl benzenes. 

Environmentally damaging NOx molecules, inadvertently produced in power plants, and 

as a bi-product of the formation o f nitric acid, can also be removed by using H- 

Mordenite.

1.3 Zeolite acidity
From the above discussion, it is clear that understanding of the nature of the acidity of 

zeolites, and the factors that affect it, are important in these industrial applications. But 

why do we consider zeolites to be acidic [3]?

• The colour of indicators in contact with them is consistent with an acid

• Bases chemically sorb and interact with them

• They can donate (or partially transfer) a proton - Bronsted acidity

• They can accept an electron pair to form a co-ordinate bond - Lewis acidity
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However, it is clear that some scale to rank the acidity o f a particular zeolite structure of 

a particular chemical composition would be invaluable. This is not a simple task though. 

Firstly, we need to consider that zeolites are solid acids. Secondly, the acidity of a 

zeolite depends on the species o f base molecule in its pores. Moreover, even the 

definition o f the acidity itself has been the subject of much debate.

The most extensive scale of acidity used for liquid acids, is the pH scale. However, such 

a scale cannot be applied to solid acids because it is essentially determined by the 

concentration o f hydrogen ions in solution. A more meaningful comparison can be 

made with the scale o f gas phase acidity [10]. Gas phase acidity is defined as the 

standard Gibb’s free energy of deprotonation (XOH <=> XO + H^), A G °dp, so at a given 

temperature [11]:

= (1.1)

where A H °dp(T ) is the enthalpy of deprotonation and A S °dp(T ) is the entropy of 

deprotonation. The relative acidities of gas-phase molecules can therefore be 

determined from the equilibrium constants o f proton transfer reactions (similar to the 

pH scale), which can in turn be related to heats of deprotonation. When combined with 

estimated values for the entropy o f deprotonation calculated from statistical mechanics, 

and absolute values fixed by thermodynamics, the absolute acidities can be determined. 

Since we are considering the solid state and not the gas phase, a negligible change in the 

entropy of the system on protonation can be assumed, so that the entropy term in 

equation (1) can be neglected. The deprotonation energy AE dp is, strictly speaking, 

related to the heat of deprotonation by the equation:

= (1.2)

Where AEop̂  ̂is the zero-point vibrational energy change, which is approximately 30 to 

40 kJ/mol, and AH°Therm accounts for thermal corrections, and is usually o f the order o f  

5 kJ/mol. Because these two terms can be considered constant for a given system they

are often simply ignored, and as such the deprotonation energy (or proton affinity), is

used as a scale o f relative acidity. However, in practice it is not possible to directly 

measure the energy required to remove a proton from the Bronsted acid site to infinity.
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or at least outside the zeolite pore structure, where the interactions between the two are 

negligible. This problem can be overcome by using indirect methods to find values for 

the deprotonation energy, such as through the use o f NMR chemical shifts of an 

unperturbed acid site, or the shift in frequency o f the hydroxyl band in the infi*a-red 

spectrum when a probe molecule sorbs to the acid site, as described in a later section. 

Another more intrinsic problem though, is that the deprotonation energy depends on the 

base to which the proton is transferred.

Another less quantitative scale that is sometimes used is the vibrational fi-equency of the

O-H bond. It is argued that acidity is a scale o f the ease o f loss o f the Bronsted proton.

As such, it is largely determined by the strength o f the O-H bond: the weaker the bond,

the more easily lost the proton will be and hence the stronger the acid. The harmonic

vibrational frequency, vqh, is related [12] to the harmonic force constant of the O-H

bond (a measure o f its strength), koH, by the equation:
1

I ttc

^OH (1.3)
Mom y

where poH = momn/Cmo+mn) and c is the speed o f light.

This implies that a more acidic Bronsted acid site corresponds to a smaller kon and thus 

a lower vibrational fi*equency. This relationship is clearly an approximation, and the 

relationship between vibrational frequency and deprotonation energy has been shown to 

be non-linear [13]. However, it is a useful tool to determine the relative acidities o f sites 

and has the advantages that it can readily be measured and it is an intrinsic property of 

the zeolitic acid site, as no interaction with a base molecule is required.

1.4 Factors affecting zeolite acidity
Many suggestions have been made about the factors that influence the acidity o f the 

Bronsted sites in zeolites. The influence o f composition, short-range, medium-range, 

and long-range structural features o f the zeolite have all been discussed as influencing 

the acidity.
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An unfortunate influence o f increasing zeolite aluminium content has been observed, 

causing a linear increase o f the frequencies o f the OH vibrational frequencies [14]. As a 

consequence, although it would be advantageous to increase the aluminium content in 

the zeolite to increase the number of Bronsted acid sites on which reactions could occur, 

the interactions between them decrease the acidity o f these sites and thus the rates of 

reactions on them. A number of theories have been proposed to explain this. The 

simplest is that if  an aluminium ion has no other aluminium ion at any of its 12 next 

nearest neighbour (NNN) sites (the closest that two aluminium ions can approach each 

other while obeying Lowenstein's rule) then its acidity will be higher than any site with 

an aluminium at one o f these NNN sites [15]. However, ab initio cluster calculations on 

Zeolite Y showed that if  aluminium ions were substituted at NNN sites, the acidity as 

measured by the proton affinity does not always decrease [16]. An attempt has also been 

made to relate acidity to the average partial charge on the protons and bridging oxygens 

in the Bronsted sites [17]. We can estimate these partial charges, and indeed the 

distribution o f electrons in all o f the zeolitic interatomic bonds, by calculating the 

electronegativities of the atoms. The Sanderson electronegativity [18] (an extension o f  

the Pauling definition of electronegativity) was calculated by finding the geometric 

mean of the individual electronegativities o f the component atoms of the system. 

Because it depends only on the chemical composition of the zeolite, and not the 

connectivities o f the atoms, it is only dependent on the aluminium content (and cation 

type) in a given zeolite structure. As a consequence, it predicts the same acidity for 

different zeolite structures with the same A1 content, regardless o f structure, which is 

clearly a vast approximation. A linear relationship was found between the partial charge 

on the bridging oxygen and the OH vibrational frequency when CO was sorbed onto the 

acid site [17]. This was justified by the explanation that increased A1 content increases 

the partial charge on the oxygen ions, and so strengthens the hydroxyl bonds.

The Sanderson electronegativity predicts one average acidity for each zeolite structure 

(and indeed composition). However, IR spectra show a relatively wide bandwidth for 

the hydroxyl groups of zeolites (e.g. 39cm‘  ̂ for H-ZSM-5 [19]), which implies a certain 

degree o f heterogeneity in the acidity of sites in the same zeolite, and hence the
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influence of further factors. The study by Mortier [17] suggested that the partial charge 

of the oxygen also depends on the local structure. For two acid sites in similar 

configurations, the one with the smaller Si-O-Al bond angle would have a more 

negatively charged oxygen, and thus be a stronger acid. This same dependence can also 

be argued in energetic terms. The average Al-O-Si bond angle is less than the average 

Si-O-Si angle, so the introduction o f an acid site to a bridging site involves a certain 

amount o f distortion to the framework. Quantum mechanic cluster calculations [20] 

have shown that acid site formation on bridging oxygens with a low initial Si-O-Si 

angle causes minimum disturbance to the zeolite structure and energy and thus their 

formation is favoured. However, the removal o f the proton from these sites results in a 

larger proton affinity energy, because of the comparatively low energy reduction on 

deprotonation, and so these sites are actually less acidic. These studies imply some 

dependence o f the acidity o f a Bronsted acid site on the T-O-T angle o f the acid site and 

also the equivalent bridging site in the purely siliceous structure. Thus the reduction in 

T-O-T bond angle when an acid site is introduced into a purely siliceous structure may 

be a defining factor. However, these relationships may be accentuated in quantum 

cluster calculations which neglect longer range electrostatic lattice effects, and while 

they have been shown to have some influence on the acidity, interatomic potential 

studies have suggested that they are not the defining factor [2 1 ].

A relationship that has been utilised extensively in experimental interpretation is the 

dependence o f the acidity o f a site on the size of the cavity in which it resides [22]. It is 

argued that a proton that points into a small pore interacts to a larger extent with 

opposite oxygen ions in the pore. These interactions are analogous to weak hydrogen 

bonds, and thus weaken the 0-H  bond, and the acidity of the site. A further contributing 

factor to weaken the 0-H bonds in smaller pores is the increased electric field gradient 

in them, a factor that we will shortly discuss in more detail. Such an effect has been 

most apparent in IR spectra, and the hydroxyl band is often deconvoluted to separate 

contributions that are centred around different average frequencies, and assigned to 

vibrations in different sized pores [23]. The vibrational frequencies of bridging oxygens 

in zeolites have been separated into two ranges - 3650 to 3600 cm'̂  for vibrations in
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rings larger than 8 MR, and 3580 to 3530 cm'̂  for vibrations in smaller rings [22]. 

Scatter within these bands was attributed to variations in the local acid site structure. 

The allocation o f particular frequencies to pore size has been corroborated by observing 

the shifts in the components o f the IR spectra when probe molecules are introduced into 

the pores o f the Bronsted protons at low temperatures [24]. The effect o f these 

molecules on the acid sites that they interact with is to weaken the O-H bonds and thus 

shift their vibrational frequencies to lower values. However, these probes only adsorb 

onto specific accessible sites. For example, large probe molecules can only access larger 

voids, but are unable to reach acid sites in small voids. The higher frequency, large pore 

vibrations are thus shifted to lower frequencies, but the originally lower frequency 

vibrations of sites in the small pores are unperturbed [24]. However, interatomic 

potential calculations by Lewis and Sastre [25] find no obvious correlation between the 

OH vibrational frequency and pore size. These authors suggest that this may be due to 

the effects o f the long-range effects o f the surrounding lattice that are neglected when 

only the pore size is considered.

Consideration o f all these compositional, long-range and short-range structural 

contributory influences is taken into account in the calculation of the electric field 

gradient, EFG, and the magnitude o f the electrostatic potential, |E|", at the proton site 

[26]. Both of these quantities were shown to correlate strongly with the calculated 

vibrational frequency of the OH group. The rationalisation of these correlations is now 

discussed.

The intermolecular energy, U, between an atom pair at separation r can be expressed as 

a Taylor expansion:

<M)U = U „ + ( r - r A ^ ^  + U r - r „ y  
\ d r  Jo 2 /od r‘

where ro is the equilibrium separation that corresponds to an energy minimum. This 

differential equation can be solved to yield the vibrational frequency for the atom pair, 

v, in terms o f the reduced mass of the atom pair, p (= po-Pu / ( p o  + P u ) )  and the 

second derivative o f the energy:
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OH

I k c j u

(1.5)

For a largely ionic solid, the electrostatic terms, Ueiec, is defined as:

(1.6)

summing over all the atoms, i in the system, where qi are their charges, and V(r,) is the 

electrostatic potential at their particular positions. We can assume that Ueiec is a constant 

proportion o f the total energy:

U = (1.7)

where k is a constant. Differentiating this twice, and neglecting the derivatives of all 

ions other than the proton, (since their dV/dr will be negligible in comparison with that 

o f the proton when the 0-H  bond is elongated) yields:

d'^U ( d^V. ^
-

H
2dr y

= g„EFG„ (1.8)
dr^ dr^

where EFGh is the electric field gradient at the proton position.

Thus a quadratic relationship between the electric field gradient and the OH vibrational 

frequency is predicted.

(1-9)
iKCjj}

This has been confirmed by empirical calculations on AIPO4-5 , AIPO4-3 4 , SSZ-24 and 

SSZ-13 [26]. Furthermore, the dependence o f the deprotonation energy on the 

electrostatic potential at the proton has been noted in ah initio cluster calculations [27]. 

This can be justified by the substitution o f equations (1.6), (1.7), and (1.9) into equation

(1.4) at equilibrium and again assuming that the electrostatic potential changes o f the 

proton on its displacement dominate over those o f the other ions, to give:

t  = (1.10)
Ar 2

In terms of the electric field at the equilibrium proton position this is:
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I .« ^ Ar-n-Vo„
2k-q„

This quadratic relationship has been confirmed for a wide range o f zeolites and AlPOs 

o f varying compositions and structures [25].

1.5 Methods of investigating zeolite structure and acidity
If all acid sites had exactly the same properties as each other they would gave rise to a 

completely homogeneous, random, disordered distribution o f acid sites at most Si/Al 

ratios. However, real zeolites display a degree o f heterogeneity due to the different local 

geometries o f the acid sites, their different positions in the framework, and different 

interactions between the acid sites. As this heterogeneity increases, it becomes more 

advantageous to locate the Bronsted acid sites to determine if  any ordering occurs, and 

thus if  they preferentially occupy certain bridging sites. Combining this knowledge of 

which acid sites are the most abundant with an understanding of which have the 

strongest acidity and best accessibility will be a step towards achieving the goal o f  

improving catalytic performance.

Experimentally, there are a number of ways to determine the location and acidity of acid 

sites. Computer modelling methods can also be used to identify possible sitings and 

properties, to both aid interpretation of experimental data and to provide a 

rationalisation o f experimental observation.

X-ray diffraction is the standard technique for determining the crystal structure o f the 

zeolite framework. Unfortunately, disorder o f the A1 within the framework coupled with 

the almost identical scattering cross-section of the A1 and Si makes locating acid sites 

difficult. Indeed, protons do not have sufficient electron density to be resolved at all. It 

is possible to estimate the occupation of A1 ions on a particular T-site by determining its 

average T-O bond lengths, if  a linear relationship between the average T-O bond length 

and the occupation o f A1 on the T-site is assumed [28]. However, this technique can 

only be used on relatively low Si/Al ratio zeolites, where the occupation of A1 on a 

particular site causes a large enough increase in the average bond length to be detected.
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Whilst neutron diffraction can distinguish between Si and A1 ions and also locate 

deuterated acid sites, such experiments are possible only for small unit cells, or where 

considerable ordering is noted.

Calorimetry based techniques, such as temperature-programmed-desorption (TPD), and 

thermogravimetric-analysis (TGA), can be used to determine the heats of adsorption of 

small probe molecules onto the acid sites o f the zeolite. The nuniber o f different heats of 

adsorption identified yields some information about the number o f different 

environments o f the acid sites; although there will be some overlap for similar sites. The 

concentration of these resolvably different acid sites can also be calculated from the 

data, but the energetics o f deprotonation are not obtained - only adsorption.

The deconvolution o f the OH band in the infrared spectrum can also give an estimate o f  

the number of different acid sites, and as discussed above to deduce the size of the pore 

that contains them. While the OH vibrational frequencies can give an idea o f the relative 

acidities of the acid sites, more quantitative information is gained by measuring the 

shifts in the OH vibrational frequencies when small "probe" molecules sorb onto them 

at low temperatures. The probe molecule must be a weak base, and small enough to 

access the acid site, e.g. CO2, N%, CO, O2 and H2. The deprotonation energy can be 

calculated from the frequency shift when the probe sorbs onto the acid site [29], after 

comparison is made with the corresponding shift of a reference o f known deprotonation 

energy:

^ D P S a m p le  ~  ^ D P , K t f  ^ 42 .5  ' lOg
Sample 

^  ^O H , Ref J

( 1.12)

Solid state NMR techniques can also be used to determine the location and acidity o f  

the Bronsted acid sites by determining the co-ordination of a particular species. Special 

techniques, such as using dilute spins of isotopes, cross-polarisation, or magic angle 

spinning (MAS) can be used to resolve sharper peaks from the broad indistinguishable 

peaks that arise from solid NMR samples. ^̂ Si NMR allows the quantification of the 

number o f sites with a particular number o f Si and A1 ions at the adjacent T-sites. ^̂ Al
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NMR also gives similar information about the environments o f the aluminium ions, and 

when combined with specialist techniques, such as 2D multiquantum MAS techniques, 

it is possible to distinguish between the different T-sites that the A1 ions occupy to some 

degree [30]. The use o f the NMR shift has also been discussed as a measure of the 

deprotonation energy. Although it cannot be proved rigorously, the ease of 

deprotonation is dependent on the net charge on the proton, as is the shielding of the 

nucleus. Hence, an approximately linear dependence o f the deprotonation energy with 

the 'H NMR shielding constant has been observed in quantum cluster calculations [10] 

for aluminosilicate and AlPO systems.

Computer techniques have been used extensively to probe zeolite structure and 

properties. They have the advantage over experimental methods that the minimum 

energy structures, locations, vibrational frequencies, proton affinities and sorption 

properties for the individual acid sites can all be calculated without the need for 

averaging.

Interatomic potential methods are the least computationally expensive in general, and 

have the advantage that the infinite periodic lattice can be modelled by the use of a 

periodic unit cell, so that long-range electrostatic effects o f the lattice are taken into 

consideration. However, the distribution o f electrons about the atoms are not calculated 

explicitly but are accounted for by their inclusion in analytical expressions o f the 

interactions between atom pairs. The parameters of the potentials are obtained from 

either experimental or quantum mechanical data. Despite this simplification, they 

achieve a good level of accuracy and remain a relatively quick way to gain insight into 

the acid site properties, and as such allow the investigation of a wider range of acid site 

configurations than more computationally demanding methods. An example o f the 

successful use of an interatomic model was the accurate reproduction o f the 

orthorhombic to monoclinic distortion of the silicalite structure [31]. A similar phase 

transformation was modelled in MAPO-36 [32] resulting in the identification o f the 

low-temperature structure, and the structural distortions that cause it. Other examples
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include the modelling of local distortions caused by the inclusion o f Fe centres in the 

ZSM-5 framework [33].

Ab initio quantum mechanical methods are often regarded to be the most accurate 

computational models due to their rigorous calculation of the electron distributions in 

the structure, and the absence of any empirical parameters. However, the complexity of 

such calculations renders them computationally expensive. At the present level of 

computational power it is not feasible to create periodic quantum mechanical models of 

an infinite zeolite lattice other than for high symmetry zeolite structures with unit cells 

containing relatively few symmetrically distinct atoms e.g. faujasite [34]. An 

extensively used method to reduce the time taken to perform a calculation is therefore to 

simply cut out the area o f interest - in this case the acid site and a small amount of its 

surrounding atoms - from the infinite lattice, and saturate the dangling bonds by 

hydrogen atoms. Such calculations are known as cluster models. As such the local 

structural effects o f the acid site such as T-O-T bond angle are accounted for. However, 

the longer range electrostatic effects, the effect o f pore size, the electric field o f the 

zeolite framework and the effect o f Si/Al ratio are all neglected. Furthermore, a certain 

oscillatory dependence of properties such as proton affinity on cluster size has been 

observed [35]: proton affinity is underestimated for clusters with positively charged Si 

outer co-ordination shells, whilst being overestimated for those with negatively charged 

O outer co-ordination shells.

Embedded cluster calculations have been used to solve these deficiencies and 

incorporate the advantages o f both empirical potential and ab initio calculations. Hence, 

the region around the acid site is treated explicitly as a quantum mechanical cluster but 

the long-range effects of the surrounding lattice are also accounted for by embedding 

this cluster into a lattice described by an interatomic potential model. The proton 

affinities of acid sites in H-ZSM-5 have been reproduced well using this technique [36].
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2 Methodology of interatomic potential models
The most rigorous way to describe bonds and interactions between atoms is through the 

application o f quantum mechanics theory to explicitly describe the behaviour o f the 

electrons. However, such methods are computationally demanding. We can approximate 

the various interactions between atoms to classical mathematical functions o f their 

atomic positions. Since these functions describe the forces between the atoms, and 

allow the calculation of the potential energy o f the crystal these methods are known as 

forcefield or interatomic potential methods. The equilibrium structure can thus be 

obtained by adjusting each atom to a position where the total forces on it are zero, and 

the total potential energy is at its minimum value. The vibrational frequencies, elastic 

constants and dielectric constants of this equilibrium structure can subsequently be 

calculated from the first and second derivatives o f the potential energy.

We have predominantly used such interatomic potential methods to model Bronsted 

acidity for a number of reasons. Firstly, large periodic structures were to be modelled, 

so that the effects o f long-range electrostatic effects on Bronsted acidity could be 

investigated. Therefore, quantum mechanical calculations were discounted because they 

cannot create periodic unit cells that contain up to 300 atoms, and cluster calculations 

intrinsically do not consider the infinite lattice. Secondly, such interatomic methods 

have been extensively used [1, 2 ], and a reliable set o f potentials has been developed to 

describe the aluminosilcate materials, as will be described shortly. Thirdly, such 

calculations are relatively fast, so that a large number o f conformations can be 

investigated - which is particularly critical when a large number of configurations are 

possible.

The chosen interatomic potential method was implemented by the use o f the GULP 

code [3]. This code is routinely used to optimise an input structure to its equilibrium 

structure and provide corresponding information about its lattice energy, vibrational 

frequencies, elastic constants, and dielectric constants.
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2.1 Interatomic potentials

In interatomic potential methods, the various interactions between atoms that contribute 

to the lattice energy o f the structure are represented by mathematical functions. The 

parameters can be determined two ways. The most straightforward method is to 

calculate the parameters directly from quantum mechanics calculations. The second 

method, known as empirical fitting, is to adjust the parameters by a least squares 

method to give the best possible fit o f calculated structures and properties to those either 

found by experiment or determined by quantum mechanical calculations. Only potential 

energy contributions to the lattice energy are considered, with kinetic energy terms 

being ignored, so effectively the structures found correspond to those at absolute zero, 

and temperature effects are neglected.

The total lattice energy o f a periodic crystal, U(r), is calculated by summing the 

potential terms that arise from forces between all the atoms at positions r, as in equation 

2.1. The two-body term, V2, is calculated for each possible combination of ion pairs in 

the lattice and depends on their separations. These are the major contribution for ionic 

or semi-covalent structures. The three-body term, V3, may also be considered, which 

depends on the positions o f three atoms. Such three body terms are commonly used to 

account for bond-bending forces; thus considering covalent bonding effects. Higher 

order terms such as four-body terms are only used in our models that include organic 

molecules e.g. TPA^. The total energy can thus be expressed as the summation of these 

two and three body terms over all the atoms in the structure:

U(r) = X ,.,  V, (r,rj ) + ) (2-1 )

The two-body terms consist o f a number o f contributions:

L J L ' - I  L 2 J

where r is the separation o f the ion pair being considered, qi and q% are their charges, 

and A, r, C, k2 and m are all adjustable parameters. The first term accounts for the 

coulombic interactions between ion pairs. The second term has two components that are 

collectively known as the Buckingham potential; a repulsive exponential term to
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account for the overlap of charge, and an attractive dipole interaction due to Van der 

Waal’s forces. The third term accounts for the polarisation of electrons around each ion 

due to the charge on the nucleus of adjacent atoms. A shell model [4] is used to 

approximate the electron cloud to a massless, displaceable, spherieal shell that is 

connected to the ion core inside it by a spring of force constant kj, as shown in Figure 

2 . 1.

Figure 2.1 The shell model

A  three-body potential, is also used here to include bond bending, and account for the 

degree of covalency in the zeolite structure:

y>(nr,r,) = U{O-0,Y (2.3)

where k is a fitted foree constant, 0  is the angle between the three atoms and Go is its 

ideal value.

The Buckingham, spring, and three-body potentials are relatively short-range, and are 

negligible for separations greater than the order of 10 to 16 À (particularly the three- 

body term), allowing the implementation of a cut-off beyond which interactions are 

ignored to reduce the computational cost of these ealculations. However, the 

electrostatic term is long-range, and as such converges much more slowly with 

separation. Hence, the Ewald summation is used to sum these coulombie terms [5]. This 

uses a method by which each point charge in the reciprocal lattice is associated with a
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screening charge of opposite sign, which often has a Gaussian distribution. This means 

that the interactions between the screened point charges converge much more quickly, 

and can be summed directly in real space. The energy of the charge distribution array 

must then be accounted for to find the total coulombic potential o f the original point 

charge system. Thus the interaction energy o f a lattice o f charge distributions of 

opposite sign to the screening charge distribution (the same signs as the original point 

charges).is found by summing their Fourier transforms in reciprocal space, and then 

converting back to real space. The sum of the coulombic potential terms in the original 

lattice is simply the sum of these two energies.

A Morse potential is sometimes used to represent a particular covalent bond between 

particular species. In the calculations presented here it is used to represent the 01-H  

bond, where 01 is used to denote the bridging oxygen in the Bronsted acid groups and 

is given by:

y ^ < o . „ = D , l l - e x f ( r a ( r - r , ) ) y (2.4)

where a  is a fitting parameter, ro is the equilibrium bond length, and Dg is the 

dissociation energy to separate the two atoms, and the last term is to subtract the 

coulomb interaction energy, since it is effectively included in the Morse potential.

Previous studies have developed a set o f transferable potentials to reproduce the various 

bonds and interactions between the atoms in aluminosilicate structures in a number of  

stages. A model o f a-quartz first derived the interactions between Si and O - fitting 

them to reproduce its elastic constants and dielectric constants [6 ]. These were then 

combined with potentials representing A l-0  interactions in aluminium oxide [7] to 

model a range o f aluminosilicates [8 ], The Morse potential parameters used to describe 

the interactions between a bridging oxygen, O l, and the adjacent hydrogen ion were 

originally derived for sodium hydroxide, and fitted to ab initio data, due to a lack o f  

experimental data [9]. These framework and acid site potentials were subsequently 

collated and the O-H Morse potential modified for aluminosilicates [10]. Interactions 

between extra-framework Na^ and Câ  ̂ cations and the framework are described by 

coulombic interactions (both ions being modelled by formal charges) and a Buckingham
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potential to represent the interactions between them and the shells of the framework 

oxygen [11]. These potentials have since been used to reproduce a variety of  

experimental results, including the structure, vibrational frequencies and acidity o f acid 

sites in zeolites [1, 2 , 12].

The potentials used are defined by the parameters listed in Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 

2.5. Ol is used to denote the bridging oxygen in the hydroxyl group o f the Bronsted 

acid sites.

Table 2.1 Electrostatic charges used to determine electrostatic term

Species qi (e)

Si core +4.000

A1 core +3.000

O core +0.869

O shell -2.869

Ol core -1.426

H core +0.426

Na core + 1 .0 0 0

Ca core +2 .0 0 0

Table 2.2 Buckingham potential parameters

Interacting species A(eV) P(Â) C (eV A")

A1 core.,.. O shell 1460.300 0.299 0 .0 0 0

Ol core... A1 core 1142.676 0.299 0 .0 0 0

0  sh ell.. . O shell 22764.000 0.149 27.880

Si core ,. . O shell 1283.907 0.321 10.662

Ol core... Si core 983.557 0.321 10.662

0 1  core... 0  shell 22764.000 0.149 27.880

H core... O shell 311.970 0.250 0 .0 0 0

Na core... O shell 1226.840 0.307 0 .0 0 0

Ca core.,.. O shell 1090.40 0.3437 0 .0 0 0
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Table 2.3 Spring potential parameters

Atom k2 (eV A' )̂

O 74.920

Table 2.4 Three body potential parameters

Interacting species k (eV rad' )̂ 8oC)

A1 core ... 0  shell... O shell 2.097 109.47

A1 core ... Ol core ... 0  shell 2.097 109.47

Si core ... 01 core ... 0  shell 2.097 109.47

Si core ... Ol core... O shell 2.097 109.47

Table 2.5 Morse potential parameters

Species De (eV) a  (A ') To (A)

H core ... Ol core 7.053 2.199 0.949

2,2 Energy minimisation
While the energy of any structure can be calculated by these methods, it is unlikely to 

be observed experimentally if  it does not correspond to an energy minimum where all 

atoms experience no net force. To determine the equilibrium configuration, the total 

energy o f the system is minimised with respect to the atomic co-ordinates and the cell 

dimensions. The energy is first calculated and differentiated with respect to some 

atomic perturbation, r, to obtain the gradient o f the potential energy surface for the 

initial structure. Atoms are then systematically moved so as to decrease the energy o f  

the system for a number of cycles until the energy gradient calculated is less than a 

specified cut-off, e.g. 0.001 eV Â * used in the calculations presented here. Different 

minimisation methods implementing different algorithms were used to perturb the 

system between cycles. The default Newton-Raphson method was used initially for all 

calculations. By this method, the potential energy surface is approximated to a harmonic 

curve, and by employing a Taylor expansion, displacement towards the energy 

minimum can be estimated by:
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dr = -
d^U
dr^

This was used together with the Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and Shanno (BFGS) 

adaptation [13] that only calculates the second derivative of the energy surface at certain 

values o f r and dU/dr. At iterations between these points, the inverse derivative of the 

matrix can be estimated from the dU/dr and r values and those o f the previous iteration, 

together with its inverse Hessian. This method o f calculating the inverse Hessian 

indirectly reduces the computational demand o f energy minimisation compared to the 

direct method. While this Newton-Raphson/BFGS method is effective in minimising 

initial structures that are further away from their minimum energy, it is less efficient to 

find the exact minimum by making small perturbations near equilibrium. For example it 

merely looks for a point where the energy gradient is zero, without ensuring that the 

second derivative of the energy is positive. Since an energy maximum complies equally 

with this criterion as an energy minimum, sometimes saddle-points can be reached 

rather than energy minima. For this reason, when the gradient norm was reduced to 0.01 

eV A '\ the minimisation method is switched to the alternative Rational Functional 

Optimisation (RFC) method [14]. This method is more computationally demanding, 

because the Hessian is calculated after every iteration in order to determine and 

eliminate any negative eigenvalues. However, its use ensures that a true minimum is 

reached.

This sequence o f energy minimisers was not always able to find an energy minimum, 

particularly when the initial geometry was far from the minimum energy geometry. In 

these cases, the conjugate gradient method was used, as an alternative initial 

minimisation method [15]. This avoids searching in the same direction as previous steps 

by finding a search direction that is independent to that of previous iterations. The 

Hessian does not need to be calculated, which reduces the cost o f each iteration, but in 

general a greater number of iterations are required. Alternative methods can be applied 

when the gradient norm is reduced to a sufficient level, e.g. the RFO method at gradient 

norms below 0.01 eV Â'̂  in order to find the true minimum.
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However, a major limitation of all of these algorithms are that they are limited to 

finding the local minimum - the closest structure to the initial one that has zero gradient. 

In fact, it is the global minimum that is often sought and this may not always be found, 

as illustrated in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 Determination o f local and global minima. X  represents the initial structure 

fo r  the calculation, Y represents the local minima that most algorithms will find, and Z 

represents the global minima that most o f them would not

In order to avoid such a situation arising it is necessary to determine an initial structure 

with an energy as close to the global minimum as possible. The structures (unit cell 

parameters and motif) of the siliceous frameworks comprising the zeolite lattices 

modelled were taken from a data base compiled from X-ray crystallographic data, 

which is part of the CERJUS  ̂ visualisation package [16]. These siliceous structures 

were optimised before the substitution of acid sites into them, as well as afterwards, so 

as to reduce the minimisation required for the acid site calculations.

Our main subjects of interest in the zeolite structures are the Bronsted acid sites 

substituted into the siliceous structures. Once a siliceous bridging site is selected for this 

acid site substitution, the positions of the A1 and 01 ions are relatively straightforward 

to determine by simple substitution of an adjacent Si and O, respectively. However, the 

position of the H ion requires more careful consideration. An appropriate starting 

position of the H ion was determined to be at 1.0 Â from the 01 ion, in the same plane 

as the Si, 01 and A1 ions, such that the Si-Ol-H angle was equal to the Al-Ol-H angle, 

as shown in Figure 2.3.
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01

Figure 2.3 Initial geometry o f  Bronsted acid sites

At first these were set up by hand using the CERIUS^ visualisation package, which gave 

rise to a certain amount of variation from this ideal structure, hut later C and 

FORTRAN computer programs were written implementing simple vector mathematics 

to calculate the H position from the co-ordinates of the Al, 01 , and the adjacent Si in 

order to standardise this procedure.

2.3 Defect calculations
When such an acid site is substituted into a periodic unit cell it necessarily gives rise to 

an infinite number of symmetrically identical periodic defects throughout the lattice. We 

also consider isolated defects in the infinite lattice, in which there would be no 

interactions between acid sites, creating an infinitely dilute system. The Mott-Littleton 

method [17] was used to perform these calculations.

The method considers two spheres around the defect centre, called region 1 and region 

2, with radii R1 and R2 respectively, where R1 < R2. The atoms in region 1 are treated 

explicitly as discrete ions and are allowed to relax to their minimum energy 

configurations as in the hulk calculations. Region 2a, between R1 and R2 is considered 

explicitly too, but these are distorted by the ions in region 1 according to a harmonic 

well potential in order to reduce the computational expense. Since these harmonic wells 

are centred on the initial positions o f the ions it is important that all o f the atoms in the 

initial bulk structure are at their minimum energy configurations. Region 2b, beyond R2 

is treated as a dielectric continuum that is polarised by the defect charge, so that the 

polarisation energy Ejh induced in region 2b is given by [18]:
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^ib = - (2.6)
n

where Q is the charge of the defect, Vm is the molar volume, and q is the distance of the 

ion from the defect centre, and Mi is the Mott- Littleton parameter given by:

r \
M; =

CL,

J
V '

V e j
(2.7)

where ai is the polarisability o f the sublattice and s is its static dielectric constant.

The defect energy can then be calculated by combining the energies o f the interactions 

between atoms in the various regions o f the perfect or defective lattices:

= E \ M d ) - E u  {dp) + £,„ {dp) -  ipp)

+ 5,2. {dd) -  £,2„ {dp) + (pp) -  {pd) (2.8)

SEag{dd) dE^,^{pd)'\ 
dr dr ]

where each Eij(kl) is the interaction energy between all atoms in region i and all o f those 

in region j .  The atoms in region i are in the periodic or defective region according to 

whether k  is denoted p  or d  respectively, and similarly those in region j  are denoted by /.

Whereas in periodic calculations, the optimum structure is reached by energy 

minimisation, where the energy minimum is achieved by reducing the energy at every 

step, its computational expense is too large for the more complicated defect system. The 

positions o f ions in region 1 need to be adjusted according to interactions from atoms in 

its own region, and that o f region 2. However, the atoms in region 2 need to be adjusted 

according to the new atom positions in region 1, and then those in region 1 need to be 

readjusted according to the new region 2 atomic positions. Instead, after an initial 

Newton-Raphson/BFGS method until the gradient norm is reduced to 1.0 eV À '\ a 

force balance method is used. By this method, the atoms are moved according to the 

first derivative o f the energy (the force), until there is no more net force on any atom, 

regardless o f any resulting rise or fall in the energy.

The values o f radii o f region 1 and region 2 need to be the minimum possible to achieve 

convergence o f the defect energy with increasing radii sizes, without requiring
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excessive calculation times. Region 1 must also be large enough that the distortions in 

region 2a are small in order for their harmonic approximation to be valid. Care was also 

taken that (R2 - R l) was greater than or equal to the short-range potential cut-off of 

16Â. The defect energy and computational time required for optimisation of an isolated 

Bronsted acid site in a ZSM-5 framework was established for a range o f values of 

region 1 and region 2 radii, as in Table 2.6.

Table 2.6 Determination o f  optimum Region 1 and Region 2 radii

Region 1 radius Rl (Â) Region 2 radius R2 (A) Final defect energy (eV) CPU time (s)

8 25 48.549431 1453

9 26 48.600664 1585

10 27 48.590846 2146

11 28 48.523318 4528

12 29 48.516165 8144

13 30 48.512302 9950

12 25 48.516302 5972

12 28 48.516196 7112

12 29 48.516165 8144

12 30 48.516147 7927

Firstly, Rl was increased in steps o f 1 Â, with a corresponding increase in R2 to avoid 

[R2  - Rl] falling below 16 Â, from which it was determined that Rl = 12 A was a 

reasonable starting point. Then the R2 radius was varied while keeping Rl fixed, from 

which a value o f R2 = 29 Â was selected. For these radii, regions 1 and 2 included 

approximately 650 and 8700 ions respectively and the minimisation time was a 

reasonable two and a half hours. By using such a large region we ensure full 

convergence o f our defect calculations.

2.4 Calculation of vibrational frequencies
In addition to calculating the defect and lattice energies of the inclusion, the GULP code 

was also used to calculate the electrostatic potential at the Bronsted proton, and the 

harmonic vibrational frequencies of the 0-H  stretching vibrations, coqh-
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0}^ = D ^ 2

The equation o f motion for each atom in a solid, assuming that the potential energy of 

each close to its equilibrium position can be approximated to a harmonic potential well, 

can be expressed as [19]:

(2.9)

where x are the displacements of each of the n atoms from their equilibrium positions, 

and D is the dynamical matrix which is based on the mass-weighted second derivative 

o f the energetic interactions between all atomic cores and shells, and (o are its 

eigenvalues. Thus, by obtaining the dynamical matrix for phonons with k = 0 (where k 
is related to the wavelength of the phonon X by k=2n/X, and is in the direction of 

propogation o f the wave) for our zeolite structures, the harmonic frequencies for the 

various phonon modes can be found. The mode that corresponds to maximum 

displacement o f each acid site proton, and little displacement o f all other atoms in the 

structure, corresponds to its OH stretch, with its eigenvalue equal to the harmonic 

vibrational frequency, cooh- Thus, investigation of the various amplitudes of vibration of  

the protons by the various modes allows identification o f coqh for the various acid sites 

in the structure.

However, we have discussed the use of a Morse potential to describe the OH bond, and 

so some consideration of the effects o f anharmonicity, especially on the calculated OH 

vibrational frequency, should be made. The harmonic frequencies, ©oh, can be 

corrected [10] to obtain the anharmonic fundamental frequencies, vqh, which are 

comparable with the IR stretching frequencies o f the hydroxyl groups.

^OH ~  ^ O H  ~  (2 .10)

Where xqh is the anharmonicity constant. Values of xoh have been found from IR 

experiments on faujasite as 80 cm'  ̂ for the high frequency band and 70 cm'* for the low 

frequency band [20], and 75cm'* from quantum mechanical studies [21]. An average 

value is usually taken and the calculated frequencies are thus corrected by subtracting 

150 cm * [10, 12].
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3 ZSM-5 background
In Chapters 4, 5, 6 , and 7 we shall focus our attention on the zeolite H-ZSM-5, with an 

ultimate aim of creating realistic models of its acid sites in order to understand the 

factors that influence their positions and properties. Before we do so, we shall 

summarise previous studies regarding its framework structure and acid site distribution. 

This knowledge will provide a basis of comparison to ensure the validity of our 

calculations, while the areas of ambiguity highlight areas for possible further 

investigation using our models.

3.1 ZSM-5 framework structure
The structure of ZSM-5 (designated by the three letter IZA framework code MFI) has a 

3-dimensional system of 2 sets of intersecting 10 MR channels [1]. One channel is 

straight and runs in the [0 0 1 ] direction and the other is sinusoidal and lies in a plane 

parallel to the (001) plane (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 The pore system (blue) in the ZSM-5 structure (as viewed down the z-axis)

The walls of these channels comprise of 4 MRs, 5 MRs and 6 MRs. A range of X-ray 

diffraction studies have been performed on a range of ZSM-5 structures of different 

Si/Al ratios and cation species; including Nâ  [2], TPA  ̂ [3] in the as-synthesised form.
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[4] in the acid form, and ion-exchanged Cs  ̂ [5]. While the exact framework 

positions and symmetry o f these vary, this pore system and ring connectivity does not 

change.

This framework structure o f H-ZSM-5 is known to possess both an orthorhombic and a 

monoclinic form. The orthorhombic to monoclinic phase transition occurs when cooling 

through room temperature, or by decreasing the Al content. The orthorhombic form 

comprises 96 SiO% formula units, distributed on 12 symmetrically distinct T-sites, and 

26 O sites [2] (from X-ray diffraction studies o f Na-ZSM-5 with an Si/Al of about 8 6 ). 

In contrast the monoclinic unit cell o f H-ZSM-5 consists of the same number of atoms 

but this time they are grouped into 24 symmetrically distinct T-sites, and 48 O sites [4].

3.2 Experimental characterisation of acid sites in H-ZSM-5
While the framework structure is relatively easy to determine by such X-ray diffraction 

methods, the locations o f Bronsted acid sites in H-ZSM-5 are less straightforward to 

determine. As already stated, the Al can occupy one o f 12 different T-sites in the 

orthorhombic structure, and 24 different T sites in the monoclinic structure. Since each 

o f these Al positions has 4 oxygen ions co-ordinated to them for a corresponding proton 

to potentially bond to, there are a total o f 48 and 96 possible symmetrically distinct acid 

site configurations in the orthorhombic and monoclinic forms respectively. Exactly 

which o f these sites the Al and protons o f the Bronsted acid sites occupy has proved 

difficult to locate from experiment -  mainly due to their low concentration. The 

relatively low Al content o f ZSM-5, with typical Al contents corresponding to Si/Al 

ratios typically between 25 and 100, means there are relatively few acid sites in the 

structure. The low occupation of acid sites is exacerbated further by the distribution o f  

this already small number o f acid sites over the large number o f possible site 

conformations that can exist in H-ZSM-5.

Olson [2] noted both o f these factors when considering whether the Al occupations of  

T-sites could be established by X-ray diffraction. As previously noted in Chapter 1, the 

similar scattering factors of Si and Al mean they can only be distinguished by their 

different bond lengths. However, Olson calculated that for ZSM-5 with Si/Al of 8 6 ,
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even in the unlikely eventuality of all o f the A1 ions occupying one type o f T-site, it 

would still only have a maximum occupancy o f 1/8 , and would not cause a resolvable 

change in T-O bond length. Any disorder in the A1 distribution would reduce their 

occupancy further. Hence, the distribution o f A1 ions on the different T sites cannot be 

deduced from X-ray diffraction o f framework structures.

Neither can neutron diffraction reveal the positions o f acid sites any more successfully. 

An attempt to locate the positions of the protons in the structure by neutron and 

synchrotron diffraction o f H-ZSM-5 [6 ] (in its original and deuterated forms) could not 

conclusively resolve protons on any specific bridging oxygen site, even at a relatively 

high Si/Al content o f approximately 12. However, a conclusion that could be reached 

was that, since a bridging site partial occupancy of 0.45 or greater is necessary for the 

protons to be observed, that 3 or more proton positions must have been occupied.

IR vibrational spectra also suggest a high degree o f heterogeneity which gives rise to a 

single broad hydroxyl band, centred at 3609 cm'̂  with a bandwidth (at half peak height) 

o f 39 cm'̂  [7]. Unlike the spectra o f other zeolites, e.g. Mordenite, no further 

deconvolution o f the hydroxyl peak into components corresponding to acid sites in 

different pore environments has been possible. This suggests that all o f the acid sites are 

in similar environments to each other. However, the breadth o f the peak suggests that 

although they are similar, there are a large number o f slightly different acid sites with 

slightly different vibrational frequencies. When a variety o f probe molecules are 

introduced, the contributions to the hydroxyl vibrational frequency from the different 

acid sites can be separated out in some instances. Interactions o f benzene, toluene, 

ethane and n-hexane probes to the acid sites have revealed 5 different OH environments, 

the proton affinities of which varied from 13.64 to 12.41 eV [8 ]. Whilst three of these 

have been assigned to external and nested silanol groups and Lewis acid sites, there 

remain at least two different environments o f the acid sites within the ZSM-5 pores.

Despite this apparent heterogeneity, calorimetric studies o f the heat of adsorption of CO 

and N% onto H-ZSM-5 fitted to a 2 site Langmuir model [9] - thus suggesting that 

Bronsted acid sites in H-ZSM-5 are homogeneous in terms o f their interaction energies
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with the probe molecules. This apparent discrepancy has been resolved in further IR 

studies, this time using ammonia as the probe molecule [10]. According to these, 

heterogeneity in the acid sites is best revealed by desorption o f probe molecules or if  

adsorption is monitored then this should be performed at sufficient time scales and 

temperatures to allow rearrangement o f the adsorbed molecules.

MAS NMR spectra o f H-ZSM-5 consist o f two main peaks - one due to the Bronsted 

acid sites, and one due to the silanol groups. However, closer inspection o f the Bronsted 

acid peak in dehydrated H-ZSM-5 with Si/Al = 1 9  reveals a shoulder which is due to a 

different crystallographic arrangement of Bronsted sites [11]. It was suggested that the 

second peak was due to Bronsted protons that point into 5 MRs and form hydrogen 

bonds with the opposite oxygen ion, e.g. the A12-06(H)-Si6 configurations (using 

Olson’s labelling system of atomic sites). The presence o f two crystallographically 

distinct types o f A1 sites was also supported by a ^̂ Al MAS NMR study on six as-made 

TPA-ZSM-5 samples with Si/Al ratios ranging from 250 to 14 [12]. The distinction 

between these two groups was attributed to differences in their average T-O-T bond 

angles - distinguishing between the T3, T4, T8 and T il  sites with bond-angles between 

158.7° and 160.6°, and the others with smaller bond angles of between 150.4° and 

156.4°. However, when the ^̂ Al 3Q MAS NMR spectrum is simulated using bond 

angles from previous X-ray diffraction studies on ZSM-5 with similar corresponding A1 

contents, assuming random (equal) occupation o f T-sites by the A1 atoms, the intensity 

ratios of the two peaks does not match that o f the experimental peaks. This implies that 

there is some preferential occupation o f certain sites, and some degree o f ordering. It 

was also noted that the relative intensities o f the two peaks changes, and hence that the 

ordering that occurs varies with Si/Al ratio rather than being fixed. Occupation of T- 

sites with larger T-O-T bond angles are favoured at.lower Si/Al ratio (<50). However, it 

should be noted that this approach is highly sensitive to the bond angles found from X- 

ray diffraction, and that a very similar ^̂ Al MAS NMR study [13] quoted that the set o f  

sites with the larger T-O-T bond angle included the T2 site as well as the T3, T4, T8 

and T il sites.
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A degree o f A1 ordering has also been implied by X-ray diffraction experiments on 

ZSM-5 with Si/Al of about 15.5 using Cs  ̂as a probe [5] to locate the A1 by interacting 

with O adjacent to them. Three Cs  ̂ cation positions were found -  at the intersection 

between the straight channel and sinusoidal channel, only in the straight channel and 

only in the sinusoidal channel, with fractional occupancies o f 0.587, 0.261, and 0.220 

respectively. The proximity o f these sites to the various framework oxygen ions, and in 

turn the connectivity of these oxygen ions to the various T-sites suggests that there is 

high occupation o f the T4, T7, TIO, T il  and T12 sites by Al, but that the T2, T8 and T9 

sites display low occupation. However, methods o f this type rely on the assumption that 

the cation position is predominantly affected by stabilisation interactions with the O 

ions adjacent to the Al ions. In order to confirm this supposition, computer models of  

ZSM-5 with one Al per unit cell predicted cation positions were performed as part of 

this study, and they did suggest that the cations would occupy positions close to the Al 

ions. However, it should be noted that at higher Al contents, such as those at which the 

experiment was actually conducted, another factor must also be considered -  namely the 

interactions between the cations.

Divalent metal ions have also been used as probes to locate pairs o f Al in the 

framework [14] o f Na-ZSM-5 and NH4-ZSM-5  and H-ZSM-5 with Si/Al varying from 

12.5 to 22.5. Visible diffuse reflectance spectroscopy is used to distinguish Co^  ̂ ions 

occupying 3 different cation sites - in the straight channel (an a  site), at the intersection 

of straight and sinusoidal channels (a p site), and in the sinusoidal channels (a y site). 

Since this spectroscopic technique does not allow the absolute location o f the cations in 

the framework to be located, the sites were deduced by deconvolution o f a complicated 

absorption peak into 6 peaks. The Mordenite spectra also gave rise to 6 similar peaks, 

but these could be assigned to the cation sites in Mordenite that are better known by X- 

ray diffraction. Hence, comparison o f the co-ordinations o f these Mordenite cation sites 

with local areas o f the ZSM-5 framework that would give rise to similar co-ordinations 

identified, and the a, p, and y sites located. Assignment o f one of the spectral peaks to 

cations in the a  sites, three to p sites, and two to y sites allowed an order of occupation 

of these sites o f p > a  > y to be established, but this order is found to vary with Co/Al
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(original cations are only partially exchanged by the Co), and the species o f the cation 

present. The presence o f Al pairs is subsequently deduced, based on the assumption that 

the Co^  ̂will occupy positions stabilised by interaction with these Al pairs.

The experimental results are therefore limited in their use o f locating the positions o f  

acid sites in H-ZSM-5. Characterisation suggests that there are many configurations of  

acid site that exist with slightly different, but generally similar geometries, vibrational 

firequencies, and energies o f adsorption. Different techniques can sometimes distinguish 

between sets o f these acid sites but tend to divide them in ways that are largely specific 

to the particular technique being applied, rather than indicating a distinct split that could 

conclusively provide information as to the location o f the acid sites. As a result 

computer simulations have been employed to try to determine more quantitative results.

3.3 Computational characterisation of acid sites in H-ZSM-5
Periodic quantum mechanics calculations o f the large unit cell o f ZSM-5 (containing 

288 ions) are unfeasible. However, it is possible to perform quantum mechanics 

calculations on clusters cut from the ZSM-5 structure. One such study [15] concluded 

that the substitution of Al ions onto the T2 and T12 sites was preferred -  with 

approximately 88% occupation of Al ions on the T12 sites, 11% occupation of the T2 

sites, and negligible occupation of the other sites. It is perhaps surprising that such 

preferred occupation has not been observed by experimental means, and it has been 

argued [16] that the accuracy o f the initial structure obtained from X-ray diffraction 

studies [2] was not sufficient to draw conclusions from these calculations. These results 

showed a certain dependence of the energies on T-0 bond lengths, since these two 

favoured T-sites had the largest average T-O bond lengths. If these bond lengths were 

not accurate, then neither would these calculations and conclusions.

A subsequent study [17] attempted to improve the accuracy of such quantum 

mechanical cluster calculations by using a more flexible double-^ basis set that is more 

able to cope with different bonding configurations (T-O-T angles). These were 

performed to find the substitution energies o f an Al into the different T-sites. Using a 

smaller ST0-3G basis set did yield different, presumably less accurate, trends in the
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preferential occupation o f the acid sites. Unfortunately the penalty for this improved 

accuracy is that the clusters could not be relaxed to their lowest energy structures, even 

after Al substitution. The conclusion drawn from these calculations that the T-sites with 

largest T-O bond lengths would be preferentially occupied is perhaps unsurprising, as a 

result o f this. As a result, the occupation of T-sites follows the trend:
T6(30%) >TI2(18%) >T9(15%) >T5(8%) >T10(7%) >T1(6%) >T2(5%) >T8(4%) >T4(2%) >T7(1%) =T11(1%) >T3(0.5%)

At the other extreme, further cluster calculations [18] regarded the relaxation o f the 

lattice, and explicit consideration o f the whole acid site, not just the aluminium 

substitution, as important enough to reduce the quality down to a semi-empirical 

MNDO level. All symmetrically distinct acid sites in H-ZSM-5 were modelled in this 

way to reduce the expense of the calculation sufficiently to be able to relax up to 2 

coordination shells of tetrahedral ions about the acid site, although the outer atoms o f  

the cluster needed to be fixed to simulate the lattice. The most stable acid site structure 

this time had an Al substituted on the T9 site.

In an attempt to increase the level of calculation from this level, further quantum 

mechanical calculations [19] were also performed on H-ZSM-5 clusters, using more 

accurate X-ray diffraction structures, in the hope that with these, relaxation could be 

restricted to the T-O-T bridge of the acid site. This time protons were included as well 

as aluminium ions, but in a more limited range o f acid site conformations (just the SiS- 

0H-A12 and Sil2-OH-A112 acid sites). From these, the deprotonation energies and 

vibrational frequencies o f the acid sites could be calculated. It was established that 

protonation of bridging oxygens with narrower Si-O-Al bond angles was more feasible. 

However, the proton affinities that arose from these more populated sites were larger, 

and so they were less acidic. This study also included an estimation o f the effect of 

various cluster sizes on the deprotonation energies and found that in fact they displayed 

a large dependence on cluster size, with a slow oscillatory convergence.

However, despite the use of higher quality basis sets, more relaxation, and bigger 

cluster sizes, all such cluster calculations are clearly an approximation and biased 

towards emphasising such short-range factors as bond lengths and T-O-T bond angles at
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the range o f longer range factors that arise due to the periodic lattice. Embedded cluster 

calculations have been performed on H-ZSM-5 to determine the deprotonation energies 

o f selected sites [20] and include such effects. The sites chosen were the A17-017-Sil6 

bridging site (that was found to be most stable from the empirical calculations of 

Schroder et al. [16]) and the A12-06(H)-Si6 conformation (that was thought to undergo 

hydrogen bonding across a 5 MR [11]) and the A112-024H-Sil2 conformation. The 

deprotonation energy of the A17-017-SH6 site was largest (13.283 eV) as expected, 

implying it is the weakest acid. Inclusion of the 5MR that contains the A12-06H-Si6 

site, and consideration of H-bonding across the 5MR gave rise to higher vqh and lower 

'H NMR shifts.

While undoubtedly embedded cluster calculations are most desirable, their use is 

limited by their large computational expense restricting their use to a limited number o f  

conformations. As a result, interatomic potential methods remain popular in modelling 

H-ZSM-5 - with the advantage over quantum mechanical methods that a periodic unit 

cell can be modelled, and the advantage over embedded cluster calculations that they 

are fast and many more structures can be investigated and compared. The first such 

study [16] used well-established potentials [21] to calculate the isolated defect energies 

of all 96 acid site configurations in monoclinic H-ZSM-5, and hence determine the 

lowest energy conformations and their corresponding OH vibrational frequencies. The 

lowest energy sites were all found to point into the 10 MR channels, and the most stable 

of these was the A17-017H-Si6 conformation. The anharmonic frequencies of the OH 

vibrations calculated were in the range 3582 to 3619 cm '\

Following this study, a broader study o f the Al distribution was performed [22]. The H- 

ZSM-5 structures were modelled this time with 4 or 8 acid sites per unit cell -  in 

ordered configurations according to the monoclinic and orthorhombic unit cells 

respectively. In addition, calculations were performed o f the ZSM-5 structures with the 

same Al distributions as in the monoclinic H-ZSM-5 structures but this time with 4 

TPA^ (tetrapropyl ammonium) as the cations instead o f 4 protons. The cation species 

and positions were found to have a more significant effect on the substitution energy 

than the Al position. The Al occupy the T5 site in the lowest energy H-ZSM-5
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configuration but the TIO site in the lowest energy TPA-ZSM-5 configuration. The only 

influencing factor on these stabilities that was investigated was the distortion to the unit 

cell on substitution. There was a general trend found that the lower energy structures of 

H-ZSM-5 had a larger unit cell volume, in contrast to those o f TPA-ZSM-5 having 

smaller unit cell volume. It was noted that the lowest energy acid sites pointed into the 

pores o f the structure, whereas the higher energy ones pointed into the more densely 

packed fi-amework areas, or exhibited Al-OH-Si bond angles approaching 180°. 

However, this might be an artefact of the potentials used, which were derived from 

quantum mechanics calculations. The cff91_czeo potentials were noted to produce a 

potential energy surface with many local minima, so that rather than a standard 

minimisation technique, a technique of annealing the structure before minimisation is 

required to ensure that a true minima is reached. In particular, it was noted that 

minimisation problems were caused by the many local minima around acid sites that 

pointed into dense framework regions, and also by structures with large T-O-T bond 

angles approaching 180° due to the ill-defined dihedral angles that they caused. The unit 

cell volumes found were considerably larger than those observed by experiment -  in a 

range from approximately 5700 to 5680 Â compared to that observed experimentally as 

5400 Â. This is a result of the large ideal bond angles that these potentials encourage -  

in particular the ideal Si-O-Si bond angle is approximately 176°, and the O-Al-0 bond 

is larger than the tetrahedral bond angle.

The most recent study of this kind [23] found the probabilities o f each type of acid site 

occurring from both the relative energy o f the full acid site, and the substitution energy 

of just an aluminium ion into the structure without a cation, in recognition of the 

predetermination o f the aluminium positions in the framework during synthesis. 

Although this is an improvement on simply considering the energetics o f the acid sites 

without their formation route, the method used (smearing the charge o f a univalent 

cation over all oxygen ions in the framework) is clearly an approximation, and a more 

ideal situation would be to explicitly include the cation used in experiment. This method 

came to the conclusion that although the A17-017-Si 16 site was the most stable, the 

A ll4-032-Si 18 site was the most probable acid site to occur when Al substitution
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energies were considered separately. It was found that both the Al-O-Si bond angles and 

the electric field at the proton site were equally important factors in the stability o f the 

acid sites. The disparity between this conclusion and that reached from other empirical 

potential methods [24] must be due to the different potentials used. Although very 

similar, the main difference between them is that the potentials used in this study were 

adapted by Baram and Parker [25] to better reproduce surface structures, by fitting them 

to hydroxide ions at silica surfaces. The potentials were also fitted to reproduce OH 

vibrational frequencies, to avoid the need to correct the harmonic frequencies calculated 

to obtain anharmonic frequencies. The main adaptation that was implemented to achieve 

this was that the bridging oxygen ion now included a polarisable electron shell rather 

than just being represented by a hard sphere. While these potentials have been used 

successfully to model surfaces, their use to model bulk materials has been limited. 

When applied to the bulk structures o f Gibbsite and Brucite, the c unit cell parameters 

of the zeolites and the length of the OH bonds were underestimated when compared to 

X-ray diffraction data [25]. Where used in bulk simulations, they have been modified 

either by removing the three-body potentials [26] or reducing the charges on the silicon, 

aluminium and oxygen [27] -  the modification used in these H-ZSM-5 calculations. The 

acid sites within the more constrained lattice sites o f the zeolitic lattice showed a greater 

scatter in the correlation between the OH vibrational frequency and both the electric 

field gradient and the Al-O-Si bond angle than those oriented into the pores. This could 

be an indication that this potential is more successful in reproducing the properties of 

less constrained acids sites that are in an environment more similar to the surface sites 

that the potential parameters were developed for.

Although there have been many experimental and theoretical studies about the Al and 

acid site distribution in ZSM-5 it is apparent that there are still questions to be 

answered:

• Are the acid sites in ZSM-5 heterogeneous?

• To what degree does ordering of acid site and Al distributions occur?

• Does preferential ordering relate to the lowest energy acid sites?

• What factors affect these lowest energy acid sites?
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• Does the synthesis procedure affect the preferential ordering?

• What factors affect the acid sites that are observed?

• What are the factors that affect the vibrational frequencies o f the acid sites?

Here we aim to address these questions through the construction o f a consistent set of

ZSM-5 models o f various Si/Al ratios and charge compensating cations including 

TPA^ and Câ  ̂with well-used, reliable potential parameters optimised for systems such 

as these.
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4 Single acid sites in H-ZSM-5
In order to compare the structures, relative stabilities and vibrational frequencies of all 

the acid sites in H-ZSM-5, models were created in which a single Bronsted acid site was 

substituted into every symmetrically distinct bridging site.

4.1 Methodology
The initial unit cell used was the high temperature orthorhombic form [1], assumed by 

H-ZSM-5 at the temperatures and loadings o f most o f the industrial processes which it 

catalyses. Energy minimisation o f the siliceous form of this unit cell yielded a lattice 

energy o f -128.603 eV per SiOi - slightly higher than the lattice energy o f a-quartz 

(approximately -135 eV per SiOi) - confirming the metastable nature o f the 

microporous structure from experiment and other calculations. The (orthorhombic) unit 

cell parameters obtained were 19.93Â, 19.77Â, 13.34Â, 90.00°, 90.00° and 90.00° for a, 

b, c, a , p and y respectively, in good agreement with experimental values of 20.07Â, 

19.92Â, 13.42Â, 90°, 90° and 90° [1]; the slight contraction compared to experiment 

can be attributed to the lack of Al compared to the experimental Si/Al of 86.

The labels used for the atom sites were slightly modified from Olson’s labelling 

convention [1]. While the labels for the T-sites remain identical for all 12 sites, the O 

site numbers run from 013 to 038, rather than the Olson’s numbering range o f 01 to 

026. To convert from the Olson labelling system to that used here, a constant value of 

12 must be added to the symmetry number o f the oxygen site. This convention was used 

to avoid confusion o f Olson’s 01 site and the 01 label that was used to differentiate the 

bridging oxygen Ô  ion, which partakes in the O-H Morse bond, from the other Ô  

ions.

Three sets of calculations were performed to investigate each of the 48 single Bronsted 

acid sites - periodic acid site calculations, defect acid site calculations, and defect 

deprotonated acid site calculations.

The first set of simulations contained one acid site substituted into the unit cell, giving a 

Si/Al ratio of 95, and a unit cell composition of HSigsAlOipi. After optimisation, these
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structures were inspected to determine the environment o f each acid site, and the size o f

ring into which the proton pointed. The corresponding minimum lattice energy per unit

cell, Eiatt(HSi95A1 0 i92), was calculated, and by comparison with the lattice energy of the

purely siliceous structure, Eiatt(Si9 6 0 i92), the periodic defect energy per acid site could

be calculated:

The harmonic vibrational frequencies o f the OH vibration, cooh, and the electric field at 

the equilibrium proton position, |E|" for these equilibrium structures were also 

calculated using the GULP program. The frequencies reported are corrected to yield 

anharmonic vibrational frequencies vqh, as described previously in Chapter 2.

Defect calculations were also performed for each o f the acid site configurations 

described above, using the Mott-Littleton method. Hence, the acid sites are effectively 

at a lower concentration of one acid site in an infinite lattice; giving a Si/Al ratio o f  

infinity. In theory the shortest distance between acid sites in adjacent unit cells that 

could occur in the set o f periodic calculations would be the shortest cell dimension - 

approximately 13 Â. Because this is less than the short-range cut-off (the largest one o f  

which was 16 Â), it is possible that interactions may occur between acid sites, which 

would manifest themselves in slightly different energies of the acid sites when 

calculated by periodic methods. The centre of these defect calculations was set as the 

protonated 01 position. The defect energies, vibrational frequencies, and values o f the 

magnitude of the electric field at the equilibrium proton position, |E| ,̂ o f the acid sites 

were also calculated using GULP.

It is possible to calculate the deprotonation energy of the various acid sites, by 

comparison of the Mott-Littleton defect energies for the protonated and deprotonated 

acid sites. It was necessary to calculate these deprotonated acid site energies as isolated 

Mott-Littleton defects because, unlike the protonated acid sites investigated, the 

deprotonated structure has a net charge o f -1 and we are therefore unable to use periodic 

boundary conditions as they would give rise to an infinitely charged lattice. The 

deprotonated acid site structures used were those in which the H® ion was removed 

and the bridging oxygen replaced by an ion. Thus, the deprotonated structures
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are equivalent to an Al  ̂ substitutional defect in the siliceous structure. Although in 

theory the 4 acid sites that share the same Al positions should give rise to the same 

deprotonated defect energies, slight differences occur since the centre o f the defect was 

chosen to be the 01 position, to be consistent with the equivalent protonated acid site 

defects. Since the positions o f the atoms relative to these defect centres determine which 

defect region envelops them, variation o f the defect centre can result in different 

numbers o f region 1 or 2 atoms, and so different defect energies, even for the same 

defect. It is these defect energy differences o f up to 0.009 eV that make it necessary to 

model all 48 configurations, rather than 12.

The deprotonation energy can be calculated firom the energies o f a pair o f corresponding 

protonated and deprotonated acid site defect energies, Edef(Ap^-0‘ '̂ 'H®'̂ -̂Si'‘̂ ) and 

EdeKAl̂ -̂Ô '-Si"̂ )̂ respectively, by employing a method devised by Catlow [2]. The 

deprotonation energy for the acid site can be found from the energy cycle shown in 

Figure 4.1.

H

A r Si
+  OH-

AEDP

A r Si
+  HgO

AE, -H AE.

H0.4+

1.4-

A r  SI
+  0 2 -

AE,
+  OH-

Figure 4.1 Energy cycle to determine the deprotonation energy o f  an acid site

Thus, it can be seen that;

Or expanding this:

AEpp — AE^ -f- AÆ*2 + AE^ (4.2)
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AE-gp = E ( H * ) -  E{OH~)

+ E ( Z - 0 - )  + E{QH-) -  E{Z  -  OH) -  E(0^-  ) (4.3)

+ E(H^O) -  E ( O H - ) -  E(H*)

where E(0^‘) is the energy of the Ô ' ion, E(H*) is that o f the H* ion, E(OH') is that o f  

the OH' ion, E(Z-O') is that of the deprotonated zeolite, E(Z-OH) is that o f the 

protonated zeolite, and E(H2 0 ) is that of water.

But the difference in the overall energy o f the zeolite lattice with and without a 

protonated acid site simply equals the difference between the corresponding defect 

energies, so we obtain:

AEgp = E^j. ) -  E^^ ) + E{H^O)  -  E i O R - )  (4.4)

But it is known [2] that the energy for the reaction:

H 2 O  +  q 2 -  2 0 H '

has AE = 2E(0H') - E(O  ̂) - E(H20) = -9.74eV since:

H2O -> OH + H has AE = +5.17 eV [3]

-> O' + e' has AE = +1.47 eV [4]

O' ^  O + e' has AE = -8.27 eV [5]

20H  + 2e' -> 20H' has AE = -3.66 eV [4]

O + H OH has AE = -4.45 eV [6]

The energy o f an isolated Ô ' ion is zero in this scheme, so that:

E(H20) = 2E(0H' ) + 9.74 (4.5)

Substitution back into equation 4.4 yields:

E(OH') is the energy of formation o f the OH species from the constituent ions and is 

therefore simply the energy of the minimum in the Morse potential curve for the O-H 

potential, as shown in Figure 4.2.
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TOH

-10

Figure 4.2 Determination o f E(OH~) from the Morse potential parameter De

Since = 7.053 eV, E(OH') = -7.053eV. The deprotonation energies o f the various 

sites could thus be found from the defect energies of the protonated and deprotonated 

sites by using the equation:

Afgp = O ^ - O " - H " ' * s r '  ) + 2 M 1  (4.7)

4.2 Properties of acid sites
The raw data of lattice energies, OH vibrational frequencies, electric field at the proton 

and size of ring that the proton was vibrating in, for all the different sets of calculations, 

are shown in Appendix 1.

4.2.1. Comparison of periodic and isolated defect models

A plot o f the Mott-Littleton defect energies versus the equivalent periodic values is 

shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3 Comparison o f Mott-Littleton and periodic defect energies fo r  single acid 

sites

A linear relationship is observed, and both sets of energies are similar. The Mott- 

Littleton defect energies are slightly higher than the corresponding periodic defect 

energies, which results in a y-intercept above the origin. However, as the strength of 

potential models is to determine differences between energies rather than absolute 

values, a slight off-set of 0.1 eV in the two energy ranges is not particularly significant.

A more worrying feature of the graph is the degree of scatter, which results in a 

difference in the order of stabilities of the acid sites depending on the modelling method 

used. The acid site structure with the lowest energy determined with periodic boundary 

conditions is the A17-029H-Si site, but there are two other structures with energies 

lower than this in the Mott-Littleton calculations. The most stable o f these Mott- 

Littleton defects is the A13-031H-Si site, but this is only the 5th most stable of the 

periodic structures. Reassuringly, the identification of the A17-029H-Si site as the 

lowest energy configuration is in agreement with interatomic potential forcefield 

calculations by Schroder et al [7] and Grau-Crespo et al [8].
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This difference between the results from the periodic and isolated defects could arise 

from the interactions between the acid sites in the periodic defects that do not occur in 

the Mott-Littleton calculations. While all the periodic acid site configurations have the 

same separations from each other, there may be more framework ions between the two 

sites in some cases, so the screening effects and hence interactions between them may 

vary. Another possible cause of this scatter might be the fact that although the R1 and 

R2 of the Mott-Littleton calculations remain constant, these include different numbers 

of atoms in different models because they are centred on the acid site, the position of 

which varies from calculation to calculation. This might result in a scatter of the Mott- 

Littleton energies that doesn’t exist for the periodic calculations. While these factors 

could be responsible for small variations in the predicted acid site structures and 

energies from the two methods, it is unlikely that they could give rise to substantial 

differences. However, some of the optimised acid site structures are significantly 

different depending which method is used to model them - with the two methods 

predicting proton positions up to 2.4 Â apart from each other due to the OH bonds 

pointing in different directions. Such discrepancies might lie in the different 

optimisation methods used, since the Mott-Littleton method uses a force balance 

method in contrast to the energy minimisation o f the bulk calculations, as described in 

Chapter 2. While the two methods are nearly equivalent close to an energy minimum, 

given a less stable initial structure it is possible for the two methods to diverge towards 

different local minima. Another consideration is that unlike the periodic models, Mott- 

Littleton calculations implemented using the GULP code cannot switch to the RFO 

minimisation method when close to the energy minimum in order to ensure that a true 

minimum is reached. Another flaw o f the Mott-Littleton method is that due to the 

spherical nature of the defect, different structures and energies arise from optimisation 

of the same initial acid site depending on whether we take the 01 or the Al adjacent to it 

as the centre of the defect.

Not only does the lowest Mott-Littleton defect energy A13-031H-Si site not correspond 

to the lowest energy periodic site but neither does it correspond to any of the lowest 

energy configurations found in the very similar isolated defect calculations performed
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by Schroder et al [7], with identical empirical forcefield potentials to those here. The

source o f this discrepancy may arise from the slightly different methods applied.

Schroder’s calculations were limited by computational speed restrictions more than

contemporary studies, and as such used a relatively small defect region radius (R1 of

6Â) to compare the defect energies for Al substitution into all o f the 24 monoclinic T-

sites, and then OH substitution into each o f the 96 different acid site configurations. It is

also highly likely that shorter cut-offs beyond which short-range interactions were

neglected (although these values were not noted in this study) were applied. Based on

these defect energies, the 9 lowest energy OH configurations were then selected for

more accurate defect calculations with a larger defect region 1 radius o f 8Â, and it was

the most stable of these that was selected as the most probably acid site structure to be

observed. However, as noted in Table 2.6 o f Chapter 2, defect energy has not converged

with respect to region 1 radius at values o f 6 Â or 8 Â, which is the reason for our

calculations employing a region 1 radius o f 12 Â. This different cut-off value, or the

process o f considering Al substitution separate from OH substitution may be the source

of the difference between those results and ours. Discrepancies in the relative defect

energies may also arise from different defect centres being employed, although this is

difficult to establish since the defect centre is not specified in the study by Schroder.

While comparison of the structures and energies o f corresponding acid sites as modelled 

using periodic or Mott-Littleton methods shows general agreement, there are small 

differences for the majority of sites, and significant differences for a minority. These 

discrepancies are most likely due to differences in the construction and optimisation o f  

the method, and for consistency it might be wise to concentrate on just one method. 

Periodic models are more flexible in their application to different Al contents, less 

sensitive to the initial structure constructed and are not subject to inconsistencies caused 

by different defect centres or radii. As a result, they shall be the method of choice in 

subsequent chapters.

4.2.2. Probability of occurrence of acid sites

As mentioned in section 4.2.1, the lowest periodic defect energy (48.228 eV) structure 

contains the A17-029H-Si site that points into the sinusoidal channel (Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4 Lowest periodic defect energy Al7-029H-Si acid site, viewed down [010]

The lowest energy configuration from the Mott-Littleton calculations, with a defect 

energy of 48.302 eV, was the A13-031H-Si site, which points into the straight 10 MR 

channel, as shown in Figure 4.5.

\  11

Figure 4.5 Lowest energy Al3-031H-Si acid site configuration from the isolated defect 

calculations, viewed down the [010] axis (the region 1 atoms are highlighted with 

respect to the periodic bulk lattice structure)
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However, as summarised in Chapter 3, a variety o f experimental techniques suggest that 

a large number o f similar, but slightly different acid sites are observed experimentally. 

Consideration of only the lowest energy structure implies the existence of an infinite 

crystal made up o f a repeating unit cell with full occupation o f the most stable acid site 

and zero occupation o f all other acid site configurations, which is clearly in conflict 

with this. In agreement with the experimental representation we note that it is unlikely 

that only the lowest energy structure will occur, since the range o f defect energies 

calculated is small (0.394 eV for the periodic and 0.341 eV for the Mott-Littleton 

calculations) and so the separation in energies o f the structures, particularly at the lower 

end o f the energy scale, is also small. We can use the defect energies of each acid site to 

estimate the occupation o f each acid site averaged over the many unit cells in a crystal, 

using a similar method to that used to estimate the probability o f Al substitution onto a 

particular site from the Al substitution energy [9].

The Boltzmann probability o f a system possessing sufficient energy at temperature T to 

occupy a state i, with energy E(i) relative to its most stable state, is proportional to 

exp[-E(i)/kT]. Transferring this to our H-ZSM-5 system with each different acid site 

configuration corresponding to a different state, and normalising the probabilities to 

give a sum of all possible states of unity, yields the probability of each acid site 

configuration i occurring, Poccupation[Al-OH-Si];:

OH  5i],

J

where Erei[Al-OH-Si]i is the relative acid site defect energy (the difference between the 

defect energy and that for the most stable A17-029H-S1 site for the periodic 

calculations, or A13-031H-Si acid site for the Mott-Littleton defect calculations), k is 

the Boltzmann constant (1.38 x 10'̂  ̂ J K‘*), and T is the temperature o f the system, and 

the partition coefficient Z; exp(-Erei[Al-OH-Si]; / kT) is the sum of all the exponential 

terms for all the acid sites and acts as a normalisation factor. Values are shown in Figure 

4.6 for a temperature of 298 K, the temperature of ion-exchange to form the acid sites.
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whilst the identities of the sites with an occurrence probability greater than 1 % for the 

periodic and isolated defects are shown in Table 4.1, and Table 4.2 respectively.

(b) 48.7 .

C  48.6 '

CD 48.5

48.4

Q  48.3

48.2
0.60.0 0.2 0.4 0.8

>Q)
48.6

p  48.5  
0

I
0

Q  48.3
Q)

48.2

Periodic P o c c u p a t i o n [ A I - O H - S i ] i

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6

Mott-Littleton P o c c u p a t i o n [ A I - O H - S i ] |

Figure 4.6 Probability o f  acid site occupation at each bridging site fo r  (a) periodic and 

(b) isolated defect acid sites

Table 4.1 Probabilities o f  acid site 

occupation from periodic calculations

Table 4.2 Probabilities o f acid site 

occupation from isolated defect

Acid site Poccupat.on[Al-OH-Si] calculations

A 17-029H -Si 0.686 Acid site P occupation[Al-OH-Si]

A 14-029H -Si 0.088 A 13-031H -Si 0.5577

A 13-032H -Si 0.082 A 14-029H -Si 0.1650

A 112-032H -Si 0.059 A 17-029H -Si 0.1552

A 13-031H -Si 0.031 A 112-023H -Si 0.0610

A 112-023H -Si 0.017 A 17-019H -Si 0.0210

Both sets of data show a large difference between the probability of the most stable acid 

site and the others. The majority of acid sites show very little difference in their 

occupation probabilities. The overall distribution implied by such models is therefore of 

approximately 2/3 of acid sites being situated on the preferred acid sites (A17-029H-Si 

for the periodic acid sites and A13-031H-Si for the isolated acid sites), and the other 

acid sites being distributed over a range of bridging sites. Hence, despite the low Al
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content of ZSM-5, one might expect that preferential occupation of just one bridging 

site to this extent might manifest itself in experimental attempts to identity their 

positions.

Experimentally, the occupation o f Al in ZSM-5, deduced via the location of Cs  ̂probes

[10] by X-ray diffraction, suggests high occupation o f the T4, T7, TIO. T il  and T12 

sites. Our calculations above also predict preferred occupation of the T4, T7 and T12 

sites, but also that o f the T3 site. Despite this general agreement, our distribution seems 

to be overly-weighted in favour o f the most stable structure at the expense of the others 

-  it is unlikely that the use o f the probes would have detected A l  with an occupation 

probability as low as we predict. Multiple occupancy is confirmed by neutron 

diffraction experiments [11] that could not locate the protons in H-ZSM-5 and so 

concluded that no single acid site had an occupancy o f greater than 0.5. However, these 

values o f P o c c u p a t i o n [ A l - O H - S i ]  assume that acid site formation is governed purely on the 

basis o f the energetics o f the final acid site structure. In fact, the A l  is incorporated into 

the framework during the framework synthesis, and is thus governed by the relative 

energies of the as-made zeolite structures, rather than the H-ZSM-5 structures. During 

ion-exchange the bridging sites are protonated, and while the protons are free to occupy 

their most stable positions, the A l  are trapped in the framework in their as-synthesised 

positions. Regarding acid formation to be a two-step process in this way, we must re- 

estimate the probability o f acid site formation. Grau-Crespo et al. described a revised 

method to calculate the probability of acid site formation using the relative A l  

substitution energy into its T-site as well as the relative defect energy of the whole acid 

site [8]. The A l  substitution energy o f each T-site is essentially the defect energy o f the 

Mott-Littleton defect calculations containing only the acid site A l  without a proton, 

which were constructed to determine the deprotonation energies. Thus, we can calculate 

the probability o f the A l  incorporation into the lattice from the relative defect energies 

of A l  substitution into the T-site T j ,  E r e i [ A l ] i ,  again normalising these to give a total A l  

substitution probability of unity:

 <«>
kT
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Given this Al position the probability of protonation to form an acid site is given by a 

Boltzmann probability based on the defect energy of the acid site. As such, this 

protonation probability is very similar to the probability of occupation of the acid site 

by a one-step process, Poccupation[Al-OH-Si], as in equation 4.8. However, since this time 

only 4 possible acid sites can form around a particular Al site, this time the Erei[Al-OH- 

Si] defect energies are evaluated relative to the most stable acid site with that Al 

position, and only normalised to give a total probability of unity for the fou r  different 

acid site configurations that might arise, rather than all possible acid site configurations:

- E , „ [ A l - O H - S i ] .
exp

protonation [ A l - O H - S i ] ,  =
kT

kT

(4.10)

The probability of formation of an acid site is simply given by the product of these two 

probabilities:

[ A l - O H - S i ]  = X - O H -  Si] (4.11)

Figure 4.7 shows the resulting acid site distribution, assuming that synthesis occurs at 

approximately 150 °C, and protonation at room temperature. Since these Al substitution 

energies are only strictly speaking compatible with the Mott-Littleton defect 

calculations, we have only calculated the probabilities of the isolated, rather than 

periodic acid sites.
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We see that now the most probable acid site is no longer the A13-031H-Si site as 

predicted from the Mott-Littleton defect energies for the whole acid sites, but the A112- 

023H-Si site, due to favourable substitution o f Al into the T12 over the T3 site. Since 

the Al substitution energy does not make a constant contribution to total acid site 

energy, it is necessary to calculate the probability by this method to make an estimation 

of synthesis effects. We also note that the final distribution o f acid sites is now spread 

slightly more evenly over a wider number o f different bridging site configurations, so 

that now there are 13 acid site configurations with a probability o f formation greater 

than 1%, compared to 5 calculated by the one-step process, in Table 4.2.

We have shown that a number o f acid sites are likely to occur in ZSM-5. Calculation of 

the probability of occurrence based on a simple Boltzmann distribution implies 

dominance o f the most stable acid site (A17-029H-Si for the periodic calculations and 

A13-031H-Si for the Mott-Littleton calculations), and the remainder of acid sites 

comprising a range of different structures. Consideration o f acid site formation as a two- 

step process, with Al substitution into the lattice occurring before acid site formation, 

yields a more even distribution of acid sites in a wider range of configurations. It should 

be noted, however, that care must be taken when using the Al substitution in order to 

estimate the initial Al distribution, since we should strictly speaking also take account 

of the cation species present during synthesis in order to model Al substitution into the 

framework more accurately, a situation we will develop later in Chapter 6.

4.2.3. Comparison with X-ray diffraction structures

We have calculated the defect energies o f the different acid site configurations, but we 

have no experimental data to compare our calculated values with. Using these we have 

predicted acid site distributions by two methods, but again have little experimental data 

to validate either method, since the locations o f acid sites in ZSM-5 have not been 

identified. However, we can make more general comparisons o f our calculated 

framework structures with the unit cell parameters and T-O bond lengths obtained from 

X-ray diffraction.

On Al substitution the unit cell dimensions increase from a = 19.93 Â, b = 19.77 Â, c = 

13.34 Â, with = p = Y = 90.00° to average values of 19.96 ± 0.05 Â, 19.78 ± 0.06 Â,
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13.36 ± 0.03 Â, 89.99 ± 0.84°, 89.97 ± 0.32°, 89.99 ± 0.14° respectively. This increase 

is consistent with experiment, although the unit cell parameters are not quite as large as 

found experimentally - a = 20.07, b = 19.92, c = 13.42, = p = y = 90.00 for a ZSM-5

sample of a comparable Si/Al ratio of about 86 [1]. There is a fair amount of variation in 

the calculated unit cell dimensions of the different configurations, even when comparing 

unit cells with the same composition. Identification of the structures that give the best 

match with experiment could yield clues as to acid site configurations that occur in X- 

ray diffraction sample. Comparison of the unit cell volume is not particularly 

illuminating, since the various discrepancies in the different unit cell parameters tend to 

cancel out. Perhaps it is more useful to consider the deviations from the individual 

experimental cell dimensions. The unit cell parameters of all the periodic acid site 

structures, and the siliceous unit cell are shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8 Unit cell dimensions o f  periodic acid site structures

It can be seen that most of the acid site structures have cell dimensions closer to the 

experimental value than the siliceous structure. However, when an A1 is substituted into 

the unit cell, there is also some distortion away from the orthorhombic bond angles. In 

order to determine which acid site configuration yields a unit cell most similar to 

experiment we can sum the squares of all these differences of the various unit cell 

parameters. This suggests that the A19-O30H-Si acid site configuration is that which is
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closest to the experimental unit cell. A simplistic interpretation might suggest that in 

contrast to the energetic effects already considered, which indicated that this acid site 

only has an occupation probability o f 0.0025%, this acid site has a high occupation 

experimentally. An extension o f this argument might also rank the other structures 

according to the sum of the squares of the unit cell dimensions rather than lattice 

energies, and according to this obtain a different order o f occupation of A1 on the 

various T-sites:

T9 > T7 > T1 > TIO > T12 > T8 > T6 > T5 > T2 > T4 > T3 > T11 

However, care must be taken not to rely too heavily on a relatively small range o f cell 

parameters such as this. While consideration o f these discrepancies might provide 

evidence to discount heavily distorted structures, such as the All 1-023H-Si structure 

that is even further from the experimental structure than the siliceous structure, it does 

not provide enough information to distinguish between two relatively similar, 

undistorted structures. It is also worth noting that the empirical potential methods used 

here already take account o f the experimental cell dimensions, since they are fitted to 

reproduce the structures o f silica and alumina.

Average T-0 bond lengths, between 1.65 and 1.58 Â, compare well with experimental 

bond lengths, which range from 1.60 to 1.57 Â [12]. All bond lengths are similar, 

although in general slightly larger than the experimental structures. This is consistent 

with the observation that the T-O bond lengths found from refined atomic positions 

fitted to X-ray diffraction patterns tend to be underestimated due to them being the 

averaged centres of gravity over all unit cells [13]. Since each o f our calculated 

structures has slightly different atomic positions, particularly around the acid site, some 

structures have a distribution o f T-0 bond lengths that is closer to the experimental 

distribution. Based on a comparison o f all o f the various T -0 bond lengths in each Al- 

0 H-Si9 5 0 i9i unit cell with those observed experimentally in the orthorhombic H-ZSM-5 

structure [12] estimates o f the relative abundance o f each type o f acid site were made. 

This method is analogous to the estimation o f A1 occupancy on a particular T-site by 

comparison of the average T-0 bond length with the ideal Si-0 and Al-O bond lengths. 

Since we are not simply using the general Si-0 and Al-O bond lengths, but those 

specific to the particular T-site, and we are also considering the longer-range effect o f  

the acid site on the whole unit cell, our analysis can be considered to be more rigorous.
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The deviation of each calculated structure from the experimental structure was 

calculated according to the value o f the variance as calculated by equation 4.12:

(4.12)

where d(Ti-Oj)caic and d(Ti-Oj)expt are the bond lengths between the Al(i) or Si(i) and 

0(j) atoms in the calculated and experimental structures respectively, and n is the total 

number o f T,-Oj bonds.

The probability of each structure was then ranked according to this value to yield the 

acid site that would yield a unit cell that it most similar to the experimental unit cell, as 

shown in Table 4.3 (the lowest variance is most desirable).

Table 4.3 Acid site conformations ranked according to the variance from  the 

experimental structure

Acid site a Acid site a Acid site a

A16-O30H-Si 0.0123 A19-037H-Si 0.0126 A18-025H-Si 0.0129
A110-O38H-Si 0.0123 All-028H -Si 0.0126 A17-035H-Si 0.0129
A19-O30H-Si 0.0124 A13-032H-Si 0.0126 A12-018H-Si 0.0130

A110-O27H-Si 0.0124 A12-013H-Si 0.0126 A17-019H-Si 0.0130
A17-029H-Si 0.0125 Al8-019H-Si 0.0127 A lll-022H -Si 0.0130
A15-033H-Si 0.0125 A15-017H-Si 0.0127 A lll-034H -Si 0.0131

A112-032H-Si 0.0125 All-027H-Si 0.0127 A17-034H-Si 0.0131
A112-036H-Si 0.0125 A12-014H-Si 0.0127 A13-031H-Si 0.0131
A14-029H-Si 0.0125 A16-031H-Si 0.0127 A19-021H-Si 0.0132
All-013H -Si 0.0125 A16-017H-Si 0.0127 A lll-023H -Si 0.0132
A15-016H-Si 0.0125 A110-O22H-Si 0.0128 A14-015H-Si 0.0132
A13-014H-Si 0.0125 All 0-02 IH-Si 0.0128 A18-024H-Si 0.0132
A14-028H-Si 0.0125 A19-O20H-Si 0.0128 A13-015H-Si 0.0132
A14-016H-Si 0.0125 A15-026H-Si 0.0128 A12-025H-Si 0.0133
All-033H -Si 0.0126 A lll-026H -Si 0.0129 A112-023H-Si 0.0133
A18-O20H-Si 0.0126 A16-018H-Si 0.0129 A112-024H-Si 0.0135

Ranking according to the 96 T-O bond lengths may be more rigorous than just the 6 unit 

cell parameters, although the principle is similar. However, care must be taken in light 

of the greater effect o f experimental errors and uncertainties on the T-0 bond distances 

in comparison to the cell dimensions. The small value o f the variance requires 

experimental and calculated bond lengths to have accuracies to within 0.001 Â for these
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differences in the a  value to be significant. Bearing this in mind, while the general 

observation that the A16-O30H-Si acid site is closer to the experimental structure than 

the A112-024H-Si site holds, the very similar values o f the a  values in general imply 

that there may not be a distinguishable difference between the A16-O30H-Si site and the 

A19-O30H-Si site. Thus, whilst this analysis should not be used in isolation to identify 

the most likely structures, it is useful to discount unlikely structures. Furthermore, it 

does confirm that the 4 most stable periodic A17-029H-Si, A14-029H-Si A13-032H-Si 

and A112-031H-Si acid sites in Table 4.1 are all consistent with those observed 

experimentally. However, the structures that are most likely to form based on a two-step 

formation process - the A112-023H-Si, A13-031H-Si, and A12-025H-Si acid sites -  all 

give rise to structures very different from the experimental structure. It is possible that 

although the bond lengths of these individual acid sites are different from the 

experimental bond lengths, some combination of these structures could average over the 

many unit cells in the zeolite crystal to improve the agreement. Thus, such a simple 

comparison o f each individual structure may be unrealistically simple, and we should 

consider combinations of the different acid site unit cells. We will not implement such a 

rigorous treatment, due to the complexity o f the large number o f possible combinations 

of the structures, and since combining such unlikely structures would be observable in 

the large experimental spread o f each atomic position. It would also be possible to 

extend this treatment to comparison of the different T-O-T bond angles predicted, but 

since the T-O-T bond angle has been related to the T-O bond length it was neglected in 

this analysis.

Thus, we see good general agreement o f the acid site unit cells and T-O bond lengths 

with those observed from experiment. The similarity o f a calculated structure to the 

experimental structure does not correlate directly with its stability, but the most stable 

structures still show good reproduction o f the experimental structure. Comparison o f the 

calculated structures with experiment can thus exclude structures that show poor 

agreement. Even in these cases it is possible that averaging over the different unit cells 

in the crystal might yield a better agreement, so care must be taken.
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4.2.4. Acid site acidities

Considering zeolite applications, we are not only concerned about the location and 

accessibility of the acid sites in ZSM-5 but also their acidities. We can estimate the 

acidities of our calculated structures from their deprotonation energies and their OH 

vibrational frequencies, as described in Chapter 1. We shall consider their expected 

values in this section with a view to validating our models further, and consider their 

strengths relative to each other and influences on these in section 4.4 and 4.5.

The deprotonation energy of each acid site was calculated from the Mott-Littleton 

defect energy o f the full acid site and that o f its A1 substitution, as described in section 

4.1 (Appendix 1). The calculated values have a range of between -7.29 and -7.55 eV (- 

703 and -728 kJ mol'  ̂respectively). At first these values do not appear to agree with the 

deprotonation energies o f 1286 kJ m ol'\ 1197 to 1100 kJ mol'% 1060 to 1126 kJ m ol'\ 

and 1178 to 1236 kJ mol"̂  found from embedded cluster models [14], quantum 

mechanical clusters [15], empirical potential models [8] and derived from IR vibrational 

spectra [16] respectively. However, these figures were arrived at by simply considering 

the energy change o f the zeolite:

There is no inclusion of the 2.687 eV term in equation 4.7 that we incorporated to 

account for the conjugate protonation of the H2O base. If we were to define our 

deprotonation energies likewise we would obtain deprotonation energies between - 

10.24 and -9.97 eV (-988 and -962 kJ mol"̂  respectively). Although they are still lower 

than those observed these figures are in much better agreement with the other values 

from literature; we also note that the H2O base is much weaker than typical bases.

The OH vibrational frequencies o f both the periodic and isolated acid sites were 

calculated, correcting each by 150 cm‘‘ for anharmonicity. A histogram of these values 

is shown in Figure 4.9, with the IR OH peak [17] o f ZSM-5 with Si/Al o f 35.0.
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Figure 4.9a Histogram o f OH vibrational frequencies o f  all periodic acid sites 

(experimental curve [17] in red)
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Figure 4.9 b Histogram o f OH vibrational frequencies o f  all Mott-Littleton acid sites 

(experimental curve [17] in red)

The periodic and defect single acid sites agree with each other well this time producing 

very similar OH vibrational frequency distributions, with a slight increase in the range 

of the isolated defects. There is not an appreciable shift towards higher wavenumbers 

when decreasing the Si/Al ratio from effectively infinity for the isolated acid site 

calculations, to 95 for the periodic single acid site calculations, which implies that there 

is not any appreciable interaction effect between acid sites at Si/Al = 95 in neighbouring 

unit cells, at least as far as vibrational frequencies are concerned. In Chapters 5 and 6 

we shall see that these interactions become more important when the acid site content is 

increased. When comparison is made with the experimental distribution, the 

distributions are very similar in terms of general shape, asymmetry towards higher
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frequencies and spread. However, the calculated distribution seems to be centred on a 

lower wavenumber than the experimental distribution peak. While this discrepancy is 

within the error expected from the NaOH fitted potentials and the anharmoncity fitting 

constant employed, it may also be due to the higher A1 content of the experimental 

results.

However, the distribution shown in Figure 4.9  does not account for energy effects, and 

assumes that there is an equal probability of occurrence of each acid site. This is clearly 

an approximation, since the contributions from the more abundant acid site 

contributions would be enhanced relative to the others. A  more realistic distribution of 

frequencies might be obtained by weighting the vibrational frequencies that arise from 

more abundant acid sites, at the expense of those that are unlikely to be observed. In 

order to account for this, we now weight the contribution of each acid site frequency by 

its Boltzmann weighting factor, Poccupation[Al-OH-Si], calculated previously using 

equation 4.8 (Figure 4.10). Such weighting was implemented by using the Boltzmann 

probability to determine the number of each type of configuration that would be present 

in a sample of 100 acid sites. Based on the periodic calculations, the most stable A17- 

029H -S1 acid site would make up 69 of the 100 acid sites, and its vibrational frequency 

of 3598.21 cm'^ would be counted 69 times when calculating the total distribution. 

Likewise, the vibrational frequencies of acid sites with probabilities less than 1% would 

not be counted at all.
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Figure 4.10a Histogram o f OH vibrational frequencies o f periodic acid sites weighted 

by the probabilities o f occupation (experimental curve [17] in red)
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Figure 4.10b Histogram o f OH vibrational frequencies o f isolated acid sites weighted 

by the probabilities o f occupation (experimental curve [17] in red)

Goodness of fit with experimental data does not appear at first glance to have enhanced 

the match with the experimental data. However, in both cases this filtering does succeed 

in shifting the peak to higher frequencies, in better accordance with the experimental 

spectrum. In particular, the weighted periodic acid site vibrational peak is only 15cm'^ 

from the experimental peak. This is an indication that maybe the relative defect energies 

predicted by the periodic calculations are more reliable than those from the Mott- 

Littleton calculations. Despite this general shift towards the experimental values, in both 

cases it would appear that the most favourable sites might be over-weighted, since in 

both cases the “distribution” is essentially comprised of the OH vibrational frequency of 

the only most stable acid sites, discounting the majority of vibrational frequencies from 

the other sites. The resulting distribution has therefore become much narrower than that 

observed experimentally. Another possible source of this wider breadth, and lower 

vibrational frequencies of the experimental distribution in comparison to the calculated 

distributions are the different interactions between acid sites that are not included in our 

calculated models. It is accepted that such interactions between acid sites leads to a 

general weakening of acidities, and a wider range being observed. Since the 

experimental IR spectrum was performed on ZSM-5 with a Si/Al of 35.0, assuming 

some degree of disorder in the acid sites, the vibrational frequency of each acid site will 

be shifted to different extents by interactions with other acid sites at various separations. 

The effect of such factors will be investigated further in Chapter 5. However, the 

general forms of both distributions -  with an asymmetric distribution of vibrational
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frequencies skewed towards the higher frequency side of the peak - are similar to that of 

the experimental distribution.

If we weight the vibrational frequencies according to the probabilities of formation 

calculated for the Mott-Littleton isolated defects according to equation 4.11, we obtain a 

vibrational frequency distribution as shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11 Histogram o f OH vibrational frequencies o f isolated acid sites weighted by 

the probabilities o f formation (experimental curve [17] in red)

The distribution is now quite different from that of the unweighted distribution in Figure 

4.9b, and that weighted according to occupation probabilities in Figure 4.10b. The 

position of the peak is improved relative to both but the distribution now features a 

longer tail towards the low frequency side of this peak, which could even be regarded to 

be a second peak, and few frequencies at higher vibrational frequencies to the peak. 

This, in conjunction with the poor agreement of the unit cell parameters and average T- 

O bond lengths of a distribution of acid sites weighted in this way seems to imply that 

such weighting impairs the reproduction of experimental acid site properties, rather than 

enhancing it. This is not to say that the principle of this method is not generally valid, 

but may be an indication that we should calculate the A1 substitution energies in the 

presence of the synthesis cations, rather than in this rather unphysical system.

We have thus managed to model the different acid sites in H-ZSM-5, with local 

structures, unit cell dimensions, deprotonation energies and vibrational frequencies 

comparable and consistent with those observed experimentally. The simple energetics 

of our periodic calculations agree with other empirical potential acid sites [7, 8], and
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their disagreement with quantum mechanical studies [9, 18, 19] is unsurprising due to 

their neglect of both the substantial relaxation (of up to 4.4 eV for our periodic 

calculations and 4.6 eV for our Mott-Littleton defects) and the long-range electrostatic 

effects. Comparison with experimental acid site distributions appears at first to indicate 

that calculation of the Boltzmann occupancies o f each acid site based on its relative 

energy over-weights the most stable structure at the expense o f the other structures. 

While the general ZSM-5 structure predicted reproduces that observed experimentally, 

any more detailed agreement with experimental acid site distributions is harder to 

determine, partly due to the inability o f experiment to locate which acid sites may be 

preferentially occupied. There remains a need to relate the 48 separate infinite lattices 

modelled in computational studies such as these, to a real crystal in which the 

experimentally observed unit cell is an average o f some combination o f the possible unit 

cells. Although the unit cell is defined by the periodicity o f the framework structure, 

and this imposes order on our acid site models, disordered partial occupancies o f acid 

sites are likely to occur in real crystals. While an attempt is made to include these 

effeets based on a Boltzmann probability o f occupation based on the relative energies of  

the structures, this approach is unsatisfactory in several areas:

• Only energetics are considered and not kinetics

• Even if  the ordered single unit cell approximation appears to be over-simplified,

the existenee of any ordered super-cell structure is not explored

• Interactions between acid sites are not considered

• The most stable acid site configuration appears to be over-weighted with respect

to the others

While it is usefiil to study which acid site may be most favoured by such a method, 

since energetics are certainly a factor in the formation o f acid sites, it is perhaps more 

useful to regard them as a way o f discounting very high energy acid sites rather than 

predicting exact occupations of low energy sites.

Despite this limitation in over-stressing the importance of stabilities of the acid sites, 

such a large number of acid sites of different stabilities and long-, short- and medium- 

range properties are a valuable source of investigating trends linking them.
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4.3 Factors influencing acid site stability
Although we have noted the importance o f the acid site defect energies on their 

probability of occurrence, we have not considered the influences that cause some acid 

sites to be more stable than others. We shall explore the effect of acid site T-O bond 

length, T-O-T bond angle and ring size that the acid site points into on the acid site 

stability, in order to establish if  they are such influencing factors.

4.3.1. Constituents of acid site stability

We have already noted that the A1 substitution and bridging site protonation that 

constitute acid site formation do not occur simultaneously. As a result, it is useful to 

identify the influences on the separate stages of acid site formation, which might be 

disguised when considering the process as a whole. Thus, it is useful to break down the 

total -[Al-OH-Si]- acid site defect energy into the sum of two main contributions:

• A1 substitution energy into T-site

• Energy of protonation o f bridging oxygen site

The relative contribution to the total energy of these will first be established, and only 

then will their influences be investigated.

The A1 substitution energy of each T-site is essentially the defect energy o f the Mott- 

Littleton defect calculations containing only the A1 o f the acid site and not the proton, 

which were constructed to determine the deprotonation energies, and the probabilities of 

A1 substitution. We can thus make an estimation of the protonation energy o f a bridging 

site by subtracting the A1 substitution energy from the total acid site defect energy o f the 

acid site:

E^^flprotonation] = 0 ' ‘-H"'** Si'* ) -  E^^(Al^*O^Si'*  ) (4.13)

This is analogous to the deprotonation energy (defined in equation 4.7) except 

necessarily requires energy rather than releases it, and also does not require the addition 

of a constant term to allow for the conjugate water/base reaction that occurs.

Figure 4.12 shows that there is a substantial spread in the energies of these acid sites 

which share the same Al, indicating that while the A1 substitution energy is significant, 

the proton position must also be considered. The spread varies for the different T-sites,
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and could be an indication of the likelihood of proton hopping around the Al when it is 

situated at that site. Thus, the small spread of energies of the A12 acid sites could be an 

indication that at higher temperatures the proton could hop from one bridging site to 

another. Likewise, the similar periodic defect energies of the A13-031H-Si and A13- 

032H-Si sites could indicate proton hopping between them. In contrast, the A14-029H- 

Si site is much lower in energy than the other acid sites with an Al on the T4 site, so 

proton hopping is less likely around that site. However, a more rigorous investigation of 

proton hopping would require models to be constructed at elevated temperatures, and 

estimation of the activation energy of such hopping, as has been done previously [20].
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Figure 4.12 Defect energies of acid sites sharing the same Al site

The general trend of the average Edef{Al-OH-Si] values for the 4 acid site sharing Al 

occupation of each T-site indicates an order of preference:

Periodic: T12 > T3 > T7 > T8 > T2 > T1 > T4 > T5 > T9 > TIO > T11 > T6 

Mott-Littleton: T12 > T7 > T3 > T8 > T4 > T2 > T5 > T1 > T9 > TIO > T11 > T6 

This is similar to the order of Al substitution defect energies for which the order is:

T12 > T3 > T2 > T8 > T4 > T7 > T11 > T5 > T1 > T9 > T6 > TIO

Figure 4.13 investigates this correlation between Al substitution energy and average 

acid site energy for the periodic and Mott-Littleton acid sites in more detail.
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Figure 4.13 Correlation between the average acid site defect energy fo r  acid sites 

sharing the same Al site and the Al substitution energy fo r  that site

The clear correlation implies that the Al substitution energy dominates the average acid- 

site defect energies. This may be expected, since averaging over the 4 acid sites that 

share the same Al position will accentuate the similarities between them (the Al 

substitution), and diminish the differences between them due to the different proton 

sites. The different protonation energies of the different acid site structures, are not 

entirely averaged out completely however, leading to a degree of scatter. We shall now 

consider these different protonation effects further.
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Figure 4.14 Defect energies o f  acid sites sharing the same bridging oxygen site
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Figure 4.12 implied that after Al substitution, the exact bridging site to which the proton 

bonds can result in very different acid site defect energies. However, neither does the 

protonation energy dominate the acid site stability (Figure 4.14), since acid sites centred 

on the same bridging oxygen also have different overall acid site defect energies, which 

must be due their differing Al substitution energies.

However, in general, it can be seen (Figure 4.14) that the two acid sites that share a 

bridging oxygen site have more similar overall defect energies than the four acid sites 

that share an Al site. This may simply be because we are considering the spread in the 

energies of two acid sites (or even one in some cases where the T-sites on either side of 

the bridging site are equivalent) rather than four.

Examination of the acid site bridging oxygen sites that yield the lowest acid site defect 

energies in Figure 4.14 seems to imply that protonation of the 029 and 032 acid sites is 

favoured. A more rigorous calculation of the protonation energy, as described at the 

beginning of this section, requires the remainder of the total Mott-Littleton defect 

energy after subtraction of the Al substitution to be evaluated. Figure 4.15 shows the 

protonation energies of each bridging oxygen site as calculated by this method.
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Figure 4.15 Protonation energies o f  acid sites sharing the same bridging oxygen site

The difference between the protonation energies of the two acid sites that share the 

same 01 bridging site is much less than the difference between their total acid site 

defect energies in Figure 4.14. This is reassuring in that it shows that once the effects of 

the different Al substitution energies are removed from the acid site defect energy, the 

remainder is defined predominantly by which oxygen site is protonated. Our method of
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separation o f Al substitution and protonation energies is therefore valid. However, the 

fact that differences remain between the protonation energies o f the two acid sites that 

share a bridging site imply that the Al position still has some effect on the protonation 

energy, although clearly this is less than its effect on the whole acid site defect energy.

Separation o f the total defect energy o f the acid site into Al substitution and protonation 

contributions in this way results in Al substitution energies with an average value of 

38.36 eV and a variance o f 0.06 eV and protonation energies with an average o f 10.13 

eV and a variance o f 0.06 eV. The contribution o f the Al substitution energy to the total 

acid site defect energy is therefore much larger than that o f the deprotonation energy. 

However, in terms o f the differences in the acid site defect energies, which define their 

stabilities relative to each other, and hence probability o f occupation, both contributions 

are more or less equal. We therefore need to identify the influences o f both these 

contributions to explain the causes o f the differences in the total acid site stability.

4.3.2. Influence of T-O bond length on Al substitution energy

Now that the total acid site energy has been separated into these two contributions, we 

shall explore the influences on each, and hence the acid site stability, separately. We 

shall first consider the influences of Al substitution into the framework. Quantum 

mechanics studies [9, 18] found increased stability o f Al substituted onto T-sites with 

longer average T-O bond lengths -  an effect attributed to the lower degree o f distortion 

caused to the lattice on substitution, the geometry already being closer to the ideal Al-O 

bond length. Thus, the T-0 bond lengths that are referred to are in fact the average Si-O 

bond length in the siliceous structure, strictly, rather than the average Al-O bond length 

in the H-ZSM-5 containing the relevant acid site. However, as we see in Figure 4.16, 

there is no correlation between the initial Si-O bond length o f the acid site, and its total 

defect energy.
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Figure 4.16 Relationship between the acid site defect energy and the average Si-O bond 

length o f the T-site that the Al is situated at, in the siliceous structure

Since it might be expected that the T -0 bond length would affect the Al substitution 

energy of an acid site more than its protonation energy, we also consider its effect on 

the Al substitution energies in Figure 4.17, in case protonation effects disguise their 

effect on the total defect energies.
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Figure 4.17 Relationship between the Al substitution energy o f  a T-site and the average 

Si-0 bond length that T-site in the siliceous structure
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While there is some evidence o f increased stability at longer Si-O bond lengths this 

time, the T-sites with small Si-O bond lengths also appear stable with regard to Al 

substitution. Thus a slight increase in Al substitution defect energy with increasing 

average Si-O length is suggested, in contradiction to the results from quantum 

mechanics [9, 18]. However, the large scatter apparent implies that this correlation is 

tenuous to say the least. We suggest therefore that there is no significant decrease in Al 

substitution energy with increased average Si-O bond length.

The suggestion o f preferred substitution at long T-O bond lengths may arise from the 

use o f cluster calculations that over-emphasise short-range factors at the expense o f  

longer-range factors. It may also be a direct result o f their lack o f consideration o f  

relaxation o f the structure. Lattice relaxation has a comparatively larger effect in 

dissipating the strain caused by Al substitution into those T-sites that have the smaller 

average T-O bond lengths. Hence in cluster calculations such substitutions would 

appear comparatively unfavourable. Also, the importance o f the initial structure is much 

greater when no minimisation is allowed, or where constraints are applied to the 

terminating atoms o f the cluster. Moreover, the initial structures used were taken from 

X-ray diffraction studies of ZSM-5 i.e. containing Al. Hence, the T-O bond length is 

therefore not o f the siliceous structure (as we have investigated in Figure 4.1), but an 

average o f the Si-O and Al-O bond lengths in the experimental structure, and therefore 

already dependent on the Al occupancy. Since the Al-O bond length is longer than that 

of Si-O, longer T-O bond lengths and high Al occupation may therefore both be results 

of other factors determining the Al distribution, rather than being the cause and effect 

respectively.

4.3.3. Influence of T-O-T bond angle on Al substitution energy

The T-O-T bond angle has been shown to be inversely related to the T -0 bond length

[21]. Hence the above argument for the proposed increased stability o f Al sites with a 

larger T-O bond length is equivalent to the increased stability o f Al sites with a smaller 

T-O-T bond angle. However, NMR studies have observed that for low Al content, there 

is increased Al occupation of T-sites with larger T-O-T bond angles, counter to this 

intuitive argument [22]. Our results (Figure 4.18) show that there is indeed a decrease in
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the average Si-O bond length with increasing Si-O-Si bond angle in the siliceous 

structure, albeit with a large degree of scatter.
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Figure 4.18 Relationship between the average Si-O bond length o f  each T-site with its 

Si-O-Si bond angle in the siliceous structure

Furthermore, our results show that the initial Si-O-Si bond angle has no more 

significance than the initial Si-O bond length on the final acid site defect energy (Figure 

4.19), They reveal some correlation between the Al substitution energy and the Si-O-Si 

bond angle (Figure 4.20) although with considerable scatter. Hence our calculations 

support NMR studies, rather than quantum mechanics studies. The reasons for the 

disagreement with cluster-based quantum mechanics studies [9, 18, 19] have already 

been discussed when considering the T-O bond lengths.
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4.3.4. Influence of ring size on Al substitution energy

A longer-range effect on the Al substitution energy is the flexibility of the lattice around 

the Al to accommodate it. Such a property might be measured by the ring size around 

the T-site -  an Al substituted into a lOMR may have a lower defect energy than one in a 

4MR for example. Each T-site is a part of a number of rings, so Figure 4.19 and Figure 

4.20 show the relationship between the acid site defect energy and Al substitution 

energy respectively, and the average ring size that the Al is part of. This average ring 

size was calculated from the vertex symbol of each T-site - which gives the number of 

T-sites in the shortest circuit including each of the 6 O-T-O angles centred on that site

[23] e.g. the T12 site which belongs to three 5MRs, two 6MRs, and a lOMR therefore 

has an average shortest circuit size of 6.167.
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Figure 4.21 Relationship between the acid site defect energy and the average minimum 
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Again, ring size does not appear to be a definitive influence on either the total acid site 

defect energy or the Al substitution energy, in agreement with Lewis and Sastre [24]. 

While there is a slight decrease in both when the Al is substituted into sites in larger, 

more flexible rings that would be expected to accommodate the stress with this more 

readily, it is almost negligible. The average substitution energy of the T l, T2, T3, T5, 

T6, T7, T9, TIO and T12 sites that are on the walls o f either the sinusoidal or straight 

channels is in fact slightly higher (38.38 eV) than that of those which are not (38.33 

eV).

We are thus unable to find any substantial influence of either the T -0 bond length, T-O- 

T bond angle, or ring size on the total acid site defect energy or Al substitution energy. 

We shall now investigate whether any of these factors have an influence on the 

protonation energy.

4.3.5. Influence of bond angle on protonation energy

The main influences that have been suggested for influences on the deprotonation 

energy are much the same as those mentioned for the aluminium substitution energy -  

T-O-T bond angle and ring size. However, the main difference that justifies the 

separation of the two effects and consideration of the effects on them separately, is that 

now the T-O-T bond angles and ring size are not averaged over the T-site but are 

specifically those related to the bridging oxygen that is protonated.
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This time the initial siliceous Si-O-Si, the unprotonated Al-O-Si bond angle and 

protonated Al-0(H)-Si bond angle have all been suggested as being significant [9, 18, 

19, 24]. In fact. Figure 4.23 shows that there is little point in arguing the relative 

significance of each bond angle over the others since they all follow much the same 

pattern.
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Figure 4.23 Correlation between the T-O-T bond angle o f  the acid site before and after 

alumination and protonation and the protonation energy

Despite the large scatter evident, it is apparent that as the T-O-T bond angle decreases, 

protonation of the acid site becomes more favourable. Quantum mechanics calculations 

also suggest such a correlation, although the scatter here is greater. This effect has been 

explained by Mortier [25] in terms of partial charges on the bridging oxygen ions -  a 

bridging oxygen with a smaller Al-O-Si bond angle has more negatively charged 

oxygen, and thus its protonation would be favourable. While this explanation must be 

slightly modified for our models - since the charges of all oxygen ions in the 

unprotonated structure are equal -  the use of the shell model partially accounts for the 

polarisation of the lattice. It should be noted though that no shell is included on the 

oxygen that is bonded to the proton.

An interesting observation is that while Al substitution seems to be favoured for larger 

initial Si-O-Si bond angles (Figure 4.20), subsequent protonation is favoured for smaller 

Al-O-Si angles (Figure 4.23). Thus, we see that while there is a slight decrease in the
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total acid site defect energy with decreasing Si-O-Si bond angle (Figure 4.24) following 

the protonation defect energy rather than the Al substitution energy, it is a much weaker 

correlation, with a much larger degree of scatter apparent since the two effects cancel 

each other out to some degree.
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4.3.6. Influence of ring size on protonation energy

In ZSM-5 it is not possible to consider the stability of acid sites in different size pores as 

might be considered in other zeolite frameworks, since the acid sites either point into 

the lOMR channels or into the dense regions of the lattice. Although acid sites that point 

towards the intersection of the straight and sinusoidal channels might be considered to 

effectively point into a larger pore size than those that point into the lOMR channels, it 

is difficult to define exactly which acid sites this increased effective pore size might 

apply to. Instead of considering the 3 dimensional pore size environment that the acid 

site points into we shall consider the 2-dimensional ring size into which it points 

Although the average ring size that the Al was substituted into had little effect on the Al 

substitution energy, the ring size that the acid site proton points into might be expected 

to be more significant in terms of the protonation energy, since interactions have been 

suggested to occur between the acid site proton and other framework oxygens in the 

ring [26]. However, Figure 4.25 shows no such relationship.
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the proton points

There is no smooth progression with increasing ring size -  and each ring gives rise to 

acid sites with a wide range in protonation energies. However, on averaging these, it is 

apparent that the average protonation energy of acid sites that point into 5MRs are 

higher than those that point into 6MRs and lOMRs (for which the averages are very 

similar). This result may come back to the issue of flexibility - larger rings are more 

able to accommodate the decrease in T-O-T bond angle on protonation. An additional 

consideration of a proton in a smaller ring is that there will be greater interactions with 

the ions in the ring. While closer proximity to oxygen ions might be expected to 

stabilise the structure, there is also increased repulsion between the proton and the Si 

ions in the ring. It is likely that this steric or coulombic contribution is a more important 

factor than ring flexibility. For example the T9-O21-T10 bridges give rise to acid sites 

with protonation energies of 10.07 eV and 10.14 eV (below the average of acid sites 

pointing into 5MRs) despite them being part of a the relatively inflexible 4MRs. The 

steric effects, however, are sufficiently large so that the T9-021(H)-Si acid site rotates 

to point into a 5 MR instead of pointing into a 4MR.

Figure 4.25 also shows that while it would be advantageous from a catalytic 

applications viewpoint for there to be more acid sites that point into the 1 OMRs (making 

up the straight and sinusoidal channels), there is no significant decrease in the average 

protonation energies of the more accessible acid sites compared to acid sites that point 

into the 6MRs. The spread around the average is large, though, so the 3 acid sites with
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the lowest protonation energies point into the lOMR and are accessible. We also note 

that there are more acid sites that point into the lOMRs (28) than point into the 6MRs

(7), or 5MRs (13). Hence the larger proportion of acid sites are accessible. In all we 

have determined that 95.7% of acid sites point into lOMRs, according to the probability 

of acid site formation calculated from the Mott-Littleton acid site defect energies, 

despite there being no average energetic advantage in an acid site pointing into a 1 OMR 

rather than a 6MR.

As stated, although the protonation energy of an acid site is closely related to the 

deprotonation energy, we now consider the deprotonation energy and its additional 

influences in more detail, given its importance as an indication of the acidity of the acid 

site.

4.4 Factors influencing acid site deprotonation energies
The deprotonation energy of an acid site is not only a valuable indicator of the acid site 

stability, but also its acidity. In terms of identifying acid sites with increased stability a 

small magnitude of the deprotonation energy is favoured, since it is a measure of the 

energy that needs to be supplied to protonate the aluminated structure in order to form 

the acid site. However, in terms of identifying stronger acid sites the opposite is true, 

since it is also a measure of the energy that will be released during the acidic 

deprotonation reaction, and thus the driving force for any catalysis. Figure 4.26 

demonstrates this.
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4.4.1 Influence of acid site stability on deprotonation energy

Since the protonation energy makes a large contribution to the total acid site defect 

energy, this also means that the greater the magnitude of the deprotonation energy, the 

less stable the acid site will be, as illustrated by our results in Figure 4.27. The intuitive 

argument thus proposed is that the more stable an acid site is, the less readily it will 

reaet and so the lower its acidity will be. Hence, the weakest acid site with the smallest 

magnitude of deprotonation energy of -7.29 eV is the A17-029H acid site, which is also 

the most stable acid site.
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Figure 4.27 Relationship between acid site defect energy and deprotonation energy

While industrially it would be advantageous for the most populated acid sites to be 

those with the highest acidity and catalytic activity, the only way this could be achieved 

would be to increase the distribution of acid sites, so that a wider range of acid site 

conformations would exist, and not simply the lowest energy configuration. This could 

be achieved by increasing the calcination temperature at which protonation occurs, or 

that at which the reaction occurs to increase the probability of proton hopping. 

Alternatively, by encouraging the Al occupation of specific T-sites with low Al 

occupation during framework synthesis by reducing the framework synthesis 

temperature, acid site stability can be increased without penalty to the deprotonation 

energy. The deviation evident in Figure 4.27 is due to the effects of the different Al 

substitution energies, which affect the total defect energies, but not the deprotonation 

energies. The acid site with the largest magnitude of deprotonation energy of -7.55 eV,
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and therefore the strongest acid, is the A112-036H-Si site. Although this was not the 

acid site with the lowest probability of occurring based on the total Mott-Littleton acid 

site defect energy (including A1 occupation), its occupation probability is only 0.0307%. 

The same factors identified as influencing the protonation energies in the previous 

section will clearly influence the deprotonation energy, due to the similarities between 

equation 4.7 and equation 4.13. It can be inferred from Figure 4.23 that acid sites with 

the larger T-O-T bond angles (of the initial Si-O-Si, intermediate Al-O-Si, and final Al- 

0(H)-Si bonds) will be stronger acids, but that there is a large degree of scatter in this 

relationship. While there is no overall relationship between the ring size that the proton 

points into and the average acidity, those that point into 5MRs seem to be stronger 

acids. However, these acid sites are more inaccessible to act as active sites for reactions, 

and hence will not make a significant contribution to the acidity of the material.

4.4.2 Comparison of acidities as measured by the OH vibrational 

frequencies and deprotonation energies

As well as these influences suggested by comparison with the acid site protonation 

energy, a link between the deprotonation energy and the vibrational frequency of the 

OH bond has also been suggested. Since they are both measures of the strength of the 

OH bond, and have both been suggested as measures of the acidity of the Bronsted sites, 

it might be assumed that a weaker acid site with a smaller magnitude of deprotonation 

energy would have a higher vibrational frequency.
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However, here we find only a weak correlation (Figure 4.28), with only a slight increase 

in the deprotonation energy with increasing OH vibrational frequency (as the acid sites 

become weaker). More recently, it has been shown [27] that the OH vibrational 

frequency is dependent on the magnitude of the electric field |E|" at the proton position, 

as described in section 1.4. However, Figure 4.28 shows only a slight increase in the 

deprotonation energy with the magnitude of the electric field at the proton position.
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The derivation of equation 1.11, linking |E|" with v q h ,  specifies its application only to 

small perturbations of the proton about its equilibrium position. The deprotonation 

energy, on the other-hand is a measure of a much larger perturbation in which the 

proton is entirely removed. This intrinsic difference is perhaps the reason for the lack of 

correlation between the deprotonation energy and the OH vibrational frequency in 

Figure 4.28. Therefore, while the OH vibrational frequency is closely related to the OH 

bond length, as will be shown in the next section, such small perturbations have little 

effect on the deprotonation energies, as shown in Figure 4.30.
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Both these measures o f acidity are therefore important, but the OH vibrational 

frequencies are more important in determining the kinetics of the initial stages of a 

reaction, whereas the deprotonation energy is more concerned with the overall driving 

force for the reaction (and the initial formation of the acid site in the first place). The 

influences on the OH vibrational frequencies of the acid sites already mentioned are 

investigated further in the next section.

4.5 Factors influencing acid site OH vibrational frequency
As mentioned, in addition to the deprotonation energy, the OH vibrational frequency of 

the acid sites is also sometimes used as a measure of their acidity. The stronger an acid 

site, the weaker the OH bond will be, and according to equation 1.3 the smaller the OH 

vibrational frequency will be. The most acidic isolated site according to both the 

periodic and Mott-Littleton calculations is therefore the A18-025H-Si acid site, and the 

weakest according to the periodic models is the A ll2-032H-Si acid site, but the AllO- 

021H-Si site using the Mott-Littleton approach. Having considered the validity of using 

the OH vibrational frequency as a measure of the acidity o f an acid site in comparison to 

that measured by the deprotonation energy, we shall now consider the factors that 

influence it.
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4.5.1 Influence of acid site stability on OH vibrational frequency

While unfortunately Figure 4.27 implied that the overall thermodynamic drive for an 

acidic reaction was reduced for the more stable acid sites, no clear relationship is 

apparent between the acidity as measured by vqh and the stability o f the acid site 

(Figure 4.31). While the periodic calculations also indicate a slight decrease in acidity 

with increasing acid site stability, the Mott-Littleton calculations show a weak opposite 

correlation. However, unlike the strong correlation found in Figure 4.27, a very large 

degree of scatter can be observed, which enable strong (high frequency) acid sites with 

a reasonable probability of occurring to be identified.
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Figure 4.31 Relationship between the OH vibrational frequency o f the acid sites and 

their total defect energy

4.5.2 Influence of T-O-T bond angle on OH vibrational frequency

However, unlike the acid site defect energy. Figure 4.32 shows that a possible link 

between vqh and the deprotonation energy is that they both indicate an increase in 

acidity at increased acid site bond angle. Again, the large degree of scatter in both this 

graph and Figure 4.23 shows that this bond angle is not the defining influence on either.
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Figure 4.33, shows the degree of scatter increases when comparing the OH vibrational 

frequency to the deprotonated Al-O-Si bond angle, whereas it stays about the same for 

the deprotonation energies in Figure 4.23.
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Figure 4.33 Correlation between acid site frequency and deprotonated Al-O-Si angle

Again, this is an indication that the OH vibrational frequency is governed more by the 

acid site structure itself, and is more of a measure of the initial inclination of the acid 

site to react rather than of the whole deprotonation process. This is perhaps 

unsurprising, since the OH vibrational frequency is calculated from only the acid site
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structure. The deprotonation energy on the other-hand also considers the deprotonated 

structure.

4.5.3 Influence of ring size on OH vibrational frequencies

The OH vibrational frequency of zeolites has been directly linked to the size of ring into 

which the acid site points. On this basis, experimental assignments are often made 

whereby OH vibrational peaks at low wavenumbers are attributed to stronger acid sites 

in smaller rings and vice-versa [28]. We may expect that because the 10 MRs are so 

much larger than the 5 and 6 MRs, the electric field gradient in them will be smaller, 

and hence the acid sites in them will be the weakest and have the higher vibrational 

frequencies. However, as with the deprotonation energies, we do not find any 

correlation between the ring size into which the acid site points and its OH vibrational 

frequency (Figure 4.34).
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Figure 4.34 Relationship between the OH vibrational frequency o f an acid sites and the 

size o f  the ring into which it points

Acid sites in the 5MRs, 6MRs and lOMRs possess average vibrational frequencies of 

3588, 3560 and 3584 cm'* respectively. It is also evident that while the acid site with the 

lowest vibrational ft-equency points into a 5MR, so does the acid site with the highest 

vibrational frequency. It is however, evident that acid sites that point into the 1 OMRs do
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indeed have a higher average vibrational frequeney than those that point into the 6MRs, 

which could be due to this factor.

It has also been suggested that there might be hydrogen bonding of the acid proton to 

the opposite oxygen ion in a 5MR [26], and the effect of this would be similar to the 

effect of sorbing a probe molecule onto the acid site. Such interactions would weaken 

the O-H bond in the Bronsted acid site, shifting it towards lower vibrational frequencies. 

Although there is no evidence of such a shift in one direction in Figure 4.34, the wide 

range of vibrational frequencies of the 5MR acid sites in comparison to those of the 

lOMR acid sites (despite there being less than half as many such acid sites) could be a 

result of these different interaction effects. The degree of hydrogen bonding of the acid 

sites in the 5MRs might be expected to be related to the proximity of the acidic proton 

to the opposite proton. Thus it might be expected that shifts towards lower vibrational 

frequencies might be more apparent for acid sites with a small separation between the 

acid site and the opposite oxygen, if hydrogen bonding does occur.
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Figure 4.35 Effect o f  separation o f the 5MR acid site proton and the opposite oxygen

Figure 4.35 shows no such correlation, which implies that no hydrogen bonding effects 

occur in the 5MRs. However, this may simply be a result of use of an empirical model, 

which does not consider the electron distribution.
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4.5.4 Influence of long-range electrostatics on OH frequencies

Therefore it would appear that short and medium range structure are not the determining 

factors in the determination of acid site strength as measured by the OH vibrational 

frequency. We now show that the effect of longer-range electrostatic effects prove to be 

much more convincing. Figure 4.36 shows a definitive linear relationship between the 

electric field at the equilibrium proton position, |E|", and the OH vibrational frequency. 

Although equation 1.11 actually predicts a linear relationship between |E|" and Von\ the 

curvature of this is quadratic relationship is almost linear over the limited range of 

vibrational frequencies sampled.
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|E r(V /A °)

Figure 4.36 Relationship between the OH vibrational frequency and the magnitude o f  

the electric field  at the proton

The strength of the acid sites are seen to decrease as the magnitude of the electric field 

increases, so that the hydrogen is less easily donated. The scatter in this relationship is 

much less than that of the others tested, which suggests that it may be a more central 

factor in defining acidity. Since |E|" is not a defining factor of the deprotonation energy, 

this may be the source of the lack of correlation that was apparent in Figure 4.29.

It is interesting to note that the most defining factor to affect the acid site vibrational 

frequency is a long-range effect, which can only be accurately determined from a full
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lattice (or periodic boundary condition) energy calculation, but not quantum mechanical 

cluster calculations. However, the magnitude of the electric field at the proton position 

is also strongly related to the Ol-H bond length in the acid site. This results in a clear 

relationship between the Ol-H bond length and the vibrational frequency, as shown in 

Figure 4.37.
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Figure 4.37 Relationship between the OH vibrational frequency and the length o f  the 

acidic 01 ...Hbond

This follows intuitive reasoning that a longer Ol-H bond will be weaker, and so will 

belong to a stronger acid site. The periodic calculations give a very small scatter, but the 

Mott-Littleton results show a slightly less defined relationship. Some of this scatter may 

be due to the inclusion of high energy acid sites that are unlikely to occur. Nevertheless, 

this would appear to be a useful link between the long-range electrostatic effects, which 

determine the vibrational frequency of the acid site to more easily measured short-range 

structural features. Although we have shown that the acid site vibrational frequency is 

related to this short-range property, it is important to note that the source of this 

relationship is the long-range electric field in the pores, as suggested by Lewis and 

Sastre [24].
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4.6 Conclusions
We have successfully modelled the 48 individual acid sites in H-ZSM-5, both as an 

isolated acid site substituted into an infinite siliceous lattice, and also as a periodic 

defect to give a structure with Si/Al = 95. While there was general agreement between 

these two methods, there were some discrepancies, which are most likely due to the 

different optimisation methods used to find the energy minimum. The periodic 

calculations agree with other empirical forcefield calculations with regard to the order 

o f stability of the acid sites, and identify the A17-029H-Si acid site as being the most 

stable. Little agreement is found between our order o f stability and those found from 

quantum cluster calculations, but this is unsurprising since such models necessarily 

over-emphasise the short-range geometrical influences at the expense o f the neglected 

longer-range influences.

In general, the more stable acid sites will be ones in which the A1 is substituted into T- 

sites with large average initial Si-O-Si bond angles, and the protons are bonded to 

bridging sites with small initial Si-O-Si, intermediate Al-O-Si, and final Al-0(H)-Si 

bond angles. The protons are more likely to point into lOMRs, partly because it is more 

energetically favourable to protonate these in comparison to bridging sites that point 

into 5 MRs and partly because there are more acid sites that point into lOMRs than 

6MRs.

The most initially reactive acid sites with lower OH vibrational frequencies, are not 

likely to have high stabilities. They will be the acid sites with the smallest magnitude o f  

electric field at the proton positions, and those with the longest OH bond lengths. They 

will probably have a high final Al-0(H)-Si bond angle and deprotonated Al-O-Si bond 

angle, and are more likely to point into a 6MR, although the abundance o f lOMR acid 

sites might disrupt this prediction.

The acid sites with the largest driving force to react with a base, and the largest 

magnitude of deprotonation energy are the least stable acid sites. They are the acid sites 

with larger T-O-T bond angles o f the initial Si-O-Si bond angle, final Al-0(H)-Si bond
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angle, and deprotonated Al-O-Si bond angle. They will probably have limited 

accessibility for reacting molecules though, since they are more likely to point into the 

5MRs. They have a slight tendency towards lower OH vibrational frequency and lower 

magnitudes o f the electric field at the proton position, but this relationship is tenuous.

Our models make good general comparisons with local acid site structures, unit cell 

dimensions, deprotonation energies and OH vibrational frequencies found 

experimentally. In order to amalgamate the 48 separate infinite unit cell systems to that 

o f a more realistic H-ZSM-5 crystal with a variety o f different acid sites present rather 

than just one, the probability o f each acid site configuration occupation was estimated 

according to its defect energy, assuming a Boltzmaim distribution. A degree o f over

weighting is evident though, which results in an unrealistically narrow weighted OH 

vibrational frequency distribution, dominated by the most stable acid site. Other 

attempts were made to estimate which acid sites were more likely to occur based on 

their similarity to experimentally observed unit cell parameters and T-O bond lengths. 

However, the differences in the cell parameters and T-O bond lengths o f the calculated 

are relatively small, and a high degree o f accuracy o f the experimental structures is 

needed to distinguish between these subtle differences. This is may be a better method 

to discount structures wildly different from those observed experimentally.

More specific attempts to compare our stable acid sites with those observed 

experimentally are hampered by the inability o f experimental X-ray diffraction 

techniques to locate them. However, the A1 distribution on the T-sites o f H-ZSM-5 

deduced through the use of Cs  ̂probes does not match well with our most stable acid 

sites. This may be due to the method used here being over-simplistic in the assumption 

that the lowest energy structures will be those observed experimentally, without 

consideration o f synthesis conditions. A more accurate model o f H-ZSM-5 would 

include A1 contents and cation species to more closely imitate the conditions during 

which the framework structure actually forms. Unlike in these simple isolated acid site 

calculations, it would then be possible to investigate various A1...A1 and Al...cation 

interactions. The following chapters investigate these remaining factors in more detail.
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5 Interactions between acid sites in H-ZSM-5
The simple models described in the previous chapter are useful to gain an idea o f the 

basic acid site properties. However, to progress to a more realistic model, we need to 

also consider the perturbations to these isolated stabilities and acidities caused by 

interactions between acid sites. Not only is this an important consideration in modelling 

ZSM-5 with a higher Al content, but also more profoundly in zeolites with a lower Al 

content that is non-unifbrmly distributed. In Chapter 4, we saw that the decrease in 

Si/Al from effectively oo (for the Mott-Littleton calculations) to 95 (for the periodic 

calculations) had little effect on the properties o f acid sites in ZSM-5, although this was 

difficult to separate out from other effects such as the optimisation method. Given that 

each acid site was at least 13 Â (the minimum lattice spacing) from any other acid site, 

interactions between them are minimal at the high Si/Al considered thus far. Thus, to 

examine the effect o f observable acid-acid interactions we must model acid site pairs.

5.1 Methodology
In theory it is possible to model such acid site pairs by the Mott-Littleton method, as 

with the isolated defects, but simply introducing 2 acid sites into the defect region 

instead of one. However, the resulting distortion to the lattice would affect a much 

larger area, particularly if the acid sites are far apart from each other, and any 

corresponding increase in the size of regions 1 and 2 o f the defect region would push 

the optimisation time required to unfeasible levels. As a result, we have employed 

periodic boundary conditions to model 2 acid sites per unit cell rather than the Mott- 

Littleton method. The resulting H2Al2Si940i92 unit cell has a decreased Si/Al ratio to 47. 

Again, the minimised structures, lattice energies, electric field at the protons and 

vibrational frequencies o f the acid sites in these pairs were obtained, as before.

There are a much larger number o f configurations o f 2 acid sites than 1 acid site per unit 

cell. Once the first acid site has been inserted into any o f the 48 symmetrically distinct 

acid site conformations, the Al o f the second acid site can be substituted into any o f the 

the other 91 T-sites in the unit cell (one is already occupied by an Al and the 4 adjacent 

to it are forbidden by Loewenstein’s rule), and the corresponding proton bonded to any
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one of the 4 bridging oxygens adjacent to these. Symmetry cannot be used to decrease 

the number of positions of the second acid site, since each of the 8 symmetrically 

equivalent acid sites in the unit cell will have different separations from the first acid 

site and orientations with respect to it. There are therefore 17472 different 

conformations of 2 acid sites in the orthorhombic ZSM-5 unit cell. It is clearly 

necessary to limit the number of acid sites considered in some way. We have considered 

three restricted sets of these acid site pairs, as below.

5.1.1 NNN acid site pairs

In Chapter 4 we demonstrated that the most stable periodic acid site was the A17-029H- 

Si acid site. By fixing the first acid site at this position, we reduce the number of 

possible pair configurations to 364. To further restrict the number of configurations, 

only the acid sites with aluminium ions at next nearest neighbour (NNN) sites to the 

first acid site were considered. Not only do such NNN pairs have the minimum 

separation, and hence strongest interactions between them in a Loewensteinian 

distribution, but their presence has also been suggested to be an important influence on 

the acidity of zeolites. Thus, the number of configurations constructed was reduced to 

48. Figure 5.1 shows the A17-029H-Si acid site and its NNN T-sites into which the Al 

were substituted, and the adjacent bridging oxygens to which the protons were bonded.
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Figure 5.1 Al7-029H-Si site (Al highlighted in green) and its NNN T-sites (pink)
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5.1.2 Acid site pairs that point into the same ring

In order to investigate interactions between acid sites with a wider range of separations, 

a further set of calculations were performed with the protons of the second acid sites 

pointing into the same 10 membered ring as the first one (which remains fixed at the 

same lowest energy site), as shown in Figure 5.2. Since framework shielding of these 

acid sites from each other will be minimised by the lack of framework atoms between 

them across the lOMR, it is hoped that the interactions between them will be more 

straightforward to understand.

30
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sites that point into the same 1 OMR

give rise to acid

5.1.3 Acid sites with most stable Al pairs

We can therefore build up an understanding of the strongest inter-acid site interactions 

from these models. However, we may also need a more realistic model of H-ZSM-5 

with Si/Al of 47 to understand the range of interactions that actually occur in them. 

While some consideration of the energetics has been made by restricting one acid site 

position to the lowest energy configuration, perhaps the high proportion of A17-029H-
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Si sites in the models is unrealistic. A better way to sample the acid sites is to take some 

consideration o f the energetics in a more general sense. As such, we have made use of 

the results o f a previous empirical potential study by Grau-Crespo et al. [1], using the 

same potential parameters as those used here, in which the substitution energies of all 

1176 symmetrically distinct configurations of an Al pair into a monoclinic ZSM-5 unit 

cell were modelled. As discussed, Mott-Littleton calculations become unfeasible when 

considering a more dispersed defect, such as an Al pair, especially since the distance 

between the Al can be up to approximately 13.4 A apart (the maximum A1...A1 spacing 

in a periodic system is the minimum unit cell parameter). As a result, a slightly different 

method was used to estimate the relative substitution energies o f an Al pair compared to 

that of the individual Al, this time within a periodic model. This alternative method 

must take account of the total charge of (-2) o f a unit cell containing an Al pair, so that 

the periodic lattice does not develop an infinite charge. The simplest method to ensure 

charge neutrality is to smear a counter-charge over all 192 of the oxygen atoms in the 

unit cell so as to reduce the total charge of the oxygen ions from -2  to -1.9895833. 

Thus, no explicit consideration o f cation species or positions is made - resulting in two 

major advantages:

• The optimisation time of each calculation is reduced and enables the 

consideration o f every possible configuration of Al pair

• The order o f stability found is not restricted to any specific system but rather are 

general substitution trends relevant to a range of synthesis conditions and final 

compositions

While it is likely that the order o f stability found would alter following the 

embellishment o f this simple consideration o f charge compensation into the explicit 

treatment o f the cations present during synthesis, a reasonable first approximation o f the 

Al distribution in the framework prior to protonation is obtained. We therefore selected 

the configurations of 2 Al with the lowest substitution energies, and then modelled 

every configuration of acid site that might arise from these. Since there are 4 possible 

proton positions around each Al, each 2 Al configuration gives rise to 16 possible acid 

sites. As such, only the 50 most stable Al configurations could be considered practically 

-  800 acid site conformations. These calculations were set up in collaboration with
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Grau-Crespo. Short-range interaction cut-offs o f 10 Â instead o f 16 Â were employed. 

While this should not affect the values of the structures relative to each other, it does 

render the energetics o f this set o f models incompatible with the other ZSM-5 models.

5.2 Interactions between NNN acid sites
Appendix 2 shows the raw data for the 48 NNN acid site models. Since we are 

predominantly concerned with the stabilities and OH vibrational frequencies o f the acid 

sites, we will concentrate mainly on the effects o f the interactions between acid sites on 

these specific properties.

5.2.1 Acid site pair defect energies

The 48 acid site pair structures have defect energies (as defined by the difference 

between the lattice energy of the ZSM-5 unit cell containing the acid site pair, and that 

of the siliceous unit cell) between 96.05 and 97.03 eV. As expected, these are 

approximately double those of the single acid sites, which lay between 48.23 and 48.64 

eV. The first acid site in all these pair configurations was fixed in the A17-029H-Si 

conformation, and so might be expected to make a fixed contribution to the total pair 

defect energy. However, the second acid site, in an NNN position to the first, is 

modelled in a range of conformations, and it might be expected that the defect energy of  

the acid site pair would be related to the energy o f this second acid site. Specifically, the 

acid site pair with the second acid site in the A14-029H-Si conformation might be 

expected to give rise to the most stable acid pair configuration, since this has the lowest 

isolated periodic defect energy o f the second acid site configurations. In fact, it is the 

configuration with the A17-029H-Si acid site paired to the All-013H -Si, rather than the 

A14-029H-Si, acid site that is the most stable. To corroborate this further. Figure 5.3 

shows that while there is some correlation between the defect energy o f the acid site 

pair, E d e f [ 2 ( A l - O H - S i ) ] ,  and the sum of the periodic defect energies of the two 

individual acid sites, E E d e f { A l - O H - S i ] ,  there is a large scatter as well. Since the first acid 

site is fixed at the A 1 7 - 0 2 9 H - S i  position, Z E d e f { A l - O H - S i ]  is essentially determined by 

the defect energy o f the isolated second acid site, thus confirming that the isolated acid 

site defect energies is an important influence on that o f the acid site pair.
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A basic understanding of the distribution of acid sites can therefore be derived from the 

isolated acid site energies. However, there is a large degree of scatter shown, which 

leads to the [ A 1 7 - 0 2 9 H - S i ] + [ A 1 4 - 0 2 9 H - S i ]  pair, with the lowest Z E d e f { A l - O H - S i ] ,  

having a much higher pair defect energy than expected from this simplistic view-point. 

Thus, we must also consider the interactions between the acid sites when modelling 

zeolites with a low or even high Si/Al ratio, since they make a significant contribution 

to the pair defect energy.
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Figure 5.3 Correlation between the defect energy o f  the acid site pair and the sum o f  

that o f  the individual acid sites

Considering the deviation to be caused by interactions between the acid sites, we can 

postulate that the total defect energy for both acid sites might be given by an expression 

such as:

E,,, [2{Al -OH- &)] = X  E,̂ [AI - oh- (5.1)

where Einteraction IS the interaction energy between them. It is this interaction energy that 

we will try to quantify and understand further.

We find values of the interaction energy between -0.516 and 0.349 eV. These values 

are very small compared to the total defect energy (at most only 0.37% of the total
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defect energy), indicating that even the interaction energy between NNN sites is 

relatively small. Hence, simply summing the individual acid site defect energies gives a 

very good approximation of the NNN acid site double defect energy (Figure 5.3). 

Another surprise is that the interaction energies of 37 of the double acid site 

configurations are negative -  thus indicating that the majority of these NNN pairs 

actually stabilise their constituent acid sites. Intuitively, one might expect that the 

coulombic and steric repulsion between two acid sites that are close to each other might 

be a factor opposing the formation of NNN pairs. This unexpected stabilisation together 

with the small interaction energy, even at this closest acid site separation, suggest that 

maybe the magnitude of the interaction between acid sites does not necessarily increase 

with decreasing acid site separation.

5.2.2 Influence of separation on acid site interaction energy

We now consider further that perhaps there is no correlation between the inter-acid site 

distance and their interaction energy (Figure 5.4).
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From Figure 5.4 it is clear that there is no definite increase in the interaction energies of 

acid sites as they approach closer together. In fact, the relationship that shows least 

scatter seems to indicate a decrease in the interaction energy with decreasing Al 

separations. This is in contradiction to the relationship between the relative energy 

required to substitute a pair of Al (without cations), E, and the separation between them, 

d, which was found to be of the form [1]:

£■ = ^ + 4 -  (5.2)

There are a number o f possible explanations for this lack o f correlation:

(i) We have not simply modelled the substitution o f 2 Al into the framework, but rather 

two full acid sites, so the interactions between them are more complex, and factors 

such as whether the protons o f the acid sites point towards each other become 

important.

(ii) We have not considered the screening effect of the framework, and that interactions 

between a pair o f acid sites with many framework ions separating them may be 

limited in comparison to those between two acid sites that point into the same pore, 

even if  both pairs o f ions have the same separation.

(iii) We have restricted the acid site configurations investigated to a much smaller range 

of acid site separations (especially Al separations), and the interactions between acid 

sites do not vary sufficiently over this range for any correlation to be apparent.

We will attempt to address each point in turn. Evaluation of the substitution energies o f  

the 12 Al pairs that correspond to these 48 different acid site configurations will enable 

us to investigate point (i) and point (iii).

5.2.3 Influence of separation on Al pair defect energy

Firstly we can investigate the extent o f the correlation between the Al substitution 

energy and the pair separation, over this range of separations. Once this is established, 

we can investigate the effects o f proton separation and relative acid site orientations. 

Subsequent investigation o f pairs of acid sites that point into the same ring will enable 

us to investigate both a wider range of Al separations, and also orientation effects 

without the screening effect complications that may affect the NNN configurations.
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We have used a similar method to that of Grau-Crespo [1], outlined previously in 

Section 5.1.3, to create periodic models of each of the 12 Al pairs that correspond to the 

NNN configurations, and smear the charge of the protons over all the oxygen shells in 

the unit cell, so increasing the effective O ion charge from -2.000 to -1.989583.

However, even separation out of protonation effects in this way to consider the effect on 

the defect energy of substituting 2A1 into the unit cell when increasing the separation 

between them does not result in any correlation manifesting itself (Figure 5.5). This 

implies that the range of Al separations between 4.410 Â and 5.831 Â in these NNN 

configurations investigated is not sufficient to observe a decrease of the substitution 

energy, in contrast to that observed over A1...A1 separations between approximately 3 Â 

and 13.5 Â [1]. It is possible that the number of co-ordination shells between the Al is 

more important than their separation. Hence we see no correlation within just the one 

co-ordination shell considered here.
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Again, the interaction energy between Al could be masked by the individual Al 

substitution energies. Since it is the interaction energy between the Al that we are 

mostly concerned with, we should separate out Emter[2Al], the interaction energy 

between the Al, from the total Al pair defect energy by subtraction of the individual Al
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substitution energies of the pair, in an analogous manner to equation 5.1. We have the 

substitution energies of the individual acid sites from the Mot-Littleton defect energies 

in Chapter 4. Strictly speaking, the values of Edef{2Al] (with a range between 140.57  

and 140.23 eV), are not compatible with those of Edef{lAl] (with values much lower 

than half the Edef{2Al] values at 38.46 to 38.25 eV), because we used different methods 

to calculate the substitution energies of the individual Al from the pairs. Nevertheless, 

we can investigate the relative interaction energies, even if their absolute values are off

set by some computational constant dependent on the differing methods used. However, 

there is still no improvement in the correlation between the interaction energy between 

Al and their separation (Figure 5.6), which again is likely to be due to the small range of 

Al separations investigated here.
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5.2.4 Influence of ring size on Al pair interaction energy

Equation 5.2, E  = A + - ^ , was found to describe the relationship between the Al pair

substitution energy and their separation better than one of the form:

E = A + -  (5.3)
d
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This result was attributed to the interactions between the acid sites being short-range in 

origin rather than electrostatic [1]. Although we found neither such relationship the 

effect of lattice distortions on the interaction energies is worth investigating. Figure 5.7 

shows that the interaction energy between the Al pair does seem to show a relationship 

with the smallest ring that contains both Al, apart from the wide range of interaction 

energies of Al sharing the same 6MR -  with average interaction energies in the order 

5MR (63.70eV) > 8MR (63.68 eV) > 6MR (63.60 eV) > lOMR (63.56 eV). This makes 

intuitive sense, since the smaller the size of the ring that contains both Al, the less able 

the lattice is to accommodate the substitution strain, hence the larger the interaction 

energy will be. Another possible cause of this relationship might be screening effects. 

There is a greater curvature around the Al-Si-Al arc that is part of a smaller ring than 

that of a larger ring. Thus the Si will screen the repulsion between the two Al less 

effectively in smaller rings. However, there is still a large scatter evident, especially 

with Al pairs belonging to 6MRs having a wide spread in interaction energies. This 

scatter might be because we considered only the minimum ring size - that which might 

be expected to constrain the Al pair most - but in most cases the Al pair is also part of 

larger rings as well, and these may have some influence.
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Figure 5.7 Variation o f interaction energy o f  Al pair with the minimum ring size that 

contains both Al

Another ring size and lattice distortion effect is slightly subtler, and particularly relevant 

to these NNN configurations. There seems to be a degree of grouping of the interaction
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energies of the pairs that have the same Si site between them, as can be seen in Figure 

5.8. Also shown in this figure is the average ring size that contains this Si, and it can be 

seen that the larger this ring size is, and the more free it is to move around and 

accommodate the strain of Al substitution, the lower the resulting interaction energy of 

the Al pair. While this appears to be a factor in these configurations, it would be 

difficult to imagine how this would be applied more generally to non-NNN sites.
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5.2.5 Influence of separation on acid site pair protonation energy

Having separated out the effects of Al substitution, we can now consider the effects of 

interactions on the protonation energies of the acid sites. The protonation energies of the 

pairs can be calculated by subtracting the defect energies of the Al pairs from that of the 

acid site pairs. Again we have the problem that the lattice energies of the models with 

the Al pair are incompatible with those with 2 acid sites, due to the altered oxygen 

charges. This results in the substitution energy of an Al pair into the structure requiring 

more energy than inserting the whole acid sites, and gives negative protonation 

energies, from -43.33 and -44.43 eV. Subtraction of the protonation energies o f the 2 

individual acid sites that make up the pair from the protonation energy of the acid site 

pair gives an idea of the change in protonation energy caused by interactions between 

the acid sites, Einter[20H]. These have values between -63.54 and -64.58 eV. Clearly, 

these absolute values have little meaning, but their values relative to each other can
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reveal the factors that influence them. One such factor that we have already investigated 

is the separation between acid sites. Figure 5.9 shows the effect of the acid site 

separation as measured by the AI...A1, 0 1 ...0 1  and H...H distances on the change in 

acid site pair protonation energy. Previously, the A1 pair substitution energies were 

found to show little correlation with the A1...A1 distance over these NNN separations, 

and a decrease with increasing A1 separations over the fiill range of separations. Here 

however, we see that there is a slight increase in Einter[20H] with increasing A1 

separation. It is this change in protonation energy that dominated the increase in the 

total acid site interaction energy with increasing A1 separation in Figure 5.4. The causes 

for this are unclear, but may arise from the more intuitive increase in Einter[20H] with 

decreasing H...H distance. Protonation of one of the two O bridging sites in the Al-O- 

Si-O-Al sequence would cause a reduction in the A1...A1 distance, since protonation 

causes a reduction in the T-O-T bond angle. This resulting inverse relationship between 

the A1...A1 distance and the H...H distance, and 0 1 ...0 1  distance may be why the 

interaction energy on protonation increases with decreasing H...H distance, and with 

increasing A1...A1 distance within this limited range.
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Another result of this is that there may be a relationship between the protonation 

interaction energy and the number of co-ordination shells (both T and O) between the 

OH of the two acid sites, since any reduction in the A1...A1 distance would depend on 

whether the bridging sites between the Al were protonated. Figure 5.10 indeed shows 

that there is some clustering of the interaction energies of acid sites separated by the 

same number of co-ordination shells.
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Figure 5.10 Variation o f the protonation interaction energy according to the number o f  

co-ordination shells between the OH o f the bridging sites

However, there is not a steady increase in the change in Einter[20H] as more co

ordination shells are inserted between them, as might at first be expected. As expected, 

the structures with only one shell between the OH have the highest average protonation 

interaction energy due to the repulsion between the H, and distortion of the local 

structure around the acid site pair. However, the structures with 3 co-ordination shells 

separating the acid site OH have an unexpectedly low average protonation interaction 

energy, and are in fact lower than those separated by 5 co-ordination shells. More 

careful consideration of the orientations of the relative charges acid sites as well as their 

separations, allows us to explain the observed trends. We can simplistically approximate 

a Bronsted acid site charge distribution to be a dipole with a relative negative charge to 

the lattice at the Al, and a relative positive charge at the H. Dipole pair configurations 

with like charges adjacent to each other experience greater repulsion between them, and 

hence a higher interaction energy than those with opposite charges adjacent to each
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other. Thus, it is unsurprising that the -[Al-OH-Si-O-Al-OH]- pairs, separated by 3 co

ordination shells, have a lower protonation interaction energy than the -[Al-OH-Si-OH- 

Al]- and -[OH-Al-O-Si-O-Al-OH]- pair conformations, separated by 1 and 5 co

ordination shells respectively.

5.2.6 Influence of orientation on acid site pair protonation energy

However, the large degree of scatter suggests an over-simplification of the situation. In 

fact, the T-O-T bonds are not linear nor are the acid sites perfectly aligned. Another 

measure of the orientations of acid sites, which takes into account the varying T-O-T 

bond angles and T-O lengths, is by the difference in the distances between the A1...A1 

separation and the H...H separation. If the A1...A1 distance is much larger than the 

H...H distance, or vice-versa it might be expected that the acid sites would repel each 

other more than if they were approximately equal. However, we must also consider that 

the acid sites are not simple dipoles either. In fact, some of the positive charge o f the H 

will lie on the Ol that it is bonded to -  an observation accounted for by the Ol ions in 

our models possessing a charge of -1.426, rather than -2  as for the other oxygen ions in 

the framework - so we should also consider the difference between the A1..A1 and 

O l . . .Ol distances as shown in Figure 5.11.
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While we can observe that at higher values of the difference between A1...A1 and 

Ol ...O l and the difference between A1...AI and H...H  distances, there is an increase in 

the protonation interaction energy, the increase as the magnitude of their negative 

values increases is much weaker. This implies that the Al repel each other more than the 

H or the O l, possibly due to the tighter localisation of the positive charge on the Al than 

the negative charge on the OH group. The greater upturn with negative values of 

A1...01 orientation again suggests that the charges interact through the lattice.

A large scatter is still evident, and the correlation is different when considering the Al- 

01 orientation than the Al-H orientations, so investigation of the effect of the relative 

orientations of the OH bonds should also be made. Figure 5.12 shows the relationship 

between the difference between the 0 1 .. .Ol and H...H distances and the protonation 

interaction energy.
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The best-fit line shows a general increase in interaction energy moving through the acid 

sites with a large negative difference moving from left to right along the x-axis from O-
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H bonds in the two acid sites pointing in opposite directions away from each other, to 

being parallel, and then pointing towards each other. This again fits in with simplistic 

dipole interactions between the OH bonds. However, there is a large scatter evident, 

which seems to increase with the magnitude of the difference in the O and H 

separations. This latter effect may be due to screening effects between the acid sites.

5.2.7 Influence of ring size on acid site pair protonation energy

We have already considered the influence of the minimum ring size that contains both 

Al on the substitution energy, but we should also investigate if the minimum ring-size 

that contains both acid sites has any effect on the protonation interaction energy. If both 

acid sites point into a small ring it would be expected that they would interact more 

strongly with each other than if they point into a large ring. However, because o f the 

many different orientations of the NNN acid sites, not all of them point into the same 

ring, so we actually identified the smallest circuit that contains both the Al and the 

bridging oxygens of the acid sites, and show its influence on the protonation interaction 

energy in Figure 5.13.
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As such the minimum circuit sizes are perhaps more a measure of the ability of the 

lattice to accommodate the acid site pair distortion, rather than a measure o f the
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interactions between them. While these intuitive ring size effects influenced the Al pair 

substitution energy (Figure 5.8) through the ring size that contains the Si in between the 

Al pair in particular, increasing average ring size is not a defining influence on the 

protonation interaction energy (Figure 5.13). In fact, the large degree of scatter of the 

graph suggests that maybe our consideration of just the minimum circuit size is too 

simplistic, and that the average of a number of ring size in a number of directions needs 

to be considered in order to get a better idea of the lattice constraints. However, rather 

than a general shift, the inablility of constrained rings to relax may result in the large 

scatter in the acid site pairs that share 5MRs - with these pairs not only displaying the 

highest protonation interaction energies, but also the lowest.

5.2.8 OH vibrational frequencies of acid site pairs

One motivation behind our study of NNN acid sites is their suggested importance with 

regard to the reduction in acid strength with increasing Al content [2], Figure 5.14 

shows that the OH vibrational frequency distribution of all the acid sites in these NNN 

pairs are indeed shifted to higher vibrational frequencies than those in the isolated acid 

sites, in Chapter 4. The mean of this calculated distribution (with Si/Al=47) is 3600 cm' 

\  which is very close to the experimental mean of 3609 cm'̂  for ZSM-5 with 

Si/Al=35.0; for the isolated acid sites with Si/Al=95, the mean v q h  is 3584 cm'\
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Figure 5.14 OH vibrational frequency distribution o f  NNN acid site pairs in 

comparison to those o f  the isolated acid sites, and experimental distributions [3]
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It should be noted that the shape of the vibrational frequency distribution is very 

different from that observed experimentally, with a double peaked distribution now 

evident. This is unsurprising, since we have sampled the configurations on the basis of 

maximising the inter-acid site interactions, rather than their probability of occurring. 

Figure 5.15 shows that as may be expected, the vibrational frequencies of the 1st A17- 

029H-Si acid sites are much less diffuse than the range of different configurations of 

second acid sites.
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Figure 5.15 Contributions to OH vibrational frequency distribution o f  NNN pairs from 

the 1st [Al-029H-Si] site and range o f  2nd acid sites

This over-sampling of the A17-029H-Si causes a skew in the resulting vibrational 

frequency distribution. However, even just this one configuration shows a wide range of 

vibrational frequencies. It is apparent that interactions with NNN acid sites cause a 

general shift of the OH vibrational frequencies from a value of 3598 cm'* in the isolated 

acid sites to an average of 3612 cm ' in the NNN sites, and that the magnitude of 

interactions varies and so causes the distribution to broaden. It is also apparent that 

while the average vibrational frequency does increase as expected, the interactions 

cause the vibrational frequencies of the 1 st acid site to decrease from the isolated value 

in 13 of the 48 NNN pair configurations. This has important implications for catalytic 

applications, since when an acid site is introduced in a NNN position to a first in these 

configurations, not only does the number of active sites increase, but also their acidity 

(in terms of the vibrational frequency). The worth of this observation should be 

countered by considerations that these decreases in acidity are quite small (in
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comparison with the increases observed); and that only in 7 of the configurations was 

the decrease in the vibrational frequency of the first acid site also accompanied by a 

decrease in that of the second acid site; and that we must also consider the energetics of 

these sites to investigate their feasibility of occurring.

5.2.9 Correlation between acid pair energy and OH frequencies

Figure 5.16 shows that these 7 acid site pairs that have lower OH frequencies compared 

to the isolated sites have higher than average defect energies.
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Figure 5.16 Defect energy and shift in vibrational frequencies o f  acid site pairs

In fact, there appears to be a correlation between the defect energy of the site and the 

change on OH vibrational frequency observed. Unfortunately, it seems that these acid 

sites that show increased acidity with concentration are less stable, and so less likely to 

be observed. This factor, together with the low number of such acid site configurations 

in the first place, and the decrease in the average acidity of the acid sites, explains the 

observed experimental overall decrease in acidity with increasing Al content.

In Figure 5.17 we show that the larger the change in the defect energy of the acid site 

pair compared to the sum of the individual acid sites, the larger the change in their acid 

site frequencies; unsurprisingly since it is the interactions between acid sites that affect
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both of them. Furthermore, the average of the two lines of best fits approximately 

passes through the origin of the graph, implying that a stabilising defect energy results 

in an increase in vibrational frequencies, and a destabilising defect energy results in a 

decrease in vibrational frequencies, but since there is a large amount of scatter about 

this line this is not the case for all configurations. Since the defect energy of the acid 

site pair depends on the interaction energy, this may well be the source of the 

correlation shown in Figure 5.17. In addition, the acid site pair defect energy also 

depends on the individual periodic defect energies of the acid sites, and in Figure 4.31 

of Chapter 4 we found that the defect energies of the individual periodic acid sites were 

related to their vibrational frequencies, since the less stable an acid site is, the more 

likely it is to react.
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Figure 5.17 Interaction energy and shift in vibrational frequencies o f acid site pairs

5.2.10Influence of separation on OH vibrational frequencies

The [A17-029FI-Si]+[A13-015H-Si] configuration has the highest interaction energy 

and is the acid site pair with the largest decrease in acidity of both acid sites. It is also a 

configuration with one of the shortest 0 1 . . .Ol distances. However, Figure 5.18 seems 

to show no marked general correlation between the shift in acid site vibrational 

frequencies and the inter-acid site distances as measured by the A1...A1, 0 1 ...0 1  or 

H...H distances.
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Figure 5.18 Relationship between separation o f  acid sites as measured by AI...AI, 

O l ...Ol, and H  ...H  distance, and shift in vibrational frequencies o f  acid site pairs

Again, perhaps we have not sampled a large enough range of A1...A1 distances in these 

NNN sites to distinguish any overall change in the acid site frequency. While the shifts 

in vibrational frequencies seem to increase slightly with Ol ...O l distance, they 

decrease slightly with increasing H...H distance. Although these effects are very weak, 

they could indicate that the angle between pair of Ol-H bonds are the defining factor, 

since the largest decrease in vibrational frequency would correspond to a smaller 

Ol ...O l distance, and a larger H...H distance. Again investigating the orientation of the 

OH bonds through the differences between the 0 1 .. .Ol and H...H distances, in Figure 

5.19 we can see a very similar pattern to that of the protonation interaction energy.
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Figure 5.19 Influence o f the orientation betw'een O-H bonds, as measured by the 

difference between O l ...01 and H ...H  separations, on the vibrational frequency shift
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Again we see a general increase in the shift of the frequency progressing through the 

plot from left to right, from conformations with the O-H pointing away from each other, 

to being parallel to each other, and then pointing towards each other. Despite the large 

degree of scatter though, we can see that most of the acid site pairs that undergo a 

negative shift in frequency lie on the negative side of the x-axis. As such, they 

correspond to anti-parallel acid sites with OH bonds that are point away from each 

other. However, it should be noted that the large degree o f scatter implies that not all of 

the these configurations with acid sites pointing away from each other undergo a 

negative shift in frequency, and not all of the pair sites with a negative shift in 

frequency point away from each other.

We also observe a degree of dependence of the relative orientations o f the acid sites in 

terms of the orientation of the Al-O bonds and Al-H directions on the protonation 

interaction energy in Figure 5.11. However, there is little effect on the shift in 

vibrational frequencies (Figure 5.20).
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Figure 5.20 Influence o f the acid site orientation, as measured by the differences 

between the AL..AI separations and the H ...H  and 0 1 ...0 1  separations, on the shift in 

vibrational frequencies o f  the acid sites
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Although the trend-line implies some degree of correlation between the increase in the 

magnitude of the shifts if the Al in the acid sites are closest to each other, and a weaker 

degree of increase in the magnitude of the shift if the Ol are closest to each other, the 

interactions are more complicated this time, since we have both positive and negative 

shifts to consider.

To aid in the interpretation of these shifts we will return to our consideration of the 

simpler effect of the number of co-ordination shells between the OH of the acid sites. In 

Figure 5.21 we see that the -[Al-OH-Si-OH-Al]- configurations, in general have lower 

vibrational frequencies compared to the isolated sites, with an average shift of -16.59 

cm’’, suggesting that smaller separations of the positively charged H in the acid sites 

increase their acidity.
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Figure 5.21 Variation o f the shift in vibrational frequencies according to the number o f  

co-ordination shells between the OH o f the bridging sites

In contrast, the -[AI-OH-Si-O-Al-OH]- configurations have higher frequencies than the 

isolated sites, with an average shift of 13.99 cm’’, a large positive value, as may be 

expected between close acid sites. The -[OH-Al-O-Si-O-Al-OH]- configurations show a 

much smaller magnitude of the average shift of 4-6.38 cm’’, perhaps because the acid 

sites are further apart and interact less which each other, or maybe because there are
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more of the acid sites with a negative shift, due to the Al in the acid sites being closest 

together this time. It should be noted that again there is a large scatter in these trends. 

However, in light of these, it is now possible to explain why in Figure 5.22 we observed 

a decrease in the vibrational shift o f acid sites in pairs where the closest parts of the acid 

sites to each other were the Al, or Ol, while those in which the Al and Ol were at about 

the same distance from each other had positive frequency shifts in general.

5.2.11 Influence of ring size on OH vibrational frequency

Little correlation is found between the shift in vibrational frequency and the minimum 

circuit size that contains both acid sites (Figure 5.22). This is unsurprising, given our 

discussion of the effect of this ring-size on the protonation interaction energy, in which 

we concluded that this ring size has little bearing either on the interactions between acid 

sites in the many NNN orientations and configurations, or on the flexibility of the 

lattice. It is apparent, that a large spread is apparent in the shifts of the acid sites in 

5MR, again possibly indicating the greater interactions between these acid sites rather 

than a general shift in magnitude. If these 5MR acid sites are discounted, the increasing 

interactions between acid sites that point into smaller rings does cause some increase in 

the frequency shift.
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Although we have seen some influence of the separation o f acid sites and their relative 

orientations on the energies and the vibrational frequencies o f the acid sites, the 

correlations are not well defined and a large degree o f scatter was observed. This may 

be due to different screening effects between the acid sites, and the many different 

planes o f orientations o f the acid sites relative to each other. Through analysis o f acid 

sites that point into the same ring, not only will we eliminate such screening effects, and 

be able to investigate acid sites with a much wider range o f separations, but we also can 

investigate the effect o f acid site orientation in a more consistent way.
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5.3 Interactions between acid sites pointing into the same ring
Examination of the pairs o f acid sites that point into the same ring will enable us to 

specifically investigate two major influences on the interactions between acid sites 

without the disruptive influence of screening effects and the different orientations of the 

Al-OH-Si planes:

• Distance and number of co-ordination shells between acid sites

• Different orientations of the acid sites relative to each other 

Appendix 2 shows the raw data for the 14 ring configurations.

5.3.1 Influence of separation on acid site pair interaction energy

In the previous section we concluded that the quadratic decrease of the defect energy of 

the Al pair with increasing A1...A1 separation held over a wide range of distances and 

co-ordination shells, but not within these NNN configurations separated by the same 

number of T-site co-ordination shells. In Figure 5.23 we now see that there is some 

degree of correlation between the Al pair substitution interaction energy of acid sites 

that point into the same ring with increasing separation.
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Figure 5.23 Dependence o f the Al pair substitution interaction energy with the

separation o f  the Al pair across the ring
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In particular, if we compare the two pair configurations with A17 and A15 occupied, the 

one with the smaller Al... Al separation has the highest interaction substitution energy. 

This also holds for the two [A17+A16] pairs, and the two [A17+A19] pairs as well. We 

can also see from this figure that there is a decrease in substitution energy (i.e. 

stabilisation) with increasing number of T-sites between the Al. However, since the 

number of co-ordination shells between the Al does not increase linearly with 

increasing distance between them, the increase in substitution interaction energy with 

number of co-ordination shells is not linear either. The distance between co-ordination 

shells decreases with increasing separations, as might be expected, since the various Al 

positions approximately lie in a circle. However, a large degree of scatter is apparent 

despite these general trends, and the A17-3Si-A19 pair configuration in particular shows 

a much higher than expected interaction energy. The latter arises from the periodic 

nature of our calculations. Although the separations of these Al across the ring is 9.09 

Â, when an Al is substituted into the T9 site on the opposite side of the ring to the A17, 

an Al is simultaneously inserted into all the other equivalent rings in the infinite lattice. 

Figure 5.24 shows that this results in another Al being inserted into an NNN site to the 

A17 site. In light of this, the interaction substitution energy for the A17-3Si-A19 pair is 

not higher than the value for an NNN site. Therefore the linear trend is stronger if we 

exclude this case.

Figure 5.24 Al7-3Si-Al9pair configuration
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If instead of discounting such pair configurations in which the smallest A1...A1 

separation is less than the A1...A1 separation across the ring, we take account of them 

by plotting the minimum A1...A1 distance of all the acid site pairs, as in Figure 5.25, a 

clearer correlation becomes obvious. A closer resemblance to the quadratic relationship 

observed between the Al separation and the defect energy of the Al pair for all possible 

Al pair configurations [ 1 ] is now apparent.
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Figure 5.25 Relationship between the Al pair substitution interaction energy and the 

minimum Al separation

The improved correlation observed in Figure 5.25 rather than Figure 5.23 implies that 

the interactions between the closest Al that are more important than the those between 

unscreened Al. This is another indication that the interactions between the Al are 

dominated by the strain in the lattice, rather than coulombic interactions, and as such act 

through the lattice rather than through space.

When we now consider the effect of the A1...A1 separations on the total acid pair 

interaction energy (Figure 5.26), unlike the NNN pairs, we see a decrease in the 

interactions between the whole acid sites with A1...A1 distance. Once again, when the 

minimum A1...A1 distance is used instead of the A1...A1 distance across the ring, there 

is a generally tighter clustering around the line of best-fit. However, a much bigger
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degree o f scatter is observed than when considering simply the interactions between the 

Al pairs, since protonation effects complicate the total interaction energy.
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Figure 5.26 Variation in the interaction energy between the acid site pairs, Eimeraction, 

and the separation o f  the Al — both across the ring, and the minimum value

5.3.2 Influence of number of co-ordination shells between acid sites on 

interaction energy

In Figure 5.27 we translate the A1...A1 distance across the ring into tenus of the 

minimum number o f co-ordination shells between the Al around the perimeter of the 

ring. We also consider the minimum number of co-ordination shells between the Ol in 

the acid site around the perimeter of the ring.
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Figure 5.27 Variation o f  the acid site pair interaction energy with the minimum number 

o f co-ordination shells separating the Al, and the Ol round the perimeter o f  the ring
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The first observation is that the two acid site pairs with positive interaction energies 

correspond to Al in the NNN positions in which there is maximum repulsion between 

the acid sites, i.e. the -[Al-OH-Si-OH-Al]- and -[OH-Al-O-Si-O-Al-OH]- pair 

configurations. The interaction energy o f the former (with the OH groups closest 

together) is higher than the latter, indicating again that the OH groups repel each other 

more than the Al. In the other two - [ Al-OH-Si-Al-OH]- NNN pair configurations, the 

acid sites repel each other to a lesser degree resulting in negative interaction energies. If 

we progressively investigate the acid site pairs in order, starting with the 2nd acid site in 

its closest position (so as to form the -[Al-OH-Si-OH-Al]- pair), and then moving 

clockwise round the lOMR as seen in Figure 5.2, we observe similar trends throughout 

the sampled structures. When the 2nd acid site is moved clockwise away from the 1 st 

acid site via a shift in OH position with the Al remaining fixed, there is a large decrease 

in the interaction energy. There are two causes for this: the increasing separation o f the 

acid sites, and also the previously repelling -[Al-OH...OH-Al]- acid site dipoles 

becoming more aligned around the ring, to form a -[Al-OH...Al-OH]- configuration. 

However, when the 2nd acid site is moved clockwise away from the 1 st acid site via a 

shift in the Al position with the OH remaining fixed, there is an increase in the 

interaction energy, due to the repulsion o f the acid site dipoles. This at first seems to 

contradict our general trend o f Figure 5.26 in which we noted a decrease in the 

interaction energy with increasing A1...A1 separation. But, when we consider the 

progression o f the acid site by two co-ordination shells, so as to ignore dipole effects, 

we see that the -[Al-OH-Si-OH-Al]- does in fact have a lower interaction energy than 

the -[Al-OH-Si-O-Si-OH-Al]-. However, this effect is less marked when considering 

the pairs with larger separations -  possibly because the distance between acid sites does 

not increase as much when the 2nd acid site moves between co-ordination shells on the 

opposite side o f the ring to the first, compared to when it is closer to the 1st acid site. It 

might also be due to more complicated interactions between the acid sites with 7 and 9 

co-ordination shells between the Al, since these also form NNN and NNNN pairs in the 

same 6MR as the 1st acid site of the adjacent lOMR ring -  due to periodic boundary 

conditions. Therefore, there is a shorter distance between acid sites than that measured 

around the ring. Nevertheless, as we move the 2nd acid site clockwise round the ring.
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we see a general decrease in the interaction energy, and a decreasing spread in the 

interaction energies of the acid sites that are further apart since the dipole effects and 

acid site orientation becomes less significant. As we reach the opposite side o f the ring 

and the number o f co-ordination shells between the acid sites starts decreasing again, we 

can see a similar pattern. One difference is that in general the pairs o f the type -[OH- 

A l., .Al-OH]- have higher interaction energies than the -[Al-O H .. .OH-Al]- pairs, as we 

found for the NNN pairs, which indicates that the Al repel each other more than the OH. 

Again, there is a general increase in the interaction energies as the 2nd acid site is 

moved clockwise around the ring, now towards the 1st acid site. In general, we can see 

a large increase in the interaction energy moving the 2nd acid site from an aligned -[Al- 

OH... Al-OH]- configuration to a repelling -[OH-Al...Al-OH]- configuration, and a 

decrease in interaction energy when the 2nd acid site is moved a step further so that the 

dipoles align again. However, one exception to this general trend is the unexpectedly 

low interaction energy o f the -[029H-A17-(0-Si-0)3-A19-037H]- pair. This particular 

configuration consists of the two acid sites being directly opposite in the ring, with the 

OH groups pointing towards each other. It might be that the dipole interactions around 

the ring are complicated by coulombic interactions across the ring, and that the 

orientation o f the acid sites in terms of the angle between OH bonds is important as 

well. It has also been suggested that the acid sites occupy positions to cause minimum 

distortion to the unit cell [4]. We may suppose that incorporating acid sites into opposite 

sites in the ring balances out the distortion to its shape, and this may be another reason 

why these sites are favoured.

5.3.3 Influence of ring distortion on acid site interaction energy

We can estimate the distortion o f the lOMR ring in which both acid sites lie by 

considering the variation in its diameter when measured between different pairs o f  

atoms on opposite sides o f the ring. We considered the diameter of the lOMR as 

measured between the T5 atoms, and that between the T7 and T9 (Figure 5.2). A ratio 

of these two diameters close to unity, implies a more circular lOMR, and a lesser degree 

o f lattice distortion.
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Figure 5.28 Variation o f  the interaction energy with the ring distortion, as measured by 

the ratio o f  the T5...T5 distance across the ring to the T9...T7 distance

Some correlation is found between the interaction energy and distortion to the ring 

(Figure 5.28). Acid sites with a small distortion of the ring, and hence 

(T5...T5)/(T9...T7) values close to 1, have a smaller interaction energy than those 

which cause large distortion to the ring, in general. This result may however be 

considered as only another description of the effect of acid site separation, since if the 

acid sites are inserted into positions close to each other in the ring, they will give rise to 

a more asymmetric, less circular ring than if they were on opposite sides of the ring. 

Two exceptions are noted where large distortions have lower than expected interaction 

energies. Both cases correspond to the 2nd acid site positions with Al on either of the 

T5 sites, so the distortion to the ring may be overestimated by its calculation from the 

T5...T5 distance in these cases where there is very significant local distortion around 

the T5 site.

5.3.4 Influence of orientation on acid site pair interaction energy

We shall now consider the effect on the interaction energy of the orientation of the acid 

sites, in terms of the angle between the two OH bonds.
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Figure 5.29 Variation o f the interaction energy with the angle between OH bonds 

across the ring

We can see from Figure 5.29 that there is little correlation, which might be because we 

have limited our pair configurations to those with the OH pointing towards each other, 

and hence they will all repel each other, to some extent. We can, however, see some 

decreased interaction in pairs in which the OH groups are aligned, either pointing 

directly towards each other or away from each other. In contrast, O-H bonds at right 

angles to each other give rise to high interaction energies. This is surprising, since the 

pair structures with OH aligned with each other, or those directly pointing towards each 

other would be expected to have increased repulsion between them. However, we 

should also consider that the angle between the O-H of the acid sites also depends on 

their separation for these ring configurations. Since the acid sites that point towards 

each other are also on opposite sides of the ring, they necessarily have maximum 

separations, which might explain their decreased interaction energies. Due to the 

flexibility of the Al-0(H)-Si bridge and non-planarity of the ring, the direction of the 

OH group has some degree of freedom, which leads to variation in the angle between 

the OH groups of the pair even with similar separations. Thus, the investigation of the 

distance between the H in the two acid sites across the ring might yield more conclusive 

results, combining such orientation and separation considerations.
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interaction energy between the sites

In Figure 5.30 we see that there is a more definitive relationship between the 

interactions between the OH group in terms of their separation across the ring than 

considering their orientations. As expected, the larger the distance between the protons 

across the ring, the smaller the repulsion between them and the resulting interaction 

energy. Thus, it seems that the interactions between the OH groups are defined more by 

the separation of the H rather than the orientation of the acid sites. Since most of the 

positive charge of the OH group lies on the H, the resulting domination of the repulsion 

between the H, rather than the repulsion between the O-H dipoles is dominant. For all 

the pair configurations, the smallest H...H distance was directly across the ring, even if 

the minimum A1...A1 distance for that pair configuration was not across the ring, but 

through the framework to the adjacent ring. There is a smaller degree of scatter 

observed in this correlation than that between the interaction energy and the A1...A1 

distance shown in Figure 5.26, even when the minimum A1...A1 distance was 

considered. This is due to the effect of the orientation of the Al-O(H) bonds relative to 

each other round the perimeter of the ring, as discussed previously. It is an indication 

that the separation of the acid sites based on the H position is more significant in 

determining acid site pair stability than the position of the Al.
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5.3.5 OH vibrational frequencies of acid site pairs

Having considered the effect of the interactions between the acid sites on their energies, 

we will now consider their effect on the OH vibrational frequencies. The corrected 

vibrational frequencies fall in much the same range as the NNN pairs. While their 

average frequencies are very similar (3599 cm'* for the pairs that point into the same 

ring compared to 3602 cm'* for the NNN pairs), their range (from 3553 to 3636 cm'*) 

does not extend to such low frequencies as that of the NNN sites (from 3513 to 3652 

cm'*). This gives some indication that the vibrational frequencies of NNN pair 

configurations are lower than other pair configurations, despite the lack o f any 

difference in their mean values. However, there are also relatively strong interactions 

between these acid sites that point into the same ring, although not to the same degree as 

the NNN sites.
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Figure 5.31 OH Vibrational frequency distribution o f  acid sites that point into the same 

ring

5.3.6 Influences of separation on OH vibrational frequencies

No real relationship was found between the shift in the acid site vibrational frequencies 

and their separation for the NNN pairs, but we shall again test this relationship over the 

wider range of separations in these acid sites that point into the same ring. For each acid 

site in such configurations, the difference between the OH vibrational frequency in the 

pair and that of the same acid site without the other acid site present (as calculated in the 

periodic calculations of Chapter 4) was calculated.
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sites and the separation o f the OH across the ring

A correlation becomes apparent over this wider range of acid site separations (Figure

5.32) - the closer together the H are, the larger the increase in their acid site frequencies 

relative to the isolated acid sites. The trend observed in the 1st [A17-029H-Si] acid sites 

is only apparent in the 2nd acid sites once the anomalously low vibrational frequency 

highlighted is discounted, although a large scatter is evident in both. In fact, not only 

does the vibrational frequency seem to be much lower than expected, but also that of the 

1st acid site in the same pair configuration, where the acid sites are at their closest 

approach. Many o f the NNN pairs examined previously showed the same decrease in 

the vibrational frequencies relative to the isolated sites (Figure 5.16), and this was 

attributed to the relative instability of these acid site configurations. This same 

instability could be the reason for the unexpected decrease in the vibrational frequency 

shift at the closest approach of these acid sites that point into the same ring. It is evident 

that the frequency shifts seem to deviate from the line of best-fit in a systematic fashion. 

While the line of best-fit overestimates the vibrational frequency shifts of the acid sites 

with minimum and maximum separation, those with intermediate separations are 

underestimated. We will now investigate if this deviation might be caused by the 

different orientations of the OH bond relative to each other.
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5.3.7 Influences of orientation on OH vibrational frequencies
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5.32) and the angle between OH bonds

As the angle between the OH groups increases, so too does the shift in vibrational 

frequency relative to the value predicted from the best-fit line (Figure 5.33). This 

suggests a decrease in the acidity of acid sites that point towards each other relative to 

those that point in the same direction, but it should be treated with caution since there is 

a large amount of scatter present. However, it is evident that this scatter is not due to the 

orientation of the Al-O(H) bonds along the perimeter of the ring, from Figure 5.34.
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Figure 5.34 Relationship between the shift in vibrational frequency and the number o f  

co-ordination shells separating the 0(H) groups around the perimeter o f  the ring
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There is no sign o f the regular alternating shifts that gave rise to a zigzag pattern that 

characterised the interactions in acid site energy (Figure 5.27). No general shift 

indicating decreased interactions is apparent when moving both the A1 and OH of the 

2nd acid site one co-ordination shell further from the first. Nor is there an alternating 

shift in direction when the A1 are shifted around the ring, while keeping the OH 

positions constant, or vice-versa.

5.3.8 Conclusions

Over the larger range o f acid site separations, unlike the NNN configurations, we have 

now established a link between the acid site separations and the interaction energy. The 

unscreened H...H  distance across the ring was found to be a large influence on both the 

interaction energy and the shift in the vibrational frequency, as might be expected for 

these ring-configurations. However, it is the minimum A1...A1 distances (through the 

lattice in some cases), rather than the unscreened A1...A1 distances across the ring, that 

are more influential on the A1 substitution energies and the interaction energies o f the 

full acid sites. This suggests that the screened interactions between the acid sites 

through the lattice were still an important influence on the interaction energies, despite 

our selection o f the configurations to maximise the unscreened interactions between the 

acid sites across the ring. They were a less significant influence on the shifts in the 

vibrational frequencies o f the acid sites, maybe understandably, since these are more 

dependent on the interactions between the OH bonds themselves. This was further 

confirmed by the influence of the number o f co-ordination shells separating the acid 

sites around the perimeter of the ring, and the orientation o f the Al-O(H) dipoles along 

this perimeter, on the interaction energy but not on the shift in vibrational frequency. In 

contrast, the interactions of the OH across the ring seem to be governed by simple 

repulsion o f the H across the ring, rather than more complicated 0-H  dipole 

interactions, since there is a large scatter in the relationships between the angles 

between O-H bonds and the interaction energy and shift in vibrational frequency. 

Another influence on the interaction energy was found to be the distortion o f the 

framework, as measured by the deviation o f the lOMR containing both acid sites from a 

spherical shape.
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We have restricted our consideration to the NNN and unscreened acid site pairs that 

would be expected to have the largest possible interactions between them, and have 

gained a better understanding o f the factors that influence them. However, the large 

interactions that caused us to sample these structures also render them unlikely to be 

observed experimentally. We have already noted the irregularity o f the vibrational 

frequency distributions obtained, due to the unreasonably large sampling rate o f the [Al- 

029H-Si] acid site. While we have attempted to incorporate some consideration o f the 

energetics through inclusion o f the lowest defect energy site into all o f the pairs, we will 

now attempt to make a more representative sample o f acid site pairs that are likely to be 

observed experimentally.

5.4 Interactions between acid sites with most stable AI pairs
The 800 acid site configurations that would arise from the 50 most stable A1 pairs o f all 

the possible A1 pair distributions were modelled. The raw data o f these structures are 

shown in Appendix 2.

5.4.1 Energies of structures

These models were performed in collaboration with Grau-Crespo based on his previous 

research [1], and this led to the application o f slightly different potential cut-offs than 

our other isolated and pair distributions, as discussed in section 5.1.3. While these 

different cut-offs will have no effect on the energies o f the structures relative to each 

other, it does give rise to a difference in the absolute energies o f the structures. 

Recalculation o f the lattice energy o f the siliceous unit cell using these cut-off values 

decreased its value from -12345.91 eV to -12346.20 eV. The defect energies o f the acid 

sites pairs were therefore calculated relative to this new siliceous value, and were then 

compatible with the defect energies o f the isolated periodic acid sites, and enabled the 

calculation of the interaction energy between them. The defect energies o f these acid 

site structures lie between 96.65 and 97.39 eV (Figure 5.35).
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Figure 5.35 Defect energies o f800 acid site structures with lowest energy structures

While we would expect these structures to have much lower energies than the pairs 

previously investigated with large interactions between the acid sites, in fact they are 

not. The defect energies of the NNN pair sites ranged from 96.05 to 97.04eV, and the 

pairs that point into the same ring ranged from 96.37 to 96.95 eV. Care should be taken 

when comparing these values though, since although we have attempted to reduce the 

effects of the different cut-offs used, they may still have some effect. However, while it 

would have been satisfying if these acid site structures that had been picked on the basis 

of their favourable initial incorporation of A1 into the framework had also displayed 

lower overall acid energies, their failure to do so has no real impact on their high 

probability of being observed experimentally.

Protonation is clearly an important factor that complicates our relatively simple A1 pair 

models. The structures in Figure 5.35 are ordered according to increasing A1 pair 

substitution energies from left to right. Although this corresponds to a very minimal 

increase in the acid site pair defect energy, this is very small compared to the range of 

the energies apparent. This may be because the increase in the A1 pair substitution 

energy was small (from 140.03 to 140.30 eV for these structures), and is exacerbated by 

the different protonation energies. The vertical gridlines displayed group together the 16
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acid site configurations that correspond to each A1 pair, and it is apparent that there is a 

large spread o f the defect energies even within these configurations despite their 

identical A1 substitution energies.

Satisfyingly, the lowest energy structure is a pair o f [A17-029H-Si] sites (i.e. a pair o f  

the most stable periodic single acid site configurations according to Chapter 4). 

However, regarding the acid site formation to be a two-step process, as we did for the 

individual acid sites, but this time with the substitution o f an A1 pair into the lattice, and 

then protonation o f the two, we can calculate the probability of the acid site pair 

forming, using equation analogous to (4.9), (4.10), and (4.11). Again, the probability o f  

A1 pair substitution is given by:

^-E ,„[2{A l)Ÿ \
exp

kT

2 ]  exp
kT

(5,4)

Then for each of these A1 pairs the probability o f protonation is calculated from the 

defect energy of the acid site pair relative to the most stable o f the 16 possible acid site 

pairs to arise, normalised to give a total probability o f unity for the 16 different 

configurations:

' ' - E A '^ { A l - O H - S i ) Ÿexp

protonation
kT

(5.5)
2  exp

kT

Again, the probability o f a acid site pair formation is then given by the product o f these 

two probabilities:

( 2 ( A I - 0 H -  Si)) = [2(Al)-\ X  [2(Al - O H -  S )] (5.6)

Based on this method, with A1 substitution at 150 °C and protonation at room 

temperature, we have calculated the probabilities o f formation o f the different acid site 

pairs (Figure 5.36). It is apparent that the pair o f [A12-018-H] acid sites rather than that 

of the [A17-029-H] acid sites is the most probable to form. Again, this shows the 

importance o f considering acid site formation to be a two-step process. It is also
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apparent that ordered acid site distributions may be favoured since many of the most 

stable structures are ordered; including the 2nd most stable pair - a [A12-013H-Si] pair.
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Figure 5.36 Probabilities o f  acid site pair formation

In Figure 5.37 we can see that if we sum the total probability of each acid site forming 

that the A12-018H-Si acid site is now the most abundant. Comparison with the 

distribution of isolated acid sites calculated in this manner in Figure 4.15 yields a very 

different distribution -  an observation that highlights the need to consider the 

interactions between the acid sites to obtain realistic distributions.
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Figure 5.37 Probabilities o f each acid site occurring in ZSM-5 with Si/Al = 47
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It is clear that if we compare the total acid site pair defect energies with the sum of the 

defect energies of the isolated periodic acid sites from Chapter 4, as in Figure 5.38 we 

can see that although a relationship exists, there is a large amount of scatter present. The 

correlation we observe is the reason why we observed a pair of [A17-029H-Si] as the 

most stable structure, although these were not the most likely to form when A1 

substitution was taken into consideration. The large degree of scatter observed is due to 

the interaction energies, and again we can estimate the interaction energies from this 

deviation, as before.
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Figure 5.38 Relationship between the defect energy o f  the acid site pair and the sum o f  

those o f  the individual acid sites

5.4.2 Influence of separation on acid site pair defect energy

Again we can calculate the interaction energies from the difference between the acid 

pair defect energy and the sum of the isolated defect energies. Due to the different cut

offs used in the models, this time care must be taken in using the absolute values of 

these interaction energies, but their relative values can be used. The obvious relationship 

to investigate is whether this interaction energy is related to the distance between the 

acid sites, as the A1 pair defect energy was.
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Figure 5.39 Correlation between the pair interaction energy and the minimum 

separation between the At o f  the two acid sites

No correlation is apparent between the minimum distance between the two different 

acid sites and their defect energy (Figure 5.39). It is interesting to note some degree of 

clustering of the acid site pair structures with respect to these A1 distances though. To 

some extent this might be simply be due to the fact that although there are 800 different 

acid site pair configurations, these correspond to only 50 A1 pair configurations. 

However a more subtle observation is that the periodicity of this clustering of 

approximately 2 Â, approximately corresponds to the distance between tetrahedral sites. 

This observation is interesting, since it is surprising that there is clustering of 

separations between T-sites according to the number of co-ordination shells between 

them, even at the large distances observed.

In fact though, the minimum separation between the two acid sites in the acid site pair is 

not the minimum distance between acid sites in all cases, since the minimum cell 

parameter has an average value of 13.34 Â. This means that if the minimum distance 

between the two acid sites is larger than this value, the closest acid site would be the 

equivalent acid site in the adjacent unit cell, rather than the other acid site in the pair. 

This value is marked in Figure 5.39, so if we were to consider the minimum separation 

between acid sites, we would effectively consider the separation between acid sites to be
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13.34 Â if their separation in Figure 5.39 is greater than this value. This would make 

little difference to the correlation observed though, since there is a large spread in the 

defect energies of these acid sites. Like the NNN acid site pairs, the small range of 

A1...A1 distances may prevent any decrease in interaction energy being apparent over 

these A1...A1 separations or it is possible that protonation effects disguise any trend. 

Because these acid sites correspond to the lowest energy A1 pairs, which in turn were 

related to the acid site separations, they all correspond to acid site separations at the 

high end of their total range, from 10.03 to 13.38 Â. In addition, at these separations, 

the gradient o f the relationship between the A1 pair substitution energy and their 

separation was found to be quite small, with a large scatter, due to the short-range 

nature of the interactions. Figure 5.40 shows that as a result of these considerations, in 

this restricted sample the influence of the minimum A1...A1 separation is minimal.
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5.4.3 Influence of orientation on acid site pair interaction energy

Unfortunately we cannot investigate the number of co-ordination shells between acid 

sites due to the complexity of the connectivity of the lattice over these large distances. 

However, we can obtain an idea of the effect of the orientations of the Al-O(H) dipoles
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relative to each other from the differences between the A1...A1 and 0 1 ...0 1  distances, 

as in Figure 5.41. Also shown are the differences between the 0 1 ...0 1  and H...H  

distances, to obtain an idea of the relative interactions between 01-H bonds, since the 

calculation of the exact angle between 01-H bonds in these pair structures is also 

complex. In both cases we can see that the large distances between the acid sites, and 

screening of the lattice between them render any orientation effects indistinguishable.
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5.4.4 OH vibrational frequencies of acid site pairs
The frequency distribution of these acid sites is now likely to give a more realistic 

reproduction of experiment than the NNN pairs, and those that point into the same ring.
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Figure 5.42 OH frequency distribution o f acid sites arising from most stable Al pairs
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In Figure 5.42 we can see that we do indeed see a more regular distribution with a good 

match with the experimental distribution. Again we see a general shift towards higher 

vibrational frequencies with the peak at 3595 cm'̂  compared to that of the single acid 

sites of 3590 cm'\ and more high-frequency vibrations evident than in the single acid 

sites. The spread is also larger than that of the individual acid sites, with a cluster of 

frequencies at unusually high and low values.

If we weight each frequency according to its likelihood of forming as shown in Figure 

5.37, we find that the vibrational frequency range is limited to a values very similar to 

the experimental range, since the highest and lowest value frequencies correspond to 

high energy configurations that are unlikely to occur. The range of frequencies shown in 

Figure 5.43 gives an excellent match with the experimental range. The most likely A12- 

0 1 8H acid site pair both give rise to vibrational frequencies of 3563 cm'\ which leads 

to a peak that is at a lower than expected frequency, which once again indicates a degree 

of over-weighting.
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5.4.5 Influences on OH vibrational frequencies

It is apparent that the individual shifts in the vibrational frequencies of the acid sites that 

give rise to this general shift in the overall OH vibrational distribution are not related to
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the minimum separations of the acid site pair (Figure 5.44). Even if we consider the 

minimum A1...A1 distance for the acid sites where the distance between the two 

different acid sites is greater than the average minimum cell parameter, no correlation 

would be apparent. It is also apparent that now there are 794 of the 1600 acid sites with 

OH vibrational frequencies that decrease -  a large proportion of them despite the overall 

shift of the vibrational frequency shift to higher values.
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Again, we see a correlation between the shift in vibrational frequency and defect energy 

in Figure 5.45 that implies that these pairs that display an increase in the acidity with the 

number of acid sites are less stable, and unlikely to occur.
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Figure 5.45 Correlation between OH frequency shift and acid site pair defect energy
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Since we are now considering a wide range o f different configurations in different 

orientations from each other, it is not possible to investigate the effect on the pair 

interaction energies and vibrational fi-equency shifts o f the other factors previously 

investigated. Structural properties such as the number o f co-ordination shells between 

the acid sites become difficult to establish since there are many possible bond-pathways 

joining two acid sites with such large distances. The acid sites now no longer 

necessarily point into the same ring, and experience varying screening effects by the 

lattice.

5.5 Conclusions
While some estimation of the possible positions o f an acid site pair in the ZSM-5 unit 

cell can be gained by consideration of the relative energies o f the individual acid sites, 

the interaction energy between them can significantly alter their relative stabilities. 

These interactions depend on the relative positions and orientations between the acid 

sites.

When an Al pair is incorporated into a ZSM-5 unit cell they will occupy positions so as 

to maximise the minimum A1...A1 distance. This relationship is observed over a large 

range o f separations, but does not distinguish between acid sites that are separated by 

the same number o f co-ordination shells or those that are separated by large distances. 

Although the total acid site energy is not affected to such an extent by these separation 

effects, and there does not seem to be a large energy penalty when a second acid site is 

inserted into a NNN position to the first acid site rather than into a position on the 

opposite side o f the unit cell, the Al distribution is the defining influence due to 

synthesis considerations.

The orientation o f the acid site is also important, in terms o f the relative Al-O(H) and O- 

H directions -  a factor that is most apparent the closer the acid sites are, or if  there is no 

lattice screening the two acid sites. Configurations with alternating Al-0(H)-[Si-0]n-Al- 

0(H) bonds along any circuit that joins the two acid sites, are preferred over those in 

which the Al or 0(H) are closest to each other. The relative directions between the O-H
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bonds seem to have a less definitive influence. Acid sites with O-H bonds that point 

directly away from each other are favoured energetically over those that point in the 

same direction and those that point directly towards each other in the NNN 

configurations. However, in the configurations with acid sites that point into the same 

ring, acid sites that point towards each other or away fi*om each other are favoured over 

those that point in the same direction. A large amount o f scatter was observed in these 

structures though, and it was apparent that in terms o f the O-H interactions between the 

pairs that pointed into the same ring in particular, the coulombic repulsion o f the H, and 

hence the unscreened H...H distance across the ring was a more important influence 

than any dipole interaction.

Another influence is the ability o f the lattice to distort locally to accommodate the stress 

associated with the acid site pair, without disrupting the long-range lattice. In the NNN 

configurations, increased flexibility and ability of the lattice to distort to accommodate 

the acid sites was found to be a favourable factor to their stability. This was manifested 

in a slight preference in the insertion o f acid sites that belong to a large circuit than a 

small one, but a large degree of scatter was evident. The flexibility o f the Si site in 

between the NNN pair was, in terms of the average ring size that it belonged to was also 

found to be an influencing factor. Amongst the configurations that point into the same 

lOMR the pairs that caused minimum disruption to the lattice in terms o f retaining the 

circularity o f the lOMR that they were substituted into were favoured over those that 

distorted it into a more elliptical shape.

The interactions between the acid sites have a larger effect on the vibrational 

fi-equencies. A general shift and spread o f the OH vibrational frequency peak towards 

higher vibrational frequencies is apparent, as is consistent with experimental 

observations. However, the acidity o f some o f the acid site pairs decreases relative to 

the individual acid sites, implying an increase in the acidity with the number o f acid 

sites. Unfortunately, because the shift in acid site vibrational frequency decreases with 

increasing defect energy, these acid site pairs are less likely to be observed 

experimentally.
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Acid sites that are close together will have a large shift towards higher vibrational 

frequencies compared to those that are further apart, but this effect becomes less 

apparent with the larger separations of the pairs with lowest Al substitution energies. 

The orientation of the OH bonds are also important, with acid sites pairs in which the O- 

H point towards each other having a larger shift towards higher vibrational frequencies 

compared to those that are parallel to each other or away from each other. The 

orientation of the Al-O(H) bonds are of little importance, as are the ring sizes that both 

acid sites belong to.

However, we can still see that there is still some relationship between the acid site 

vibrational frequency and the magnitude of the electric field at the proton in Figure 

5.46, although there is now a greater extent of scatter.
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We have seen the substantial effects of incorporating protons to the relative stabilities of 

the acid sites, both isolated and in pairs, and also the importance of interactions between 

defects introduced to the siliceous lattice. It is therefore necessary now to model the as- 

synthesised zeolite with realistic cation species and Al contents in order to gain a more 

accurate picture of the Al and acid site distribution.
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6 TPA-ZSM-5 structures
Thus far, we have attempted to take account of acid site formation being a two-step 

process by first estimating the Al substitution energy alone and then separately 

considering the cation contributions. A more realistic model of Al substitution requires 

explicit consideration of the interactions of the cations. Indeed, the most accurate 

representation will include the Al interactions with the cations that are present during 

the framework assembly. In the synthesis of ZSM-5 the cations most often present are 

the large organic tetra-propyl-ammonium (TPA^) molecules, with the formula [N(CH2- 

CH2-CH3)4] \  that act as structure directing agents (or templates). We will therefore 

model as-synthesised TPA-ZSM-5 to deduce the likely Al distributions present in the 

ZSM-5 framework.

6.1 Methodology
The room temperature form of TPA-ZSM-5 is monoclinic, although the high 

temperature and H-ZSM-5 forms are orthorhombic. The atomic positions of such 

monoclinic Si960i92-4[NCi2H28]  ̂ZSM-5 unit cells have been determined by two X-ray 

diffraction experiments [1, 2]. We used the structure found by Van Koningsveld [1] as 

the starting point of our models (Figure 6.1), rather than that by Yokomori [2] due to its 

unrealistically large N-C bond of 1.913 À in the TPA  ̂molecules.

Figure 6.1 Si960i92.4[NCi2H28r '^SM-5 unit cell viewed along [010] [1] (blue cylinders 

represent N, grey represent C and H are not located by X-ray diffraction)
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The 4 TPA^ molecules per unit cell can be seen to lie at the 4 intersections between the 

straight and sinusoidal lOMR channels. The structure-directing role of the TPA^ is 

apparent from the positioning o f two opposite branches o f the molecule along the 

straight channel, and the remaining two branches along the sinusoidal channel.

The GULP code was used in the same way as previously, with the same framework 

potential parameters. However, the large organic molecular cations prove more 

complicated to model than a simple ionic cation. Potentials derived by Oie et al from a 

large number o f different organic crystal structures [3] were used to model the intra- 

organic molecular interactions for the N'^.[C1(H1)2.C2(H2)2.C3(H3)3]4 molecules. 

These comprise:

• Harmonic interactions between two atoms with separation r, o f the form 

E(harm) = - r^Ÿ where ro and k2 are potential parameters as given in

Table 6.1, taking into account the ideal bond length and strength o f bond 

respectively

• Three body interactions between three atoms with bond-angle 0 between them, 

of the form E{three) = y ^ k ^ (0  - O ^ Ÿ , where 0o and k] are potential parameters

to take into account the ideal bond angle and ease o f distortion respectively, as 

shown in Table 6.2

• Torsion interactions between 4 atoms with torsional angle O o f the form 

Extorsion) = ^4 (1 -t- cos(30)) where iQ is a potential parameter, as shown in 

Table 6.3 to encourage the structure towards torsional bond angles of 60°, 180°, 

240°

Table 6.1 Harmonic intra-molecular interaction parameters, E(harm) = kj {r -  r̂  Ÿ

Interaction k2 (eV A ") To (A)

C...C 27.46 1.520

C...N 28.72 1.495

C...H 28.72 1.095
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Table 6.2 Three body interaction parameters, E  {three) -  }/^h^{0 - û ^ )

Interaction kg (eV rad'̂ ) 0o (°)

c . ..C.. .0 3.56 110.4

c . . .C3. ..H 2.50 109.5

c . . .C2. ..H 2.50 109.0

c . . .C l. ..H 2.50 109.1

c . ..N .. .0 6.87 109.0

N. ..C.. .0 3.56 105.2

H.. .03. ..H 2.06 109.2

H.. .02. ..H 2.06 109.1

H.. .01. ..H 2.06 109.1

Table 6.3 Torsion interaction parameters, E{torsion) = (1 -t- cos(30)

Interaction k4 (eV)

0 ..  .0 .. .N .. .0 0.0035

0 ..  .N .. .0 .. .H 0.0175

N ...O ...O ...H 0.0053

H .. .0 .. .0 .. H 0.0050

0 .. .0 .. .0 .. .N 0.0035

H ...0 . . .0 . . .0 0.0050

The zeolite-organic interactions comprised o f coulombic contributions and non-bonded 

Lennard Jones interactions between the oxygen ions in the framework and the atoms in 

the organic molecule, as in Table 6.4. However, we can no longer use formal ionic 

charges, due to the significant covalent bonding in the TPA^ molecules, so we used 

quantum mechanics methods [4] to determine the charges o f the atoms in the TPA^ 

molecule. The CERIUS^ visualisation package [5] was used to create a model of 

nitrogen and carbon positions o f a TPA^ molecule with the same geometry as those in 

the ZSM-5 framework [1], inserting hydrogens into sensible positions. This structure
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could then be relaxed to its minimum energy geometry (shown in Figure 6.2) using an 

MNDO (Modified Neglect of Differential Overlap) method [6] via the GAUSSIAN 

code [7], and the resulting charge distribution calculated, as shown in Table 6.5.

Table 6.4 Lennard-Jones parameters, 

E {Lennard Jones) = 4/

Interaction A (eV A'^) B (eV A")

H ...0 1556.40 5.5717

C O 11000.00 17.654

N ...0 7761.38 18.5467

c  . .c 19692.00 18.0933

C...H 2800.00 5.8415

H...H 384.84 1.9867

N...H 1803.37 6 6,053

Table 6.5 Atomic charges o f 

constituents o f  organic molecules (e)

Species Charge (e)

N -0.245316

Cl 0.021842

C2 -0.111774

C3 -0.0626967

HI 0.0926744

H2 0.0626459

H3 0.0511039

Figure 6.2 TPA^ molecule optimised MNDO structure
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Since the 4 template molecules introduce a charge o f +4 to the unit cell, the 

incorporation of 4 Al is necessary in order to retain charge neutrality. However, there 

are approximately 3.32 million different ways to arrange 4 Al into 96 tetrahedral sites 

(although some o f these are forbidden by Loewenstein’s rule, and some o f these are 

symmetrically equivalent to others). In the monoclinic unit cell, there are 4 equivalent 

positions for each general atomic position, and so there are 4 of each o f the 24 

symmetrically distinct T-sites. The arrangement o f the TPA^ in the pores also displays 

this symmetry. If we consider ordered Al arrangements in the framework we not only 

obtain equivalent interactions between the Al and the cations that are easier to interpret, 

but also reduce the number o f configurations, o f ordered 4 Al, to 24. However, even 

modelling this restricted number of configurations proves to be a demanding 

computational feat because these unit cells containing large organic molecules undergo 

extensive structural relaxation. In order to reduce the time taken to minimise the energy 

of each structure, the starting structure into which the various Al configurations were 

inserted was a pre-minimised siliceous unit cell containing the 4 TPA^ molecules. Here, 

the negative charge required to balance the charge of the TPA^ molecules was spread 

over all o f the silicon ions in the framework, to give them a charge o f +3.95833. Even 

with this action, the average CPU time required to minimise each structure was still 

approximately 76 hours on an R12000 SGI workstation.

Al were subsequently introduced into this relaxed unit cell. Following consideration of 

the 24 ordered structures, some disordered Al distributions were also considered to 

establish whether, in general, ordered or disordered distributions were favoured. We 

limited our investigation to all possible configurations o f 4 Al on the T12 and T20 sites, 

which proved to be the 2 most stable ordered configurations. The 36 symmetrically 

distinct disordered arrangements o f this type were considered.

Experiments [8] have located 3 sites for divalent Cô  ̂ cations -  the a, p, and y sites in 

the straight channels, intersection and sinusoidal channels respectively: results which 

have been suggested to indicate the presence o f Al NNN and NNNN pairs, stabilising 

these positions. We investigate such Al pair distributions further through the
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construction of various ZSM-5 structures containing 4 Al (to be comparable to the as- 

synthesised TPA-ZSM-5 structures), and therefore 2 divalent cations in order to retain 

charge neutrality. In order to avoid the complications of modelling a transition metal 

species, Câ  ̂ ions were introduced rather than Cô .̂ The potential parameters [9] used 

to describe the coulombic and Buckingham interactions o f the Câ  ̂ and each other and 

the zeolite framework are given in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 of Chapter 2. We investigated a 

number of Al distributions; both those based on the most stable TPA-ZSM-5 models, 

and various potential NNN and NNNN pair structures that might arise from the 

experimental cation distribution. However, for each structure there are an almost infinite 

number of positions into which the Câ  ̂can be inserted. We restricted our consideration 

to a limited number of configurations, including the experimental a, p, and y sites, the 

midpoint of any Al pairs that might exist and at various positions in the middle of the Al 

channel (the cation site suggested by Mortier [10]). The exact Al and cation positions 

modelled will be described in more detail in section 6.4.

6.2 TPA-ZSM-5 structures and stabilities
The raw data of the TPA-ZSM-5 structures with various ordered and disordered Al 

distributions is shown in Appendix 3. Figure 6.3 shows the lattice energies of the 

various ordered Al distributions.
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Figure 6.3 Lattice energies o f  24 ordered Al distributions
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It is apparent that substituting the Al into the T1 site is equivalent to substituting it into 

the T13 site in terms o f energy and structure, and likewise the A12 site is equivalent to 

the A114 site, etc. In the orthorhombic form of ZSM-5, also, the T(N) site (where N=1 

to 12) would be equivalent to the T(N+12) site. This implies that although the overall 

symmetry o f the framework + Al + template molecules is monoclinic, the siliceous 

framework itself has orthorhombic symmetry. Indeed, the experimentally noted low 

temperature structure for siliceous ZSM-5 shows only the smallest deviation from the 

orthorhombic structure; with a  = 90.67° [11].

It can be seen that ordered occupation o f the T12, T8, T2, and T3 sites over the others 

might be expected due to their lower lattice energies. Again, we can calculate the 

Boltzmann probability of each Al distribution being observed, based on the lattice 

energy o f each relative to the most stable structure:

I kT
+ ^/)] = (6-»

2 ]  exp
kT

All such probabilities were calculated at 180 °C, the typical synthesis temperature for 

ZSM-5 in the presence o f TPA^ molecules [2]. Although strictly speaking, the 

normalisation constant in equation 6.1 should normalise over all possible configurations 

o f 4 Al in the unit cell, this is not possible since we only modelled a sample o f the large 

number of possible disordered Al configurations -  the disordered arrangements o f All 2 

and A120. As such, these calculated probabilities o f occurring are merely an 

approximation. However, the disordered calculations show a much lower probability o f  

occurrence than the most stable ordered arrangements; even the most stable disordered 

structure has an occurrence probability of 0.008%. As such, we make the assumption 

that the majority o f other disordered structures also show negligible occupation.
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Figure 6.4 Boltzmann probabilities o f  Al distribution

The energy segregation apparent in Figure 6.3 manifests itself in clear preferential 

ordered occupation of the T12, T8 and T3 sites (and equivalent T24, T20 and T15 sites). 

The probability of one of these 6 distributions occurring is 96.93%. When the ordered 

A12 and A ll4 distributions are included, the combined probability of the most stable 

sites rises to 99.97%. This is a very different distribution to those predicted for acid sites 

in Chapters 4 and 5 in which, despite heavy occupation of one particular acid site 

configuration, there remained a significant number of different configurations which 

were likely to be occupied. Such a result clearly demonstrates the influence of charge 

separation on the structure. Here the counterion to the Al is the TPA^; situated at 

varying distances from each other. In the acid form, however, the charge is locally 

compensated, allowing screening of A1...A1 repulsions. Now we can predict that in 

ZSM-5 structures with Si/Al = 23, synthesised in the presence of TPA  ̂molecules, that 

the Al distribution is most likely to be ordered according to the monoclinic symmetry of 

the framework + cation, and to be situated on the T2, T3, T8, T12 sites.

If we consider the unit cells of these 4 most stable structures separately, as shown in 

Table 6.6, we find excellent comparison with experiment.
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Table 6.6 Unit cell parameters o f  most probable TPA-ZSM-5 structures

Structure A (A) b(A) c(A) a C ) PC) Y(°) R"

A112 19.7974 19.8409 13.3022 89.8694 90.0004 89.9999 0.0775

AI8 19.9860 19.7439 13.2634 89.3008 90.0000 90.0000 0.5286

A13 19.7496 19.7732 13.3744 89.2834 90.0003 90.0000 0.6027

A12 19.8563 19.7385 13.4117 89.2745 90.0000 90.0003 0.5776

[35.2%A112+31.3%A18

+28.8%A13+4.6%AI2]

19.8453 19.7876 13.3139 89.9998 90.0001 90.0000 0.0484

Experimental, 

Si/Al=299 [1]

20.022 19.899 13.383 90.000 90.000 90.000 0.0000

Ordered occupation o f Al on the T12 sites is not only most favourable energetically but 

also gives rise to a unit cell most similar to the experimental structure, as measured in 

terms of the value (the sum of the squares o f the differences between the calculated 

and experimental cell parameters). However, when we average the cell parameters o f all 

4 structures, weighting each according to their relative lattice energies, we achieve a 

unit cell that is closer still to the experimental unit cell than any o f the individual unit 

cells. This improvement seems to confirm that rather than just one of these ordered 

structures occurring, some kind o f amalgamation o f ordered occupation of these 4 T- 

sites, such as that we have postulated, might occur. It is also interesting to note that the 

cell parameters are on average slightly smaller than those o f the unit cells containing 

just one acid site (with average values of a=19.96 Â, b=19.78 Â, c=13.36 Â, a=89.99°, 

P=89.97°, y=89.99°), the opposite o f what might be expected for a unit cell containing 

more Al and large organic molecules in the pores. This is also observed experimentally, 

with an experimental H-ZSM-5 unit cell volume of 5431 Â [12], and a TPA-ZSM-5 unit 

cell volume o f 5332 Â [1]. We shall make further comparison o f these preferred Al 

distributions with experimental results in Section 6.4. Care must be taken when making 

comparison with experimentally obtained Al distributions, that the synthesis conditions 

modelled are the same as those employed experimentally. For example, many 

experiments are conducted on ZSM-5 samples that have been obtained from industrial 

sources, and the exact synthesis procedure is not reported. Although we have seen quite 

different distributions due to the different A1...A1 and Al...cation interactions, we can
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nevertheless still make comparison with experiment to investigate just how specific our 

predicted distributions are.

27 A1 MAS NMR studies [13] have also found evidence for a non-random AI distribution 

on the various T-sites of TPA-ZSM-5 with Si/Al between 250 and 14, although they do 

not suggest that structures are fully ordered. This preferential occupation was found to 

differ according to the Si/Al ratio, with T-sites with larger T-O-T bond angles favoured 

at lower Si/Al ratio (<50). The closest Si/Al investigated compared to our value of 23 

was 27, and for this composition the ratio of (T3, T4, T8, T11) sites to the (Tl, T2, T5, 

T6, T7, T9, TIO, T12) sites was estimated to be 1.20, based on the relative intensities of 

two peaks in the ^̂ Al MAS NMR spectrum. In our calculations the value of this ratio is

1.52, substantiating the preferential occupation of large T-O-T angle sites. In fact, we 

find that for each ordered A1 distribution the Al-O-Si bond angles are significantly 

different to those used in the NMR study -  obtained from averaged values from X -ray 

diffraction studies [14]. Not only do the absolute values differ (our range is from 144.69 

to 155.73° compared to 150.4 to 160.6°), but also, when the structures are ranked 

according to the values of our calculated angles, a different order is obtained than when 

the experimental angles are used, as can be seen in Figure 6.5. It can be seen that if 

large T-O-T bond angles resulted in preferred occupation, then we would expect the T4 

and T2 sites to be preferentially occupied. However, the ratio of these two sites to the 

others is only 0.03, implying a large degree of under-occupation.

158
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Figure 6.5 Average T-O-T bond angles o f  calculated TPA-ZSM-5 structures
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However, our Al-O-Si bond angles relate to an ordered unit eell with A1 occupation of 

the T-site in question only, whereas the experimental T-O-T bond angle relates to an 

average of Al-O-Si and Si-O-Si angles for a given T-site over all unit cells and hence, 

probably many A1 distributions. If we recalculate the T-O-T bond angles averaging over 

the unit cells for the 24 ordered A1 distributions, and weighting each according to the 

Boltzmann probability of occurring we obtain the T-O-T bond angles in Figure 6.6.

w sighted av e rag e

 ̂ 154O)
ro 152

5  150

(Ü 144

<  140

T6 T7
T-site

TIO T11 T12

Figure 6.6 Average T-O-T bond angles o f  most probable ordered ZSM-5 structures, 

and average o f them weighted according to their Boltzmann probabilities

Again the absolute values are less than those observed experimentally, but this time the 

order of magnitude of T-O-T bond angles is:

T2 > T8 > T4 > T3 > Tl 1 > T12 > Tl > T6 > TIO > T9 > T5 > T7 

This time, it is evident that, in agreement with experiment, the T3, T4, T8 and Tl 1 sites 

have the larger bond angles; although again the T2 site remains with the larger T-O-T 

bond angle. However, it is not obvious at what point to distinguish “large” bond angles 

from “small” bond angles since there is no obvious segregation into two groups distinct 

enough to give rise to separate NMR peaks. If we wish to separate out just the group of 

T-sites with largest T-O-T bond angles, we might put the dividing line at approximately 

148.5°, as shown in Figure 6.6. With such a division, we would obtain a ratio o f large
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T-O-T angle T-sites (T2, T8, T4, T3) to smaller T-O-T angle T-sites (T il, T12, Tl, T6, 

T9, TIO, T5, T7) of 1.73, resulting in an apparent preference for large T-O-T bond 

angles. Again, the value is significantly higher that the experimental value of 1.20 for an 

Si/Al of 27, although this might be due to the different A1 content. We shall investigate 

in section 6.3 whether there is in fact a definite link between the stability of a particular 

A1 distribution and the T-O-T bond angle, or whether the preference is actually of a 

limited number of the large-angled T-sites (in particular the T3 and T8 sites) due to 

other influences.

Further experimental evidence for preferential occupation was obtained by X-ray 

diffraction experiments using Cs  ̂ cations as probes [15], but of the T4, T7, TIO, T il 

and T12 sites rather than those we have identified. Indeed, the T2 and T8 sites (which 

we find preferentially occupied) are suggested to have low A1 occupancy, along with the 

T9 site. These T-site preferences were found based on their proximity to the Cŝ  

locations in 3 positions -  58.7% at the Csl position at the intersection between the 

straight and sinusoidal channels, 26.1% at Cs2 in the straight channel and 22.0% at Cs3 

in the sinusoidal channel. We can attempt to reconcile this discrepancy by comparison 

of the proximity of the experimental Cs sites to our preferred A1 sites (Figure 6.7).

Figure 6.7 Cs probe sites as located by X-ray diffraction, and our preferred A t sites
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The T3 and T12 sites are bonded to the 014, 032 and 036 that are only 4.001, 3.451 

and 3.455 Â from the Cs3 site in the sinusoidal channel respectively, so the 

experimental occupation o f this Cs position is easily rationalised by the A1 occupation 

of these T-sites. Similarly, at their closest approach, the 013, 014, 025, 019  and 020  

sites that are bonded to the T2 and T8 site are only 4.662, 4.385, 4.526, 5.100 and 5.463 

Â away from the Cs2 site in the straight channel respectively. Thus, the Cs2 and Cs3 

positions are equally likely to be occupied given our calculated A1 occupation. 

Occupation o f the Csl site is less easy to reconcile since it is not close to any o f our 

preferred A1 sites. It could be that this extra site is occupied because repulsion between 

the Cs  ̂cations becomes more important than attraction to the relative negative charge 

in the lattice once the sites close to the AI have been occupied. It could also be that this 

discrepancy is due to the experimental sample containing 6 A1 per unit cell, and so extra 

A1 being occupied to stabilise these Cl sites. Indeed since the synthesis conditions are 

not stated, if  a different template was used as well as this different Si/Al, a completely 

different A1 distribution to ours might be present. However, we have shown that while 

our A1 distribution is different from that suggested, it is not altogether in disagreement 

with the probe positions found.

However, it is more difficult to reconcile our results with those found using divalent 

Cô  ̂ cations as probes, which indicate the pairs of A1 that share the same ring [8]. In 

fact, we have found that ordered distributions, with no “pairs” are more stable than the 

disordered structures in which some NNNN pairs o f A1 existed. Once again, this might 

be attributed to different synthesis conditions, since the ZSM-5 used for these 

experiments were synthesised in the presence of Na"̂ . Nevertheless, we shall examine 

the stability o f various A1 pair distributions with a divalent cation further in section 8.4, 

in order to evaluate the extent to which the cation position is determined by the A1 

distributions.

In the meantime we shall investigate the various influences that result in such a degree 

of preferred occupation o f a small number o f ordered A1 structures.
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6.3 Factors influencing AI distribution
We can again attempt to separate out the various contributions to the defect energies o f  

the structures containing 4 TPA^ and 4 Al, and again try to identify the relevant 

influences on each o f these and hence on the total defect energies. We shall consider 

three such contributions:

•  2Edef{Al], the sum o f the individual Al substitution energies into each o f the 4 T- 

sites

• Einter[4Al] = Edef[4Al]- Edef{Al], the interaction energy between the 4 Al, given 

by the difference in energy between a unit cell containing the 4 Al but not the 

TPA^ cations (with the charge of the cations smeared over all o f the oxygen 

shells) and the sum of the individual Al substitution energies

•  Einter[4(TPA...Al)] = Edef{4TPA+4Al] - Edef[4Al], the interaction energy 

between the TPA^ molecules and the Al molecules, given by the difference 

between the total defect energy o f the unit cell containing 4 Al and 4 TPA^ 

cations, and the defect energy of the unit cell containing 4A1 but no TPA^ 

cations

Thus, we are assuming that since the TPA^ molecules essentially stay in the same 

position in all cases, the interactions between these are constant and by our above 

definition included in Emter[4(TPA...Al)]. Hence:

Edef[4TPA+4Al] ~ IEdef[Al] + Ewer[4Al] + Ewer[4(TPA... Al)]

The absolute values o f these components are not of any consequence, since the 3 sets o f  

models are not directly comparable with each other due to their different charges and 

potentials. However, the relative values o f each o f these components in the different Al 

configurations are comparable, and so are useful in determining the influences on these.

6.3.1 Effect of Al substitution on TPA-ZSM-5 stability

Firstly we shall consider to what extent Al substitution into each o f the 4 T-sites 

individually affects the total defect energy o f the ZSM-5 unit cell containing 4 Al and 4
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TPA^. For simplicity we shall not consider the ordered substitutions of Al into the T13- 

T24 sites, since these are equivalent to the Tl to T12 sites.
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Figure 6.8 Relationship between the defect energies o f  the structures with TPA"" and Al 

compared to the sum o f the substitution energies o f  the Al into the 4 T-sites

There is a definite correlation for the ordered Al distributions apparent in Figure 6.8 - 

the 4 most stable Al distributions correspond to those with the lowest individual Al 

substitution energies (but not necessarily in that order). There is some scatter around 

this line that we will consider later in relation to the A1...A1 and A1...TPA interactions. 

The correlation for the disordered sites is considerably less. Since the Al in the 

disordered structures are all sites on the T12 and T20 sites, we would observe a much 

larger degree of clustering of the energies of these disordered structures if the individual 

Al substitution energies were a major influence on the TPA-ZSM-5 stability. We can 

also see that the disordered structures all lie above the best-fit line for the ordered 

structures, implying that an additional energy penalty is associated in some way with 

the introduction of disorder into the structure. This is probably because it is easier to 

accommodate the strain of the Al defects when they are further apart in the lattice (as in 

the ordered distributions), and even more so when the framework symmetry is 

preserved. We shall investigate this further when considering the other contributions to 

the total defect energy.
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6.3.2 Influence of local T-site geometry on TPA-ZSM-5 stability

We now give brief consideration to the local T-site properties that through their 

influence of the Al substitution might influence the total defect energy of the TPA- 

ZSM-5 structures. We concentrate now on the ordered structures in which the 

correlation was observed. We found in Chapter 4 that the Al substitution energies are 

not influenced by the T-O bond length and ring size, but increase slightly into T-sites 

with a small T-O-T bond angle. We shall investigate if similar trends (or lack thereof) 

also hold for the TPA-ZSM-5 structures here, in which interactions between the Al and 

cations also play a part.

As stated, NMR studies [13] have found that at Si/Al<50, occupation of T-sites with 

large T-O-T bond angles is favoured. We have already discussed what exactly is meant 

by “bond angle” in the previous section, and in Figure 6.9 we show all possible 

interpretations.
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Figure 6.9 Relationship between the defect energy o f the ordered Al distributions and 

the average T-O-T angles o f  each T-site occupied by the Al in:

• every ordered unit cell with Al occupying, in turn, each T- site

• the siliceous unit cell without a cation

• average unit cell o f Al distributions weighted by their Boltzmann probabilities
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The lines of best-fit show a general decrease in the defect energy with increasing T-O-T 

bond angle, however it is measured. It is apparent that the higher energy configurations 

correspond to those with low Al-O-Si and Si-O-Si bond angles. The low energy 

structures exhibit a wide-range of bond angles but there is an improved correlation 

when the average T-O-T bonds angle is considered. This final observation is in 

agreement with the NMR results, since they were based on the T-O-T bond angles 

found from X-ray diffraction. However, it is unclear whether the ability of the T-O-T to 

open out to such large bond angle causes occupation of a particular site to be preferred 

or whether it is a result of preference due to other factors, since the bond angles varies 

with Al occupation of a T-site. There is a large degree of scatter whichever T-O-T bond 

angle is considered, but this is greatest when considering the Al-O-Si bond angles, and 

least when considering the average of the T-O-T bond angles in the average unit cell.

A related issue is whether the T-O bond length influences the Al distribution. Figure 

6.10 shows very weak correlation, due to a wide spread of bond-lengths of the low- 

energy structures disrupting any smooth correlation.
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final Al-O bond lengths
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The average initial Si-O bond length in the siliceous structures seems to be more of a 

defining influence than the average final Al-O bond length, with a slight increase in the 

stability of Al substituted into sites with a smaller Si-O bond lengths. This is in 

contradiction to the supposition that substitution is favoured into T-sites that are more 

similar to the final aluminated structure, and may arise from the favoured substitution 

into T-sites with larger T-O-T bond angle.

It is therefore apparent that the Al substitution energy is a major contribution to the 

defect energies o f the ordered Al structures. However, while the effect of Al substitution 

(the average T-O-T bond angle more than the average T-O bond length) contributes to 

the distribution of Al sites in TPA-ZSM-5, it is not the defining influence.

6.3.3 Effect of A1...A1 interactions on TPA-ZSM-5 stability
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Figure 6.11 Relationship between the defect energies o f the structures with TPA^ and 

Al compared to the interaction energies between the 4 Al

In contrast to Figure 6.8, Figure 6.11 shows that the interaction energy between the Al 

(calculated as the difference between the 4 Al substitution energy and the sum of the 

individual Al substitution energies) has a strong influence on the defect energy of the 4 

TPA  ̂+ 4 Al configuration for the disordered acid sites but not for the ordered acid sites 

(in which the sum of the substitution energies was a more dominant effect). This
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difference in the magnitude and influence of each of these two contributions indicates 

that interactions between Al are the dominant influence for the disordered arrangements 

whilst the sum of the individual Al substitution energies are dominant for the ordered 

arrangements. The simplest influence on these Al.. .Al interactions might be expected to 

be the minimum A1...A1 separation. We shall now investigate if these are indeed an 

influence on the A1...A1 interaction energy or TPA-ZSM-5 stability.

6.3.4 Influence of AI...A1 separation on TPA-ZSM-5 stability

Figure 6.12 confirms that the ordered distributions are indeed more widely distributed in 

the unit cell, and hence in general have a larger minimum separation between Al than 

the disordered arrangements.
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Figure 6.12 Relationship between the interaction energies o f  the 4 Al and their average 

minimum separations

It is also evident that there is a clear decrease in the interaction energy with increasing 

separation of the Al, so that both disordered and ordered configurations with similar 

separations display low interaction energies. However, disordered distributions are still 

slightly less stable than those of the ordered configurations, which may be due to the 

ability of the lattice to accommodate distortions that preserve the symmetry of the
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frameworks easier than those that cause irregular distortions. Hence, we can see that it is 

these large interaction energies of the disordered structures that cause them to have 

higher total defect energies when Al and TPA  ̂are included than the ordered structures, 

despite the low individual A18 and A ll2 substitution energies. It is interesting to note 

that while there is a clear relationship evident between interaction energy and separation 

for the disordered Al arrangements, a narrow range of the A1...A1 distances in the 

ordered structures does not reveal any further relationship between the energy and 

structure.
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We can see from Figure 6.13 that the influence of the A1...A1 separation on the 

interaction energy also extends to the total defect energy of the unit cells containing 4 

TPA  ̂and 4 Al.
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Figure 6.13 Relationship between the total defect energies o f  the structures containing 

TPA^ and Al and the average minimum separations between the Al

The correlation is now apparent not just for the disordered Al, but also for the ordered 

Al distributions, albeit with a larger degree of scatter. We recall that for the ordered Al 

distributions (unlike the disordered Al) from Figure 6.12 there was little influence of the 

separation between the ordered Al on the interaction energy, and furthermore (from
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Figure 6.11) that the Ah..Al interaction energy did not make a definitive contribution to 

the total defect energy of the TPA  ̂ and Al structures. It is therefore apparent that the 

A l.. .Al separation must also affect the remaining contribution to the total defect energy, 

which we shall investigate next.

6.3.5 Effect of A1...TPA interactions on TPA-ZSM-5 stability

In Figure 6.14 we again see that the interactions between the Al and the TPA  ̂ have a 

significant influence on the energetics of the ordered structures. The lack of correlation 

for the disordered structures, and generally smaller magnitudes of the interaction energy 

between the Al and the TPA  ̂ again confirm our earlier deduction (from Figure 6.11) 

that the interactions between the Al are the dominant contribution to their total defect 

energy. In contrast, the sum of individual Al substitution energies and interactions 

between the TPA  ̂ and Al both contribute to the total defect energies of the ordered

configurations.
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Figure 6.14 Relationship between the defect energies o f  the structures with TPA^ and 

Al compared to the interaction energies between the 4 Al and 4 TPA^ cations

We shall now consider the effect of the interactions between the Al and the TPA  ̂

cations on the ordered structures; these interactions have little effect on the total defect 

energies of the unit cells containing TPA  ̂ and disordered Al structures. We might
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expect these to consist primarily of electrostatic interactions, since unlike the Bronsted 

acid sites the cations are not bonded to the framework. We would therefore expect the 

defect energy of the various Al distributions to be affected by the Al... cation distance.

6.3.6 Influence of A1...TPA distance on TPA-ZSM-5 stability

As a first approximation, we might expect that the configurations with Al at the 

intersection between the main channel and the sinusoidal channel to be more stable than 

the others, since the cations also lie at the intersection.
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Figure 6.15 Interaction energy between Al and TPA^ ions o f the various Al 

distributions with the AL..N separation and position in the pores o f  the structure

Figure 6.15 indicates that the lowest energy Al sites are not necessarily at the 

intersection. Also shown are the distances between the Al and the N at the centre of the 

TPA  ̂molecule, and it is clear that these are not correlated with the interaction energy 

between the TPA  ̂ and Al. In fact, it is also apparent that the A1...N distance is not 

directly related to the position of the Al with respect to the pores of the structure. Some 

Al at intersection sites are further away from the N of the TPA  ̂molecule than Al in the 

sinusoidal or straight channels. An investigation of the TPA^ geometry reveals that the 

N at the centre of the TPA  ̂ molecules do not occupy a position in the centre of the 

intersection, since the cation is pulled slightly over to one side of the intersection by 

interactions with the framework. It does seem that there is a wider spread in the
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interaction energies of the structures with smaller N...A1 distanees than those that are 

further away, although this might simply be a result of there being less structures with 

larger N...A1 separations. Nevertheless, this could be an indication that attraction and 

repulsion occur between the template molecule and the Al rather than simply a 

stabilising attraction. We shall consider distances between the Al and the various 

positively and negatively charged atoms of the TPA  ̂ in order to establish if any clearer 

relationship can be identified.

If we consider the charge distribution that we have used to model this TPA  ̂ molecule, 

we can see that the N is in fact negatively charged, as expected since nitrogen is more 

electronegative than carbon. While its position is relevant - it is the centre of charge of  

the TPA  ̂ molecule and so on average we might regard that this is where the positive 

charge is situated - we also need to consider the various distances between the Al and 

the positive parts of the molecule -  the and atoms.

However, in Figure 6.16 we show that again there is little correlation between the 

minimum A1...C1 or A1...H1 distance and the interaction energy.
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Figure 6.16 Correlation between the interaction energy between Al and TPA^ ions o f  

the various Al distributions with the minimum AI...C1 and AL..H1 separation 

However, despite the Al̂  ̂having a negative charge relative to the Si“̂̂  that it replaces, it 

is in fact positively charged, and so a certain degree of repulsion may complicate the 

expected attractive interactions between the Al and positively charged regions o f the
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TPA^. This would not only explain the lack of correlation observed in Figure 6.16, but 

also the wider range of energies of the structures with smaller A1...C1 and A1...H1 

distances.

The strongest attractive coulombic interactions will occur between the 4 O adjacent to 

the Al and the H o f the TPA^ molecule, (although we have not accounted for the oxygen 

ions adjacent to the Al to have an additional negative charge relative to the other 

oxygen ions in the framework). Figure 6.17 shows that now there is indeed a correlation 

between the O...H distance and the interaction energy, but strangely the structures 

which might be expected to be stabilised by close 0 ...H  approaches seem to be 

destabilised by them. This may simply be due to these interactions causing greater local 

distortion to the lattice around the Al and the adjacent oxygens, which counteracts any 

stabilising effects. The H species that are involved in the 8 O...H interactions around 

each Al are also marked, since they do not have equal charges, and the HI is most 

positively charged, and H3 the least. However, the structures with more Al-O...HI 

interactions do not appear to have lower interaction energies than those with more Al- 

O...H3 interactions, maybe because these charge differences are not significant.
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In Figure 6,18 we see that the increase in the interaction energy as the H of the TPA  ̂

cations approach closer to the O next to the Al causes an increase in the total defect
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energy of the structure containing TPA  ̂and Al, although with a larger degree of scatter 

than in Figure 6.17, as might be expected.
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6.3.7 Influence of AI...A1 interactions on A1...TPA interactions

We noted previously that for the ordered structures, there was little variation in A1...A1 

interaction energy with the A1...A1 distance (Figure 6.12), and that this A1...A1 

interaction energy had little effect on the total defect energy (Figure 6.11), but that 

somewhat surprisingly (Figure 6.13) we saw that there was a clearer relationship 

between A1...A1 distance and the total defect energy when TPA  ̂ was included. If we 

now consider only the TPA.. .Al interactions (Figure 6.19) we can see that while there is 

a slight increase in the interaction energy between the TPA^ and the Al with smaller 

average minimum A1...A1 distance, there is a large scatter, suggesting a much weaker 

relationship than that observed for the A1...A1 interactions of the disordered structures 

(Figure 6.12).
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This might be expected since the A1...A1 interactions vary directly with the A1...AI 

distance, but the dependence of the 4(TPA...AI) interactions on the A1...A1 distance 

must be attributed a secondary effect whereby the closer proximity of two Al may lead 

to both of them interacting with a single nearby TPA .̂ It is evident that the average 

interaction of a TPA^ with Al close to each other is slightly greater than that of an 

evenly distributed distribution, destabilising such a configuration.

We have seen that the disordered Al distributions with closer A1...A1 distances are very 

much disfavoured in the ZSM-5 structure due to their strong repulsions between the Al. 

However, the experimental location of Al pairs in ZSM-5 through the use of divalent 

probes [8] appears to contradict this seemingly obvious conclusion based on energetic 

considerations. However, we have also seen that the interaction between the Al and the 

specific cation present during synthesis is an important influence on the Al distribution, 

and this may explain the difference between our structures in the presence of TP A  ̂and 

these experimental Al distributions in Na-ZSM-5. The nature of the TPA^...A1 

interactions was found to be more complicated than the straightforward coulombic 

attraction that might be expected. The interactions seem to involve the O adjacent to the 

Al rather than the Al themselves, and to involve a degree of repulsion rather than
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attraction. This calls into question some of the fundamental assumptions in the use of 

probe cations to locate the Al on the basis of their relative negative charge relative to the 

lattice. In the next section we shall therefore investigate these interactions between Al 

and divalent probe molecules in more detail.

6.4 Al distribution in Ca-ZSM-5
We have reconciled our Al and acid site distributions with experimental distributions to 

some degree, and we shall now attempt to consider how these results relate to 

experiments that have used divalent Cô  ̂cations as probes to locate Al pairs in ZSM-5. 

These experiments found Cô  ̂ occupation of three sites - the a, (3, and y sites in the 

straight channel, intersection and sinusoidal channel respectively, as shown in Figure

6.20 - and interpreted the occupation of these sites as an indication that pairs of Al 

occupied the tetrahedral sites in the rings which these cations could co-ordinate to.

Figure 6.20 Experimental a, P, and y sites fo r  divalent probes in ZSM-5

We shall consider the stability of various Al distributions in ZSM-5 with Si/Al = 23, in 

the presence of divalent Câ  ̂ cations, since transition metals are notoriously difficult to 

model with a simple ionic model. The selection of Cô  ̂ cations to investigate in the 

experimental study is based on their UV-visible spectroscopic properties, rather than 

any specific cation siting behaviour, and as such would be expected to occupy the same 

positions as any other divalent probe of similar size. However, before we investigate the
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Ca-ZSM-5 structures, it is worth noting that we are not necessarily looking for 

correlation with the specific findings o f these studies since:

• The experimental ZSM-5 samples were Na-ZSM-5, H-ZSM-5 (obtained from 

Na-ZSM-5) and NH4-ZSM-5 , and not TPA-ZSM-5.

• Full exchange o f the original cations by Co^  ̂ was not achieved, and so some

degree o f interaction between them and the Co^  ̂ may influence the results.

Some degree o f blocking o f certain cation sites by original ions occupying the 

most stable positions may also occur.

• The probe cations were deduced by UV-visible spectroscopy, which

differentiates between Cô  ̂ in different co-ordinations. However, their absolute

positions were determined by the location o f local ring structures in the 

framework that are similar to those in Mordenite, where the absolute positions o f  

the cations are known - a relation which could be ambiguous.

Instead we aim to investigate the nature o f the interactions between the Al and the probe 

cations, and to determine whether it is necessary for a pair o f Al to be close to the probe 

cation for a stable structure to be achieved.

A number of different configurations of 4A1 in the unit cells with 2 Câ  ̂ cations were 

modelled, in order to sample various A1...A1 and Al...Ca^^ separations. The obvious 

place to start was the most stable ordered TPA-ZSM-5 Al distribution of 4A112 sites. 

We investigated a number o f possible starting positions of the 2 Câ  ̂ in the pores, 

including the experimental a, p, and y sites, and the midpoints o f the 6 symmetrically 

distinct possible pair combinations of the 4 Al. It turns out that some o f these Al pair 

midpoints would be unfeasible positions for Câ  ̂ occupation since they were within 

densely populated regions o f the lattice, and so no energy minimum could be reached 

from such starting points. However, some o f these starting points found by this method 

minimised to positions close to the experimental a  and p sites. The defect energies, and 

geometrical measurements of the final structures of these are given in Table 6.7. The 

most stable cation position can be seen to be that with a cation at the a  site in which the 

average Câ "̂ .. .Al distance is at a minimum.
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Table 6.7 Defect energies o f  ZSM-5 structures with 4 ordered A ll 2 and 2Ca^^

Final Ca^+ 

position

Edef[4Al+2Ca] (eV) Min. A l.. .Al 

distance (Â)

Mean C a...A l 

distance (A)
Mean C a...O  

distance (A)
Mean Ca^^ 

coordination

a 123.49 10.5962 5.4119 2.6011 4

P 123.87 11.8882 10.8115 2.7014 5

Y 134.68 10.5136 7.0434 2.5040 10

a 123.03 10.5313 5.3968 2.6082 5

a 123.92 10.5663 5.68155 2.5324 4

Intersection 123.92 10.3995 6.39735 2.5198 3.5

P 125.93 10.5734 7.20495 2.6181 7.5

Amongst the disordered TPA-ZSM-5 structures with 4 Al on the T12 and T20 (see 

Figure 6.4), the most stable disordered Al distribution was found with 2 next nearest 

neighbour (NNNN) A112 + A120 pairs. This Al distribution was therefore used as the 

basis for the next Al distribution. Câ  ̂ were again inserted into the a, p, and y sites 

closest to these Al pairs and at the Câ  ̂ midpoint o f the 2 Al pairs. Mortier [10] 

suggested as a result of X-ray diffraction studies that cations would occupy positions at 

the centre o f the straight channel, but did not specify any particular height along the 

chginnel that would be preferred. We placed the cations in a number of starting positions 

in the channel that contained the Al pairs. Also, in order to monitor the influence o f as 

wide a range o f Ca...Al distances as possible, we inserted the Câ  ̂ into the straight 

channel in which the Al pairs were not located, i.e. as far away from the Al pair as 

possible. Table 6.8 gives details o f the final structures that were obtained. It is apparent 

now that despite the decreased stability o f these 2 NNNN pairs o f A112+A120 compared 

to the ordered A ll2 distributions in TPA-ZSM-5 that in general these disordered Al 

pairs are the more stable in the presence o f divalent cations, especially when the Câ  ̂

can more closely approach the Al pair.
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Table 6.8 Defect energies o f ZSM-5 structures with 2(AIJ2+A120) NNNN pairs and
,2 +

Final Ca^+ Edef{4Al+2Ca] (eV) Min. A1...A1 

position distance (Â)

Mean Ca... Al Mean Ca...O  Mean Ca^^ 

distance (Â) distance (Â) coordination

a 122.62 7.2989 4.00831 2.6215 5

P 126.25 7.6692 7.91976 2.6681 7.5

Y 124.19 7.4199 6.67805 2.6570 5

Intersection 122.90 7.2110 3.69855 2.6165 4

Intersection 122.91 7.3560 3.75713 2.4617 3

a 123.08 7.6299 4.18035 2.5351 4

5 MR in MC 125.46 7.6631 9.52195 2.5363 3

5 MR in MC 125.62 7.6899 9.79366 2.6586 5

a 124.16 7.8554 10.0866 2.6296 5

Intersection 125.38 7.4987 7.45726 2.5471 3

In order to investigate the stability of NNN pairs, we now investigated 2 Al pairs similar 

to the NNNN pairs, but moving the Al on the T20 to the adjacent T19 sites, to form two 

Al 12+Al 19 NNN pairs, as shown in Figure 6.21.

Figure 6.21 T-sites occupied by Al: 112^712 in ordered distribution, T12+T20 in 

NNNN pair, 712+719 in NNN pair in the same 6MR, 712+77 in NNNN pair in the 

same 6MR
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According to experimental interpretation [8], an NNN pair that belongs to the same 

6MR, with a cation occupying the a  site at the centre o f that 6MR will be particularly 

preferred. The Câ  ̂ were initially inserted into the same positions as the NNNN pairs 

and the energies o f the resultant structures are given in Table 6.9.

Table 6.9 Defect energies o f  ZSM-5 structures with 2(A112+A119) NNN pairs and

2Ca2+

Final Ca^+ 

position

Edef[4Al+2Ca] (eV) Min. A1...A1 

distance (Â)

Mean C a...A l 

distance (A)
Mean C a...O  

distance (A)
Mean Ca^^ 

coordination

a 121.96 5.7302 3.36346 2.6493 6

P 124.68 5.7018 8.2574 2.6868 5

Y 124.01 5.7121 5.80264 2.5829 4

a 121.93 5.8112 3.45226 2.5563 5

a 123.10 5.5938 4.11352 2.5781 4

a 124.71 5.7668 9.97038 2.6038 5

5MR in MC 126.53 5.8410 9.80205 2.6605 5

Intersection 124.03 5.6838 5.27527 2.4635 3

a 125.08 5.8663 10.7248 2.6605 5

Again, we see an increase in the stability o f these structures over both the ordered and 

the NNNN Al arrangements. In order to determine if  the extra stability o f these 

structures is due to the closer proximity o f the Al ions or their position in the same 

6MR, another Al NNNN pair was investigated which belonged to the same 6MR as the 

NNN pair. The new Al distribution was therefore that o f two A112+A17 sites, as shown 

in Figure 6.21. Only Câ  ̂at the a, p, y and midpoint of the 6 O in the 6MR (near the a  

site) were investigated this time, as these proved to be most stable in the other Al 

distributions. In fact, it appears that the most stable configuration is not only more 

stable than that o f the 2(A112+A120) NNNN site configuration o f two Al not sharing the 

same ring, but also o f the 2(A112+A119) NNN configuration. It is apparent from Figure

6.21 that this configuration corresponds to the Al being directly opposite each other in 

the 6MR that is co-ordinated to the most stable a  site, and so might be favourable since
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the cation is not only stabilised by both Al, but also screens the repulsion between them

to some extent.

Table 6.10 Defect energies o f  ZSM-5 structures with 2(AU2+A17) NNNN pairs in the

same 6MR and 2Ca^^

Final Ca'^ Ede({4Al+2Ca] (eV) Min. A1...A1 Mean Ca...Al Mean Ca...O Mean Ca^^

position distance (Â) distance (A) distance (A) coordination

a 121.64 6.1574 3.27831 2.5915 5

P 124.34 6.3147 9.16498 2.6621 5

Y 123.58 6.2354 5.79696 2.6434 5

6MR 122.09 6.2311 4.15515 2.6144 4

Further TPA-ZSM-5 models were constructed with Al distributions corresponding to 

the two NNN (A ll2+A ll9) pairs and two NNNN (A112+A17) investigated in the Ca- 

ZSM-5 models, as well. We show the defect energies of these in Figure 6.22 and note 

that they are less stable than the ordered structures, and the energies are again correlated 

with the minimum A l.. .Al distance.
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We conclude, therefore, that the formation of such NNN and NNNN pairs in TPA- 

ZSM-5 is energetically unfavourable. However, if we compare these to the energies of 

the Ca-ZSM-5 structures with the Câ  ̂ in its most stable position in each case, we note 

that Al that are closer together in these pairs are no longer unfavourable compared to the 

ordered, evenly distributed structures. In fact, the pair structures with closest A1...A1 

distances are the most stable, but only marginally. Since we have observed that 

Einter[4Al] incrcascs with decreasing A1...A1 separation, this must be due to an 

increasing stabilisation of the interaction energy between the A l and the Câ  ̂ cations, 

which may be expected due to its divalent charge. We can therefore see that if the ZSM- 

5 is synthesised in the presence of a divalent cation, these Al pairs could well arise. We 

would also expect that if a structure existed with a mixture of Al pairs and more spread- 

out Al that the Câ  ̂would show a slight preference to occupy a position near an A l pair 

rather than interact with Al which are not part of an obvious pair. We should bear in 

mind that the experimental Co-ZSM-5 structures only partial exchange of the original 

synthesis cations occurred, so that the most thermodynamically stable cation sites may 

be blocked from Cô  ̂ occupation, and not locatable by UV-visible spectroscopy. A 

large range of defect energies of the structures corresponding to the different Câ  ̂

positions is apparent in Figure 6.22. We shall consider these different Câ  ̂ positions 

further now.
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Figure 6.23 Correlation between the defect energy o f  the Ca-ZSM-5 structure with the 

average separation between Al and Ca
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Figure 6.23 shows that we can see a general increased stability o f structures with 

smaller average Ca...Al distances for all the different Al distances considered above. 

This is a more straightforward relationship -  based on simple coulombic attraction - 

than that between the Al and the TPA^ cations, maybe as a result o f the simpler 

interactions that exist between the Câ "̂  and the framework. This Al...cation distance is 

a stronger influence on the total defect energy o f the configurations than the A1...A1 

distance shown in Figure 6.22, with a much smaller scatter being apparent in general. 

Câ "̂  occupation o f the a  site (with the Câ "̂  sitting in a 6MR at the wall of the straight 

channel) seems to be the most favoured in general. This is true whether both Al occupy 

positions in the 6MR adjacent to them (as in the 2(A112+A17) NNNN and 

2(A112+A119) NNN pairs) or not (the 2(A112+A120) NNNN pairs and the 4A112 

ordered distributions). We should however note that to some extent the minimum 

A1...A1 separation affects this average Ca...Al distance since if  the Al are far apart, 

even if the Câ  ̂is at its closest average position to them (at their midpoint), it is further 

from them than if  they were close together. This is why some o f the a  structures have 

larger Ca...Al distances than the others, despite them all having one Al in the 6MR 

adjacent to the Câ .̂ The p and y sites are found to be less stable than the a  sites. 

Similarly, sites at the intersection o f the straight and sinusoidal channels that weren’t 

found experimentally were also less stable than these a  sites. To an extent this may be 

expected since we deliberately sampled Al distributions that have been suggested to 

stabilise the a  site by their proximity to it. In order to compare the relative stabilities o f  

these experimental sites, and the intersection, and the apparently less stable sites near a 

5MR in the straight channel wall, we should perform further calculations with their 

optimum Al distributions too. However, we will not pursue this path any further since 

we are more concerned with general relationships governing the interactions between 

the Al and the Câ  ̂than the stabilities of the sites.

We also found other stable divalent cation sites at the intersection between the straight 

and sinusoidal channel (but not at the p site), and next to the 5MR in the wall o f the 

straight channel. We did not however, find any evidence o f occupation o f Mortier’s
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cation site in the centre o f the straight channel, since the cations relaxed to positions 

where they could co-ordinate to the O o f the framework. However, such experimental 

positions might become favourable at low Si/Al due to the presence o f increased A1 and 

cation-cation interactions.

At first glance the relative stability o f structures with A1 close to each other and with 

Câ  ̂ close to the A1 appears to endorse the experimental location o f probes as an 

indication o f nearby A1 positions. However, as previously noted, the A1 are not free to 

move in the framework when the probe molecules are introduced, and so their positions 

are determined by their stabilities in the presence o f the cation used during synthesis. If 

that synthesis cation was a divalent cation then it is highly likely that these structures 

with A1 pairs and nearby Câ  ̂will form, but in the general case this is not necessarily 

so. Thus, although we might expect a Câ "̂  to occupy a position close to an Al, we 

cannot necessarily expect that the Al is part o f a pair. The preferred Câ  ̂position in the 

ordered 4A112 structure is in the a  site despite only one Al occupying the ring adjacent 

to it. Furthermore, we can note that if the Câ  ̂ does not reach its overall minimum 

position, and local energy minima can be found even when the Câ "̂  is far from both Al. 

Again, we recall that full exchange is not possible, suggesting that these are more 

favourable interactions with monovalent cations due to the lack o f paired Al.

6.5 Conclusions
We have shown that in ZSM-5 structures with Si/Al = 23 synthesised in the presence o f 

TPA^ molecules, ordered distributions o f A3, A18 and A112 (and related A ll 5, A120 and 

A124), and to a lesser extent A12 (and related A ll4), are energetically preferred. Indeed, 

if  an experimental sample could be synthesised in the presence o f TPA^ under full 

thermodynamic (rather than kinetic) control the occupations o f these T-sites should be 

observable. Such conditions might be achieved by the formation o f TPA-ZSM-5 

nanocrystals, the structure o f which might be investigated by single crystal diffraction 

using a synchrotron source, and compared to our predicted structures. Although 

currently crystals o f dimensions o f approximately 30pm are needed for such diffraction
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experiments, in the future this may reduce to sufficient levels to investigate such 

nanocrystals.

An average unit cell created from those of each distribution weighted according to its 

probability o f occurring gives an excellent match with experiment. It is important to 

stress that these Al distributions are specific to these synthesis conditions, since we 

found that although the individual substitution energies have some degree o f influence 

on the defect energy o f the 4 Al distribution, so too did the interactions energies 

between the Al (which would be affected by the Si/Al ratio), and the interactions 

between the Al and the TPA^ cation (which would be affected by the cation species 

present).

We showed that disordered structures are disfavoured because they are predominantly 

influenced by the interactions between Al (as influenced by the average minimum 

distance between Al), and in general are less evenly distributed throughout the unit cell 

than the ordered structures, and so closer together. In addition it is thought that the 

lattice more readily accommodates defects that does not disrupt its symmetiy.

Of the ordered distributions the A13, A18 and A ll2 distributions were found to be most 

stable through the influence of two main contributions to the total defect energy. The 

first is the sum of the individual Al substitution energies, as influenced by the average 

T-O-T bond angles o f the T-site ifi the average unit cell o f the most probable Al 

distributions and to a lesser degree the average T-O bond lengths. The interactions 

between the TPA^ and the Al were also found to be a significant factor. While we 

demonstrated that the interaction energies between the TPA^ and Al were important, the 

exact nature o f these could not established. In contrast to intuitive reasoning, the defect 

is not stabilised by proximity of the central N, or the positively charged C or H o f the 

TPA^ to the relatively negatively charged Al.

When divalent Câ  ̂cations are introduced as a probe for Al in a zeolite lattice that has 

been synthesised in the presence o f TP A, we would expect to see occupation o f the 

experimentally established a, p, and y sites, with low occupation o f other intersection
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and straight channel sites also. The interactions of these cations with the zeolite lattice 

comprise o f more straightforward electrostatic attraction between the Câ "̂  and the Al 

compared to the TPA^ molecules. However, some occupation o f sites far from any Al 

may also be expected, and so it is not possible to categorically locate individual or pairs 

o f Al based on the Câ  ̂positions. If the Al were incorporated into the framework at the 

same time as the Câ  ̂ into the pores we might expect to see the structures postulated 

with an Al pair incorporated into a ring o f the lattice adjacent to a divalent probe cation, 

but such a structure is unlikely if  the framework formed in the presence of TPA^ 

cations. Our results clearly show that Câ "̂  can be stabilised by Al distributions not 

necessarily in “pairs”. Furthermore, we can suggest that interactions with specific 

distributions o f Al are responsible for the inability o f full exchange o f dications for 

monovalent species experimentally. In the future it might be interesting to investigate 

the most stable Al structures that would occur in ZSM-5 structures modelled in the 

presence o f Na^ cations since it is possible that Al pairs may arise due to the higher Al 

content that typically occurs in such as-synthesised structures.

An interesting observation is that in TPA-ZSM-5, where non-local charge compensation 

is apparent, there is a clear preference for certain ordered structures over disordered 

structures. However, in H-ZSM-5 and Ca-ZSM-5, where local divalent or monovalent 

cations compensate the charge of the Al, no particular preference is shown for ordered 

over disordered structures. This may be due to the screening o f A1...A1 repulsions by 

the local cations, which causes a degree o f scatter to be introduced to structures 

containing these, rather than the clear relationship between the A1...A1 distance and the 

stability o f the structure that is evident in the TPA-ZSM-5 structures. Since this 

relationship is partially responsible for the favourability o f ordered structures with more 

evenly spread Al over disordered structures, local charge compensation might disrupt 

such a preference. While screening of A1...A1 interactions by non-local cations also 

undoubtedly occurs, this is more homogeneous and weaker in nature due to its greater 

separation from the Al. The increased coulombic stability o f a structure in which the 

two Al...Ca^^ distances are smaller overcomes the increased A1...A1 repulsion that 

would also result.
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Our extra consideration of the synthesis method and the effect o f interactions between 

Al and cations have enabled us to calculate a more realistic Al distribution than those 

found previously for ZSM-5 with Si/Al o f 95 and 47, estimated from Al substitution 

energies alone. We will now use the most stable Al configurations as the basis to model 

a more realistic acid site distribution in H-ZSM-5 with Si/Al = 23.
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7 H-ZSM-5 structures arising from TPA-ZSM-5
The positions o f acid sites in ZSM-5 are not simply defined by their relative energies. 

The acid site distribution is constrained by the positions o f Al established during the 

synthesis of the framework. We shall now consider the acid site distribution that could 

occur in ZSM-5 with Si/Al=23 that had been synthesised in the presence o f TPA^. The 

results of Chapter 6 suggest that the A ll2, A18 and A13 ordered distributions have a 

combined probability o f 96.9% of occurring in such a material.

7.1 Methodology
We have restricted the initial Al distributions to be considered to the A13, A120 and 

A ll2 arrangements, which between them have a probability o f 96.9% o f occurring 

(when the equivalent A ll5, A18 and A124 arrangements are also considered, but it is 

unnecessary to model the acid sites arising from these as well, due to their symmetrical 

equivalence). Since there are 4 positions for the proton around each Al, this gives rise to 

4 ordered and 72 symmetrically distinct disordered acid site configurations for each of 

these 3 acid site distributions. In light o f this large number o f acid site configurations 

for each Al configuration we have therefore not considered the A12 distribution, since it 

has the lowest probability of occurring (3.0%).

The potential parameters used for these calculations were the same as those used to 

model the individual and pair acid site configurations in Chapters 4 and 5.

7.2 H-ZSM-5 structures and stabilities
The raw data from these structures is given in Appendix 4.

The lattice energy distribution observed in these structures, shown in Figure 7.1, is more 

homogeneous than that observed in the TPA-ZSM-5 structures, with no obvious 

distinction between occupied lower energy structures and unoccupied higher energy 

structures.
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Figure 7.1 Distribution o f lattice energies in H-ZSM-5 structures

Although the two lowest energy structures are both ordered arrangements of acid sites, 

in general the energy of the ordered distributions is not substantially lower than that of 

the lowest energy disordered structures. This together with the similar energies of all the 

structures imply that many ordered and disordered acid site structures will arise even 

from the ordered aluminium distributions.

We can calculate the probabilities of formation of each structure in a similar way to our 

use of equations 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 in Chapter 4. This time we can use more accurate 

estimations of the Al occupation probability for the first step of acid site formation 

before protonation, this time in the presence of TPA^ molecules, rather than smearing 

their charge over all the oxygen ions in the unit cell. These Al substitution energies are 

simply those calculated in section 6.2 according to equation 6.1, with the slight 

difference that this time the probability o f each Al distribution occurring is doubled, 

since the A ll5, A18 and A124 arrangements are equivalent to the A13, A120 and A ll2 

sites respectively.

The probabilities of protonation will be calculated in the same way, except this time, 

obviously, the relative defect energies of the 4 acid site configurations will be used:
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exp

protonation
kT

- E ^ ^ \ A { A l - O H - S i ] )
kT

(7.1)

These relative defect energies and sum of defect energies will be calculated separately 

for each of the 3 Al distributions. The temperature of calcination, 500 °C [1] was used 

to calculate these probabilities, since it is this process during which the zeolite is heated 

in order to break down the organic molecule and leave protons to form Bronsted acid 

sites.

The probability o f each 4 acid site configuration occurring will then be given by the 

product of these two probabilities:

[4(^/ - O H -  Si)] = + Al)] X  / > ,protonation [4{Al -  OH -  Si)] (7 2)

Figure 7.2 shows these estimated probabilities of each acid site distribution occurring. 

While it is possible to specify that a high population of ordered A18-019(H)-Si7 and 

A13-032(H)-Sil2 acid sites are likely to exist, beyond that it is difficult to distinguish 

between a large number of both ordered and disordered acid site distributions.
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Figure 7.2 Boltzmann probability o f  occurrence o f all o f  the acid sites

In Table 7.1 we show the probability of the 10 most likely acid sites for each Al 

distribution occurring. We can see very different distributions for each. For the A ll2
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configuration there are a large number o f different acid site configurations that are 

likely to be seen. In contrast, there is a marked dominance o f the most preferred acid 

site configuration to arise firom the A18 distribution. To a lesser extent, there is preferred 

occupation o f one acid site with the A13 distribution, but there is substantial occupation 

o f other acid site configurations as well.

Table 7.1 10 most stable acid site configurations for each Al distribution and 

probability o f occurring

A ll2 acid site 

bridging 0

Occup.

Prob.

A18 acid site bridging 

0

Occup.

Prob.

A13 acid site bridging 

0

Occup.

Prob.

03 6 ,0 3 6 ,0 3 6 ,0 3 6 0.0526 0 1 9 ,019 ,019 ,019 0.2447 032 ,032 ,032 ,032 0.1339

03 2 ,0 3 2 ,0 3 6 ,0 3 6 0.0395 019 ,019 ,019 ,020 0.0191 031 ,032 ,032 ,032 0.0411

023 ,02 3 ,0 2 3 ,0 2 3 0.0369 0 1 9 ,019 ,019 ,024 0.0131 031,031 ,031 ,031 0.0343

03 2 ,0 3 2 ,0 3 2 ,0 3 2 0.0223 01 9 ,019 ,024 ,024 0.0072 0 3 1 ,031 ,032 ,032 0.0176

0 2 3 ,0 3 2 ,0 3 6 ,0 3 6 0.0187 019 ,019 ,020 ,024 0.0051 031 ,031 ,031 ,032 0.0107

023 ,0 3 2 ,0 3 2 ,0 3 2 0.0157 019 ,019 ,019 ,025 0.0038 014 ,032 ,032 ,032 0.0075

02 3 ,0 2 3 ,0 2 3 ,0 2 4 0.0142 019 ,019 ,020 ,020 0.0033 031 ,031 ,032 ,032 0.0063

0 2 3 ,0 2 3 ,0 2 4 ,0 2 4 0.0134 0 1 9 ,019 ,020 ,020 0.0021 014 ,031 ,032 ,032 0.0059

032 ,03 6 ,0 3 6 ,0 3 6 0.0124 019 ,019 ,024 ,024 0.0018 031 ,031 ,032 ,032 0.0035

02 3 ,0 3 6 ,0 3 6 ,0 3 6 0.0119 0 1 9 ,019 ,020 ,020 0.0014 015 ,032 ,032 ,032 0.0028

While we have identified many possible configurations that might occur, this is o f little 

use for comparison with experimental data. We shall now turn our attention to how 

these acid site distributions translate into the total number o f each individual acid site, a 

quantity that is more easily compared with experiment, as shown in Figure 7.3. Hence, 

we can identify 7 acid sites with occupations sufficient to be observed; the A18-019H- 

Si, A13-032H-Si, A112-036H-Si, A112-023H-Si, A112-032H-Si, A13-031H-Si and 

A112-024H-Si acid sites that make up 28.7%, 19.8%, 12.1%, 10.3%, 10.0%, 7.63% and 

4.2% of acid sites respectively. Figure 7.3 also shows the percentage based on the 

individual acid site defect energies for these 3 Al configurations as in Figure 4.16 o f  

Chapter 4. We can see that only in the A18 distribution does the most stable individual 

site correspond to the most occupied acid site. In the other A ll2 and A18 distributions, 

interactions between the acid sites cause a different order o f stability when 4 acid sites 

are considered rather than individual acid sites.
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Figure 7.3 Probability o f  formation o f each acid site based on our 4[Al-OH-Si] 

configurations in comparison to those fo r  the isolated acid sites

In fact, if we investigate the influence of the sum of the stabilities o f the individual acid 

sites on each of the 4 acid site configurations more rigorously, as in Figure 7.4, we see 

that they do have an influence on each other, but that there is a large spread evident. 

This time, the A13 acid sites show a better correlation than the A18 or A ll2 acid sites, 

despite our demonstration in the previous figure that the most stable single acid site 

configuration for A13 did not correspond to the most abundant A13 acid site.
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Figure 7.4 Correlation between the defect energy o f the 4 acid site configuration and 

the sum o f  the individual acid site defect energies
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If we again consider deviation from the trends in these individual acid sites to be due to 

interactions between the acid sites, we can again define an interaction energy as the 

difference between the defect energy of the 4 acid site configuration and the sum of the 

4 individual acid sites:

Emter[4(Al-OH-Si)] =  Edef{4(Al-OH-Si)] -  ZEdef{Al-OH-Si] (7 .3)

This interaction energy comprises the A1...A1, OH...OH and A1...0H coulombic and 

steric interactions between the 4 acid sites, and as such is complex in nature. However, 

without detailed consideration of the nature of these interactions, we can expect that 

these interactions would be affected by the distance between the acid sites. The 

interaction energy was calculated for each structure using equation 7.3, as was the 

average of the 6 minimum H...H distances between the 4 different acid sites (Figure 

7.5). The interaction energy between the acid sites can be seen to increase with 

decreasing separation between the acid sites, as expected. The distance between acid 

sites has the weakest effect on the interactions between the A13 acid site configurations - 

in which configurations the 4 individual acid site energies were seen to dominate the 4 

acid site defect energy in Figure 7.4.
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We can see from Figure 7.6 that through its influence on the interaction energies 

between the acid sites, the separation of acid sites also influences the total defect energy 

of the 4 acid site configuration to an extent, although to a lesser degree. Nevertheless, 

the greater correlation observed here than for the acid site pairs, in Figures 5.40 and 

5.41 shows that the interactions are now a much greater influence as the concentration 

of acid sites increase.
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Figure 7.6 Relationship between the defect energies o f  the 4 acid sites and the average 

minimum separation between H  in the 4 acid sites

Due to the large distances between these acid sites it is not possible to investigate the 

effect of the number of co-ordination shells between the acid sites on these defect 

energies. Orientation effects also become difficult to establish now that we are 

considering more acid sites.

7.3 OH vibrational frequencies of acid sites
We shall now consider the vibrational frequencies that would arise from all of these 4 

acid site distributions. We can see a general shift of the OH vibrational peak to higher 

wavenumbers with decreasing Si/Al, that manifests itself in a progression of the peak 

positions from 3590 cm"' to 3595 cm’* to 3600 cm'* for the individual acid sites (Figure 

4.8a), acid site pairs (Figure 5.42) and these 4 acid site structures in Figure 7.8, 

respectively.
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Figure 7.8 OH vibrational frequency distribution o f  all acid sites that arise from  

TPA^ZSM-5 with Si/Al = 23, and the experimentalIR spectrum [2] (red line)

The number of acid sites with higher vibrational frequencies has increased substantially 

when considering these 4 acid site configurations. However, there are also more acid 

sites at the low frequency end of the spectrum, due to the large spread evident. We shall 

now consider if including consideration of the probability of formation of each acid site 

configuration can reduce this large range.

In Figure 7.9 we have weighted the vibrational frequencies according to their 

probabilities of occurring, as calculated previously and shown in Figure 7.2, by 

considering the number of each acid site likely to be evident in 1000 unit cells.
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Figure 7.9 OH vibrational frequency distribution o f 4000 acid sites most probable to 

form  from TPA-ZSM-5 with Si/Al = 23, and the experimental IR spectrum [2] (red line)
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We see an excellent match of the range of vibrational frequencies with the experimental 

range, with most of the lower frequency acid sites proving to be unlikely to be observed. 

However, the shape of the distributions cause more cause for concern, since it has 

definite irregular bimodal features. While ordinarily, the Bronsted OH vibrational 

spectrum of ZSM-5 comprises a single unresolvable peak, one IR study [3] managed to 

separate this into two components through the use of probe molecules. Although our 

spectrum exhibits much greater peak separation without the aid of probe molecules to 

separate out the contributions, both bimodal distributions may result from the same 

distinction between acid sites. Our greater separation may be a result of the ionic 

potentials used to describe the forces between the ions being too strong and so creating 

a wider spread in the frequencies of the two contributions. The increased resolution is 

also exacerbated to some degree by the over-weighting of the most probable structures, 

again. In fact, we can see from Figure 7.10 that only approximately half of the acid sites 

with Si/Al = 23 show an increase in their vibrational frequencies relative to the isolated 

periodic acid site vibrational frequencies.
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Figure 7.10 Relationship between the shift in vibrational frequency relative to the 

isolated acid sites and the average separation o f protons

Thus, the main effect of increasing the Al content is to spread out the vibrational 

frequencies of the acid sites, rather than to simply produce a constant shift. Therefore,
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shift to higher vibrational frequencies does not seem to be an intrinsic result o f  

interactions between acid sites, but results from the previously noted correlation 

between the shift in vibrational frequency and the defect energy of the acid site 

configuration. Hence, the configurations that give rise to an increase in the acidity of the 

acid site, as measured by the vibrational frequency, are less stable and as a result are 

less likely to be present. However, we also note from Figure 6.28 that in these structures 

there appears to be no correlation between the shift in vibrational frequency and the 

average separation o f protons in the acid sites, indicating that the interactions that result 

in a shift in the frequencies are weak when the acid sites are separated over larger 

distances, and may be shielded by the lattice.

7.4 Conclusions
We have shown that the ordered Al distributions which are located at a limited number 

of T-sites in TPA^-ZSM-5 with Si/Al=23, result in many possible ordered and 

disordered acid site configurations. For each of the A ll2, A18 and A13 configuration 

investigated, the most stable acid site configuration that would arise is ordered, but there 

are also a number o f other disordered acid site configurations that are only slightly less 

stable. The similar energies of such a large number o f acid site configurations make the 

identification o f which configuration may occur difficult. Our initial model o f the as- 

synthesised Al structures enabled us to calculate the probability o f formation o f each 

acid site via a two-step process - incorporation o f Al into the lattice followed by 

protonation - more accurately than for the individual and pairs o f acid sites. Among the 

many acid site configurations that are likely to form are the ordered arrangements o f 4 

A112-036H-Si, 4 A18-019H-S1 and 4 A13-032H-Si acid sites. Since it is unlikely that 

experiments will be able to identify these individual acid site configurations, we have 

consolidated all o f the configurations into an average unit cell according to their 

probability o f forming, and calculated the relative occupations o f each o f the 12 acid 

sites. Seven o f these acid sites show discernable occupations. In the order o f probable 

abundance they are the A18-019H-Si, A13-032H-S1, A112-036H-Si, A112-023H-Si, 

A112-032H-Si, A13-031H-Si and A112-024H-Si acid sites.
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While the defect energies of each configuration is influenced to some degree by the sum 

of the individual substitution energies of the acid sites, these abundances do not 

correlate with those calculated from the individual acid site energies. The total defect 

energy of an acid site is also influenced by the interaction energy, which is in turn 

correlated to the average distance between acid sites (unlike the shift in its vibrational 

frequency). The spread of vibrational frequencies found for all of the acid sites is 

broader than for the individual acid sites or for pairs of acid sites, with a slight shift in 

the peak towards lower vibrational frequencies evident. This shift becomes more 

pronounced when we weight the vibrational frequency of each acid site according to its 

probability of forming, since many o f the higher frequency sites prove unlikely to occur. 

Although we observe an excellent match with the experimental range of vibrational 

frequencies, possible over-weighting of the most stable acid site structures leads to 

much more irregular shape of the vibrational frequency being observed.

In Figure 7.11 we can see that the once again, despite the increased interactions between 

the acid sites the relationship [4] between the OH vibrational frequency of and acid site 

and the magnitude of the electric field at the proton remains.
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Figure 7.11 Relationship between the vibrational frequency o f  the acid sites in H-ZSM- 

5 with Si/Al=23 and the magnitude o f  the electric field  at the proton
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Chapter 8 Mordenite background

8 Mordenite background
Despite the fact that ZSM-5 and Mordenite are both zeolites, and are built from the 

same primary units, there are a number of differences in their framework structure and 

composition that give rise to different properties. We shall summarise these differences 

established from previous experimental and computational studies, and demonstrate that 

the methods previously used to model zeolites with low Al contents are now inadequate.

8.1 Literature review
A variety of experimental and computational methods have been applied to determine 

the structure of the Mordenite framework, the Al and acid site positions within this, and 

the cation positions in its pores.

8.1.1 MOR framework

The natural Mordenite framework was first identified by single crystal X-ray diffraction 

studies on NagAlgSi4o096.2 4 H2O crystals by Meier in 1961 [1]. This established that the 

Mordenite framework consisted of a series of 12 MR channels that run parallel to the z- 

axis. Side pockets are connected to these 12 MR by 8 MR windows in the b direction 

(Figure 8.1).

Figure 8.1 The framework structure o f Mordenite viewed down [001], with 12 MR 

channels (pointing into the page in the centre o f the unit cells) and 8 MR channels 

linking these to the side pockets (left to right) shown
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The unit cell displayed oithorhombic symmetry with cell parameters 18.13 Â, 20.49 Â,

7.52 Â, 90°, 90° and 90° for a, b, c, a, P and y respectively, and was found to contain 48 

Si or Al ions on 4 crystallographically distinct T-sites, and 96 oxygen ions on 10 

different bridging sites.

Figure 8.2 The symmetrically distinct T and O sites o f Mordenite

The 12 MR channels consist of Tl, T2, and T4 sites, and 02, 03, 07  and OlO sites, as 

shown in Figure 8.2. It was noted that the Si0 4  tetrahedra were arranged in chains that 

run parallel to the c-axis, and were corner linked by the 07, 09, and OlO sites. The 

structure is made up from 4 MRs (made up of T3, T4, 04, 0 9  and OlO sites), 5 MRs, 6 

MRs, and 8 MRs. It is the large number of stable 5 MRs and 6 MRs (48 and 16 per unit 

cell respectively) that is thought to be the reason for the stability of the Mordenite 

structure. The MOR framework code was not assigned to the Mordenite framework 

until 1978.
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8.1.2 Aluminium distribution on T-sites

A major difference between Mordenite and ZSM-5 is that the Mordenite framework can 

be formed with a much higher aluminium content. Natural mordenites have Si/Al ratios 

ranging from 4.3 to 6.0 [2], and synthetic mordenites can have Si/Al ratios varying from 

5 to 12, allowing the substitution o f up to 8 Al per unit cell. This increased number o f  

Al present on a smaller number o f symmetrically distinct T-sites compared to MFI and 

other similar zeolites mean that a wider range o f methods to determine the positions of 

the acid sites can now be employed. Another observation for higher Al content zeolites 

is that if  a certain degree o f preference for particular T-sites is observed, then 

Loewenstein’s rule restricts the Al occupation on different T-sites so that only particular 

combinations can occur. A number of such combinations have been suggested in the 

literature, and we shall discuss them here.

The population o f aluminium ions on the various T sites now has sufficient impact on 

their average T-0 distances to be detected by X-ray diffraction, which enables estimates 

to be made as to their occupancies. By this method, a linear relationship o f the type [3]:

— - —  = 6 .4 1 1 6 (7 -0 distance)-10.282 (8.1)
(Si + Al)

has been established from a range o f ordered alumino-silicates, for which the Al 

occupancies on the different T-sites and average T -0 bond lengths are known. 

Comparison o f experimental T-O bond lengths for other zeolites with this relationship 

allows estimation o f the Al occupancy that might have given rise to it. This method has 

given rise to numerous estimations o f the Al occupancy on the Mordenite T-sites. There 

is a general consensus that that the T3 and T4 sites in the 4 MRs are preferentially 

occupied compared to the Tl and T2 sites. For example. X-ray diffraction studies on 

Na-Mordenite with Si/Al ratio o f 5 quantify the occupation o f Al ions on T sites to be 

10%, 8%, 40% and 14% [4] and 13%, 12%, 29% and 21% [5] for the T l, T2, T3, and 

T4 sites respectively. A theoretical study [6] averaged the Al occupations from a 

number o f X-ray studies for Si/Al ratios from 4.3 to 5.0 [7, 8, 9, 10] to find the 

percentage normalised occupation o f 100 Al ions on the various T sites (so as to be 

comparable to each other) of 18%, 10%, 43% and 29% for the T l, T2, T3 and T4 sites
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respectively. All o f these show a preference for the occupation o f the T3 and T4 sites 

that belong to the 4 MRs. However, it is worth noting that there has been some debate

[11] about the validity of such an approach, with the observations that the total Al 

content is underestimated compared to chemical analysis [12], and that T-O bond 

lengths have been observed to vary after ion-exchange [13]. It has been suggested [11] 

that such relationships are over-simplified, and should also take into account further 

factors in order to make a more accurate estimation o f the Al occupancies:

• the underestimation o f T -0 bond lengths obtained from X-ray diffraction due to 

averaging over the unit cells

• the reduction o f the T -0 bond lengths due to disorder in comparison to ordered 

structures with the same Si/Al

• the effect o f cation co-ordination to the O

• average T-O-T bond angle

^̂ Si NMR studies have also been used to investigate the Al distribution [14, 15]. In 

general, information about the co-ordination o f the Si rather than the occupation o f the 

specific T-sites is obtained. However, these studies are a useful check on the validity o f  

the Mordenite models constructed. Some studies have also taken the interpretation o f  

this type o f data further. From the knowledge of the number of Al with different co

ordinations, Loewenstein’s rule, and the assumption that the distribution of Al on the T- 

sites replicates the symmetry o f the framework, a connectivity matrix can be 

constructed, from which it can be established that only 8 possible Al configurations 

exist [16]. Subsequent comparison of the Câ  ̂distributions that would be stabilised by 

interactions with these various Al configurations allows the identification o f one most 

probable ordered configuration o f Al, on the 2 Tl (Ti,6 and Ti,g), T2 (T],?), T3 site (Tĝ g) 

and 2 T4 (T4J and T4J1) sites [16].

Again, Cô  ̂ions have been used to probe the co-ordination o f the cations to framework 

oxygen [17]. Hence the distribution of Al pairs in the framework can be postulated. The 

deconvolution of the spectroscopic peak into three sites (a, p, and y sites - analogous to 

those found in ZSM-5 due to their similar local stmctures) can this time be attributed to 

the better-known cation sites in Mordenite. While such analyses assume that the Cô ^
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positions may indicate particular positions for nearby Al pairs in the framework, it was 

also noted that the Cô  ̂ distribution was affected by the species and concentration of  

other N a \ Cs ,̂ Câ  ̂and Bâ  ̂cations present [17].

8.1.3 Acid site distribution

The same theoretical study [6] that found the averaged Al distribution identified only 7 

combinations of acid site distributions that could arise, after consideration o f  

Loewenstein’s rule. These possible configurations were subsequently narrowed down to 

2 sets o f acid sites that would give rise to a ratio o f high frequency acid site vibrational 

frequencies (02, 03 , 0 7  and OlO) that point into the main channel to low frequency 

acid sites (01, 05 , 0 6  and 09) that point into the side-pocket that is comparable with 

experimental IR results. Only protonation o f a set o f 02 , 0 7  and 0 9  sites or a 03 , 0 9  

and OlO set o f bridging sites reproduces this distribution. However, it has been 

suggested that the 05  acid sites in fact point into the main channel and so that some o f  

the 7 acid site sets were prematurely discarded. One such set that had been ruled out 

because o f the mis-assignment o f the vibrational frequency of the acid site on the 05  

bridging site has subsequently been identified experimentally by neutron diffraction 

experiments [18] on D-Mordenites. Four such positions were found, and named D l, D2, 

D3, and D4 sites, which were bonded to the T4-O10-T4, T1-06-T1, T2-05-T2, and T3- 

09-T3 sites respectively, so that the D l and D3 sites are in the main channel, and the 

D2 and D4 sites are in the side pocket. The occupations o f these for Si/Al =5.55 and 

10.05 were D2 > D3 > D l = D4, which this time implies that occupation of Al on T- 

sites follows the order Tl > T2 > T3 = T4 - the reverse o f that traditionally observed. 

The ratios o f the number o f protons in the main channel to those in the side pocket from 

these experiments ranged from 0.63 for the lower Si/Al ratio to 0.80 for the higher Si/Al 

ratio. This study suggested that the IR peak for the Bronsted hydroxyl group should be 

deconvoluted into 4 rather than 2 components, since there are 4 different acid site 

environments. We shall now consider this practice o f obtaining estimates o f the ratio o f  

acid sites that point into the main channel to those that point into the side-pocket 

further. Thermally programmed desorption spectra o f ammonia on H-Mordenite [19] 

identified two different types of Bronsted acid sites in H-Mordenite, one of which could
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not be detected by pyridine adsorption. It is reasonable to assume that this is since these 

acid sites lie in the side pockets that they are inaccessible to the pyridine molecules, A 

similar principle is also applied to interpret IR studies. The Bronsted acid site hydroxyl 

group vibrations give rise to a peak that can be deconvoluted into two unresolved 

components. The high frequency peak at 3612 cm'  ̂ [20] can be shifted to lower 

frequencies by interactions with both pyridine and ammonia molecules whilst the low 

frequency peak at around 3585 cm'* [20] is only shifted by the smaller ammonia 

molecule [21, 22]. Similarly benzene and cyclohexane molecules only affect the high 

frequency and not the low frequency acid sites. This difference in accessibility, together 

with the link between the OH vibrational frequency and the pore size into which the O- 

H bond points are traditionally used to assign the high frequency vibrations to acid sites 

in the main channel and the low frequency vibrations to those in the side pocket [20, 

22]. Hence, this deconvolution o f the hydroxyl group into two peaks has been used to 

find the ratio o f main channel acid sites to those in the side pocket. Most IR studies 

yield a ratio of main channel to side pocket acid sites of 2:1 [20, 23, 24, 25] but one 

such study gives a value o f 1:1 [22]. However, the exact values o f peak heights and 

intensities depend on the mathematical functions used to describe the two components 

that are fitted, and indeed the number o f peaks fitted. A more detailed IR study 

considers the absortion of propionitrile (PrN), isobutironitrile (IBN) and pivalonitrile 

(PN) probes in Mordenite with Si/Al=10. Hence, the OH vibrational spectrum was 

deconvoluted into three contributions [26]. The use o f such a progression in molecular 

size allowed the intersection sites to be separated out from the main channel and side 

pocket. Hence, as before, the main channel 02 , 03 , 0 7  and OlO sites are assigned to 

the band at 3605 cm'* since only this interacts with PN, and the 0 6  in the side pocket is 

thought to responsible for the peak at 3588 cm * since it interacts with PrN only. In 

addition though, the 05  at the intersection are thought to be responsible for a peak at 

3609 cm * since they can interact with PrN and IBN but not PN. The 01 and 0 9  that 

point into the 8MR channels, and the 0 4  and 08  that point into the chain of 4MRs are 

thought to be unable to interact with even the smallest molecule. However, it is thought 

that there are no acid sites on these bridging sites [26].
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8.1.4 Sodium distribution on extra-framework sites

The occupied cation positions and the Al distributions that stabilise them are arguably 

more important than those in ZSM-5. In particular Na  ̂ cations are present during the 

synthesis of the Mordenite framework. These Na  ̂cations are more loosely bound to the 

framework oxygen than the protons in the acid-form, and also smaller and less restricted 

by the lattice than the TPA  ̂ molecules (used in ZSM-5 synthesis and similar to other 

templates used to synthesise other high Si zeolites). The Na  ̂ cations can co-ordinate to 

different numbers of oxygen sites, and thus they are not found at a single fixed 

separation from these oxygen sites. Despite the large number of possible configurations 

that could arise, only 8 extra-framework sites have been observed for cations in the 

Mordenite structure. These were compiled by Mortier from various X-ray diffraction 

studies on zeolite samples of various Si/Al ratios, with different species of cations 

compensating for the framework charge [27], as shown in Figure 8.3.

Figure 8.3 Extra-framework sites found in Mordenite [27]
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Of these 7 possible sites, only three have been observed in X-ray diffraction studies to 

be occupied by Na^ ions - A, D, and E [1 ,5 , 28, 29]. The order o f occupation o f these 

sites has been found to be A > D > E using X-ray diffraction [4, 5], and calorimetric 

studies [30, 31]. This trend is also found to correlate with the order o f interaction 

energies o f cations on the various sites found from a thermally stimulated depolarisation 

current (TSDC) study [32]. Site A has the highest interaction energy, 0.80 eV, because 

it is embedded into the side pockets o f the lattice, and is co-ordinated to 6 oxygen ions. 

In contrast, sites D and E are in the main channel and have lower interaction energies - 

0.77 eV and 0.72 eV respectively. Site D exhibits a higher interaction energy (and is 

thus more heavily populated) because it displays 6-fold co-ordination to oxygen sites, 

whereas site E is only 4-fold co-ordinated to framework oxygen ions. It should also be 

noted that site A, in the side pocket is co-ordinated to 6 bridging oxygens - 2 T3-09-T3 

sites, and 4 T3-01-T1 sites. Thus, preferential occupation o f the T3 sites by the A1 

would favour these nearby A cation sites. However, as the Si/Al increases from 5.5 to 

12, the interaction energies of all o f the cation sites decreases, but most dramatically for 

site A, resulting in the number o f Na"̂  on A sites per unit cell dropping from 5 to 

approximately 2 [31]. While the average number o f Na^ on the D and E sites drops 

slightly for the E site, from 1 to 0.5, that o f the D site remains fairly constant at 

approximately 1.5. It should be noted that in contrast to popular opinion, another X-ray 

study [33] o f two samples with water present found that site D was more heavily 

populated than site A and that site E was not occupied at all.

The cation positions have also been shown to be influenced by cation-water interactions 

[34], X-ray diffraction studies o f a series o f commercially synthesised hydrated Na- 

Mordenites (with Si/Al=10, 15 and 19) showed some differences in the cation positions 

compared with those in natural Mordenites. Electron density, either due to the cations or 

water molecules was observed in the side pockets at the A site, B site and C site, and in 

the main channel at the D site, E site and H site. It was observed that there was no 

electron density at the F site in the centre o f the main channel. The electron density 

peaks in the pores were not always completely resolved, and could not be assigned to 

either water molecules or Na  ̂ cations, although some attempt was made through 

comparison o f cation-oxygen co-ordinations and water-oxygen co-ordinations with
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those o f the centres o f electron density. It was observed that as the Si/Al (and water 

content) increases, there is a corresponding shift o f side-pocket cations from the A site 

at the centre of the side-pocket to the lower-symmetry B site. This is suggested to be 

due to the formation o f cation-water chains in the c direction o f the side-pocket, the 

interactions between which cause the Na to be shifted to a lower symmetry site.

8.1.5 Previous computational studies of Mordenite

Although the higher A1 content o f mordenites enhances the information available from 

experiment, it complicates the modelling procedures, since there are so many 

configurations o f A1 and cations that can exist. We can estimate the number o f ways that 

we can insert N A1 into 48 different T-sites by using a binomial distribution:

48!
Number o f  confi^rations  = ------------------------  (8.2)

(4 8 -A )!x A !

Thus, for Si/Al = 1 1 , with 4 A1 per unit cell, there are 1.95 x 10̂  configurations o f Al, 

and for Si/Al = 5, with 8 Al per unit cell, there are 3.78 x 10̂  configurations. These 

values are something o f an overestimate, since many o f these configurations are 

forbidden by Loewenstein’s rule, and some o f them will be symmetrically equivalent to 

others. However, when the many cation arrangements for each Al configuration are 

considered, we are clearly outside the computational bounds o f an exhaustive 

consideration of all possible configurations. As a result, relatively few computational 

studies have been performed on Mordenite with realistic Si/Al.

A simple understanding o f the individual Al stabilities on each site can be obtained 

through the construction o f quantum mechanics clusters [35]. The results o f these 

suggest the reason for higher Al occupation o f the T3 and T4 sites over the T1 and T2 

sites, since their location in 4MR result in smaller average T-O-T bond angles, and 

larger T-O bond lengths. However, in addition to previous limitations mentioned o f this 

type of approach -  namely the lack o f consideration o f long-range effects and lack o f  

frill relaxation, we must also consider that no interactions between Al are included, 

which we have already shown to have a large influence on the Al distribution in ZSM-5.
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Another attempt to simplify the Mordenite structure to a reasonable level involved 

empirical potential models o f Mordenite with 2 and 4 sodium cations substituted into 

the A, B, D and F sites, and Al inserted at random into the structure [36]. It was found 

that the substitution energies were in the order A < B < D < F, indicating that the side- 

pockets were preferred compared to the main channel, in agreement with experiment.

The most rigorously modelled Mordenite with Si/Al = 5.5, 6.1, 6.8, 8.5, 11.4 by 

employing a Monte-Carlo simulated annealing method [15]. These involved 3 methods 

to insert Al into the unit cell into 100 random different configurations for each Si/Al. 

The first involved a binomial distribution taking account o f Loewenstien’s rule. This 

was improved by producing 100 configurations that replicate the number o f Si in 

different Si-nAl environments for n = 0,1,2,3,4, obtained from corresponding ^̂ Si NMR 

experiments. This was improved further in a final set o f 100 Al configurations for each 

Si/Al by selecting only the configurations that gave rise to structures which replicated 

the experimental Al distribution not only in terms o f the local environments o f the Si, 

but also the preferential occupation of the T3 and T4 sites over the T1 and T2 sites, as 

found from X-ray diffraction results [6]. This framework is initially relaxed to its 

minimum energy configuration when described by an interatomic forcefield that 

comprises of coulombic interactions between non-formal, semi-ionic charged species, 

and a Bom-Mayer repulsive potential, and subsequently held rigid throughout the cation 

annealing procedure. For each Si/Al, the cations are annealed from a small number o f  

initial cation positions via a Monte-Carlo Metropolis algorithm to achieve equilibrium 

positions. Occupation o f the experimentally occupied A, D, and E sites was observed, as 

well as the B and C sites that are not traditionally occupied by Na .̂ It has been 

suggested that this may be due to the lack o f water molecules in the simulated unit cells, 

which are known to stabilise the B site compared to the A site and the C site to the D 

site [34]. However, the ratio o f side pocket sites to main channel sites for each Si/Al is 

in good agreement with experiment. In terms o f reproducing experimental Al and cation 

distributions, these models are very successful. However, one limitation with such an 

approach is that they are highly dependent on the experimental data on which they are 

based, and we have already discussed the validity of determining the Al occupation o f  

T-sites from the average T-O bond lengths. The interatomic potentials used in this study
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were also limited by their lack o f consideration of the polarisation o f the framework 

oxygen ions - an important contribution to the interactions between the cations and the 

framework, and in the accurate description o f the framework. The relaxation o f the 

lattice in response to the cation relaxation is also important to consider [37, 38, 39].

We shall now consider the validity o f simple models that model mordenites with low Al 

content, and see whether these trends in the Al and cation preferential occupation 

observed experimentally can be replicated without consideration o f the interactions 

between Al.
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8.2 Individual acid sites in H-Mordenite
The simplest way to model Mordenite would be to revisit our starting point for ZSM-5, 

and consider the relative stabilities of isolated acid sites in Mordenite. A program was 

written with Martin D. Foster from the Royal Institution o f Great Britain, to constmct 

and run models o f every configuration o f one acid site per unit cell o f any zeolite using 

the GULP code and empirical potential described. This program was successfully used 

to establish the lowest energy acid sites in the API, BOG, CHA and F AU frameworks, 

and also here to model the 16 possible acid site configurations in the MGR framework.

8.2.1 Probabilities of occurrence of individual acid sites

The initial siliceous unit cell into which these acid sites were inserted was based on 

Meier’s unit cell [1], but the unit cell parameter in the c-direction was doubled from

7.52 Â to 15.04 Â. This was to preserve consistency with the following models of 

Mordenite with higher Al contents in Chapter 9, the method o f modelling o f which 

required a more cubic unit cell for optimum results. This siliceous structure was then 

minimised to its lowest energy configuration before insertion of acid sites, and it was 

found to have lattice energy o f -128.579 eV per SiO]. This is slightly higher that o f  

ZSM-5 (-128.603 eV per SiOz), the stability o f which has been attributed to its many 

5MR. Since there are 96 T-sites in these larger unit cells, the modelled Si/Al was 95. In 

Table 8.1 we present the energies and vibrational frequencies o f these models. The most 

stable acid sites are the All-03(H)-Si2, A13-01H-Sil, A ll-07H -Sil and A14-02(H)- 

Si2 acid sites. The stability o f the A13-01(H)-Si acid site in particular is interesting to 

note since one o f the IR studies [26] suggested that these acid sites would not be 

observed experimentally, since it is one o f the O l, 09 , 0 4  and 0 8  acid sites that would 

not be accessible to probe molecules, and there are no observed peaks that are not 

shifted by the smallest probe molecule. We shall consider the vibrational frequencies of 

the acid sites further shortly.
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Table 8.1 Defect energy and OH vibrational frequency of each acid site

Acid site Defect energy (eV) voH (cm’ )̂

A ll-01(H)-Si3 48.371 3570

All-03(H )-Si2 48.242 3582

A ll-06(H )-Sil 48.394 3579

A ll-07(H )-Sil 48.302 3583

A12-02(H)-Si4 48.422 3588

A12-03(H)-Sil 48.407 3564

Al2-05(H)-Si2 48.420 3584

A12-08(H)-Si2 48.443 3573

A13-01(H)-Sil 48.357 3573

A13-01(H)-Sil 48.289 3612

Al3-04(H)-Si4 48.376 3571

A13-09(H)-Si3 48.459 3576

A14-02(H)-Si2 48.322 3591

A14-02(H)-Si2 48.386 3587

A14-04(H)-Si3 48.399 3590

A14-O10(H)-Si4 48.517 3583

As with ZSM-5 it is necessary to consider the Al occupation o f the T-sites before 

calculating the occupancies of these acid sites. Hence, we again need to determine the 

Al substitution energy into the different framework T-sites, by constructing models with 

Al substituted into each o f the 4 T-sites, but the cation charge smeared over all the 

oxygen shells in the structure to give rise to a total oxygen charge of -1.994791667 

rather than -2.0. These defect energies are given in Table 8.2. Based on these, we have 

calculated the percentage o f Al occupying each T-site by using a Boltzmann distribution 

at 446 K (the synthesis temperature of Na-Mordenite), using a method similar to that 

used for ZSM-5 in Chapter 4, equation 4.8. However unlike ZSM-5, there is not an 

equal number o f each type of T-site in the unit cell. There are 32 T1 sites, 32 T2 sites, 

16 T3 sites and 16 T4 sites in each unit cell. It is therefore necessary to now redefine the
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percentage of the total number o f Al that are occupying a particular T-site, taking into 

account weighting according to the initial abundance o f that T-site:

^ - E S A I Ÿn(Tsité) X exp ^rel I

kT

^  niTsite) x exp
/

(8 3)
*rel I

kT

where n(Tsite) is the number o f T-sites o f that configuration per unit cell, and E r e i [ A l ]  is 

the relative A l  substitution energy.

Table 8.2 Percentage Al on each T-site calculated from the Al substitution energy and 

the number of T-sites per unit cell, and corresponding A l-0 lengths and Al-O-Si angles

T-site Al substitution 

energy (eV)

Number o f T-sites 

per unit cell

% Al on T-site Average A l-0

(Â)

Average Al-O- 

S i(“)

T1 70.21 32 49,0% 1.7128 149.047

T2 70.25 32 16.1% 1.7075 155.093

T3 70.22 16 16.7% 1.7108 149.726

T4 70.22 16 18.1% 1.7108 148.314

Our calculations therefore suggest that the abundances o f Al onto each T-site follows 

the order o fT l >T 3 > T 4 >  T2. In contrast. X-ray diffraction results find that the 4MR 

T3 and T4 acid sites are preferred. However, we should take into account that the 

experimental Al occupancies refer to the percentage of each T-site that are occupied by 

Al, not the percentage of Al on each T-site as we have calculated. While the weighted 

percentage o f Al on each T-site depends on the number o f each type of T-site in the unit 

cell, comparison o f the percentages o f each T-site occupied by Al can reveal the 

intrinsic preference o f Al to occupy particular T-sites. Thus, if  we are to compare our 

occupations we need to take into account that there only 16 T3 and T4 sites in a unit cell 

but 32 T1 and T2 sites. For Si/Al = 95, with one Al per unit cell, we might then expect 

T-site occupancies T1 (1.532 %) > T3 (1.133 %) > T4 (1.046 %) > T2 (0.503 %). 

Although no change in the order o f occupation results, less preference for occupation o f  

Al on specific T-sites is apparent. We also note from Table 8.2 that the increasing order
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of occupation o f Al on the T-sites does approximately follow the order o f increasing Al- 

O bond length, but not as closely the order o f decreasing Al-O-Si bond angle

Using the percentage of Al on each T-site Pxsite[Al] as calculated in equation 8.3 as the 

probability o f the Al occupation o f T-site during the framework synthesis, we shall re

calculate the probabilities o f each acid site forming based on a two-step probability of 

occurring, as in equation 4.11.

- O H -  Si] = - O H -  A] (8.4)

^-E „,[A l-O H -S i]'^
exp

where protonation
kT

2 ]  exp
kT

(4.11)

and E r e i [ A l - O H - S i ]  is the defect energy o f the acid site relative to the most stable acid 

site sharing the same A l ,  T is the temperature o f ion-exchange (298K) and the 

denominator normalises the total probability o f formation o f all 4 acid sites that share 

the same A l  to unity. We display these calculated probabilities o f formation o f each acid 

site in Table 8.3. We do not need to weight the acid sites with the number o f bridging 

sites per unit cell since our calculations used the weighted A l  substitution energies.

Table 8.3 Weighted probability offormation o f each acid site

Acid site Probability o f acid site 

formation (%)

Acid site Probability o f acid site 

formation (%)

All-01(H)-Si3 0.29% A13-01(H)-Sil 1.09%

All-03(H)-Si2 44.38% A13-01(H)-Sil 15.10%

A ll-06(H )-Sil 0.12% A13-04(H)-Si4 0.52%

A ll-07(H )-Sil 4.24% A13-09(H)-Si3 0.02%

A12-02(H)-Si4 3.78% A14-02(H)-Si2 16.02%

A12-03(H)-Sil 6.63% A14-02(H)-Si2 1.30%

A12-05(H)-Si2 4.04% A14-04(H)-Si3 0.80%

A12-08(H)-Si2 1.66% A14-O10(H)-Si4 0.01%
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These calculations predict that nearly half of the acid sites will occupy All-03(H)-Si3 

sites. There will also be substantial occupation of the A14-02(H)-Si2, and A13-01(H)- 

Sil acid sites, and to a lesser extent the A12-03(H)-Sil, A ll-07(H )-Sil, A12-05(H)-Si2 

and A12-02(H)-Si4 acid sites, and many other acid site configurations. A much larger 

number of bridging sites are predicted to be occupied by this simple calculation than 

those restricted sets of acid sites predicted from previous theoretical [6] and 

experimental [18] studies. Perhaps of most concern is the lack of correlation with 

neutron diffraction experiments [18] of D-Mordenite, where the T-05(H)-T, T-06(H)- 

T, T-09(H)-T, T-O10(H)-T acid sites are observed. There is also no resemblance to the 

two most likely (02, 07, 09) and (03, 0 9  and OlO) sets of acid sites identified by 

Alberti [6], although this is less surprising, since unlike our calculations, his predictions 

were based on the Al distributions with preferential occupation of the T3 and T4 sites as 

already discussed.

8.2.2 Vibrational frequencies of individual acid sites

So as to allow further comparison with experiment, we have assigned these acid sites to 

the main channel or side pocket locations from the relaxed acid site geometries as in 

Figure 8.4.

Figure 8.4 Main channel 02, 03, 05, 0 7  and OlO acid sites (left) and side pocket 01, 

04, 06, 0 8  and 0 9  acid sites (right) in Mordenite
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We used the most commonly used general assignment of the acid sites to either the 

main channel or the side pocket. Thus in effect, we are considering which acid sites 

would be accessible to a relatively large probe molecule that can diffuse through the 

main channel pores, but not the side pocket. Based on these assignments, and the 

probabilities of acid site formation in Table 8.3, the ratio of main channel to side pocket 

acid sites has a value of 4.10. Thus, we see preferential occupation of main channel acid 

sites, but to a much larger degree than that observed from experiment of 2:1 [20, 23, 24, 

25]. As we have already pointed out, the validity of this experimental ratio does depend 

on the deconvolution of the OH hydroxyl peak into a high frequency main channel and 

low frequency side pocket contribution. We shall now consider both the assignment of 

acid sites into the main channel and side pocket sites and the vibrational frequencies o f 

our isolated acid sites. Using the assignment shown in Figure 8.4, we see from Figure 

8.5 that the main channel acid sites do not in general have a higher vibrational 

frequency than the side pocket sites. While the average vibrational frequency of the 

main channel acid sites (3583 cm"’), is slightly higher than that of the side pocket acid 

sites (3577 cm'*) there is a very large range apparent in both of these.
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Figure 8.5 Vibrational frequency and pore environment o f  each acid site
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The most detailed experimental investigation used a range o f probe molecules of  

different sizes [26] to further sub-divide these two main categories o f pore environment. 

It was suggested that the main channel acid sites could be divided into those that point 

directly into the centre o f the main channel and the 0 5  acid site that is considered as an 

“intersection” acid site. On the basis o f this classification, the 3609 cm'  ̂ peak was 

assigned to the 0 5  acid sites. In our calculations, the 05  acid sites give rise to a much 

lower vibrational frequency of 3584 cm '\ Our remaining 02 , 03 , 0 7  and OlO main 

channel acid sites have an average vibrational frequency o f 3583 cm '\ which is also 

lower than the experimental average o f 3605 cm '\ Despite the difference in the absolute 

values o f these vibrational frequencies, the intersection sites do indeed have a slightly 

higher vibrational frequency than the main channel acid sites, in agreement with 

experiment. However, we should note that there is a large range o f 28 cm'̂  in our main 

channel acid site vibrational frequencies even for these isolated acid sites. We should 

also note that the introduction of the category o f intersection acid sites opens up further 

ambiguity, since in Figure 8,4 we see that the 0 2  and the OlO acid sites are also at this 

8MR window between the main channel and side pocket, and all o f these sites show 

some ability to rotate between the main channel and side pocket. Although from our 

minimum energy positions it appears that the OlO acid site points into the main channel 

the most, and the 0 5  the least, interaction with a probe molecule, and the presence of 

other acid sites (at realistic Si/Al) might easily change this orientation.

Likewise, the side pocket acid sites were also divided further by their interactions with 

these different probes [26]. The Ol and 0 9  acid sites were said to point into the 8MR 

channels, the 0 4  and 08  towards the chains o f the 8MR channels, and the only true 

side-pocket acid site accessible to any o f the probe molecules used was the 0 6  acid site, 

with a vibrational peak at 3588 cm'* (compared to our calculated frequency of this acid 

site of 3579 cm'*). The inability to find any peaks that were not shifted by the probe 

molecules was taken as an indication that the 01 , 04 , 0 8  and 0 9  acid sites were 

unoccupied. However, closer examination o f Figure 8.4, suggests the alternative 

explanation that the 01 , 0 4  and 0 9  acid sites are just as accessible as the 0 6  acid site 

after energy minimisation, although we would agree that the 08 acid site is
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comparatively inaccessible. Inclusion of these other acid sites would give rise to an 

average calculated side pocket contribution of 3582 cm '\ close to that determined 

experimentally.

Experimentally the vibrational frequencies of acid sites follow the order main channel > 

side pocket, but subdividing these categories further they follow the order intersection > 

main channel »  side pockets. Our calculations of isolated acid site vibrational 

frequencies imply that they all have very similar vibrational frequencies with large 

spreads apparent, making it difficult to draw any structure-acidity relationship. 

However, we must remember that we have not modelled a realistic acid site content, and 

it could be that the interactions of the acid sites with each other in these different pore 

environments give rise to the experimentally determined trends in occupation and 

properties. Another, more general observation is that when quoting main channel to side 

pocket ratios and assignments it is important to specify the probe molecule that is being 

considered, as this assignment is not as straightforward as it first appears to be.

Despite these discrepancies in the individual acid site vibrational frequencies, the 

overall vibrational frequency distribution shown in Figure 8.5 gives a reasonable match 

with experiment [20], after consideration that the experimental sample had a much 

lower Si/Al of 5.9 rather than the value of 95 modelled here, and as such would be 

expected to have a wider peak shifted towards higher frequencies.
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Figure 8.6 Vibrational frequencies o f  all isolated acid sites in Mordenite, with 

experimental distribution [20] shown in red
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The experimental peak occurs at 3607 cm \  compared to our calculated peak at 3585 

cm'\ but even this discrepancy is not excessive given the difficulties in calculating 

vibrational frequencies accurately even when ab inito methods are applied. However, it 

is clear that a more realistic Si/Al must be modelled in order to a better match with 

experiment.

Weighting this vibrational frequency distribution according to the probability of 

formation of each acid site does not improve this distribution, as can be seen in Figure 

8.7, although it would suggest a narrower distribution than the unweighted peak shape.
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Figure 8.7 Vibrational frequencies o f  isolated acid sites in H-MOR weighted according 

to their probabilities o f occurring and experimental distribution [20] (in red)

We have considered the formation route to some extent by calculating the probability of 

acid site formation as a two-stage process - Al substitution without cations present, 

followed by acid site protonation. However, we should briefly take this a step further 

and consider the structure of the as-synthesised Na-Mordenite with a low concentration 

of Na  ̂and Al.

8.3 Isolated cations in Na-Mordenite
Preliminary models were created of these Si960192 Mordenite unit cells with only one 

Na' cation substituted per unit cell into each of the extra-framework sites A to H [27], 

to establish which sites were intrinsically more energetically favoured, without 

complication by the various Al positions.
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8.3.1 Cation positions in NaSi960i92 MOR unit cell

In order to avoid consideration of the many possible positions into which an Al ion 

could be substituted, charge neutrality of the unit cell was retained by smearing its 

charge over all the Si atoms in the framework, so as to give rise to a non-formal Si 

charge of 3.98958333. The other potential parameters were the same as in previous 

calculations, with coulombic and Buckingham interactions between the Na  ̂ and the 

framework as described in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 of Chapter 2. It was found that out of the 

experimentally observed side-pocket sites A, B and C, the only favourable side-pocket 

site that all of these initial cations relaxed to was the B site, rather than the A site 

observed experimentally for Na .̂ Both of the main channel sites occupied by Na  ̂

experimentally - the D and E sites - are found to be energetically stable, but in addition 

to these, Na  ̂ ions are also found to occupy the H site (which arises from cations initially 

inserted into both the G and H sites), as shown in Figure 8.8.

€

Figure 8.8 Positions o f Na^ cations in extra-framework sites before (pink) and after 

(blue) minimisation
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Although at first glance there appears to be a contradiction between the experimental 

and calculated sites, it is possible that the electron density o f the B sites on either side of 

an A site may average to give an electron density that appears to be centred on the A 

site in an X-ray diffraction experiment, given the high temperature factors observed 

experimentally [34]. Bearing this in mind, and the very low occupation of the H site, the 

order o f occupation o f the calculated sites as shown in Table 8.4 reflects the 

experimental occupation of A > D > E. However, the calculated occupation of the E site 

does appear to be too low to be observed experimentally as well.

Table 8.4 Boltzmann occupation o f  the calculated cation sites at 173 °C

Cation

site

Relative 

energy (eV)

Boltzmann 

probability of 

occupation

Number o f cation 

sites per Cmcm 

unit cell

Percentage ofNa^ 

on cation sites

B 0.0000 1.0000 8 88.62%

D 0.0787 0.1273 8 11.28%

E 0.2951 0.0004 16 0.08%

H 0.3528 0.0001 16 0.02%

8.3.2 Cation positions in NaAlSiggOipz MOR unit cell

It is also useful to investigate how interactions with Al might affect these different Na"̂  

positions. We have already considered the influence o f particular Al positions on the 

probable acid site positions, so it would be useful to consider whether the order o f  

stability o f the cation positions can be changed by specifying Al locations. It will also 

enlighten us as to which Al positions are most stable, assuming the Na"̂  occupy their 

most stable position. As a result, for each cation position, we have inserted an Al into 

each o f the T l, T2, T3, and T4 sites that are closest to each initial cation position. Since 

there are 96 possible Al positions possible for each Na  ̂ we shall only consider these 

closest approach configurations. Table 8.5 shows the final defect energies and cation 

positions o f these models.
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Table 8.5 Stabilisation of Na sites in MOR by Al -  the most stable Al position for each 

initial cation position is highlighted

All A12 A13 A14

Initial Final Defect Final Defect Final Defect Final Defect

cation cation energy cation energy cation energy cation energy

site site (eV) site (eV) site (eV) site (eV)

A B 33.03 B 33.35 B 32.98 B 33.24

B B 32.98 B 33.40 B 32.99 B 33.24

C B 32.98 C 33.31 B 32.98 D 32.99

D D 33.46 D 33.03 D 33.32 D 33.03

E E 33.19 E 33.20 E 33.48 E 33.55

F D 33.35 H 33.85 H 33.62 D 32.99

G D 33.48 H 33.22 H 33.62 D 33.62

H H 33.12 H 33.22 H 33.70 H 33.55

We can see a range o f behaviour in these structures. Na"̂  positions in the B, D, E, and H 

sites remain stable throughout minimisation. Na^ on the C sites are only stabilised by 

the presence o f an Al close to them in the closest T2 site. Na"̂  on the A, F, and G sites 

are not stable under any conditions. This is in agreement with the preliminary 

calculations with no Al present, which noted the stability o f the B, D, E and H sites. 

However, the order o f Na  ̂occupation on cation sites deduced here from comparison of 

their energies when paired with the most stable Al position is slightly different - B > D 

> H > E. This suggests that the H site can be stabilised by Al to a greater extent than the 

E site. It is clear that Al occupation of the peripheral ring that it is co-ordinated to a 

cation site stabilises that configuration, in agreement with a connectivity analysis used 

to investigate the Mordenite structure based on ^̂ Si NMR data [16]. Thus, it is apparent 

that the D site is stabilised by the A12 and A14, and the E site is stabilised by the All 

and A12. While the A site itself is not stabilised by the adjacent A ll and A13, the B site 

is. The C site is the exception to this agreement, since it is only stabilised by the T2 site 

and not all the adjacent A ll, A12, A13 and A14. Thus, a correlation between the defect 

energy and the distance between the Na^ and the Al is apparent in Figure 8.9. The
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scatter observed is probably due to the relative stabilities of the Al and Na  ̂ framework 

and extra-framework sites, respectively.
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Figure 8.9 Correlation between the Al...Na distance and the defect energy

Thus, we have shown that these Al...Na^ interactions can stabilise certain cation sites if 

the Al...Na^ distance is small and particularly in the cases where the Na  ̂ is co

ordinated to an oxygen that is adjacent to the Al. We need to take consideration of the 

greater effect of such Al...Na^ interactions, and the A1...A1 and Na^...Na'^ interactions 

that occur in Mordenite with a realistic Al and cation content if we are to model it 

successfully.

Similarly, we could regard the various Al occupations to be stabilised by the various 

cation positions, so that the A ll, A12, A13, and A14 sites are stabilised most by the B, D, 

B and D cation sites respectively. It is apparent that there is very little preferential 

occupation of Al on any T-site over the others when these relative stabilisation effects 

are considered. However, since we did not model all the nearby cation positions for 

each Al position, there may be other cations distributions that might stabilise the Al 

occupancies better.
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8.4 Conclusions
Due to the higher Al content o f Mordenite, a variety of experimental techniques can be 

used to glean information about the distributions o f Al on the T-sites, H on the bridging 

sites, and Na"̂  on the extra-framework sites o f Mordenite. Unfortunately, though, this 

wealth o f information leads to some ambiguity as to the overall results.

A number o f X-ray diffraction studies have suggested preferential Al occupation in the 

order T3 > T4 > T l > T2 sites [6]. However, the method by which these T-site 

occupations have been calculated has been called into question [11]. In contrast, T-site 

occupations deduced from deuterium positions in D-Mordenite suggest T-site 

occupation o f Tl > T2 > T3 = T4. Another Al distribution suggested from ^̂ Si NMR 

connectivity analyses have suggested ordered Al occupation o f T-sites according to Cc 

symmetry, with Tl = T4 > T2 = T3 [16]. However, in contrast to all o f these, the 

substitution energies o f individual Al onto the different T-sites calculated here indicate 

an order o f Tl > T3 > T4 > T2.

Suggested positions o f Bronsted acid site protons on the bridging sites are equally 

diverse, but most suggest occupation of a limited number o f the 10 bridging sites [6, 

18]. The OH vibrational frequency peak has been used to estimate a ratio o f main 

channel to side pocket acid sites o f 2:1 mostly [20, 23, 24, 25], but also 1:1 in one case

[22]. It has also been suggested that the hydroxyl peak should be deconvoluted into 3 

contributions, also taking into account the intersection acid sites [26]. Theoretical 

studies based on the Al distributions found from X-ray diffraction, and this ratio o f main 

channel to side pocket acid sites from IR suggest protonation o f the 02 , 0 7  and 0 9  site 

or 03 , 0 9  and OlO bridging sites, but is obviously dependent on the reliability o f the 

experimental data on which it is based [6]. Neutron diffraction o f D-Mordenite has 

located the Bronsted acid sites on the 05 , 06 , 09  and OlO bridging sites [18]. Our 

empirical calculations indicated that just under half o f the acid sites in Mordenite might 

be expected to be o f All-03(H)-Si symmetry, and the other half o f the acid sites would 

be made up of a large number of acid sites configurations, including the A14-02(H)-Si, 

A13-01(H)-Si, A12-03(H)-Si, All-07(H)-Si, A12-05(H)-Si, and All-02(H )-Si acid
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sites. Not only do the identities o f these acid sites not match up with experimental acid 

sites, but also instead of equal occupations of a limited number of acid sites, we see 

over-weighting o f one configuration, and the rest o f the acid sites consisting of a large 

number o f different acid site configurations.

Sodium occupation o f the A, D and E sites in that order o f occupation are known well 

from both X-ray diffraction [4, 5, 27] and calorimetric experiments [30, 31], When we 

model one Na^ per unit cell, smearing the Al charge over all the T-sites in the unit cell 

we find that the A and C sites move slightly to the lower symmetry B site. Our 

calculated order o f stability is in the order B > D > E > H. When an Al is inserted close 

to these cation sites, stabilisation occurs, especially when the Al is bonded to a 

framework oxygen co-ordinated to that cation site. Such an interaction can stabilise 

previously unstable cation sites, e.g. stabilisation of the C site by the T2 site.

Comparison with NMR local Si environments [14, 15] would not give any meaningful 

results, since our structures contain only one Al per unit cell. For all our modelled H- 

MOR configurations, our inclusion o f one acid site per Si960i92 unit cell would give rise 

to an unrealistic distribution o f 91 Si in a (Si-OAl) environment and 4 in a (Si-lAl) 

environment.

It is clear that we need to model Na-Mordenite and H-Mordenite with a realistic Si/Al 

ratio, taking into account the interactions between the acid sites in order to reproduce 

realistic Al, proton and cation distributions. It is not possible to model every possible 

configuration and we need to come up with an original method to tackle this challenge.
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9 Mordenite models with Si/Al of 11 and 5
Some inconsistencies in the acid site distributions in Mordenite found from different 

experimental methods are apparent. Furthermore, certain shortcomings o f widely-used 

experimental interpretation methods have been highlighted -  in particular the estimation 

o f Al occupancies on the different T-sites from the average T-O bond length o f that site, 

and the deconvolution o f the OH vibrational peak into low-frequency main channel and 

high-frequency side pocket contributions. Computational modelling techniques are in a 

unique position to directly investigate the effect o f Al occupation o f T-O bond length, 

and pore environment on OH vibrational frequency, in order to resolve these issues. 

However, we have discussed the inability o f simple models containing one acid site or 

Al and cation pair to predict realistic acid site locations and vibrational frequency 

distributions. Logistical problems are encountered when modelling the large number of  

configurations o f zeolites with high Si/Al. Here we overcome these problems through 

the use o f the Monte-Carlo/Energy Minimisation method [1] to model H-Mordenite 

with realistic Si/Al o f 11 and 5, and investigate the acid site distributions and OH 

vibrational frequencies that would arise. In an attempt to improve the Al distribution on 

which the acid site distribution is based, “as-synthesised” Na -Mordenite with Si/Al o f  

11 and 5 were also modelled. Comparison with experimentally obtained acid site, Al 

and cation distributions was made in order to test the validity o f the model, and some 

aspects of the interpretation of experimental data were investigated further.

9.1 Methodology
Monte-Carlo methods are commonly used to sample systems with a large number o f  

configurations including Mordenite [2]. Traditionally these methods involve evaluation 

of the initial energy o f a sample o f all possible configurations, on which basis the most 

stable are selected for full lattice relaxation and analysis. Hence, no initial consideration 

of lattice relaxation is made. However, lattice relaxation effects are of greater 

importance as the Al content increases and causes significant disruption to the lattice. 

Even in our preliminary calculations with only one acid site per unit cell (see Section
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8.2), we can see that the lattice relaxation resulted in a change in the order of the 

structures relative to each other, as can be seen in Figure 9.1.

O) O)

Initial structures Final structures

Figure 9.1 Change in relative stabilities o f the H-MOR structures with Si/Al=95

Thus, if we selected the 10 most stable structures based on their initial energies, we 

would not obtain the 10 most stable structures after energy minimisation. Instead, we 

would generate some relatively high energy structures and not identify the most stable 

structures.

For this reason, we have implemented the Monte-Carlo/Energy Minimisation (MC/EM) 

method [1] to model Mordenite. This scheme has previously been used successfully to 

model another medium Si/Al zeolite, Ferrierite [3]. Figure 9.2 shows the different stages 

that are implemented in the scheme.
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Repeat to generate 
required number of 
configurations

Partial energy minimisation

Full optimisation of most 
stable initial structures

Select lowest energy 
configurations

Substitute Al at random into 
T-site of siliceous structure

Substitute cation at random into 
extra-framework site

Figure 9.2 The Monte-Carlo/Energy Minimisation method

The first stage involves sampling the possible configurations. A pre-minimised siliceous 

Si96Ûi92 unit cell of Mordenite was the basis of the models. We used a unit cell doubled 

in the c-direction to give unit cell dimensions that are more similar to each other 

(a=18.13 Â, b=20.49 Â and c= 15.04 Â) in order to obtain a more uniform Al and cation 

distribution: the original unit cell with a c parameter of 7.52 Â would have given rise to 

smaller Al and cation separations in the c-direction than in the other two directions.

Al ions are substituted at random into the tetrahedral sites of this siliceous unit cell, 

until the required Si/Al is achieved. We modelled Mordenite with Si/Al = 5 and 11, 

which involved the substitution of the 16 and 8 Al into the unit cell respectively. For 

each Al substituted, a cation was inserted at a sensible position relative to the Al. We 

modelled Na-Mordenite, which involved the substitution of a Na  ̂ cation into an extra

framework position co-ordinated at approximately 2.3 Â from two randomly selected 

oxygens adjacent to the Al site, in the -O-Al-0- plane. We also modelled H-Mordenite, 

which involved the selection of one of the 4 oxygens adjacent to the Al, to which the H 

was bonded at 1 Â from in the same plane as the Si-O-Al. Although ideally we would 

sample all possible structures in this manner, this is obviously not computationally 

feasible. As a result the number of structures initially generated was restricted to 1000 

structures of each of the four Mordenite compositions.
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We have already shown the importance o f considering lattice relaxation, so partial 

energy minimisation is allowed before the selection o f the most stable structures, rather 

than on the basis o f the initial energies. This relaxation was limited to 5 minimisation 

cycles, GULP being used to perform the optimisation. Since it is known that local 

relaxation around the inserted aluminium ions dominate these energy changes, only 

relaxation o f the Al, their adjacent oxygen ions, the extra-framework cations and the 

unit cell parameters were allowed. On the basis o f these partially minimised energies, 

the 100 most stable structures o f each composition were selected to undergo full energy 

minimisation. The 10 structures with the lowest minimised energy were then selected 

for analysis. We shall denote these sets o f most stable Na-Mordenite and H-Mordenite 

structures generated by the MC/EM scheme with Si/Al ratios o f 5 and 11 as MC/EM- 

Na-11, MC/EM-H-11, and MC/EM-Na-5 and MC/EM-H-5.

A similar MC/EM run was also performed, to simulate Na-Mordenite structures with 

Si/Al = 5, but rather than simply inserting the Na  ̂ cations into positions purely on the 

basis o f the Al positions, the cations were inserted at random into the experimental A, 

B, C, D, and E cation sites. Comparison o f these EXPT-Na-5 structures with the 

MC/EM-Na-5 structures, will reveal whether more stable structures can be achieved by 

initial biasing towards experimental structures.

In order to test the validity of our method, a run of calculations was conducted to model 

Na-Mordenite with Si/Al = 5 and 11 in the same way as a standard Monte-Carlo 

method, so that 1000 configurations were simulated in the same way to the MC/EM 

method, but the 100 structures with the lowest initial energies without allowing partial 

minimisation, were selected for full minimisation. These structures were denoted MC- 

Na-11 and MC-Na-5.

An additional set o f 100 Mordenite structures were selected for minimisation and 

analysis from the MC/EM run that generated the MC/EM-Na-5 structures, 

corresponding to those with the highest partially minimised energies. This may at first 

seem illogical, since it might be expected that this set o f calculations will produce
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meaningless structures that are unlikely to show any resemblance to experimental 

structures. Indeed this is the reason for constructing such a set o f structures, in order to 

verify that a sufficient range o f configurations were sampled, and that these partially 

minimised energies are o f significance. These high-energy stmctures are denoted 

HIENER-Na-5.

The H-Mordenite structures obtained consider only energetic factors but ignore the 

typical synthesis process o f H-Mordenite - by ammonium ion-exchanging the Na- 

Mordenite. The positions of the A1 ions on the T sites will in fact be determined during 

the synthesis o f the Na-Mordenite, as the framework forms. As a result, the H- 

Mordenite structures that would arise from the A1 distributions o f the MC/EM-Na-5 and 

MC/EM-Na-11 structures were also obtained. A C program was written to create a H- 

Mordenite input structure from each o f the 100 minimised Na-Mordenite stmctures with 

Si/Al ratios o f both 5 and 11, thus effectively performing a computational ion exchange. 

In every stmcture, each Na"̂  was grouped with its closest -[0-A l]-. Then a proton was 

bonded to that bridging oxygen in standard geometry to form a Bronsted acid site in 

order to substitute for the Na .̂ These stmctures were then fully minimised. These 

stmctures are denoted MC/EM-HNa-11 and MC/EM-HNa-5.

The A1 distribution o f the HIENER-Na-5 stmctures were also used as the basis of 

another acid site distribution, as another check o f the validity o f this method, in order to 

investigate if  realistic acid site distributions can be obtained from unrealistic A1 

distributions. These were prepared in the same way as the MC/EM-HNa-11 and 

MC/EM-HNa-5 stmctures, and were denoted HIENER-HNa-5 stmctures.

For each set of calculations, the A1 distributions, cation distributions and, where 

applicable, the OH vibrational frequency distribution, were compared with experiment.

9.2 Energies of structures
The initial Monte Carlo sampling scheme successfully produced 1000 configurations 

for the MC/EM-Na-11, MC/EM-Na-5, EXPT-Na-5, MC/EM-H-11, MC/EM-H-5, MC- 

Na-11 and MC-Na-5. We shall now investigate the energies of the stmctures at various
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stages of the scheme - initial generation, partial minimisation, energy selection, full 

minimisation -  in order to compare the validity of the different methods employed.

9.2.1 Initial energies

The initial un-minimised energies of the 1000 selected structures simulated by each 

method are shown in Figure 9.3.
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P  -11400(Dc
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Ü
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c  -12000

-12200
MC/EM-Na-11 MC/EM-Na-5 MC/EM-H-11 MC/EM-H-5 MC-Na-11 MC-Na-5 EXPT-Na-5

Mordenite structures

Figure 9.3 Initial un-minimised energies o f 1000 selected structures

It is evident that the structures with a higher A1 and cation content have higher energies 

and a much wider spread of energies of approximately 400eV, due to the increased 

disruption to the lattice. It is also apparent that the mordenite structures with Na  ̂cations 

have a wider range than the corresponding structures. This reflects the wider variety 

of initial positions that the Na  ̂ can occupy compared to the H ,̂ due to its coordination 

to two oxygen ions adjacent to the A1 rather than just one. The choice of size o f the 

statistical sample initially generated will affect the accuracy of the results produced. The 

selection of 1000 initial configurations was the largest practical number that could be 

considered, so as to sample the largest number of possible configurations. We see from 

Figure 9.3 that the 1000 initial configurations have a similar range for the MC/EM-Na 

and MC-Na sets of calculations for corresponding Si/Al. This goes some way to 

reassure us that the 1000 configurations are enough - if  it were too small we might
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observe a smaller range in energies since the method to generate these initial structures 

was identical for both sets. A slightly wider spread o f energies is apparent in the 

MC/EM structures than the corresponding MC structures, but they are not a cause for 

concern since they are predominantly due to the generation of a small number of 

unlikely high energy structures that will be discarded if  they remain at higher energies 

after partial minimisation. It should be noted that there are fewer possible configurations 

with 8 aluminium ions and cations in a unit cell (for Si/Al = 11) than 16 (for Si/Al = 

5), so it likely that these 1000 configurations are a more representative sample o f the 

total number o f configurations, and this might be responsible for the higher range in 

energies produced by the MC/EM and MC schemes o f the Si/Al=5 structures compared 

to the Si/Al=l 1 structures.

In contrast, the EXPT-Na-5 structures show lower energies than the MC/EM-Na-5 and 

MC-Na-5. This is most apparent when comparing the highest energy structures 

generated by both methods, but also to some extent when comparing the most stable 

structures too. The increased stability of these structures seems to indicate that insertion 

o f the cations into the experimental sites effectively positions them much closer to their 

more stable equilibrium structure, which indeed was the reason for simulating them in 

this way. The energy penalty that might be introduced with this method due to the 

increased separations between the A1 and cations does not counteract the energy gain 

associated with positioning the cations close to the experimental cation sites. It would 

thus appear that in terms of generating structures with lower initial energies that the 

method used to generate the EXPT structures is more successful than the MC/EM 

method. However, while this might be the dominant measure o f success o f a traditional 

Monte-Carlo scheme, since the initial structures would be closest to the final structures, 

when considering the MC/EM scheme we should also evaluate the relaxation o f the 

structures, and their final energies.
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9.2.2 Partial relaxation

The amount o f relaxation allowed before selection o f the most stable structures is also 

another important consideration. The relaxation needs to be large enough to remove 

effects o f the near random positioning of the cations so that the order o f stabilities o f the 

structures is as close as possible to their final values, even if  their absolute values are 

not their minimum values. However, if  the amount o f time spent partially minimising 

the energy o f each structure is too great then the number o f configurations that can be 

sampled will be limited: a balance must be reached. Despite the restrictions governing 

the partial minimisation o f these structures described above, significant relaxation o f the 

acid sites did occur with average values of:

~8 eV for MC/EM-H-11 structures 

-13 eV for MC/EM-H-5 structures 

-65  eV for MC/EM-Na-11 structures 

-152 eV for MC/EM-Na-5 structures 

-89  eV for EXPT-Na-5 structures

These relaxation energies are very large. The samples with a higher aluminium content 

undergo slightly more relaxation, simply because there is more disruption to the 

structure to accommodate. There is less lattice relaxation for H-Mordenite than Na- 

Mordenite, due to the greater restriction o f the proton to a fairly rigid Bronsted acid site 

geometry and hence only much more local geometry change compared to the relative 

freedom o f the Na"*" ion. It is apparent, perhaps obviously, that the partial minimisation 

allowed does not simply depend on the number o f cycles allowed, but also depends on 

how close the initial structure is to the final minimum energy structures. Since the local 

geometry o f the acid sites are well known, our initial H-Mordenite structures are close 

to their relaxed structures. Comparison o f the minimisation energy o f the MC/EM-Na 

and EXPT-Na structures can therefore be another indication o f whether consideration o f  

cation...oxygen interactions (and thus occupation o f experimental cation sites) is more 

important than cation...aluminium interactions when constructing the initial structures. 

As a result o f their low initial energies, close to known local minima, the EXPT-Na-5
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structures undergo considerably less relaxation than the MC/EM-Na-5 structures. This 

may indicate that the substitution of cations into established extra-framework sites 

might be more important than substitution of cations into positions near Al. However, it 

is important to also consider that this might not only be due to the noted lower initial 

energies o f the structures, but also possibly due to some degree also to higher final 

energies. If the cations are placed close to known local minima by the EXPT-Na-5 

method, it is unlikely that they will relax to lower minima closer to the Al, unlike those 

inserted by the MC/EM-Na-5 method close to the Al but far from local minima. Thus, 

again we stress the importance o f considering the final fully minimised energies o f the 

structures in evaluating the success o f the different modelling methods.

Nevertheless, the substantial relaxation observed, even in the EXPT-Na-5 structures 

highlights the need to take into account the increasingly significant lattice relaxations 

when modelling Na-Mordenite with higher Al contents, particularly when Na"̂  are 

initially substituted into positions near Al rather than established cation sites.

9.2.3 Partially minimised lattice energies

The choice o f how many o f the 1000 structures to select for minimisation after this 

partial minimisation is a more complicated problem than the selection o f the initial 

sample size which was only limited by computational practicalities. Now, we have the 

overall aim to select as many o f the energetically favoured structures as possible, 

without introducing energetically unfeasible structures. The decision to analyse the most 

stable 100 configurations produces a constant sample size, but the range o f lattice 

energies covered by these configurations must also be considered. Whereas in the H- 

ZSM-5 calculations there was a rather small distribution o f energies, so it was not 

possible to define a cut-off energy above which a particular structure had a zero 

probability o f occurring, the energy ranges considered here are considerably larger. 

While a Boltzmann distribution based on the relative energy o f the acid site was 

applicable in that situation to determine the probability o f a particular configuration 

occurring, here a simpler probability scheme is effectively considered. If the relative 

energy o f the partially minimised structure is less than a cut-off value determined by the
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number o f configurations to be considered, then the structure is considered to exist (i.e. 

have a probability o f 1 o f occurring) and is included in the analysis, but if  its energy is 

higher then it has a zero probability o f occurring, and is discounted. Clearly it is 

important to investigate the value o f this cut-off relative to the range o f lattice energies 

o f the partially minimised 1000 initial configurations, as in Table 9.1.

Table 9.1 Range o f lattice energies for the 1000 partially minimised Mordenite 

structures, and its percentage investigated in the 100 structures selected

MC/EM-

H-11

MC/EM-

H-5

MC/EM-

Na-11

MC/EM-

Na-5

HIENER-

Na-5

EXPT-Na-

5

Min. Eiatt (eV) -11907.0 -11465.0 -12047.5 -11749.2 -11749.2 -11728.0

Relative Max. Eiatt 

(eV)

66.5 95.1 142.3 283.8 283.8 88.0

% of energy range 

sampled

8.00% 10.09% 6.70% 9.05% 70.52% 10.34%

It can be seen that sampling 10% of the structures o f the 1000 configurations samples 

approximately 10% o f the energy range span too. Although the range in the energies o f 

the 1000 configurations is approximately twice as large for the Na-Mordenite structures 

as the corresponding H-Mordenite structures, the range o f the 100 most stable 

configurations is also larger for these, so the percentage sampled for a given Si/Al are 

approximately the same. These increased energy spreads are again due to the greater 

mobility o f the sodium cations than the protons. The larger percentage of energies 

sampled by the two sets of models with Si/Al = 5 indicate that care should be taken to 

ensure that trends in the occupations o f aluminium ions and cations of the lower energy 

structures are not masked by the more random occupations o f the higher energy 

structures. There is no significant difference in the percentage sampled in the EXPT-Na- 

5 structures compared to the MC/EM-Na-5 structures, since the range in energy o f the 

100 most stable structures is correspondingly smaller to that o f the 1000 partially 

minimised structures from which they are selected are smaller. Of particular note is the 

high percentage of the energy range of the partially minimised structures generated by 

the MC/EM method that the HIENER structures correspond to. The 100 HIENER
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structures are selected from the same 1000 configurations from which the 100 lowest 

energy structures were selected for the MC/EM-Na-5 structures, but correspond to those 

with the highest energies. It can be seen that while there are many structures with 

relatively low energies, the high energy structures are less densely populated with 

respect to their energies. This non-linear energy distribution of structures renders it 

difficult to sample all possible low-energy structures, but relatively easy to exclude 

ridiculously high energy structures during the sampling process. Thus, while our final 

minimised contributions can give us a good idea of which structures might be observed, 

there are many more similar energy structures that equally might be observed. One 

repercussion is that in these Mordenite structures, the Boltzmann probability of a 

structure occurring is reliable only as a relative comparison between structures, since we 

cannot be certain that the normalisation factor includes most of the configurations that 

are likely to form.

9.2.4 Energies of MC/EM-Na-5 structures during MC/EM scheme
We shall briefly focus our attention on the MC/EM-Na-5 structures. Figure 9.4 shows 

the energies of the MC/EM-Na-5 structures before energy minimisation, after the partial 

minimisation described (at which stage the lowest energy structures are selected), and 

after complete relaxation to the lowest energy structures.
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Figure 9.4 Energy o f  100 selected MC/EM-Na-5 structures before energy minimisation, 

after partial energy minimisation and after fu ll energy minimisation
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It is apparent that when progressing through the structures as ordered by their partially 

minimised energies, from left to right, the energies of the structures before minimisation 

do not increase correspondingly. It is thus apparent that it is important to consider 

energy minimisation since its effect is not only to reduce the energies of the structures, 

but also to change the order of stability of the structures with respect to each other. The 

change in the order of stability when minimising the energy of the initial structures to 

the final structures will test the reliability o f a traditional Monte-Carlo technique’s 

energy selection criteria. In contrast, the change in order from our partially minimised 

structures to the final structures will test the reliability of our Monte-Carlo energy 

minimisation energy selection criteria. We shall consider these reordering effects of 

energy stabilities further now.
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Figure 9.5 Relationship between the lattice energy o f  100 MC/EM-Na-5 structures 

before any energy minimisation and after fu ll energy-minimisation

In Figure 9.5 we show the relationship between the initial energies of the structures and 

their final minimised lattice energies, for the 100 MC/EM-Na-5 structures. We can see 

that there is little relationship between the lattice energies before undergoing any energy 

minimisation compared to those after full energy minimisation. This suggests that care
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must be taken when using traditional Monte-Carlo methods to ensure that the initial 

structure is as close to the final structure as possible to reduce the amount of energy 

minimisation required. However, care must be taken not to bias the results towards 

particular cation distributions, by placing the cation in an experimental site which may 

turn out to be a local minimum, rather than in a position from which it can relax to the 

global minimum. Additional problems may be encountered if cation distributions 

applied correspond to a sample with different Si/Al, or deducing specific cation 

distributions if partial occupation of cation sites occur. The MC/EM scheme serves as a 

compromise - retaining general input structures but allowing relaxation to more realistic 

structures before sampling occurs. However, we should now consider the relationship 

between our partially minimised structures and the fully-minimised structures in order 

to establish if sufficient energy minimisation is allowed before selection of the most 

stable structures.
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Figure 9.6 Relationship between the lattice energy o f  100 MC/EM-Na-5 structures after 

partial energy-minimisation and after fu ll energy-minimisation

We can see (Figure 9.6) that while there is a better relationship, it is not as defined as 

might be hoped. Perhaps in future uses of this MC/EM method relaxation should be 

allowed for a greater number of GULP cycles, or the criterion for the termination of
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partial energy minimisation should be defined by the gradient norm of the lattice energy 

reaching some cut-off value, to further minimise the influence of the initial structure. 

Nevertheless, we do observe some degree o f correlation, indicating that we should 

achieve lower energy structures fi*om the MC/EM method than a traditional Monte- 

Carlo technique.

9.2.5 Final minimised energies of structures

We shall now investigate the final energies o f the 100 fully-minimised structures o f  

each set and determine whether we do in fact achieve lower energy structures by the 

MC/EM method. Tables 9.2 and 9.3 show the final energy range and average value o f 

the 100 most stable fully-minimised structures of each set o f Na-Mordenite and H- 

Mordenite models respectively.

Table 9.2 Energy distribution of the 100 most stable fully minimised configurations of 

Na-Mordenite sets

Si/Al MC/EM-

Na-11

MC/EM-

Na-5

MC-Na-11 MC-Na-5 HIENER-

Na-5

EXPT-Na-

5

Min. Eiatt (eV) 

Max. rel. E^tt (eV) 

Average Ehtt (eV)

-12079.8

9.3

-12077.4

-11812.7

12.4

-11807.8

-12079.6

13.4

-12076.2

-11813.0

16.9

-11807.0

-11812.8

29.9

-11804.7

-11813.6

6.5

-11810.9

Table 9.3 Energy distribution of the 100 most stable fully minimised configurations q 

H-Mordenite sets

Si/Al MC/EM-

H-11

MC/EM-

H-5

MC/EM- 

HNa-11

MC/EM-

HNa-5

HIENER-

HNa-5

Min. Eiatt (eV) 

Max. rel. Eiatt (eV) 

Average Eiatt (eV)

-11957.2

2.4

-11956.5

-11571.4

5.1

-11569.1

-11957.5

2.7

-11956.5

-11571.4

4.7

-11569.4

-11571.6

6.3

-11569.1

Once again, we observe an increase in the value and range o f lattice energies as the Al 

content increases. It can also be seen that while the minimum and maximum lattice 

energies o f the 100 most stable MC/EM-Na-5 and MC/EM-Na-11 structures are slightly 

less stable than the MC-Na-5 and MC-Na-11 structures respectively, the average value
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is slightly more stable. This is a little disappointing in light o f the extra effort involved 

in their generation. However, the decrease in this average energy of 0.8 eV corresponds 

to 9% o f the range o f the MC-Na-11 structures and 6% of the range of the MC-Na-5 

structures, which is indeed significant. We should also consider that the MC/EM 

method reduces any biasing that might occur due to the method o f construction o f the 

initial configurations. Although the energy o f the most stable HIENER-Na-5 structure is 

similar to those o f the MC/EM-Na-5 and MC-Na-5 structures, that o f the highest energy 

structure o f the set is much higher. Nevertheless, it is surprising that all o f the structures 

produced by this method are not much less stable than those generated from the most 

stable partially minimised structures, and perhaps another indication that a greater 

extent o f relaxation should have been allowed before selection o f the most stable 

structures.

The EXPT-Na-5 structures in which the cations were inserted into experimental cation 

sites have lower energies than any o f the other sets of structures produced -  both in 

terms o f the most stable and least stable structures. It would appear that insertion of 

cations into experimental sites does not restrict them to local minima far fi’om Al, as 

originally feared. This might be because of the high Al contents modelled, since there 

are so many Al in the framework that statistically the cation is likely to be near to one 

and stabilised by it. Perhaps if more minimisation had been allowed before selection of 

structures, so that the MC/EM-Na structures were closer to the final structures, or if a 

lower Al content had been modelled, the MC/EM-Na method would have yielded lower 

energy minimised structures than the EXPT-Na structures. Nevertheless, it would 

appear that future applications of the MC/EM scheme would yield optimum results by 

inserting cations into the experimental sites. To improve results further, the code could 

be altered to insert cations into the closest experimental cation site to each Al, rather 

than simply one at random, as at the moment. However, a necessary prerequisite for 

such an implementation is that the cation distribution is known. This requires detailed 

X-ray diffraction data, and also some consideration of the complications o f partial 

occupancies of particular sites.
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As before, due to the increased mobility o f the Na^ cations, the range o f energies 

obtained is larger for mordenites with Na^ cations than those with the same Si/Al but 

with protons present. It is interesting to note the comparatively small spread o f energies 

o f the 16 structures with only one acid site substituted per unit cell (0.275 eV). This 

emphasises that it is the interactions between the acid sites, rather than the heterogeneity 

o f the bridging sites that the Bronsted acid sites occupy, which is the main cause o f the 

large spread in energies o f the structures at high Al content. Although we would expect 

the MC/EM-H structures that were constructed on the basis o f their own stabilities to be 

more stable than the MC/EM-HNa structures formed based on the Na-Mordenite Al 

distributions, they have very similar energies. Once again the HIENER-HNa-5 

structures show similar most stable energies to those of the MC/EM-HNa structures, 

although the highest energy sites are much less stable. We have noted that the acid site 

structures do not undergo relaxation to the same extent as the Na-Mordenite structures. 

As a result, the partially minimised energies on which basis the structures are selected, 

(and indeed the initial configurations that are not used in these H-Mordenite 

calculations) would be expected to be a better indication o f the fiilly minimised 

energies, resulting in a more successful application of the MC/EM method. However, 

the MC/EM-H structures are not much more stable than those generated by other 

methods. However, the energetics o f the H-Mordenite structures are less crucial than 

those of the Na-Mordenite structures, since in practice the acid site distributions are 

more likely to be influenced by the Na-Mordenite Al distribution energies. The 

energetics of protonation are more important, so that maybe better H-Mordenite 

structures could have been obtained by modelling a range o f proton distributions for 

each Na-Mordenite Al distribution, to eliminate effects o f the nearly random proton 

insertion.

The limitations o f the MC/EM method mean that even in these 100 most stable 

structures, there is still some evidence o f the random nature o f the initial substitution of 

Al and cations, with the inclusion of some high energy configurations. It is thus 

necessary to exclude some o f the higher energy structures, and restrict consideration to 

less than the 100 structures that were fully minimised of each set. We have discussed
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the possibility o f employing a Boltzmann distribution of structures, based on their 

energies. However, such a distribution requires normalisation by the sum o f the 

Boltzmann exponential terms o f all possible configurations, and we have not modelled 

all o f these. If a small number o f structures were much lower in energy than the others, 

it might be possible to neglect some o f the higher energy structures in the normalisation 

factor, as in the TPA-ZSM-5 structures. However, as discussed in section 9.2.3, the 

“density o f states” for these structures is higher at lower energies than higher ones. 

Calculation o f the Boltzmann probability o f occurrence based on the structures that we 

have modelled would undoubtedly fail to consider many other low energy structures 

and would therefore result in over-weighting o f one structure, and discard many o f the 

other structures that we spent so long obtaining. We have thus simply selected the 10 

most stable structures from each set of 100 minimised structures for further analysis, 

regarding their Al and cation distributions. As stated, these structures are only a sample 

o f those that are likely to be observed experimentally, rather than an exhaustive 

description.

The energies o f these most stable structures are given in Appendix 5 for the 10 most 

stable MC/EM-Na-11, MC/EM-Na-5, MC/EM-H-11, MC/EM-H-5, MC/EM-HNa-11, 

MC/EM-HNa-5, MC-Na-11, MC-Na-5 and HIENER-Na-5 structures.

9.3 Distribution of aluminium on T-sites
The Al distribution on T-sites is determined by experiment in two different ways -  in 

terms o f the local distributions o f Al and Si surrounding each T-site and also any 

preference for particular T-site symmetries. We shall compare our calculated Al 

distributions o f the 10 most stable structures o f each set o f models with experimental 

distributions of both kinds.

9.3.1 Local environments of T-sites

We can ensure that our general distribution o f Al in the unit cell is comparable with 

experiment by comparison of the local environments o f all o f the T-sites in terms o f the
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number o f Al and Si occupying the 4 adjacent T-site positions with ^̂ Si NMR results 

[2]. We show this comparison in Table 9.4 below.

Table 9.4 Comparison o f the local T-site environments from our calculations with those 

obtainedfrom ^̂ Si NMR experiments [2] (highlighted in bold)

4Si-0Al 3Si-lAl 2Si-2Al 1S1-3A1 0S1-4A1

""Si NMR Si/Al = 11.4 70.9 23.1 6.0 0.0 0.0

MC/EM-Na-11 70.4 26.1 3.4 0.2 0.0

MC/EM-H-11 70.4 25.9 3.5 0.2 0.0

MC-Na-11 70.6 25.6 3.7 0.1 0.0

’̂Si NMR Si/Al = 5.5 33.6 60.2 6.2 0.0 0.0

MC/EM-Na-5 49.4 36.6 12.3 1.6 0.1

MC/EM-H-5 48.6 37.2 12.4 1.7 0.1

MC-Na-5 49.9 35.5 12.7 1.7 0.2

EXPT-Na-5 49.3 36.6 12.4 1.6 0.1

HIENER-Na-5 48.3 34.8 12.2 1.9 1.1

All o f the structures, with a given Si/Al, give Al environments very similar to each 

other, regardless of modelling method or cation species. These give excellent matches 

with experiment, particularly those with Si/Al = 11. As the Al content increases, so does 

the number o f T-sites with one or more Al around them e.g. 3Si-lAl to the largest 

extent, while the number o f T-sites with no Al neighbours decreases. The similarity 

between the Al environments in the MC/EM, MC, EXPT and even the HIENER 

structures indicates that they are relatively insensitive to effects of the sampling based 

on energetics. This suggests that all o f the initial structures, regardless o f their energies, 

reflect the experimental Al distributions, since they are all generated in the same way - 

by random insertion o f the Al into the T-sites. While a previous Monte-Carlo study of 

Mordenite [2] deliberately simulated an Al distribution that replicated T-site 

environments from ^̂ Si NMR data, it is reassuring that we can achieve comparable 

results without such interference.
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9.3.2 Occupation of T-sites by aluminium

We now compare the Al distributions in terms o f the occupation o f different T-site 

symmetries. We have already mentioned a complication that arises in Mordenite due to 

the different T-site abundances. If we are to compare our T-site occupancies with 

experiment, we should establish whether the experimental occupations refer to the 

percentage o f Al on the different T-sites, or the percentage o f each type o f T-site 

occupied by Al. Since the T-site occupations are calculated by consideration o f the 

average T-O bond lengths for each T-site, the percentage of T-sites that are occupied by 

Al are obtained. We show corresponding occupancies for our calculated structures in 

Table 9.5.

Table 9.5 Comparison o f the Al occupation percentage of T-sites from our calculations 

with those obtained from X-ray diffraction data [4, 5] (highlighted in bold)

T1 T2 T3 T4

Na-Mor Si/Al=19.7 [4] 13 12 29 21

MC/EM-Na-11 8.4 8.4 8.8 7.5

MC/EM-H-11 7.5 9.7 8.1 7.5

MC-Na-11 6.3 5.6 13.1 13.1

Na-Mor Si/Al=5.0 [5] 10 8 40 14

MC/EM-Na-5 19.1 13.8 18.1 16.3

MC/EM-H-5 16.9 15.9 16.9 17.5

MC-Na-5 17.8 15.0 14.4 20.0

EXPT-Na-5 19,4 16.6 15.0 13.1

HlENER-Na-5 15.6 15.6 19.4 18.1

We see no preferential occupation o f the T3 and T4 sites over the T1 and T2 sites in the 

MC/EM-Na-11, MC/EM-Na-5, or EXPT-Na-5 models. In fact, little preferential 

occupation o f any site to the extent observed experimentally is apparent. In the 

MC/EM-Na-11 structures, while there is some small degree o f preferential occupation 

of the T3 site, the T4 site is underpopulated. In both the MC/EM-Na-5 structures, and 

the EXPT-Na-5 structures, the T1 sites are the most populated, while the T4 sites are
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less occupied. The more complex interactions between Al and cations in the structures 

when Si/Al decreases from 11 to 5 results in a large difference in the Al distributions 

observed -  indicating the importance o f modelling Mordenite with realistic Al content, 

rather than extrapolating any Al preferential occupation from other Al contents. Thus, it 

is surprising that the MC/EM-Na-5 structures show Al distribution o f T-sites in the 

order T1 > T3 > T4 > T2, similar to that predicted from the individual Al substitution 

energies. This may be due to another factor that must be considered as the Al content 

increases - that there is a larger number o f configurations o f Mordenite with Si/Al = 5 

than Si/Al = 11, so that the number initially sampled corresponded to a lower 

percentage o f these, and may lead to some limitations in the results that can be obtained. 

However, the consistency between the MC/EM-Na-5 and EXPT-Na-5 structures 

indicates that preferred occupation o f the T1 site, and underpopulation o f the T4 site at 

this Al content is valid. Any difference between the MC/EM-Na-5 and EXPT-Na-5 

structures is likely to be a result o f the different cation substitution methods. The 

increased T2 Al occupation o f the EXPT-Na-5 structures compared to the MC/EM-Na-5 

structures can be attributed to their stabilisation of the increased Na"̂  population of the C 

sites that we shall discuss further in Section 9.4, when investigating the cation 

distributions. Although we might expect the MC-Na-11, MC-Na-5, and HIENER 

structures to show a worse agreement with experiment in light o f our discussion o f the 

importance o f allowing lattice energy before selection of samples, it is apparent that the 

MC-Na-11, and more surprisingly, the HIENER structures show a marked preferential 

occupation o f the T3 and T4 sites over the T1 and T2 sites. The MC-Na-5 structures 

show preferred occupation o f the T1 and T4 sites compared to the T2 and T3 sites. This 

different Al distribution is surprising in light o f the similar final lattice energies of the 

most stable MC/EM-Na, MC-Na and EXPT-Na, and even HIENER structures, despite 

their different initial and partially minimised energies -  since it might be assumed that 

they would all yield similar Al distributions. This may be an artefact of the many low 

energy structures that can be generated in Mordenite, in comparison to the few high 

energy structures. Thus, it might be more reasonable to merely point out that the Al 

distributions observed in these sets of structures are possible, rather than to categorically 

state that these Al distributions are the most likely to exist.
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It is interesting to note that quite different Al distributions are predicted for the 

MC/EM-Na and MC/EM-H structures -  with preferred occupation o f the T2 and T3 

sites apparent in the MC/EM-H-11 structures, and underpopulation o f the T2 site 

observed in the MC/EM-H-5 structures. This highlights the need to use Al distributions 

from Na-Mordenite when modelling H-Mordenite, rather than the lowest energy H- 

Mordenite structures directly.

Although we have mentioned some possible limitations with our models, it is also 

important to remember that the experimental Al occupations have been called into 

question [6]. The heart o f this debate lies in the validity o f the practice o f deducing Al 

occupancy o f a particular T-site from its average T-O bond length. Although we have 

discussed the limitations in stating that our most stable models are the only ones most 

likely to be observed experimentally, they are a valuable source o f many structures with 

different Al occupancies and T-O bond lengths, the relationship between which we can 

investigate further.

9.3.3 T-O bond lengths of T-sites

As previously discussed in Chapter 8, the Al occupations are deduced from the average 

T-O distances o f the different T-sites, using an experimentally obtained relationship 

between the Al occupation of a T-site and its T-O distance, such as equation 9.1. 

Although, our Al occupations are different than those seen experimentally, we can see 

in Table 9.6 that the T-O bond lengths o f the different T-sites are within 0.023 Â o f the 

experimental bond lengths. Approximately twice as many o f the calculated acid site T- 

O bond lengths are longer than the corresponding experimental T-O bond lengths than 

those that are shorter. Perhaps the root o f this is due to the observation that T-O bond 

lengths found from refined atomic positions fitted to X-ray diffraction patterns tend to 

be underestimated due to them being the averaged centre o f gravity over all unit cells 

[6]. There is a general increase in T-O bond lengths as the Si/Al decreases from 11 to 5 

o f up to 0.016 Â, as may be expected. However, the increase in T-O bond lengths 

purely due to the interchange o f Na"̂  cations to protons is up to 0.003 Â when
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comparing structures with identical aluminium distributions (the MC/EM-Na-11 and 

MC/EM-HNa-11, MC/EM-Na-5 and MC/EM-HNa-5, and HIENER-Na-5 and 

HIENER-HNa-5 structures). This is consistent with the observation that the T-O bond 

lengths vary after ion exchange [7]. It is clear that we need to consider the relationship 

between the Al content o f the acid sites and the T-O bond lengths further.

Table 9.6 Average T-O bond lengths from the MC/EM-Na-5, MC/EM-Na-11, MC/EM- 

HNa-11 and MC/EM-HNa-5 and X-ray diffraction structures [4]

T 1-0(Â ) T2-0 (A) T3-0 (A) T4-0 (A)

Na-Mor Si/Al=19.7 [4] 1.608 1.607 1.633 1.620

MC/EM-Na-11 1.615 1.608 1.612 1.611

MC/EM-HNa-11 1.616 1.610 1.614 1.612

MC/EM-H-11 1.613 1.614 1.610 1.611

MC-Na-11 1.612 1.606 1.616 1.616

MC/EM-Na-5 1.629 1.618 1.627 1.623

MC/EM-HNa-5 1.631 1.621 1.629 1.626

MC/EM-H-5 1.628 1.624 1.624 1.626

MC-Na-5 1.628 1.620 1.623 1.627

EXPT-Na-5 1.630 1.622 1.623 1.619

HIENER-Na-5 1.625 1.621 1.629 1.626

HIENER-HNa-5 1.627 1.625 1.632 1.643

We have therefore shown that while the Al T-site occupation in our MC/EM structures 

is not the same as that observed experimentally, the T-O bond lengths are similar to the 

experimental bond lengths, within experimental error. We shall now compare the Al 

occupancies calculated by Jones’ method [8] to the actual Al occupancies o f each T-site 

in our calculated structures, in order to evaluate its validity further.

9.3.4 Estimation of Al occupation as calculated by Jones’ method

As described in Chapter 8, Jones’ method [8] of estimating the Al occupancies uses the 

equation:
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Si
= 6 A \ \ 6 ( T - 0  distance) -10.282 (8.1)

(̂ f + ^/)

This is essentially based on the assumption that as the Al content of a T-site varies from 

0 to 1, the T-O bond length increases from the experimentally observed value o f the Si- 

O bond length of 1.6036 Â to the Al-O bond length of 1.7596 Â, linearly. As a result, a 

best-fit line was plotted of T-O bond length versus Al content for ordered 

aluminosilicates (in which the Al content was known). Unlike these experiments, we 

can determine the Al occupancies o f T-sites directly in all our calculated structures, not 

only the ordered structures, and thus establish the validity of this method. Figure 9.7 

shows the relationship between the actual Al occupancy of each T-site in the 100 most 

stable MC/EM-Na-5, MC/EM-Na-11, MC/EM-HNa5, and MC/EM-HNa-11 structures, 

and that calculated by Jones’ method based on the average T-O bond length.
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Figure 9.7 Actual and calculated [8] Al occupancy o f each T-site in the 100 MC/EM- 

Na-11, MC/EM-Na-5, MC/EM-HNa-11, and MC/EM-HNa-5 structures
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If the Al occupancies calculated by Jones’ method reproduced the actual Al

occupancies, then all o f the points would be expected to lie on the y = x line, also shown

in Figure 9.7. Thus, deviation o f the scattered points from this line indicates the degree

o f success o f the Jones method in estimating the Al occupancies. Reassuringly, we can
»

see that the calculated Al occupancies are similar to their actual values, with the points 

not lying too far from the y = x line. However, when linear regression is performed to 

find the best-fit line between the calculated and experimental structures, it is apparent 

that the negative y-intercept, and gradient o f less than unity that are predicted from this 

linear regression would result in the constant underestimation of the Al occupancies 

calculated by this method. As the Al content o f the zeolite increases, this 

underestimation will increase in value, so that at zeolites with a lower Si/Al such as 

Mordenite, care should be taken. The standard deviation o f 1.591 (% Al) calculated 

from the linear regression shown in Figure 9.7 gives us some indication o f the reliability 

o f the method, in that the higher this value is, the larger the scatter o f the points, and the 

weaker the relationship between the calculated and experimental structures may be. 

However, while this tells us about the deviation from the fitted line, we are more 

interested in the deviation from the ideal y = x line. As such, we have estimated the 

success o f this method through the calculation of the standard deviation o f the Al 

calculated by Jones’ method from the real Al, as in equation 9.1 :

■(/romy = x) = M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  (9.1) 
V n -1

where Al and Akaic are the real and calculated Al occupancies respectively, the 

difference between which is summed over each of the 4 T-sites in each 100 MC/EM- 

Na-5, MC/EM-Na-11, MC/EM-HNa-5 and MC/EM-HNa-11 structure, and n is the total 

number o f T-sites in all these structures. This yields a value o f a(from y=x) o f 0.074 for 

those calculated by Jones’ method. While these values are not directly comparable to 

the <j value calculated by linear regression, by comparison o f this value with that found 

from the Al content estimated by other methods in the next sections, we can evaluate 

which is the most accurate method. While this general value o f a(from y=x) is o f some 

relevance, since we would ideally like to identify a general method to calculate the Al
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occupation most accurately for all zeolite structures, regardless o f the cation species 

present, a more thorough approach would consider the H-Mordenite structures 

separately from the Na-Mordenite structures. We thus obtain values o f cj(y=x)Na and 

CT(y=x)H respectively. We have noted the difference in the bond lengths o f the H- 

Mordenite structures and Na-Mordenite structures, and as a result, Figure 9.7 shows that 

in general the H-Mordenite structures have a higher calculated Al than the Na- 

mordenite structures, and a wider scatter. However, the values o f cr(y= x)N a  and a ( y = x ) n  

are found to be 0.120 and 0.088 respectively. Thus, despite their larger scatter, the 

larger T-O distances o f the H-Mordenite structures overcome the general underestimate 

o f predicted Al contents that is more obvious in the Na-Mordenite structures.

A major source o f error in applying the method proposed by Jones to these calculated 

structures is that the ideal Si-O and Al-O bond lengths used may not be applicable, due 

to the noted underestimation of observed T-O bond lengths obtained from X-ray 

diffraction compared to their true values due to disorder and averaging over many unit 

cells [6]. We shall thus consider whether the general method proposed by Jones is valid 

but whether an alternative choice o f Si-0 and Al-O bond lengths would yield more 

accurate results. To establish this, we need to determine the relationship between the 

actual Al content o f each T-site and its average T-O bond length for the each o f the 4 T- 

sites in the 400 MC/EM-Na-11, MC/EM-Na-5, MC/EM-H-11 and MC/EM-H-5 

structures in the same way as Jones did (Figure 9.8). We can see that a clear relationship 

can be observed, with an equation deduced by linear regression of:

Al/(A1+Si) = 6.79(T-0 distance) -10.86 (9.2)

From this, we can extrapolate that for an Al content of zero the Si-0 bond length is 

1.6010 Â, and that for an Al content o f 1, the Al-O bond length is 1.7483 Â. The Si-O 

bond length compares well with an average Si-O bond length o f 1.5998 Â in siliceous 

Mordenite model. Both the extrapolated Si-O and Al-O bond lengths are slightly larger 

than those found from Jones, which is interesting, since it has been suggested that X-ray 

diffraction might underestimate the T-O bond lengths, as a result of averaging over unit 

cells. This may be due to the suggested reduction in T-O bond length caused by
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disorder, since our calculated structures are disordered, but those used by Jones were 

ordered.
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Figure 9.8 Correlation between Al occupancy and average T-O distance (experimental 

correlation [8] is shown as a dashed line)

It can be seen that the spread is still large, with some estimated points being as far as 

0.155 from their actual values. An error of 2 standard deviations of ±0.0324, might be 

expected when predicting the Al occupancies by Jones’ method using these improved 

Si-O and Al-O bond lengths. This scatter might be due to the different cation species 

and co-ordinations in the structures, with both and Na  ̂ cations being present in the 

structure. Recalculating the values of a(y=x) for the Al contents calculated from 

equation 9.2, we obtain values of 0.041, 0.065 and 0.048 for all of the structures, the 

Na-Mordenite structures and the H-Mordenite structures respectively. These indicate a 

much better reproduction of Al contents o f T-sites when calculated using our 

relationship in equation 9.2 (derived here), than using equation 8.1 (derived by Jones). 

This is perhaps unsurprising, since Jones obtained equation 8.1 by fitting to 

experimental ordered aluminosilicates, and we obtained our relationship by fitting to 

our data here, which we are also testing the relationship on. The H-Mordenite Al
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contents are again slightly more accurately reproduced than the Na-Mordenite structures 

again.

We have already noted in Table 9.6 that the H-Mordenite structures have larger T-O 

bond lengths than the Na-Mordenite structures. In addition, we have already seen that 

the intrinsic T-O bond lengths of the T-sites are o f significance since we have observed 

a degree o f scatter in the Si-0 and Al-O bond lengths o f the different T-sites in our 

isolated Al models, even when comparing T-sites o f identical Al occupancies o f 0 or 1. 

Thus, another way to try to improve the predicted Al occupancy would be to use a 

method very similar to that of Jones, but to allow flexibility in the Si-0 and Al-O bond 

lengths according to the T-site symmetry, and cation species present. The ideal Si-O 

bond lengths used were therefore the average T-O bond lengths o f each T-site in our 

siliceous Mordenite models, so that Si 1-0 = 1.6015 Â, Si2-0 = 1.5975 Â, Si3-0 = 

1.5987 Â and S14-0 = 1.6003 Â. The Al-O bond lengths used were those for Mordenite 

containing one Al in the presence o f the relevant cation species, as described in Section 

8.2 for the H-Mordenite structures and Section 8.3 for the Na-Mordenite structures. The 

Al-O bond lengths for the H-Mordenite structures were averaged over the four acid sites 

sharing an Al on a particular T-site, so that All-O = 1.7453 Â, A12-0 = 1.7370 Â, A13- 

O = 1.7426 Â and A14-0 = 1.7394 Â. The Al-O bond lengths used for the Na-Mordenite 

structures were taken as the average Al-O for each T-site with a cation occupying the 

most stable position adjacent to it. As such, the Al-O bond lengths for the Na-Mordenite 

structures were A ll-0  = 1.7180 Â (with a Na^ in the adjacent B site), A12-0 = 1.7133 Â 

(with a Na"̂  in the adjacent D site), A13-0 = 1.7162 A (with a Na"̂  in the adjacent A site) 

and A14-0 = 1.7134 Â (with a Na^ in the adjacent D site). We re-evaluated the 

occupation o f each T-site in the various sets o f Mordenite models on this basis, and 

compared these to the actual Al occupancies as shown in Figure.9.9. Not only is the 

scatter measured by the a  value o f linear regression increased compared to Jones 

method by equation 8.1 (shown in Figure 9.7), but also the difference from the real Al 

occupancies as calculated by o(ffom y=x) is also increased to 0.091. Over-estimation of 

the Al occupancies is now apparent. This might arise since for high Al contents the 

whole lattice accommodates the stress, and so as well as the change in T-O bond lengths
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of the T-sites into which the Al are inserted, so those o f nearby T-sites into which no Al 

are inserted change as well. Thus, the Si-O and Al-O bond lengths obtained from 

models with lower Al content are not applicable to use for fitting here.
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Figure 9.9 Actual Al occupancy o f each T-site in the 100 MC/EM-Na-11, MC/EM-Na-5, 

MC/EM-HNa-11, and MC/EM-HNa-5 structures, compared with those calculated from  

the Si-O and Al-O bond lengths o f  each T-site symmetry in the presence o f the relevant 

cation

However, when we consider the H-Mordenite structures and not the Na-Mordenite 

structures, there is a slight improvement, since a(y=x)H, at 0.080, compared to that 

calculated using Jones’ method (equation 8.1) o f 0,088. The Na-Mordenite structures, 

however, have a(y=x)Na with a value of 0.163, which is larger. This may be due to the 

more ambiguous possible cation positions relative to the Al. Ideally, we would calculate 

the average Al-O bond length of a T-site not only from only the nearest cation position 

to it, but for all probable cation positions given that Al position. In light of our suspicion
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that the local structures o f an isolated Al and cation are sufficiently different from those 

at higher Al content here, it is perhaps not worth modelling all configurations o f isolated 

Al + Na^ in a Mordenite lattice in order to calculate the average Al-O for each T-site. It 

would perhaps be more rewarding to perform linear regression similar to Figure 9.8 to 

determine the relationship between the average T-O bond length and the T occupation 

o f each T-site in the calculated Na-Mordenite structures separately. We shall not pursue 

this path o f investigation to improve Jones’ method by introducing extra flexibility any 

further, but turn our attention to a different method altogether.

9.3.5 Estimation of Al occupation calculated by Alberti’s method

Alberti suggested an improved method o f calculating the T-site occupations from X-ray 

diffraction structures [6 ]. When an Al is substituted for a Si, not only does an increase 

in the T-O bond length result, but also a shift in the surrounding O (but no shift in the T- 

site positions). This shift is used to estimate the Al content by its effect on the relative 

Si-O-Si and Al-O-Si bond angles. Since the O shift is also affected by cation species 

and co-ordination, the cation charges and their distances from the oxygen framework 

ions that they are co-ordinated to are also considered.

The major assumption o f Alberti’s method is that different Si or Al occupancies on the 

T1 and T2 sites o f a T1-0-T2 bridging site will result in shifts o f the O position, 

corresponding to TO4 rotation and expansion, rather than a shift o f the T-site. The three 

ordered Si/Al occupations allowed by Loewenstein’s rule and corresponding O 

positions are considered initially.

In the case where Si occupy both T-sites, the O position (that we shall label the Osii-o- 

si2) is therefore defined by the intersection o f two spheres centred on the T1 and T2 sites 

respectively, with radius equal to the Si-0 distance. Unlike Jones’ method, which would 

exactly predict the O position on this basis, since a fixed Si-O bond length is assumed, 

some flexibility is allowed by Alberti since the Si-0 bond length has been shown [9] to 

be related to the Si-O-Si bond angle by the equation:

(Si-O) = 0.068.(-sec[Si-0-Si]) +1.526 (9.3)
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If AI occupies the T1 site, and Si the T2 site, the O position shifts to the OAii-o-si2 

position. Thus, the OAii-o-si2 position is shifted away from the T1 site due to the 

increased A l-0 length compared to the Si-O length, and is found at the intersection of 

the larger sphere centred on the T l, with radius Al-O and, a sphere o f radius Si-O 

centred on the T2 site. Flexibility in the Al-O bond length depending on the Al-O-Si 

bond angle is allowed according to the equation:

(Al-O) = 0.048.(-sec[Al-0-Si]) +1.694 (9.4)

Again, the Si-O bond length is given by equation 9.3, but since the Al-O-Si bond angle 

is generally smaller than the Si-O-Si bond angle, its value will change. It should be 

noted that the OAii-o-su position is not simply restricted to the All-OAii-o-si2-Si2 plane, 

but it also allowed to move perpendicular to this plane, corresponding to twisting of the 

TO4 tetrahedra.

Similarly, if  the Tl is occupied by Si and the T2 occupied by Al, the Osii-o-Ai2 position 

is shifted further from the T2 site, and is given by the intersection between two spheres 

o f radius Si-O (given by equation 9.3) and Al-O (given by equation 9.4) centred on the 

Tl and T2 sites respectively.

In the general case, Al occupation of Tl and T2 is disordered, so some superposition of 

these various scenarios exist, and the oxygen will be observed at a position Oc between 

OAii-o-si2 and Osîi-o-ai2, according to their weighted centres o f mass. Thus, knowledge of 

the observed Oc position and calculated O ah-o-sii and O su-o-au positions for each 

bridging site enables calculation of the Al occupancy of each T-site.

This problem is too complex to solve analytically, so instead an iterative method is 

used. Firstly, firom the observed T-0 bond length and T-O-T bond angle, the ideal Si-O 

and Al-O bond lengths and Si-O-Si and Al-O-Si bond angles can be calculated 

iteratively from the equations:

(Si-O-Si) = 2. sin '[(T .. ,T)/(2.(Si-0)] (9.5)

(Al-O-Si) = cos'‘[(Si-0)V(Al-0)^-(T.. .T)^]/[2(Si-0).(Al-0)] (9.6)
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where (T...T) is the distance between the two T-sites. These equations are obtained 

from a geometrical analysis o f the Osii.o-si2, OAii-o-si2, Osü-o-au positions that lie on the 

intersection o f spheres around Tl and T2 with radii equal to the Si-O and Al-O bond 

lengths (given by equation 9.3 and 9.4 respectively) depending on the Al occupancy 

being considered. Thus, unlike Jones’ method, the Al-O and Si-O bond lengths and Si- 

O-Si and Al-O-Si bond angles o f the various T-sites, and indeed various bridging sites 

around each T-site, is allowed to vary.

Once these bond lengths and bond angles have been established, the extreme positions 

for the O for the various fully ordered A l occupations on the T-site have effectively 

been established. An initial A l occupancy o f each T-site is estimated by Jones’ method. 

Thus, we can regard the T-site geometry that this would give rise to as some average o f  

that o f the A ll-O A ii-o-si2-S i2  and Sil-O sii-o-A i2-A 12 (or S il-O sii-o -si2 -S i2 ) weighted 

according to the Al occupancies o f Tl and T2. Thus, the position o f the centre o f mass 

of the O atom, Oc, can be found. The underestimation of these trial A l occupancies can 

be found from the ratio o f the difference o f the T-Oc distance from the observed T-O 

distance, and the difference between the A l-O  and Si-O bond lengths. The A l 

occupation o f each T-site is assumed to be equal to the average o f those found from 

each bridging site around it, and so the A l occupation o f each T-site is increased by the 

average of these A l underestimations calculated from each of the four bridging site. The 

O position that this improved Al occupation would give rise to is subsequently 

calculated and used to calculate the new reduced A l underestimation. This process is 

repeated until the difference between the calculated T-Oc and the experimentally 

observed T -0 bond length o f each bridging site is less than 0.00005 Â.

An addition made to the program that calculates the Al occupancies by this method 

since its initial publication [6] involved consideration o f the decrease in T-O-T bond 

angle due to cation co-ordination to the framework oxygens. By this method, the bond 

strengths between the extra-framework cations to the various framework oxygens are 

also calculated. Two influences are used to calculate these bond strengths - exponential 

decay o f the bond strengths with increasing cation... cation distance, and the number o f
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oxygens that the cation is bonded to. The bond strengths o f cations to each o f the 

framework oxygens are summed, and accounted for in the calculation o f the ideal Si-O- 

Si and Al-O-Si bond angles and Si-O and Al-O bond lengths, but the rest o f the 

methodology is as in the original program. While Alberti’s program only considers 

cation co-ordinations between 2 and 10, our H-Mordenite structures give rise to a cation 

co-ordination of 1. As a result, we adapted the program slightly to treat such a system in 

the same way as the other cations, but it should be noted that such an extension involves 

consideration o f much larger bond strengths and may distort the results obtained.

We evaluate the reliability o f this method by using it to calculate the Al occupancy of 

each T-site o f each o f the 100 MC/EM-Na-11, MC/EM-Na-5, MC/EM-HNa-11, and 

MC/EM-HNa-5 structures, from average T-O bond length and T-O-T bond angle o f  

each different bridging site symmetry in each structure, and calculating the bond 

strengths o f cations to each framework oxygen for the cation distribution in each 

structure. Comparison is made between these predicted Al occupancies and the actual 

Al occupancies (Figure 9.10). Linear regression yields a relationship between the 

calculated and actual Al occupancies close to the ideal y = x line, as shown. A large 

standard deviation from this best-fit line o f ±2.611, is apparent, which is larger than that 

obtained by Jones’ method, in Figure 9.7. However, the best-fit line is closer to the y=x 

line than that o f Figure 9.7, so that the a(from y=x) calculated using Equation 9.1 is 

now slightly lower, at 0.071, than that calculated by the Jones method (0.074). This 

lower value indicates that there is some advantage in calculating the Al content by this 

more complicated method. The a(y=x)Na value o f 0.106 is improved compared to that 

found by Jones’ method of 0.120, but the a(y=x)n value o f 0.095 shows more deviation 

than that found from Jones’ method o f 0.088. This may be a result o f the higher bond 

strengths o f protons in H-Mordenite than Na"̂  in Na-Mordenite.
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Figure 9.10 Actual and calculated [6] Al occupancy o f  each T-site in the 100 MC/EM- 

Na-11, MC/EM-Na-5, MC/EM-HNa-11, and MC/EM-HNa-5 structures

We can therefore see that Alberti’s method estimates Al occupations from the average 

T-O bond lengths more accurately than Jones’ method for Na-Mordenite structures, but 

not H-Mordenite structures. However, much improved Al occupancies compared to 

both Jones method and Alberti’s method can be obtained by using Jones’ relationship 

but using Si-O and Al-O bond lengths of 1.6010 Â and 1.7483 Â, instead of the values 

derived from ordered aluminosilicates. This method is equally applicable to Na- 

Mordenite structures as H-Mordenite structures, and is easy to implement. This is 

unsurprising, since we have fitted the linear relationship according to our data. A more 

rigorous test would be to compare estimated Al occupancies calculated by this method 

to those observed in disordered zeolites structures with different cations. However, it is 

the lack of such experimental data that necessitates such methods. It is possible that if 

we were to adapt Alberti’s method, but fit the relationship between the T-O bond length
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and T-O-T bond angle to calculated structures that we would see an equivalent 

improvement, but that would be more difficult to implement due to the complexity of  

the program used. The simplicity of Jones’ relationship remains its strength. An attempt 

to introduce more flexibility to Jones’ method via the use o f S i-0  and Al-O bond 

lengths specifically for certain T-sites with certain cations present resulted in a decline 

in the accuracy, perhaps due to the S i-0  and Al-O bond lengths used being o f  

Mordenite with a much higher Si/Al. It should be noted though, that even when using 

the best method to estimate Al occupancies - that o f Jones’ method with improved bond 

lengths - a large error o f ±3.24 % Al occupancy is apparent.

All these methods investigated that are based on Jones’ method predict increased 

occupation o f the 4MR T3 and T4 sites over the Tl and T2 sites due to their longer 

bond lengths. Even Alberti’s method, when applied to experimental Na-Mordenite [10] 

structures, estimates Al occupancies o f 12.54%, 6.06%, 27.75%, 18.21% for the T l, T2, 

T3, and T4 sites, which also indicates a degree of preference o f the T3 and T4 sites. We 

do not observe any such energetic preference in our structures. Furthermore, we must 

also bear in mind that there is a fair amount o f disagreement between experimental 

occupations estimated by different methods though, with NMR experiments on D- 

Mordenite [11] suggesting an order o f occupation o f Tl > T2 > T3 = T4, and a 

theoretical study o f NMR data [12] suggested an order o f occupation o f Tl = T4 > T2 = 

T3. We should however, note that despite this disagreement regarding the occupation o f  

various T-sites, our local Al environments matched well with experimental ^̂ Si NMR 

results.
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9.4 Distribution of sodium cations on extra-framework sites
We shall now compare our calculated cation distributions to experimental sodium cation 

positions that are less open to interpretation than the Al occupations. We can see from 

Figure 9.11 that despite their initial insertion into random positions close to the 

framework that the cations migrated to positions close to the experimental cation sites. 

We also see that the A site is now stabilised by consideration of realistic Al and cation 

contents, unlike the structures with only one cation per unit cell.

0  extra-framework sites ^
• calculated cation positions

Figure 9.11 All fina l calculated Na^ positions in 100 MC/EM-Na-5 structures (pink) 

compared with experimental extra-framework sites (blue)

Assigning these cation positions to their closest experimental sites, the average 

occupations of the cations in the 10 most stable structures of both aluminium contents 

were calculated, as shown in Table 9.7.
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Table 9.7 Cation occupancies on extra-framework sites of calculated Na-Mordenite 

structures and those from X-ray diffraction data [4]

A B C D E F G H

Na-Mor Si/Al=5.67 [4] 43.1 0.0 0.0 36.1 20.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

MC/EM-Na-11 22.5 23.8 2.5 27.5 17.5 0.0 0.0 6.3

MC/EM-Na-5 16.9 13.1 19.4 20.0 25.0 0.0 3.1 2.5

MC-Na-11 31.3 13.8 2.5 37.5 12.5 0.0 0.0 2.5

MC-Na-5 19.4 12.5 17.5 2&8 16.3 0.0 1.3 4.4

EXPT-Na-5 12.5 14.4 30.6 17.5 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

HIENER-Na-5 18.1 13.8 21.3 25.6 16.9 0.0 3.1 1.3

The occupancy o f 7 o f the 8 cation sites in the MC/EM-Na-11 and MC/EM-Na-5 

structures at first appears to contradict the identification o f only 3 sites that are occupied 

by Na^ ions from X-ray diffraction. However, occupation o f the G and H sites is very 

low and may not be identifiable by X-ray diffraction. As seen from Figure 9.11, the 

proximity o f the B site to the A site results in a large overlap between them. Since there 

is no defined segregation, the A and B cations would appear to be part o f a wide spread 

of electron density centred on the A site. In support of this explanation, the sum of the 

occupations o f the A and the B cations in the calculated structures is comparable to the 

occupation o f the A site experimentally observed. However, the occupation of the C site 

is not so easy to reconcile with Mortier’s results. Although its occupation is negligible 

in the structures with Si/Al = 1 1 ,  this is not true o f the higher Al content. However, 

another computational model o f Mordenite has also found some unexpected occupation 

of this C site [2], and attributed this to distortions from the D site. The distortion o f  

cations at the A sites to the B sites and D sites to the C sites has been attributed [13] to 

the effect o f water molecules which are present in the experimental pores, but which we 

have not accounted for in these calculated structures. Interactions of cations with water 

molecules allow them to be stabilised at positions away from the walls o f the pores, 

where they are otherwise stabilised by interactions with the framework oxygens [14]. 

However, the distortion o f a cation at the D site to the C site would involve a greater 

distortion than that o f the A site to the B site, due to the energy barrier that must be
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overcome to push the cation through the 8MR window from the main channel (MC) to 

side pocket (SP), and their larger separation. It is possible that the high occupation of 

the C site, especially in the structures with Si/Al = 5 may simply be a manifestation of 

its reduced sampling due to the larger number of structures for this composition. Once 

we have taken these factors into account, and grouped the A and B site cations into a 

single A site contribution, we obtain a good match with experiment. In particular our 

ratios o f main channel to side pocket cations, MC:SP, o f 1.05 for Si/Al =11,  and 1.20 

for Si/Al = 5, indicate preferential occupation o f the main channel sites, as obtained 

from experiment (MC:SP = 1.32). This signals a vast improvement to the cation 

distributions predicted in Section 8.3.1 for isolated cation sites without Al, in which the 

MC:SP ratio would have been 0.13. It is also apparent that although there is some 

distortion o f cations at the A site to the B site, considerable occupation o f the A site 

occurs, indicating that although the cation site is not intrinsically stable, it can be 

stabilised by interactions with Al and cations. Similarly, the E site now displays 

observable occupation, due to these interactions. There is also lower occupation o f the 

C, G, and H sites, which are not observed experimentally.

Surprisingly, the MC-Na-11 and MC-Na-5 structures show an improvement compared 

to the MC/EM-Na-11 and and MC/EM-Na-5 structures, as far as increased occupation 

of the A site at the expense o f the B site is concerned. It would appear that in general 

these structures replicate experiment best, particularly in light o f the better agreement o f  

the Al occupation with that from experiment o f the MC-Na-11 structures,. Since the 

method itself is identical to that used to generate the MC/EM structures, apart from its 

lack o f consideration o f relaxation before selection o f structures, it would appear that 

maybe these initial structures that were generated happened to be better than those 

generated by the MC/EM-Na structures. Such effects could be improved in a further run 

by increasing the number o f structures sampled initially.

The EXPT-Na-5 structures show quite different cation distributions to the MC/EM-Na- 

5 structures. The MC:SP ratio of 0.74 for the EXPT-Na-5 structures indicates that the 

side pocket sites are preferred to the main channel sites. Within the side pocket sites, the
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C sites show a much higher degree o f occupation, at the expense o f the A and B site 

occupancy. One improvement is that there is zero occupation of the F, G, and H sites. 

These occupancies reflect the range of 72 initial cation site symmetries into which the 

cations were inserted at random to create the EXPT-Na-5 structures. Since the C sites 

are not located on any centres o f symmetry, there are four times as many o f these as A, 

B, and D sites and twice as many as E sites. The F, G, and H sites were not included at 

all. Accordingly, the initial structures generated will reflect these site abundances if  

enough structures are sampled. If the cations do not relax to significantly new positions 

and energetic effects do not render particular sites more energetically feasible than 

others, the final cation distributions will reflect the input cation distributions, as is 

clearly seen here. Energetic effects are apparent to some degree since although there are 

equal numbers of A, B, and D cation sites in the unit cell, in fact the D site is clearly 

favoured for Na"̂  occupation in the EXPT-Na-5 structures, after energetic sampling 

occurs. However, the initial sampling still affects the final distribution to a large degree, 

which indicates that the restricted ability o f the cations to migrate from the local minima 

into which they were inserted is a limitation in the construction of models by this 

method. This is a major disadvantage compared to the MC/EM-Na structures that were 

constructed by placing the cation close to the Al and allowing them to relax to their 

most stable positions. In retrospect a better cation distribution might be obtained by 

only substituting cations into the A, D and E sites that are observed to be occupied by 

Na"*" experimentally. However, the E site might still show some enhanced occupation, so 

a further improvement might be achieved by instead o f inserting the cations at random 

(effectively weighting the occupations o f each site according to its abundance in the unit 

cell), implementing some weighting according to the experimental cation distribution. 

However, this seems a complicated way to approach the problem when we achieve good 

cation distributions by not considering the experimental cation sites at all, but simply 

inserting the cations close to the Al, and allowing them to relax -  with the added 

advantage that we are not biasing our models. It can be seen that the Al distribution in 

terms of T-site occupation discussed in Section 9.3.3 was also affected by these 

unrealistic cation distributions to some extent, since the increased C site occupation also
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increases the percentage o f A12, since the presence o f these stabilise the C sites, as 

established for the isolated A l.. .Na"̂  pairs in Section 8.3.2.

This attribution o f the unrealistic cation distributions predicted by the EXPT-Na-5 

structures compared to the MC/EM-Na and MC-Na structures to the initial insertion 

effects can be confirmed by the more realistic cation distribution that is observed in the 

HIENER-Na-5 structures. However, energetic effects are still seen to be important, as 

well as the construction o f the initial structures, since the MC:SP ratio is 0.88, 

indicating that the side pocket sites are experimentally preferred to the main channel 

ones, but to a lesser extent than in the EXPT-Na-5 structures. Occupation o f the C site, 

that is not observed experimentally, is also slightly increased compared to the MC/EM- 

Na-5 structures. However, the increased occupation o f the D site at the expense o f the E 

site improves the agreement with experiment. It is this increased D site occupation that 

results in the higher T2 and T4 occupancies o f the HIENER-Na-5 structures compared 

to the MC/EM-Na-5 structures that was apparent in Section 9.3.3.

We can see from Figure 9.12 that since the cations in the 100 EXPT-Na-5 structures are 

inserted at random, and not related to the Al positions, they do in fact have larger 

average minimum Al...Na distances than the other structures (including the HIENER- 

Na-5 structures). However, it seems from Figure 9.12 that stronger interactions between 

the Al and Na"̂  actually destabilise the Mordenite structures rather than stabilising them. 

It would seem that the larger distances between the Al and the Na"̂  sampled does not 

result in less stable structures being sampled, but in fact lower energy structures. This is 

contrary to intuition and the trend observed in Ca-ZSM-5 in which some degree o f  

stabilisation o f structures with Ca and Al close to each other was observed (Figure 

6.23). Perhaps this decreased influence o f the Al...Na^ interactions is due to the lower 

Si/Al modelled here, leading to the Na'^...Na^ interactions becoming dominant. We 

shall investigate these Na"̂ .. .Na"̂  interactions further.
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Figure 9.12 Relationship between the energies o f  the MC/EM-Na-5, MC-Na-5, EXPT- 

Na-5 and HIENER-Na-5 structures and their average minimum Al...Na distance

In TPA-ZSM-5, we observed no relationship between the interaction energies of the 

structures and the A1...N distance (Figure 6.15), although the increased interactions at 

smaller separations gave rise to a larger spread in energies, as observed in Figure 9.12. 

In the TPA-ZSM-5 structures, it was observed that the energies of the structures were 

more influenced by the A1...A1 separations, and to some degree by interactions of the 

cations with the framework oxygens. When comparing the influences of zeolite 

structures with large branched organic molecular cations such as TPA% it is important 

to recognise that less screening of these longer-range coulombic interactions will occur 

compared to small local cations such as Na ,̂ e.g. the A1...A1 interactions. Either this 

factor, or the similar range of Al. .. Al separations in these Na-MOR structures mean that 

we would not expect the A1...A1 separation to be a defining influence on the lattice 

energies o f the structures. However, unlike the TPA-ZSM-5 structures, the cation 

separations vary in these structures and may play a more defining role due to their 

different methods of insertion, particularly when considering high cation occupation of 

the pores, as in these structures. Figure 9.13 shows that for these Na-Mordenite 

structures, there is a slight decrease in the energies of structures with cations far apart.
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compared to those that are closer together. However, all of the different sets of 

structures appear to have similar ranges of Na^...Na^ separations. The highest energy 

HIENER structures do not possess Na^...Na^ distances much smaller than the others 

though, so this does not appear to be a defining factor either.
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Figure 9.13 Relationship between the energies o f  the MC/EM-Na-5, MC-Na-5, EXPT- 

Na-5 and HIENER-Na-5 structures and their average Na...Na distance

We have mentioned that co-ordination of the cations to the framework may stabilise 

some structures over others. Figure 9.14, shows that there does appear to be some 

influence of the average Na  ̂ co-ordination number and its energy. There is a marked 

increase in spread of the energies of the structures with increasing co-ordination 

number. In particular, the cations with an average Na  ̂co-ordination greater than 6 show 

higher energies than those with average co-ordinations between 5 and 6. This is 

surprising, since we have already noted the instability of the F site in the middle of the 

main channel due to its lack of co-ordination to any framework oxygen ions. 

Furthermore in Section 6.4 we saw in the Ca-ZSM-5 structures that the Câ  ̂preferred 

to occupy positions in 6MR where they could co-ordinate to many oxygen ions. 

However, the higher charge of the Câ  ̂ ions compared to the Na  ̂ cations, and the 

higher co-ordination numbers here may result in this trend being observed. The
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experimental cation sites in Mordenite all have co-ordination numbers between 4 and 6, 

and so the higher co-ordination cations may be pushed in further towards the framework 

pores than can be stabilised. The EXPT-Na-5 structures do not display Na"̂  co

ordination numbers as high as some of the other sets of structures, which is surprising, 

since their initial cation positions (between 4 and 6) is greater than that of the MC/EM- 

Na-5, MC-Na-5, and HIENER-Na-5 structures that all have initial cation co-ordinations 

of only 2. The large change in co-ordination number demonstrates their high mobility.
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Figure 9.14 Relationship between the energies o f  the MC/EM-Na-5, MC-Na-5, EXPT- 

Na-5 and HIENER-Na-5 structures and their average number o f framework oxygen that 

the Na^ are co-ordinated to

We can thus see that the cation positions affect the Al distributions in Na-Mordenite, 

and vica-versa. Having considered the Al distribution that would arise in synthesis 

conditions, we shall now turn our attention to the acid sites that would arise from these 

structures.

9.5 Distribution of acid sites
Experimental studies [5, 11] indicate non-random distributions of protons on bridging 

sites to the extent that only certain sets of acid sites have been observed. In Table 9.8 we 

show the percentage occupation of each bridging site for the MC/EM-HNa-11, 

MC/EM-HNa-5, MC/EM-H-11 and MC/EM-H-5 structures. As with the H-Mordenite
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structures with Si/Al = 95, the occupancies quoted are the percentage o f the total acid 

sites occupying that configuration, (rather than the percentage o f that bridging site 

configuration that are protonated). Also shown are the acid site distributions deduced 

fi*om neutron diffraction experiments [11] and the 7 sets deduced from a theoretical 

study [5] based on experimental Al occupation from X-ray diffraction (without 

discounting those sets o f structures which give rise to MC:SP ratios which do not match 

with those from IR experiment).

Table 9.8 Protonated bridging sites in calculated H-Mordenite structures, and those 

from experiment [5, 11]

Si/Al

Neutron 

dif&action [11]

5.4 5.5 10. 

7 5 1

Theoretical sets from X-ray diffraction [5]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

MC/EM

HNa

11 5

MC/EM

H

11 5

HIENE

R

HNa

5

01 0 0 0 62. 62. 0 0 0 0 0 17. 11. 20. 18. 9.4

0 0 5 9 0 1

0 2 0 0 0 38. 0 38. 38. 38. 0 0 23. 14. 25. 21. 8.8

0 0 0 0 8 4 0 9

0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15. 10. 12. 18. 15.0

0 6 5 8

0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.8 8.8 6.3 7.5 19.4

0 5 29. 25. 34. 0 16. 0 0 0 16. 16. 7.5 12. 10. 5.6 5.0

6 0 3 0 0 0 5 0

0 6 44. 52. 45. 0 0 28. 0 0 28. 0 8.8 13. 5.0 10. 13.1

4 3 7 0 0 1 0

0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 28. 0 0 28. 10. 15. 7.5 7.5 5.6

0 0 0 0

0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.3 5.0 11. 4.4 15.6

3

0 9 12. 9.1 10. 0 0 34. 34. 34. 34. 34. 12. 8.1 0 .0 3.1 2.5

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 5

OlO 13. 13. 10. 0 22. 0 0 22. 22. 22. 0 .0 0.6 2.5 3.1 5.6

6 6 0 0 0 0 0

MC/S 0.7 0.6 0 .8 0.6 0.6 0.6 1.9 1.7 0.6 1.9 1.2 1.1 1.3 1.3 0.67
P 6 3 0 1 1 1 4 6 1 4 8

3 5 2
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In all our calculated structures there is less preferential occupation observed, with 

protonation of nearly all the O sites occurring. Since a feature of all the experimental 

distributions is that only a limited number o f bridging sites will be occupied, there at 

first appears to be little agreement between the experimental and calculated structures. 

However, a small degree o f preferential occupation is observed. In the MC/EM-HNa-11 

structures, the 04 , 08  and OlO bridging sites show low occupation, and the 01 and 0 2  

sites show high occupation. Such a configuration might arise from a mixture o f the Al 

distributions predicted theoretically in sets 3 and 4, with some additional occupation o f  

other distributions. The MC/EM-HNa-5 structures show low occupation o f the OlO site 

and high occupation o f the 02 , 0 6  and 0 7  sites -  again possibly indicating that the 3rd 

and 4th theoretically predicted Al distributions might be present. Disagreement between 

the theoretical distributions and the calculated distributions might be expected to an 

extent, since these were calculated based on Al distributions with preferential 

occupation o f the T3 and T4 sites over the Tl and T2 sites, in contrast to our calculated 

distributions. The discrepancy between our proton positions and those found directly by 

neutron diffraction of deuterated acid sites is more worrying - in particular, the low 

calculated occupation o f OlO sites, and high occupation o f the Tl and T2 sites. 

However, the high occupation of 0 5  and 0 6  sites is in agreement. The MC/EM-H-5 and 

MC/EM-H-11 structures show similar acid site distributions to the MC/EM-HNa-5 and 

MC/EM-HNa-11 structures except that both the 0 9  and OlO structures show low 

occupation, decreasing the resemblance to the neutron diffraction acid site distributions 

further. The major differences between the MC/EM-HNa-5 and HlENER-HNa-5 

structures may indicate more about the energetics o f protonation than the actual acid site 

distributions. In particular, the high occupation o f the 0 4  and 0 8  sites in the HIENER- 

HNa-5 structures, and low occupation in the MC/EM-HNa-5 structures indicates that 

protonation o f these sites is unlikely. In contrast, the high occupation of the O l, 02 , 07 , 

and 0 9  sites indicates that protonation o f these acid sites is preferred.

The main channel to side pocket ratios, as calculated using the assignment o f the 02 , 

03 , 05 , 0 7  and OlO acid sites to the main channel and 01 , 04 , 06 , 08  and 0 9  acid 

sites to the side pocket (Figure 8.4) are very different to those found for the
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experimental structures in general. The HIENER-HNa-5 structures produce a MC:SP 

ratio that resembles the experimental value from the neutron diffraction experiment 

closest -  showing preferential occupation of the side pocket sites over the main channel 

acid sites. The other calculated structures indicate that the main channel acid sites are 

preferentially occupied over the side pocket acid sites. However, the ratio of main 

channel to side pocket acid sites found from the deconvolution of IR hydroxyl peaks 

also indicate that the main channel acid sites are preferred over the side pocket sites, to 

a larger extent than that shown here, with a MC:SP ratio of 2.0 [15]. We shall now 

consider the deconvolution that leads to the calculation of this ratio in more detail.

9.6 Acid site OH vibrational frequencies
The OH vibrational frequencies of all 100 acid sites in each set of Mordenite 

calculations were again calculated for comparison with experimental IR vibrational 

frequency distributions.

9.6.1 Unweighted acid site vibrational frequencies

In Figure 9.15 we show the vibrational frequency distributions of all 100 MC/EM-HNa- 

11, MC/EM-HNa-5.
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Figure 9.15a Frequencies o f  100 MC/EM-HNa-11 structures and IR (red) [15]
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Figure 9.15b Frequencies o f  100 MC/EM-HNa-5 structures and IR (red) [15]

The match with experiment is remarkable, and is much more convincing than that of the 

isolated acid sites -  both in terms of the spread and the position of the vibrational 

frequency peak. We can clearly see the importance of considering the interactions 

between acid sites. We do not see any noticeable shift of the peak towards higher 

vibrational frequencies corresponding to the increase in Al content of the Mordenite 

with Si/Al = 5 compared to that of Si/Al =11 ,  but we do observe a slightly wider 

distribution. We also see that the peak is asymmetrical in the same way as the 

experimental distribution -  with more vibrational frequencies at lower vibrational 

frequencies to the peak than those that are higher. It is this asymmetry that led to the 

experimental deconvolution into two unresolved contributions -  a higher frequency 

contribution with twice the area of the lower frequency distribution. We shall consider 

this deconvolution further once we have considered energy effects on this distribution.

However, we should not be too pleased with ourselves at this result- since Figure 9.16 

shows that the OH vibrational frequency distribution resulting from the 100 HIENER- 

HNa-5 structures also closely resembles this experimental distribution, apart from 

showing a slightly wider spread.
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Figure 9.16 Vibrational frequency distribution o f all 100 HIENER-HNa-5 structures 

(experimental distribution in red [15])

This indicates that the acid site vibrational frequency distribution is relatively 

insensitive to the stability of the structures, but is an artefact of the Mordenite 

framework structure and the interactions between the acid sites. These distributions 

therefore merely confirm that a wide range of acid site configurations with comparable 

different local acid site structures, framework structures and Si/Al are comparable with 

those seen experimentally rather than whether our acid site distribution matches with 

experiment.

9.6.2 Weighted acid site vibrational frequencies

If we consider energy effects within the MC/EM-HNa distributions, it is possible to 

estimate the probability of each acid site distribution forming from the relative energy 

of the Na-Mordenite structure used to generate it. We are therefore assuming that the 

probability of each acid site distribution occurring is equal to that of the Al distribution 

on which it is based forming, since we have only modelled one acid site distribution 

from each Al distribution. We can thus weight the vibrational frequency of each acid 

site in each acid site distribution according to this probability, to obtain vibrational 

frequency distributions as shown in Figure 9.17.
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Figure 9.17a Vibrational frequency distribution o f MC/EM-HNa-11 structures 
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Figure 9.17b Vibrational frequency distribution o f MC/EM-HNa-5 structures weighted 

according to their probability o f forming (experimental distribution in red [15])

While the MC/EM-HNa-5 structures retain a distribution similar to that of the 

experimental distribution, the distribution is more uneven within this envelope. The 

effect on the MC/EM-HNa-11 structures is much more detrimental -  with the shape and 

position of the peak now no longer matching experiment. The better match of the 

unweighted frequency distributions than the weighted distributions is an indication that
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rather than a particular set o f acid sites occurring, that a combination o f many different 

acid sites with many different interactions between them may occur. Another source for 

the deterioration o f the weighted OH vibrational frequencies may be due to inaccuracies 

in the calculation o f the probabilities of formation used. We have already noted that the 

use o f Boltzmann probabilities for these models may not be valid, since we have not 

sampled all possible configurations. Furthermore, we are assuming that the probability 

o f the modelled acid site configuration arising from its Al distribution is 1, and the 

many other possible acid site distributions that were not modelled due to computational 

time limits have a probability o f occurring o f zero. Thus, it is unsurprising that the 

weighting factors may not improve the OH vibrational frequency distributions.
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9.6.3 Deconvolution of OH vibrational frequency peak

W will now revert our attention back to the vibrational frequency distribution from the 

100 structures of the Na-Mordenite without consideration of energy effects so that we 

can investigate the practice of its deconvolution. If we divide the acid sites according to 

whether they are main channel or side pocket acid sites (as designated in Figure 8,4), 

and plot the resulting “deconvoluted” OH vibrational frequency distributions, we can 

see that the side pocket acid sites do not show significantly higher vibrational 

frequencies than the main channel acid sites (Figure 9.18). This casts doubt on the 

validity of the deconvolution of the hydroxyl peak into two components and the 

assignment of these into main channel and side pocket acid sites.
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Figure 9.18 Vibrational frequency distribution o f  MC/EM-HNa-5 main channel acid 

sites (above) and side pocket acid sites (below)

We have already discussed in Section 8.2.2 that the assignment of acid sites to the main 

channel and side pocket is not as straightforward as may at first appear. Instead of 

considering a complicated progression of main channel and intersection and side pocket 

sites it might be simpler to deconvolute the hydroxyl peak into 10 contributions 

according to each bridging hydroxyl site. Thus, the acid sites that give rise to similar 

vibrational frequencies can be grouped together and the division between main channel
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and side pocket made accordingly. However, Figure 9.19 shows little evidence of 

clustering of the vibrational frequencies of acid sites on the same bridging site, with 

each bridging site showing a wide range of vibrational frequencies.
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Figure 9.19 Vibrational frequency distribution o f different bridging sites in MC/EM- 

Na-5 structures
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This is not surprising in light of the ZSM-5 acid site frequencies in which we observed 

that although the isolated acid site vibrational frequencies influenced those of higher 

concentration to some degree, other factors also needed to be considered, such as the 

separation of the acid sites, the number of tetrahedral sites and bridging sites between 

them, and their orientation. These acid site concentrations are higher than those 

modelled in the ZSM-5 structures, and so the deviation from the isolated acid site 

frequency would be expected to be even greater. To make matters worse, two acid site 

symmetries correspond to each of the 10 bridging site symmetries in some cases, and so 

further spread of frequencies might be expected to result.

We shall now consider these other possible influences on the OH vibrational frequency 

briefly.

9.6.4 Influences on acid site OH vibrational frequencies

One possible influence on the vibrational frequency -  the average distance between 

protons -  is investigated in Figure 9.20.
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Figure 9.20 Correlation between the average H ...H  distance and the vibrational 

frequency o f  acid sites in the MC/EM-Na-5 structures
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However, it is apparent that this is not a defining influence on the OH vibrational 

frequencies. In these structures with such a high acid site content, the interactions 

between acid sites are very complex. Even in the H-ZSM-5 structures with Si/Al=23, 

when the shift in vibrational frequency was separated out, little correlation was apparent 

between the vibrational frequency and the average H...H distance (Figure 7.10).

However, Figure 9.21 shows that once again, a defining influence on the OH vibrational 

frequency is the magnitude of the electric field and the proton.
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Figure 9.21 Correlation between the magnitude o f the electric field  and the vibrational 

frequency o f  acid sites in the MC/EM-Na-5 structures

The relationship between the OH vibrational frequency and the electric field is 

sometimes used to justify the assignment of the low frequency deconvoluted OH peak 

to the side pocket sites, where there may be expected to be a higher electric field, than 

in the main channel. In fact, the increase an increase in the electric field would be 

expected to result in an increase in the OH vibrational frequency (Figure 9.21) and 

furthermore. Figure 9.22 shows that there is no significant relationship between the 

magnitude of the electric field and the pore environment of the acid sites.
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environments o f  acid sites in the MC/EM-Na-5 structures

9.7 C onclusions

We successfully applied a Monte-Carlo/Energy Minimisation method to model Na- 

Mordenite with Si/Al of 11 and 5. We showed that the lowest energy structures required 

both consideration of partial lattice energy minimisation before selection of the most 

stable structures, and selection of the lowest energy partially minimised structures 

These structures reproduce the experimental Al distributions, in terms of local 

environment of T-sites, but less well in terms of occupation of T-sites. The order of 

preference in the structures with Si/Al = 5 was Tl > T3 > T4 > T2, compared to T3 > 

Tl = T2 > T4 for the structures with Si/Al = 11. However, it was found that the 

extensively used method of calculating the Al distribution by comparison of the T-O 

bond length with the ideal Si-O and Al-O bond lengths [8] has a large error associated 

with it. As expected, there is some improvement when, instead of using Si-0 and Al-O 

bond lengths of 1.6036 and 1.7596 Â respectively (obtained by linear regression of the 

Al contents and T-O bond lengths of ordered aluminosilicates [8]), the Si-O and Al-O 

bond lengths are fitted to the data here (obtaining slightly decreased values of 1.6010 Â 

and 1.7483 Â respectively). While it might be expected that the introduction of some
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flexibility to the Si-O and Al-O bond lengths might improve this further, and the use of  

different Si-O and Al-O bond lengths according to the different T-site symmetries and 

cation species would obtain better estimates o f A1 occupation, in fact it turns out that 

there is a decrease in accuracy. This may be because the Al-O and Si-0 bond lengths 

corresponded to isolated A1 and cation substitution into the framework, and were not 

comparable with those in structures with a higher A1 content here in which greater 

structural disruption occurs. There is not a great deal o f improvement in the estimated 

A1 occupancies when using a more complicated method proposed by Alberti [6] to fit 

the shift o f the oxygen adjacent to the T-sites, and consider cation co-ordination to 

these. However, it is noted that the underestimation o f the total A1 content that arises 

from the simple Jones method [8] is limited -  a factor that becomes more important 

with increasing A1 content.

We calculate occupation o f the A sites, D sites and E sites, as seen experimentally. We 

also find some occupation of the B site, but we can absorb these cations into the 

adjacent A site since there is no clear distinction between the cation distributions of 

these two sites and we have not incorporated water molecules into the pores. We also 

see some occupation o f the C site, consistent with other Monte-Carlo calculations, if  not 

experimental cation distributions. Again, this may be due to our lack o f incorporation of 

water molecules into our calculations, which would attract the cations away from the 

walls o f the side pocket. It was found that lower energy initial, partially-minimised and 

final energy structures can be obtained by inserting the cations into experimentally 

observed sites, rather than simply placing them adjacent to a corresponding Al, This 

does not result in an energy penalty associated with the larger Al...cation distances, 

because there seems to be a decrease in energy associated with increasing Al...cation 

distance, contrary to intuition. However, care must be taken, since the relaxation 

undergone by the structures is smaller, and the cation positions are heavily influenced 

by their initial positions. As such, improved implementation of such a method would 

involve taking care to reproduce the experimental cation distribution exactly, in the 

initial cation insertion.
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Our acid site distributions exist in a larger number o f configurations than the 

experimentally observed and theoretically deduced configurations. We demonstrated 

that more realistic (if not lower energy) acid site distributions were obtained based on 

these Al distributions than simply found fi*om direct modelling of the lowest energy 

structures from the MC/EM method. We find that these acid sites preferentially occupy 

the O l, 0 2 , 0 7  and 0 9  bridging sites, but that the 04 , 08  and 010  sites are unfavoured. 

While the MC:SP ratio does not give a particularly good match with experiment, the 

vibrational frequency distribution gives an excellent match with that obtained 

experimentally. However, this distribution was not very sensitive to energetics, with 

similar frequency distributions produced from both high energy and low energy 

structures, when enough are sampled.

The experimental deconvolution o f the experimental IR spectrum into two contributions 

and the assignment o f the high frequency peak to the main channel acid sites, and the 

low frequency peak to the side pocket acid sites were found to be over-simplified. We 

found no significantly higher frequencies o f acid sites in the main channel compared to 

those in the side pocket. While the acid site vibrational frequencies were influenced by 

the initial isolated vibrational frequency, these were not influenced by their position in 

the pores. However, the acid site vibrational frequencies are influenced by the 

magnitude o f the electric field at the proton. This leads to some scatter being observed 

in the vibrational frequencies of the acid sites even of the same configuration, and 

suggests that any deconvolution based on these symmetries may be simplistic, let alone 

based on the pore environments that have little effect on them.
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Chapter 10 Ordered Na-Mordenite structures

10 Ordered Na-Mordenite structures
Thus far, we have investigated Al and cations inserted at random into the structure, and 

attempted to filter out the most probable structures. All o f our 100 most stable MC/EM- 

Na structures were disordered, rather than ordered, but it is likely that rather than being 

an indication that ordered structures are high energy and unlikely to occur, this is simply 

because we did not sample these structures in our initial 1000 structures. This is due to 

the small number o f ordered Al structures compared to disordered structures. Since we 

insert 16 Al onto the different T-sites to model structures with Si/Al = 5, and there are 

16 T3 and 16 T4 sites, 2 ordered structures arise corresponding to the 16 A13 and 16 

A14 sites. Ordered distributions are more complex to define for 16 Al on the 32 T1 and 

32 T2 sites, since they will not necessarily be ordered. We shall use a looser sense o f the 

term “ordered” than its strict definition that would involve preservation o f the Cc 

spacegroup, but rather any distribution with all 16 Al on a particular T site. Thus, there 

are 16 different All arrangements possible when Loewenstein’s rule is considered, and 

similarly, 16 A12 arrangements. This yields a total o f 34 different “ordered” 

distributions. In comparison to the total number o f ways to arrange 16 Al onto 96 

tetrahedral sites o f 6.62 x 10̂  ̂ (according to a binomial distribution without any 

consideration of Loewenstein’s rule and the number o f symmetry related structures), it 

is hardly surprising that we sampled no ordered structures. We also did not take into 

consideration the different cation positions, which would increase the total number of 

disordered structures more than the ordered structures. We shall now turn our attention 

to these ordered structures, given their importance in the TPA-ZSM-5 structures.

A combined ^̂ Si NMR and theoretical study has identified 3 such ordered Al 

distributions that might occur in Mordenite structures [1]. In this method, a connectivity 

matrix of all possible combinations of Al in a Sii44028g supercell (tripled in the c- 

direction compared to Meier’s traditional unit cell) obeying Loewenstein’s rule and the 

Cc symmetry o f the structure was constructed. The Cc spacegroup is characterised by a 

C face-centred lattice, and a c-glide mirror plane perpendicular to the b axis. To 

illustrate this space group, the four symmetrically equivalent Al sites that would be
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generated on the substitution of an Al into a Ti,i site of the 1x1x3 supercell in order to 

preserve its symmetiy are shown in Figure 10.1.

Figure 10.1 Symmetry o f  Cc Sii44028s supercell with one A l substituted into the Tjj site

It should be noted that since the basis of these Al distributions was the 1x1x3 supercell, 

we could not have generated these Al distributions, since we used a 1x1x2 Si960i92 

supercell, quite apart from the issue of the small percentage of ordered structures. 

Takaishi et al. [1] evaluated the different local environments of each T-site in terms of 

the adjacent Al and Si for each calculated Al combination, and it was found that only 8 

such Al distributions would reproduce the relative intensities of the experimental ^̂ Si 

NMR peaks. All of these configurations had 8 All, 4 A12, 4 A13 and 8 A14 per unit cell. 

While these structures are not “ordered” as such (in that not all of the Al have the same 

symmetry label) they are non-random and do obey the Cc symmetry of the structure. 

Through the identification of cation sites that would be stabilised by each Al 

distribution, and comparison of the expected Câ  ̂ and Na  ̂ cation distributions with 

those obtained by X-ray diffraction, only one of the 8 Al configurations was identified 

as being likely to occur.
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In this chapter, we shall describe Na-Mordenite structures that we have constructed 

based on these 8 Al configurations, and compare their stabilities relative to the Na- 

Mordenite structures obtained by the MC/EM method.

10.1 Methodology
As a starting point for these calculations a 1x1x3 Sii44028s siliceous supercell o f 

Mordenite was constructed and minimised, for consistency with Takaishi’s calculations 

[1]. This unit cell had a lattice energy o f -12343.55 eV per Si02, which is comparable 

to that o f our 1x1x2 Si960i92 siliceous supercell lattice energy, as expected. Takaishi 

relabelled the T-sites in this 1x1x3 supercell into subgroups of Meier’s T-site labels to 

distinguish between T-sites at different heights in the c-direction in the unit cell. As 

such, the T l, T2, T3 and T4 sites are divided into the following groups:

• T ij, Ti^, Ti,3, Ti,4, Ti,5, Ti,6, Tij, Ti,8, Ti,9, Tijo, T iji, Ti,i2
TP TP 'T ' TP T^ 'T ' TP

•  t 2 , b  l2 ,3 ,  12,4, l2 ,5 ,  l2 ,6 ,  ^2,7, l2 ,8 ,  l 2 ,9 ,  12,10, l 2 . l l ,  l2,12

•  T 3 4 ,  T 3 3 ,  T 3 , 5 ,  T 3 , 7 ,  T 3 , 9 ,  T 3 , i i

•  T 4 4 ,  T 4 , 3 ,  T 4 , 5 ,  T 4 J ,  T 4 . 9 ,  T 4 , i i

There are 4 tetrahedral sites denoted by each o f these labels.

8 unit cells were constructed with Al configurations corresponding to the 8 

configurations identified by Takaishi, as in Table 10.1, below.

Table 10.1 Al distributions of 8 configurations identified by Takaishi [1]

Configuration Al distribution

1 4Ti,6, 4Ti,8, 4T2.7, 4T3,9, 4 T4J, 4 T441

2 4Ti,i, 4Tij, 4T2,i2, 4 T39, 4 T41, 4T4,5

3 4Ti î, 4Ti,3, 4T2,5, 4 T3J 1, 4 T4J, 4T4,9

4 4Ti,4, 4Tij , 4T2,ii, 4T3,5, 4T4j, 4T4,9

5 4Ti,5, 4Ti,6, 4T2,3, 4T3,9, 4 T41 , 4 T4J1

6 4Ti,7, 4Ti,9, 4T2,11, 4T3,5, 4 T4J, 4T4^

7 4Tij, 4Ti,ii, 4T2,9, 4 T33, 4 T44, 4T4,ii

8 4Ti,„, 4Ti.i2, 4T2,9, 4T3,3, 4T4,i, 4 T4.5
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As a first approximation to determine which of these structures is intrinsically more 

stable without the complication o f determining the cation distributions, models o f these 

Al distributions in a 1x1x3 super-cell were created without any cations. The cation 

charge was smeared over all the oxygen shells in the structure, to give an oxygen charge 

of-1.91667.

To improve these initial models, cations must be included. However, the cation 

positions that would be likely to arise fi*om these Al distributions are more complicated 

to determine. Some guidance was given in Takaishi’s analysis, through the 

identification o f the T-sites that make up the rings adjacent to the A, D and E cation 

sites, as given below in Table 10.2. The C site was also included in their analysis, but 

we have not included this (in contrast with the approach o f Chapter 10), for simplicity 

and since its occupation by Na"̂  is not observed experimentally. As with the T-sites, the 

cation site labels are also subdivided according to their heights in the c-direction, into 

the new labels also shown. Again, there are 4 o f each o f these cation sites per unit cell.

Table 10.2 Al sites identified by Takaishi [1] to stabilise cation sites A, C, D, and E

Cation site T-sites forming adjacent ring

A l T,.i Ti,4 T u T,,,o T3., T3.3 T3,7 T3,9

A2 T u Ti,6 T.,9 Ti.,2 T3,3 T3,5 T3,9 T3,„

A3 T u T,,5 T|,8 Ti.ii T3., T3,5 T3,7 T3,,,

D1 T2^ T2.3 T2,8 T2.9 T4,, T4,3 T4,7 T4,9

D3 T2.4 T2,5 T2.10 Ta.ii T4,3 T4,5 T4,9 T4,,,

D5 T2.1 T2,6 T2.7 T2,12 T4., T4,5 T4.7 T4,,,

El T1.1 T u T i,4 T i.5 T2,,0 T2,„

E2 T u T i ,3 Tt.5 Ti.6 T2.8 T2.9

E3 Ti.i T u T i,4 T i,6 T2.7 T2.,2

E7 T u T.,8 Ti.io T u , T2,4 T2,5

E8 T,,8 Ti,9 T u , T,,12 T2.2 T2J

E9 T u Ti,9 Ti.io T,.,2 T2,, T2,6
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Based on these co-ordinations, the number o f Al around the peripheries o f each cation 

site for each o f the 8 Al configurations was calculated by Takaishi, as in Table 10.3.

Table 10.3 Number of Al around the peripheries o f each cation position for each o f the 

8 Al configurations identified by Takaishi [1]

Configuration Number o f Al around peripheries o f each cation site

A l A2 A3 D1 D3 D5 El E2 E3 E7 E8 E9

1 1 2 1 1 1 3 0 1 2 1 1 0

2 3 1 0 1 1 3 1 0 2 1 0 1

3 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 0 0

4 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 0 1 1 0 1

5 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 0 1 0

6 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 2

7 2 1 1 2 1 2 0 1 0 2 1 1

8 1 2 1 2 1 2 0 1 0 1 2 1

Bearing in mind that there are 4 o f each o f these cations, the number o f cation sites 

stabilised to one degree or another by Al occupation o f the adjacent T-sites is much 

greater than the number of cations per unit cell; 24 for Si/Al = 5. Although Takaishi did 

not expect the cation occupations to necessarily follow the symmetry of the fi-amework, 

for simplicities sake, we shall assume that it does. We therefore need to pick just 6 

cation sites firom those in Table 10.3 that we shall insert cations into.

In order to determine which cation sites were occupied, we used the order o f preference 

o f occupation o f the cation sites determined by Takaishi[l] (the number o f Al that 

occupy the ring adjacent to the cation site are given in brackets):

A[3 Al] > A[2 Al] > A[1 Al] ~ E [2 Al] > D[3 Al] > D[2 Al] > E[1 Al]

This is calculated according to the coordination o f the cation site to the fi-amework 

oxygen, and also takes account o f the number of adjacent Al that stabilise it, since the 

cations will first be attracted to positions with relatively large negative charges.
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We must also take into consideration the fact that each Al position may stabilise more 

than one cation site, and once a cation has occupied the site with the higher preference 

for occupation, the presence o f a positively charged cation next to the Al may nullify 

any stabilisation o f the adjacent cation site. In the cases where we had to choose 

between cation sites with identical preference o f occupation, and no adjacent cations, 

we assumed the occupation would occur on the cation sites that would give rise to 

shorter Al...Na distances. Application o f these general rules to each Al configuration 

(Appendix 6), allows the deduction o f cation occupations shown in Table 10.4.

Table 10.4 Cation distributions fo r  each o f  the 8 A l configurations

Configuration

A l A2 A3 D1

Cation sites occupied 

D3 D5 El E2 E3 E7 E8 E9

1 4 4 4 - - 4 - 4 4 - - -

2 4 4 - - - 4 4 - 4 4 - -

3 4 - 4 4 4 - - - 4 4 - -

4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 - 4 - - -

5 4 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - - 4 -

6 - 4 4 4 4 - 4 - - - - 4

7 4 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - -

8 4 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - - 4 -

Each o f these 8 starting structures with 24 ordered Na^ and Al distributions in a Cc 

1x1x3 Mordenite supercell were relaxed to their minimum energy configuration using 

the potential parameters described in Chapter 2. Their stabilities relative to each other 

and to the MC/EM Mordenite structures were subsequently analysed.

10.2 Ordered Na-Mordenite structures
The lattice energies o f each Al configuration without any cations present are shown in 

Table 10.6. The most stable structure is Configuration 2. Consideration o f cations is 

important since Configuration 1 was suggested by Takishi to be the most probable on 

the basis that it could stabilise the experimental Câ  ̂configuration.
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Table 10.5 Lattice energies of 8 ordered Al configurations without cations

Configuration Lattice energy without 
cations (eV)

1 -16868.739

2 -16869.385

3 -16869.157

4 -16868.315

5 -16868.658

6 -16868.687

7 -16869.157

8 -16868.659

Since all o f the Configurations involve Al occupying the same symmetiy T-sites, it 

would be reasonable to assume that the differences between the relative stabilities o f the 

different configurations must be due to the different distances between them. However, 

Figure 10.2 indicates that this does not seem to be the defining influence. This may 

simply because all o f the distances are quite similar to each other, and we have already 

noted that the relationship between the A1...A1 separation and the energy o f the 

structure is most apparent over a wide range o f A l.. .Al separations.

C -16868.2
o
3  -16868.4.O

>.«  3 . -16868.6 - 
-  w
<  O -16868.8 - 
O ro
^  «  -16869.0 - 1

c  S  -16869.2  ̂
( I )  ^
.2 -16869.4 4
CO

-16869.6

+  Configuration 4

+  Configuration 1
Configuration 5 

"^Configuration 6

Configuration 7-}f Configuration 3

+  Configuration 2

Configuration 8 
-f

10.42 10.44 10.46 10.48 10.50 10.52

AI...AI distance (A)

10.54 10.56

Figure 10.2 Relationship between the stability o f each Al distribution without cations 

and the average minimum distance between the Al
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However, while it is o f some interest which Al configuration is intrinsically most stable, 

the most important consideration is which is most stable in the presence o f the cations 

present during synthesis. As such, we will now turn our attention to the relative energies 

of these configurations with Na"̂  cations present, given in Table 10.6. These energies are 

presented as defect energies (the difference between the lattice energies o f the siliceous 

unit cell and that containing the substituted Al and interstitial cations). This enables 

comparison with the stability o f the lowest energy MC/EM-Na-5 structure from Chapter 

9, calculated from a lattice energy scaled by a factor o f 3/2 to be comparable to the 

1x1x3 supercell calculations. Also shown are the Boltzmann occupations, calculated 

according to these lattice energies at 446K (the synthesis temperature o f Na-Mordenite), 

although care must be taken when quoting such probabilities since we have not included 

all possible configurations in the normalisation factor.

Table 10.6 Defect energies and Boltzmann probabilities o f 8 ordered Na-MOR 

configurations and the 2 most stable MC/EM-Na-5 structures

Configuration Defect energy with Boltzmann
cations (eV) probability

1 531.19 4.6x10'"

2 530.42 2.0x10-'*

3 529.11 1.3x10'*

4 530.07 1.6x10-'"

5 528.85 0.997

6 529.14 5.0x10-"

7 529.10 1.6x10'*

8 529.79 2.81x10'"

MC/EM-Na-5 530.88 1.36x10'**
(most stable)

4.6x10'*"MC/EM-Na-5 530.92
(2“̂  ̂most stable)

The most stable structure is Configuration 5, as shown in FigureIO.3, and this is the 

only one with an observable Boltzmann probability of occurrence, although its
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occupation may be overemphasised due to the underestimated Boltzmann normalisation 

factor. Once again we see some evidence of some cations moving from high symmetry 

sites to those with higher co-ordination -  with some of the cations on A site to the B 

sites, and some cations even migrate to the C sites.

Figure 10.3 The most stable ordered Mordenite structure with 24 A l and 24 Na^ - 

Configuration 5

It is apparent that this structure, and indeed 7 of the 8 ordered structures, are more stable 

than the two most stable structures generated through the use of the MC/EM method, 

and that the 2eV difference in energy between the most stable ordered structure and the 

most stable MC/EM method would greatly reduce its probability of occurring. This is 

an indication that again, as in the ZSM-5 structures, ordered structures are preferred 

over disordered structures. Once again, this may be as much to do with the larger 

distances between the Al and each other (with average Al... Al distances of 10.3-10.2 Â 

in the ordered structures compared to 8.9 Â in the most stable MC/EM-Na-5 structure) 

and Na (with average Na...Na distances of 10.5-10.3 Â in the ordered structures 

compared to 9.1 Â in the most stable MC/EM-Na-5 structure) in the unit cell, allowing 

better accommodation of local stress and lower repulsion, as with the preservation of 

the symmetry of the structure. This is interesting to note since in Figure 9.12, no 

relationship between the lattice energy and the Na...Na distance was observed, but
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maybe this was over the more restricted range of separations sampled in these 

structures. The need to ensure that sampling of structures with maximum possible 

A l.. .Al and Na.. .Na distances is thus highlighted.

The structure that Takishi identified as the most stable -  Configuration 1 - displayed the 

highest energy structure of the ordered structures, and was also less stable than the two 

most stable MC/EM-Na-5 structures. Takaishi did, however, base his selection on the 

Al distribution that would stabilise divalent cation positions that reproduced 

experimental Câ  ̂distributions best, rather than monovalent Na  ̂distributions. Our Na  ̂

distribution for Configuration 5 structure has 8 Na  ̂ on the A cation sites, 8 on the D 

sites and 8 on the E sites, which does not agree with the experimentally observed 

occupation of A > D > E. Furthermore, our cation distribution for Configuration 1, with 

A > E > D, does not agree with the experimental occupation either. In fact, none of our 

cation distributions were compatible with the experimental cation site occupation, as 

can be seen from the cation distributions shown in Figure 10.4.

Defect energy 

N a...N a d istance

531.5

531.0 -

m 530.5
- 10.4 oS  530.0 -

529.5 -

529.0

528.5

528.0 -

527.5
UJ UJ UJ UJ UJ UJ UJCN 00 00 00 00 00 oo+ + + + + +T _ o Q Q Q _ Q Q(N Q CO 00 00 CO œ CO 00 CO 00 œ

+ + + + + +
+ < < < < < << 00 S2. 00. 00. 00. £000

Configuration

Figure 10.4 Defect energies and average minimum Na...Na distance in configurations 

(with cation distributions shown)

It can be seen that the structures with cations on 8A, 8D and 8E sites are more stable in 

general than the structure with 12A, 4D and 8E sites, or 8A, 4D and 12E sites, which is
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contrary to what might be expected since the side-pocket sites are in general more stable 

than the E site. However, since the cation symmetries also determines the distance 

between cations, we can see that cations occupying the 8A, 4D and 12E sites are on 

average further apart than those in the 12A, 4D and BE sites, and as such might be 

expected to repel each other less and thus have be more stable. However, other factors 

must also be considered, since, although there is a steady increase in the Na...Na 

distance as the MC:SP ratio increases, the defect energies of the [8A+8D+8E] structures 

do not lie in between that o f the [12A+4D+8E] and [8A+4D+12E] structures. 

Furthermore, there is a fair amount of scatter within the structures with the same cation 

symmetries.

One likely such factor is the co-ordination of Na  ̂ to Al, as indicated by the minimum 

Al...Na distance (Figure 10.5).

-I- 1 [12A+4D+8E]

2 [8A+4D+12E] 
-E

4 [8A+8D+8E]

+ 3̂ +8E]

531.5 .

531.0 -

>
a 530.5 -
>>

<u
c 530.0 -
m
o

529.5 -
CD

Q

529.0 -

528.5 -

6 [8A+8D+8E]

7 [8A+8D+8E]̂ ' h  [8A+8D+8E]

[8A+8D+8E]

3.40 3.45 3.50 3.55 3.60
AI...Na distance (A)

3.65 3.70

Figure 10.5 Correlation between defect energy o f structures and the average minimum 

Al...Na distance

We can see that this co-ordination appears to be the defining factor that determines 

which of the [8A+8D+8E] structures is most stable. The other cation distributions lie 

further from the line, maybe due to the influence of varying Na" .̂..Na  ̂ separations 

described previously. An interesting point to note is that once again, the structures with 

a larger Al...Na distance are the most stable, as in Figure 9.11 for the MC/EM-Na-5
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structures. The degree of scatter is much smaller in these structures, though, and the 

relationship is much clearer. The source of the increased stability of configuration 5 can 

thus be seen to be primarily due to its larger Al...Na^ separations. Thus, stability can be 

seen to arise from the ability of structures to properly co-ordinate the Na  ̂ to AlOT at 

reasonable distances.

10.3 Ordered H-Mordenite structures
Some consideration should be given to the H-Mordenite structures that might arise from 

these Na-Mordenite structures. However, even if we restrict the Al distribution 

considered to that of the most stable Configuration 5, there still remains 96 possible 

positions for the 24 protons since there are 4 bridging oxygen ions bonded to each of the 

24 Al, each of which can be protonated. Thus, there are 2.61x10^^ possible 

configurations. However, comparison of the Al distributions in these ordered structures, 

with 8All, 4A12, 4A13, and 8A14, and the proton distributions of 05, 06, 09, and OlO 

established by neutron diffraction of deuterated Mordenite [2] restricts the possible acid 

site distributions to just one ordered configuration - 8[A11-06(H)-Sil], 4[A12-05(H)- 

Si2], 4[A13-09(H)-Si3] and 8[A14-O10(H)-Si4] as shown in Figure 10.6.

Figure 10.6 Ordered 8[All-06(H)-SiI], 4[A12-05(H)-Si2], 4[A13-09(H)-Si3] and 

8[Al4-O10(H)-Si4] that might arise from Configuration 5 based on neutron diffraction
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It is clear that we cannot rigorously model all possible acid site distributions, due to the 

many configurations involved. However, we shall briefly make an initial study to 

establish whether this acid site distribution is lower in energy than a limited number o f  

alternative acid site distributions. We shall consider only ordered distributions o f acid 

sites, and consider only perturbations fi*om a starting point of the acid site distribution:

• 8[A11-06(H)-Sil], 4[A12-05(H)-Si2], 4[A13-09(H)-Si3] and 8[A14-O10(H)-Si4]

If we consider the other possible ordered acid site distributions when we keep the acid 

sites about the A12, A13, and A14 sites fixed at this initial structure, but vary those about 

the A ll site, the possible configurations are:

• 8[A11-01(H)-Si3], 4[A12-05(H)-Si2], 4[A13-09(H)-Si3] and 8[A14-O10(H)-Si4]

• 8[A11-03(H)-Si2], 4[A12-05(H)-Si2], 4[A13-09(H)-Si3] and 8[A14-O10(H)-Si4]

• 8[A11-07(H)-Sil], 4[A12-05(H)-Si2], 4[A13-09(H)-Si3] and 8[A14-O10(H)-Si4]

Similarly, if  we vary the bridging site adjacent to the A12 site, the ordered distributions 

are:

• 8[A11-06(H)-Sil], 4[A12-02(H)-Si4], 4[A13-09(H)-Si3] and 8[A14-O10(H)-Si4]

• 8[A11-06(H)-Sil], 4[A12-03(H)-Sil], 4[A13-09(H)-Si3] and 8[A14-O10(H)-Si4]

• 8[A11-06(H)-Sil], 4[A12-08(H)-Si2], 4[A13-09(H)-Si3] and 8[A14-O10(H)-Si4]

For the A13 site there are only two such configurations, since the T3 site is surrounded 

by two Ol bridging sites, an 04 , and an 09:

• 8[A11-06(H)-Sil], 4[A12-05(H)-Si2], 4[A13-01(H)-Sil] and 8[A14-O10(H)-Si4]

• 8[A11-06(H)-Sil], 4[A12-05(H)-Si2], 4[A13-04(H)-Si4] and 8[A14-O10(H)-Si4]

Likewise, there are two 0 2  sites adjacent to the A14, and so only two symmetrically 

distinct configurations obtained by protonating different oxygens adjacent to this:

• 8[A11-06(H)-Sil], 4[A12-05(H)-Si2], 4[A13-09(H)-Si3] and 8[A14-02(H)-Si2]

• 8[A11-06(H)-Sil], 4[A12-05(H)-Si2], 4[A13-09(H)-Si3] and 8[A14-04(H)-Si3]

These 11 configurations o f 24 acid sites in a 1x1x3 unit cell were modelled and relaxed 

to their lowest energy configurations. The lattice energies of these are shown in Table
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10.7. We can see that there are 3 other structures that are more stable than the initial 

8[All-O6H]+4[A12-O5H]+4[A13-O9H]+[A14-O10H] configuration. In fact, the lowest 

energy structure is the 8[All-O6H]+4[A12-O5H]+4[A13-OlH]+8[A14-O10H] structure. 

However, we have not performed sufficient calculations to establish whether this is the 

global minimum energy structure -  merely shows that the ordered protonation of the 

06 , 0 5 , 0 9 , and OlO bridging sites is not the most favourable for an Al distribution 

obtained by Takaishi.

Table 10.7 Lattice energies of some ordered H-Mordenite structures

Configuration Lattice energy (eV)

8[All-O6H]+4[A12-O5H]+4[A13-O9H]+[A14-O10H] 

8[A11 - 0 1 H]+4[A12-05H]+4[A13-09H]+8[ A14-01 OH] 

8[All-O3H]+4[A12-O5H]+4[A13-O9H]+8[A14-O10H] 

8[All-O7H]+4[A12-O5H]+4[A13-O9H]+8[A14-O10H] 

8[All-O6H]+4[A12-O2H]+4[A13-O9H]+8[A14-O10H] 

8[All-O6H]+4[A12-O3H]+4[A13-O9H]+8[A14-O10H] 

8[A11 -06H]-f-4[A12-08H]+4[A13-09H]+8[A14-01 OH] 

8[All-O6H]+4[A12-O5H]+4[A13-OlH]+8[A14-O10H] 

8[All-O6H]+4[A12-O5H]+4[A13-O4H]+8[A14-O10H] 

8[A11-06H]+4[A12-05H]+4[A13-09H]+8[A14-02H] 

8[A11-06H]+4[A12-05H]+4[A13-09H]+8[A14-04H]

-17354.0

-17352.2

-17353.5

-17354.6

-17352.4

-17352.8

-17353.1

-17354.8

-17354.5

-17352.3

-17353.5

We can see that both the sum o f the 24 isolated defect energies o f the acid sites as 

shown in Table 8.1 (Figure 10.7), and the distance between protons (Figure 10.8) 

influence the energies o f these acid site configurations to a weak degree. It is the high 

sum o f individual acid sites o f the All-06(H)+A12-05(H)+A13-09(H)+A14-010(H) 

configuration that is likely to be responsible for its unfavourability.
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Figure 10.7 Influence o f  the sum o f  the 24 isolated acid sites on the ordered acid site 

lattice energy
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Figure 10.8 Influence o f  the average minimum distance between protons on the ordered 

acid site lattice energy

It is interesting to note that the acid site vibrational frequency distribution that would 

arise from the apparently unfavourable A11-06(H)+A12-05(H)+A13-09(H)+A14- 

010(H) acid site configuration (Figure 10.9) gives a closer match to experiment than 

that of the more stable 8[All-O6H]+4[A12-O5H]+4[A13-OlH]+8[A14-O10H] acid site 

configuration (Figure 10.10). This may be an indication that despite this structure not
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being the lowest energy structure, it may still form. However, it may also be an 

indication that we have not modelled enough structures, and have not found the most 

stable acid site distribution, which may give rise to OH vibrational frequencies that 

match with experiment better.

7

6

1

0
35503750 3650 3450 3350 3250

Frequency (cm' )

Figure 10.9 Calculated vibrational frequency distribution arising from the A ll- 

06(H)+Al2-05(H)+Al3-09(H)+Al4-010(H) acid site distribution compared to 

experiment (red line) [3J
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Figure 10.10 Calculated vibrational frequency distribution arising from the 8[All- 

06H]+4[A12-05H]+4[A13-01H]+8[A14-010H] acid site distribution compared to 

experiment (red line) [3]
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In the future, it would be interesting to treat this problem more rigorously and apply the 

Monte-Carlo/Energy Minimisation method, keeping the Al distribution fixed, but 

allowing the program to sample the various acid site configurations. In fact, we would 

wish to model each o f the 8 ordered Al distributions in more detail initially, by using the 

MC/EM code to ensure that we have not biased one structure over another.

10.4 Conclusions
We have successfully modelled 8 Na-Mordenite structures with Cc symmetry with Al 

distributions o f 16.67%, 8.33%, 16.67% and 33.33% occupancies o f the T l, T2, T3, and 

T4 sites respectively, deduced fi*om NMR experiments, and Na"̂  distributions deduced 

fi*om the co-ordinations o f the cation sites. The most stable distribution is found to be 

Configuration 5 (with Al occupying 4Ti,s, 4Ti,6, 4T2,3, 4T],9, 4 T44, 4 T4,n and the Na^ on 

the 4A1, 4A2. 4D1, 4D5, 4E2 and 4E8 cation sites), and not Configuration 1 as 

suggested by Takaishi. The A l.. .Al separation was not found to be a defining influence, 

possibly because all o f the structures possessed similar average minimum A1...A1 

distances. In fact, the most stable structure when no cations are included in the models 

is Configuration 2, and Configuration 5 is the 7th most stable structure. Again this 

highlights how the A l.. .cation interactions and cation.. .cation interactions are crucial in 

determining the stability o f the ordered MOR structures with Al and Na"̂ . Hence, 

Configuration 5 is likely to be most stable due to the ability of the structure to 

accommodate Na"̂  strongly co-ordinated to the AIO4' but with maximised Al...Na^ 

distance. Another factor that was found to be influential is the average Na...Na  

separation, which depends on the cation site symmetries into which the cations are 

placed, with preferential occupation of structures with larger separations. This factor is 

also responsible for the extra stability o f 7 of the 8 Cc ordered structures compared to 

the two most stable Na-Mordenite structures with Si/Al = 5 generated from the MC/EM 

scheme. This extra stability o f the ordered structures may also partly be due to the 

preservation o f the symmetry o f the framework.

At first, this apparent limitation of the MC/EM method is disappointing since it is easily 

automated and requires a much lower intensity of manual labour than that required to
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produce only 8 Na-MOR structures; although the computational cost is much larger. A 

further study should consider an adapted MC/EM scheme to sample only the ordered 

configurations, or those with maximum A1...A1 or Na...Na separations. However, we 

should also bear in mind that the advantage o f the MC/EM scheme is its lack o f bias 

towards any particular configuration on any basis except energy, and such an adapted 

scheme may overly skew the obtained structures to produce too many ordered 

structures. Perhaps a compromise would be to introduce a cut-off around each inserted 

Al inside which another Al cannot be inserted, when constructing the initial structures. 

This would thus ensure a more even distribution o f the Al in the framework and exclude 

higher energy structures with the Al close to each other. The cut-off used could be 

adapted according to the Al content.

Whether or not such biasing techniques are implemented, we have highlighted the need 

for extensive configuration sampling, thus ensuring that the probability o f sampling 

these ordered distributions is higher.

Nevertheless, our ability to obtain structures with energies comparable to these ordered 

structures is encouraging, and validifrcation that it is a useful tool to build Mordenite 

structures with realistic Si/Al ratios.
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11 Interactions of Mordenite with probe molecules
We have modelled Mordenite structures with realistic (experimental) Si/Al, and 

obtained realistic Al and cation distributions. We have also used our models to test the 

validity o f a number o f experimental interpretation practices, including the 

deconvolution o f the hydroxyl peak into a high frequency main channel acid site 

contribution and a low frequency side pocket acid site contribution. While we have 

already established that the main channel acid sites do not intrinsically have 

significantly lower vibrational frequencies than the side pocket acid sites, we have not 

addressed the basis o f these assignments -  namely the shift of the higher frequency 

contribution o f the hydroxyl peak. Logically, this has been interpreted as an indication 

that the accessible main channel acid sites correspond to the high frequency peak, and 

the side-pocket acid sites, which are inaccessible to probe molecules correspond to the 

low frequency peak.

We have attempted to use both molecular dynamics methods and ab initio calculations 

to model Mordenite with probe molecules in the pores o f the structure, to establish the 

effect o f the probe molecules on the acid site vibrational frequencies, and their 

accessibility into the different parts o f the structure.

11.1 Molecular dynamics calculations of Mordenite
Perhaps the most obvious method o f modelling the behaviour of probe molecules in 

Mordenite is through the use of molecular dynamics calculations. We shall describe 

their implementation here to model the motion o f CH4 probe molecules in siliceous 

Mordenite, Na-Mordenite and H-Mordenite. Thus, the ability o f this probe molecule to 

access various parts o f the Mordenite pore structure, and its effect on the cations and 

acid sites could be monitored. Although methane itself has not been used to investigate 

the effect o f probe molecules in shifting the frequency o f acid sites in Mordenite, it is o f  

a similar size to those used e.g. NH3 [1], and is simple to model using interatomic 

potentials. Furthermore, the effect o f C H 4  molecules on Na cations in Mordenite has 

been investigated by IR studies [2].
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Before such conclusions can be drawn it is first necessary to evaluate the accuracy o f  

models created using cff91_czeo forcefield potentials previously derived to model the 

zeolite framework and organic probe molecules.

11,1.1 Methodology

The DISCOVER program [3] was used to implement the molecular dynamics methods 

employed here. Like energy minimisation methods, molecular dynamics methods use 

interatomic potentials to describe the forces between atoms. However, because this 

method cannot directly use the forcefield potentials that we have been using, we 

implemented the cff91_czeo potential parameters -  a combination of the CFF91 

forcefield [4, 5, 6 ] for organic molecules and the potentials for the Si and O [7] and Al 

and H [8 ] derived from ab initio calculations to model the zeolite framework. This has 

been used to model organic molecules in zeolites previously, e.g. TPA^ molecules and 

Bronsted acid sites in ZSM-5, as described in Chapter 3 [9].

However, molecular dynamics methods differ from energy minimisation methods in the 

criterion used to move the atoms. Rather than moving atoms towards their minimum 

energy position, they are moved according to Newton’s equation o f motion:

=  =  ( 11.1)
dt dvj

where F(t) is the force on atom j o f mass m at time t and U is the interatomic potential.. 

Initially an equilibration period is allowed, during which the atoms are moved according 

to the forces on them, after which the system is assumed to be oscillating in equilibrium. 

Initial velocities o f the atoms are dependent on the system temperature -  we have 

considered a temperature o f 623 K. Thus, unlike our previous calculations, the kinetic 

energy is also considered. An NVE ensemble was used, whereby the number of 

molecules, unit cell volume and system energy are held constant. The positions and 

velocities o f the atoms were calculated every 0.005 ps. The frequency o f the OH 

vibrations in Mordenite have a time period o f approximately 0.009 ps (their vibrational 

frequency is 3600 cm'^), and so the OH vibrational frequencies should be observable. 

While they could have been observed better given a smaller timestep, we are also 

interested in the migration of the probe molecules in the pores, which occurs on a longer
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timescale. Thus, while the application of a smaller timestep may be desirable, it would 

have increased the time of the calculation. As it was, we were able to allow 

equilibration for 10000 timesteps -  corresponding to a total equilibration time of 50 ps. 

Following this, the dynamics run itself was performed for a further 10000 timesteps. In 

practice, the atoms are moved according to the same algorithms as those governing the 

equilibration process, with the same system parameters, but by this time the system 

should be oscillating in equilibrium, and so the properties observed in it should be 

comparable to those that might be observed experimentally at such a temperature.

We will determine if such methods and forcefields can be used to successfully model 

organic molecules in zeolites, and if so we will obtain the relative energies and motion 

of methane probe molecules in Mordenite of varying compositions. A range of 

Mordenite unit cells were used as the basis of these calculations:

• Si960192 - minimised siliceous 1x1x2 Mordenite unit cell

• Na8Al8Si8gOi92 - the most stable MC/EM-Na-11 structure from Chapter 9

• Nai6Ali6Si8oOi92 - the most stable MC/EM-Na-5 structure from Chapter 9

• H8Al8Si880i92 - the most probable MC/EM-HNa-11 structure from Chapter 9

• Hi6Ali6Si8oOi92 - the most probable MC/EM-HNa-5 structure from Chapter 9

The methane was initially placed into a variety of positions, shown in Figure 11.1, 

which we labelled according to the closest cation site to their centre.

Figure 11.1 Initial CH4 positions
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These models undeiivent an initial energy minimisation using a sequence of steepest 

descents, conjugate gradient then BFGS minimisation algorithms, at constant pressure 

so that the start structure for the molecular dynamics run would be the minimum energy 

structure for the employed potentials. The unit cell dimensions were allowed to change 

during this minimisation, as well as the positions of all of the atoms. After an energy 

minimum has been found the molecular dynamics run itself is performed.

11.1.2 Siliceous Mordenite with and without probe molecules

After minimisation of the Mordenite unit cell, even without probe molecules, cations or 

Al, we can immediately see from Figure 11.2 that the unit cell is distorted.

Figure 11.2 Minimised unit cell using cjf91 czeo forcefield parameters represented by 

cylinders, and the minimised unit cell from our previous GULP calculations 

represented by sticks

The large increase in the Si-O-Si bond angle gives rise to a large change in the unit cell 

parameters (to a= l7.400 Â, b=22.150 Â, c=15.183 Â, a=P=y=90), particularly in the b 

direction. On examining the potential parameters of this forcefield, we find that the 

ideal Si-O-Si bond angle that the potentials favour is 176.265° - much larger than the 

average Si-O-Si bond angle of approximately 150° found using our GULP models, and 

in fact nearly approaching 180°. It is clear that results obtained using these potentials
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should be treated with care. Nevertheless, although it would seem that maybe we should 

not compare the framework energies and properties in too much detail due to these 

limitations, the general movement o f probe molecule may still be observed, since the 

general framework shape remains similar.

The minimised energies o f the siliceous unit cell with a methane molecule in each o f the 

4 sites shown in Figure 11.1 are given in Table 11.1. The D site, at the intersection 

between the main channel and side pocket appears to be most stable, and in fact, this 

results from relaxation o f the methane molecule initially placed at the C site too. The 

methane molecule at the F site in the centre o f the main channel is also low in energy, 

especially compared to the A site in the side pocket, which is most unstable. However, 

despite being energetically unfavourable (perhaps unsurprisingly due to steric effects) 

there is clearly an activation barrier for the migration o f a methane molecule from the 

side pocket into the main channel sites, so that a molecule inserted into the A site will 

remain in this position. In contrast, methane molecules in the centre o f the main channel 

have a much lower energy, and will stay in the centre o f the main channel. During the 

molecular dynamics run, the methane molecules vibrate and rotate close to the positions 

into which they were inserted (apart from the C site, which rotates and vibrates about 

the D site to which it relaxed) and did not migrate from the main channel to the side 

pocket, or vica-versa. This indicates that since the methane probes enter the main 

channel, they are more likely to occupy positions in the main channel, but it is 

favourable for them to sit at the 8MR between the main channel and side pocket and 

perhaps interact with acid sites at this intersection.

Table 11.1 Minimised energies o f siliceous Mordenite with methane probe

Initial methane probe position Minimised potential energy (eV)

A -5813.679

C -5825.342

D -5825.375

F -5827.798
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11.1.3 Na-Mordenite with and without probe molecules

Again, the framework of the lowest energy MC/EM-Na-11 Mordenite structure 

undergoes substantial distortion during minimisation (Figure 11.3), due to the potential 

parameters used. It can also be seen that the sodium cations undergo substantial 

relaxation, away from their initial cation sites. During the molecular dynamics run, also, 

the cations show substantial mobility -  complicating the situation compared to the static 

positions of the cations at OK calculated in our initial GULP calculations.

Figure 11.3 Lowest energy MC/EM-Na-11 structure, before (sticks) and after 

(cylinders) minimisation with cff91 czeo potentials

However, we can see that the problems encountered earlier due to the potential 

parameters used become more serious as the Al content increases, and we consider the 

most stable MC/EM-Na-5 structures. Since the Al-O-Si bond angle (at 167.789°) used 

in these potentials is some 10° less than the equilibrium Si-O-Si bond angle (176.265°), 

the large distortion around the higher number of Al considered here is too much to be 

accommodated by the lattice. As such, unsurprisingly, the structure could not achieve an 

energy minimum, and any subsequent molecular dynamics run or inclusion of methane 

molecules would be meaningless.
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%

Figure 11.4 Lowest energy MC/EM-Na-5 structure, before (sticks and small spheres 

representing cations) and after (cylinders and large spheres representing cations) 

minimisation with cff91 czeo potentials

However, we shall briefly consider the inclusion of probe methane molecules into the 

higher Si/Al models. The minimised energies of these structures are given in Table 

11.2. The trends seen are similar to those observed in the siliceous Mordenite structure. 

Once again, the side pocket sites are unfavourable, with a methane inserted into the A 

site showing a high energy, and that into the C site relaxing to the D site again. 

However, in contrast to the siliceous system, we find that the methane probe in the 

centre of the main channel is now more stable than when close to the wall, at the 8MR 

window to the side pocket. During the MD run itself, there are some interactions of the 

Na  ̂ cations with the methane molecule as the Na  ̂ cations approach each other from 

time to time and then migrate away. However, once again, the methane probes do not 

show significant mobility.
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Table 11.2 Minimised energies ofMC/EM-Na-11 unit cell with methane prohe

Initial methane probe position Minimised potential energy (eV)

A

C

D

F

-6530.66

-6545.50

-6544.13

-6548.06

11.1.4 H-Mordenite with and without probe molecules

None of the H-Mordenite structures could relax to an energy minimum either with or 

without probe molecules present. Once again the MC/EM-HNa-5 structure has a highly 

distorted framework, with unrealistic co-ordinations occurring. The MC/EM-HNa-11 

structure appears more similar to the experimental structure at first, but on closer 

inspection the unlikely acid sites geometries are responsible for the instability of these 

structures (Figure 11.5). In particular, the value of the 0(H)-Al-0 bond angle of 97.03° 

is much less than the ideal tetrahedral angle of 109.47°, and must cause substantial 

distortion to the framework.

Figure 11.5 Lowest energy MC/EM-HNa-11 structure, after minimisation with 

cjf91_czeo potentials
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Again, in light o f the inability to achieve relaxed initial structures, the subsequent 

molecular dynamics calculations and inclusion o f methane molecules become 

meaningless. However, in an attempt to obtain some useful data regarding the 

interaction o f probe molecules with the different acid sites in Mordenite, albeit in a less 

realistic model, attention was focussed back on the Mordenite models with one acid site 

per unit cell.

11.1.5 Single acid sites in Mordenite

Each o f the minimised HAlSiggOiçi 16 symmetrically distinct configurations of one acid 

site per unit cell as described in Section 8.2 were minimised using the cff91_czeo 

potentials, and subsequently subjected to a molecular dynamics run. The minimised 

energies o f these structures are shown in Figure 11.6, compared to those found in 

Section 8.2 using the GULP code.
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Figure 11.6 Minimised energies o f the individual acid sites in Mordenite, found using 

DISCOVER, and the cff91_czeo potentials, compared to that found previously using the 

GULP code

The lack o f correlation apparent in Figure 11.6, together with the observation that three 

of these models -  the All-03(H)-Si, and A13-01(H)-Si acid sites - failed to minimise, 

even when different combinations of minimisation methods were used, once again 

highlight the limits o f the cff91_czeo forcefield. In fact, a previous study modelling acid 

sites in ZSM-5 [9] also found problems when using this forcefield, due to the large 

number o f local minima in the potential energy surface modelled by them. In that study.
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to overcome this problem, simulated annealing was applied to the model, at steadily 

decreasing temperatures, and then the structure was energy-minimised. We attempted to 

use this method with the acid site configurations that would not minimise by standard 

techniques. As such, the initial GULP minimised structure first underwent a molecular 

dynamics run with an ensemble that held the number o f molecules, stress, and 

temperature o f the system (via velocity scaling) constant throughout. This was 

performed at 800 K, for subsequent equilibration and dynamics periods o f 1000 

timesteps each. The output structure from this calculation was then subjected to an 

identical annealing procedure, only at 700K. This procedure o f decreasing the 

temperature o f the model by lOOK and annealing it, was repeated until annealing at 

200K had taken place. The subsequent structure was then allowed to minimise for a 

total o f 1,000,000 iterations. However, an energy minimum could still not be achieved. 

Since the vibrational frequencies o f the acid sites are highly dependent on their local 

geometries, any hope o f calculating accurate vibrational frequencies, let alone the 

effects o f interactions with a probe molecule, seemed to be misguided, and subsequent 

calculations were abandoned.

11.1.6 Conclusions

Our main conclusion from these DISCOVER programs must be that the cff91_czeo 

potentials are flawed in their representation o f zeolite framework structures, particularly 

with regard to the bond angles that are produced. This in turn causes large distortion of 

the unit cell. At high Al contents, corresponding to Si/Al=5, and structures that contain 

Bronsted acid sites, the structures become so unrealistic that no energy minimum can be 

achieved. As a result, interpretation of these models involves only the most general o f  

observations.

During the molecular dynamics run, the framework vibrates to some extent, and the 

methane molecules vibrate and rotate about their minimum energy position, close to 

where they were inserted. In contrast, the sodium cations are highly mobile. 

Energetically, the methane molecules prefer to occupy the main channel sites, but local 

minima do exist in the side pocket, requiring activation to migrate into the main 

channel. In the siliceous structure, the preferred main channel site is close to the 8MR
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entrance to the side pocket but in the Mordenite structure with Si/A l=ll, it prefers to 

occupy a position in the centre of the channel. Given this behaviour for a small non

polar methane probe molecule, it would appear that any larger probe molecule, or a 

more polar one o f similar size such as ammonia could enter the side pocket or access 

acid sites there.

11.2 Ab initio calculations of Mordenite with probe molecules
Until this point we have concentrated almost entirely on methods that use inter-atomic 

potentials, due to their low computational expense, and hence our ability to compare a 

large number o f configurations. However, such methods are very sensitive to the 

potential parameters used, as we have demonstrated most dramatically with regard to 

the cff91_czeo forcefield. We shall now avoid the use o f any potential parameters 

through the application of a more rigorous ab initio method, to model H-Mordenite with 

and without an acetonitrile probe molecules next to the acid site.

11.2.1 Methodology

DMol^ is a DFT code that has been used successfully in the past to model zeolites both 

as cluster calculations [10, 11] and using periodic boundary conditions [12]. The basis 

o f quantum mechanics methods for one electron involves solving Schrodinger’s 

equation [13] to establish the energies, E, associated with various electron probability 

distributions defined by the various wavefunctions, Yk:

Hy/^=Eii/^ (11.2)

DFT (density functional theory) methods involve calculating the energy o f an electron 

system as a function o f the electron density p(r) -  the number of electrons per unit 

volume at a given position -  rather than the wavefunctions o f the electrons [14]:

where (r) = ^  (r)^ |, and a  is a spin label
k

The basis set function, (|)k,a used here was the double numerical, DNP, function that 

includes polarisation [15]. Spin restriction was applied to the basis set, so that (|)k,(T=(|)k,.a 

for spin-up and spin-down electrons respectively.
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DFT methods account for the complications caused by correlation and exchange 

interactions between the electrons (caused by the electrostatic and Pauli repulsion of the 

electrons from each other, respectively) in systems more complicated than the one- 

electron arrangement by approximating the problem o f an interacting electron gas to 

that o f a system of non-interacting particles in some external field [14]. This field p̂ c.a 

is included in the Hamiltonian, H:

H  = + + (11.4)

In this study the Hamiltonian was represented by a Generalised Gradient Approximation 

(GGA) P91 functional [16], The grid according to which this exchange correlation 

potential was calculated was of medium coarseness here.

However, since the effective exchange correlation potential necessarily depends on the 

electron density, it is necessary to solve these self-consistently. As such, an initial 

electron density is constructed, then the resulting effective potential, and hence the 

electron density recalculated from equation 11.3. If its difference from the previous 

electron density corresponds to a root mean square difference o f greater than 0.0001, 

then the procedure is repeated until the electron density converges.

To obtain the relaxed structures, geometry optimisation was performed, perturbing the 

atomic positions according to the derivative o f the energy with respect to their positions, 

so as to minimise the energy of the system. Optimisation was performed until the root 

mean squared difference from the energy o f the previous minimisation cycle is less than 

0.00001, and that o f the energy gradient is less than 0.001.

We have already discussed that the periodic boundary calculations are far more accurate 

than cluster calculations, since although cluster models take into account the local 

geometric effects around the acid site, by definition they cannot take into account larger 

pore structure effects, or long-range electrostatics o f the crystal lattice. Previous cluster 

calculations by Simperler et al. [10] have investigated the interactions o f an acetonitrile 

[CH3C=N] molecule with an acid site in Mordenite (Figure 11.7), and we shall use this
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as a basis of our calculations but attempt to extrapolate this to a system including 

periodic boundary conditions.

Figure 11.7 Quantum cluster model o f All-OS (H)-Si acid site and acetonitrile molecule 

in Mordenite [10]

The cluster calculations by Simperler et al. used the most stable minimised All-03(H)- 

Si acid site structure from our models of individual acid sites in Mordenite (Section 8.2) 

as their basis. The acetonitrile position and orientation relative to the acid site was 

established by a Monte-Carlo docking procedure, but during the DmoP calculation was 

allowed to relax from this position, as was the Al-0(H)-Si acid site, and the 6 adjacent 

oxygens to the Al and the Si. The outer atoms were kept fixed at the GULP minimised 

positions, to reduce the computational cost of the calculation, and represent the 

restrictions on the acid site relaxation caused by the surrounding lattice. The cluster size 

for this calculation was large (CHsNCN+AlOHSiioOsg with 32 terminating H to saturate 

the dangling O bonds, as shown in Figure 11.7), and includes a ring around the pore that 

contains the acid site and probe molecule. As such, consideration of the influence of 

medium-range pore structure effects are taken into account to some extent -  a marked 

improvement to the majority of cluster calculations -  but limited to two dimensions, and 

still neglect long-range electrostatic effects. Thus, here we have attempted to calculate
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the properties o f an All-03(H)-Si acid site in a periodic Mordenite unit cell, and to 

determine the effect o f interactions with an acetonitrile molecule.

As in the cluster calculations, the atomic positions in the GULP minimised structure 

were used to describe the initial zeolite structure, and the acetonitrile position was the 

same as that used in the cluster calculation, determined from Monte-Carlo docking. Due 

to the considerable computational expense o f such calculations geometry optimisation 

was restricted to that o f the acetonitrile molecule and the 0 3 -Al-0 (H)-Si-0 3  atoms. No 

symmetry was applied to restrict the motion o f these atoms. All o f the other atomic 

positions were kept fixed at their GULP minimised positions. While it might have been 

preferable to fully optimise the unit cell by DFT methods, the computational expense is 

prohibitive -  initial attempts were abandoned after 82 days o f CPU time failed to find 

an optimised structure.

The relaxed acid site and acetonitrile geomeotries and lattice energy were thus obtained. 

We also investigated the charge distribution of the atoms in the acid site and acetonitrile 

molecule by Mulliken analysis -  summing the electron density around each atom. While 

it would obviously have been advantageous to obtain the OH vibrational frequency o f  

the optimised acid sites, the system modelled here was too large for the calculations to 

be performed.

A model was also constructed of the corresponding A ll-03(H )-Si acid site without a 

probe molecule, for comparison, again restricting the relaxation allowed to the acid site 

and the adjacent 3 oxygens to the Al and Si. While it had been hoped to maybe model 

all o f the symmetrically distinct isolated acid sites in this manner, and maybe progress 

to the structures with realistic Si/Al, the computer time required for these calculations 

prohibited such a progression. The calculation o f the Mordenite unit cell containing the 

All-03H -Si acid site with the probe molecule took 43 days o f CPU time to complete, 

and that without the probe molecule took 25 days o f CPU time.

11.2.2 Acid site energies

The minimised CH3CNA10H-Si950i92 unit cell is shown in Figure 11.8.
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Figure 11.8 MitiimisedMordenite unit cell containing an All-03(H )-Si acid site and an 

acetonitrile prohe

The final energy of the periodic A10H-Si950i92 unit cell was -574312.25 eV, compared 

to a value of -576118.73 eV for the CH3CNA10H-Si950i92 unit cell. The absorption 

energy of the acetonotrile molecule onto the acid site can simply be regarded to be the 

difference between the lattice energy of the Mordenite unit cell containing an acid site 

and acetonitrile molecule and the sum of the energy of the isolated acetonitrile molecule 

(-1806.03 eV) and the lattice energy of the same unit cell without the acetonitrile 

molecule. From these, the value obtained for the absorption energy of an acetonitrile 

molecule onto an acid site in Mordenite is -0.4499 eV.

11.2.3 Acid site geometries

The geometries of the various bond lengths and bond angles of interest in the acid sites 

in the periodic Mordenite unit cell containing and acid site, both with and without the 

acetonitrile molecule, the corresponding cluster calculation, and the GULP minimised 

structure are given in Table 11.3.
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Table 11.3 Acid site geometries o f  the different models

Model O-H

(A)
A l-0

(A)
Si-O

(A)
Al-O-Si

o
Al-O-H

o
Si-O-H

n
H ...N

(A)
D M of MOR unit cell + 

acid site

0.9758 1.8963 1.7009 131.5838 117.1591 107.2379

D M of MOR unit cell + 

acid site + acetonitrile

1.0428 1.8590 1.6673 131.3318 112.3244 116.2684 1.5350

D M of cluster acid site 

+ acetonitrile

1.0362 1.8593 1.6727 128.7883 114.2371 116.9708 1.5668

GULP MOR unit cell + 

acid site

1.0020 1.9283 1.6800 137.0317 97.3871 125.1811

Comparison of the periodic DMoP models with and without an acetonitrile molecule 

reveals that interaction o f the acid site with the acetonitrile molecule weakens the OH 

bond, as is apparent by its resultant lengthening. Although this may not at first appear to 

be significant, the steep gradient o f -12932 cm'*Â'  ̂ o f the clear correlation between the 

O-H bond length and the acidity o f the isolated acid sites in ZSM-5 observed in Figure 

4.37 indicates that the observed lengthening o f the OH bond of 0.0670 Â could indeed 

result in a significant shift of its vibrational frequency to a lower value. There is also a 

slight decrease in the Al-O and Si-O bond lengths, caused by the introduction o f the 

acetonitrile molecule. Although it would be expected that this would result in a 

corresponding increase in the Al-O-Si bond angle, in fact a slight decrease in this bond 

angle is observed. It is also apparent that while the acid site with no probe molecule 

shows some repulsion between the Al and H, since the Al-O-H bond angle is not equal 

to the Si-O-H bond angle, this becomes less apparent when the acid site interacts with a 

probe molecule, with the two angles becoming more similar to each other. This may be 

a result o f the preferred orientation o f the probe molecule with respect to the acid site.

It can be seen that a major limitation o f the cluster model is that the weakening o f the O- 

H bond caused by interaction with the probe molecule is less than that in the a model 

that employs periodic boundary conditions. It can be seen that this arises fi-om the 

slightly larger H ...N  distance in the cluster model, that would reduce interactions 

between the probe molecule and the acid site. The interaction between species in an
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enclosed pore, with a higher electric field inside it would be expected to be higher than 

that between species that were not in such an environment. Although it might be 

expected that the local acid site geometry would not be significantly different in the 

periodic and cluster models, neglect of the long range electrostatic effects result in the 

cluster model having a decreased Al-O-Si bond angle by 2.5°, and an increased Al-OH 

bond angle. However, the Al-O and Si-0 bond lengths and Si-O-H bond angle in the 

cluster model remain comparable to those of the periodic model.

We can see, however that even this cluster approximation yields local acid site 

geometries that are closer to the periodic boundary DFT models than our simple GULP 

minimised acid site structures, even though they share the same long range lattice 

geometry in this study. However, we are not only interested in the local geometries o f 

the acid sites, but also their relative energies and their interactions with other acid sites. 

We have not been able to investigate the accuracy o f the relative energies o f the 

different acid site geometries or consider the large number o f acid site geometries due to 

computational limits. We shall now consider if  these differing geometries arise from 

different charge distributions on the Bronsted acid sites and acetonitrile molecules.

11.2.4 Acid site charge distribution

Unlike the GULP models, there is some variation on the charges o f the acid site 

molecules, and these will give rise to some variation in local acid site geometry.

Table 11.4 Charges on acid site atoms and acetonitrile molecules (e)

Model Al O Si H N  Total acetonitrile

charge

DMoP MOR unit cell + +1.426 -0.745 +1.829 +0.317 - -

acid site

DMoP MOR unit cell + +1.437 -0.839 +1.842 +0.346 -0.256 +0.149

acid site + acetonitrile

DMoP cluster acid site + +1.354 -0.852 +1.792 +0.457 -0.215 +0.067

acetonitrile

DMoP isolated - -0.286 0.000

acetonitrile
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In the full periodic CH3CNAI-OH-S195O192 structure, general increased polarity is 

evident compared to the other models -  the positive Al, Si and total acetonitrile charge 

displaying larger positive charge, and the N showing larger negative charge. Compared 

to the corresponding cluster model, it is apparent that this must he due to the long-range 

electrostatic effect of the zeolite lattice. However, these long-range electrostatic effects 

are complicated in nature, since they result in a slightly decreased polarity o f the O-H 

bond. In contrast, the introduction o f the acetonitrile close to the acid site in this 

periodic model increases the polarity o f both the O-H bond and the other atoms in the 

Bronsted acid site. However, the increase in polarity due to interactions with a nearby 

positive probe molecule is to a lesser extent than the changes in polarity due to the 

inclusion o f long-range electrostatic effects. However, it is worth noting that the charges 

reach nowhere near the magnitudes of those imposed on the GULP models.

We can now see the source o f the trends seen in Table 11.3. In general, the greater the 

polarity o f a bond, the shorter it is, as expected. We can also see that the larger Al-O-Si 

bond o f the full periodic model than in the cluster model arises from the smaller positive 

charge on the oxygen ion.

11.2.5 Conclusions

We have successfully modelled the interactions between a All-03(H )-Si acid site in a 

periodic lattice and an acetonitrile molecule, obtaining an interaction energy of -0.4499 

eV. These interactions result in a weakening of the Bronsted acid site O-H bond 

apparent from its lengthening by 0.0670 Â, which may result in a decrease in OH 

vibrational frequency.

Consideration o f the full periodic lattice can he seen to be important since the long- 

range electrostatics influence the polarity o f atoms in the Bronsted acid site and 

acetonitrile molecule (in general increasing the polarity except the O-H group), and 

hence the strength of the bonds and interactions between them and ultimately the 

geometry and properties o f the acid site. Hence, a cluster model would predict less 

strong interactions between the acid site and the acetonitrile molecule, and 

underestimate the weakening of the OH bond that would arise.
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The large CPU time required for each model proved to be a major limitation to the use 

o f ab initio models in this manner. This limited the accuracy o f these calculations to 

some extent, by prohibiting the full minimisation of the unit cell and inclusion o f long- 

range lattice relaxation. While it would have been desirable to compare the interactions 

o f a range o f probe molecules with all possible acid site geometries, this would clearly 

take an unreasonable amount o f time by this method. However, as computer capabilities 

improve in the future, these lines o f research may be pursued further.

At present though, it can be seen that in order to reduce the computational time by using 

a less rigorous method, better acid site geometries can be obtained by using ab initio 

cluster models rather than fully minimised periodic interatomic potential models. 

However, the use o f cluster models for structures with more than one acid site would be 

impractical, and so our simple GULP models remain an invaluable tool.
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12 Conclusions
We have successfully modelled a range o f zeolites with different framework structures 

(MFI and MOR), Al and cation concentrations (Si/Al = oo, 95, 47, 23, 11 and 5) and 

cation species (H ,̂ N a \ Câ  ̂ and TPA^) to better understand their energetic stabilities, 

probabilities of formation, and subsequent properties.

12.1 Evaluation of computer modelling methods used
Although the framework structures o f zeolites are well established, the positions o f acid 

sites are less well known. By modelling every possible configuration o f Al and cation 

positions inserted into a given siliceous framework, it is possible to identify the most 

stable structures that are more likely to exist. We thus investigated ZSM-5 and 

Mordenite with one acid site per periodic unit cell, and Mordenite with one Al and Na  ̂

cation per unit cell, thus creating periodic defects with Si/Al = 95. We also created 

models o f an isolated acid site defect in an infinite ZSM-5 siliceous lattice, but found 

some discrepancies between such Mott-Littleton defects and the periodic defects, due to 

the different energy optimisation methods, different interactions between acid sites, and 

some variation in the acid site structures obtained depending on the exact position o f the 

defect energy centre. At higher Al and cation contents the size o f the defect region must 

necessarily increase correspondingly, so that such Mott-Littleton methods become more 

computationally demanding, and less physically relevant. As a result, periodic 

calculations were predominantly considered. The much lower Al contents o f these high 

Si/Al Mordenite models showed limited agreement with experiment due to their lack o f  

consideration o f the interactions between the Al and cations.

At higher Al contents the number o f possible configurations increases, and it no longer 

becomes possible to model all o f these, thus necessitating some restriction o f the 

number o f configurations modelled. When modelling ZSM-5 with two acid sites per 

unit cell, consideration was restricted to sets o f models with maximum interactions 

between them (NNN pairs of acid sites and those that point into the same lOMR), and 

those that would arise from the most stable Al pair configurations.
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A Monte-Carlo/Energy Minimisation method was used to model Na- and H-Mordenite 

with a more realistic Si/Al o f 5 and 11. By this method, a sample o f all the possible Al 

and cation distributions are modelled, allowed to undergo partial energy minimisation, 

and the most stable of resulting structures selected for full energy minimisation. These 

fully minimised structures are a representative sample of the most stable structures that 

are likely to be observed. More stable Na-Mordenite structures were obtained by 

inserting the cations into positions near to the experimental extra-framework sites, 

rather than close to the Al. However, the relaxation undergone by such structures is 

much reduced, so it is necessary to ensure that the relative occupations o f each extra

framework site reproduces experiment. It is clear therefore that if  there is any ambiguity 

in either the cation site positions, or relative occupations, the more general method o f  

inserting the cations close to the Al and allowing them to relax to their most stable 

positions is preferable. More realistic acid site distributions were obtained when they 

are based on Al distributions modelled with synthesis cations present rather than 

protons -  Na^ for Mordenite, and TPA^ for ZSM-5. Ordered Cc Na-Mordenite models 

were found to be more stable than those predominantly disordered ones modelled from 

random initial Al and cation distributions. In the future, if  such a Monte-Carlo/Energy 

Minimisation method is used, improvements in the structures obtained may be achieved 

by:

• allowing more energy minimisation cycles before selection o f the most stable 

structures

• terminating the partial minimisation allowed when a given energy gradient norm is 

achieved, rather than a set number of cycles

• either sampling ordered Al distributions initially, or more simply applying a cut-off 

around each Al within which another Al cannot be inserted, so as to increase the 

A1...A1 distances in the structures sampled

Energy minimised interatomic potential methods were predominantly applied, using the 

GULP code, and well-established interatomic potentials [1]. Some calculations were 

also performed employing molecular dynamics methods via the DISCOVER program, 

and Density Functional Theory via Dmol^.
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There is some discrepancy between our simple interatomic potential method and more 

rigorous DFT methods, when comparing the local geometry of an acid site in a periodic 

unit cell o f Mordenite predicted by both. However, the usefulness and indeed accuracy 

o f such large ab initio calculations are limited due to its computational expense, and the 

necessity to freeze most o f the atoms in the unit cell to render it computationally 

feasible. While DFT cluster models did reproduce the local acid site geometry better 

than periodic interatomic potential models, their major limitation is the neglect of  

medium and long-range influences on the acid site. They are also less suitable than 

interatomic potential methods to model zeolites with realistic Al contents, due to the 

less localised, periodic nature o f the interactions between Al and cations, and the limited 

number of configurations that can practically be investigated. The molecular dynamics 

calculations performed were limited in their use to some degree since the potential 

parameters in the cff91_czeo forcefield used in these calculations did not successfully 

reproduce the general zeolitic framework structure and local acid site structures, unlike 

the interatomic potentials used in our GULP calculations. It is clear that the cff91_czeo 

forcefield does not accurately model acidic zeolites, particularly at lower Si/Al.

12.2 Influences on Al and cation distributions
We are predominantly interested in the locations o f acid sites in zeolites, since these are 

the active sites o f catalytic reactions that occur in them. We can build up a full picture 

of the factors affecting the acid site locations in different zeolites, formed in different 

synthesis conditions, by consideration o f models o f increasing complexity, so 

subsequent consideration is made o f the energetics of:

• individual Al substitution

• interactions between Al

•  various interactions between Al and cations present during synthesis

• bridging site protonation

• interactions between acid sites

We shall now summarise the factors that govern the energetics o f each o f the above 

contributions and thus the probability of acid site formation.
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12.2.1 Influences on Al substitution energy

On the simplest level, we can estimate the Al distributions that may arise based on the 

substitution energy o f an Al into the different T-sites o f a siliceous unit cell. Such 

substituted Al were modelled as isolated defects in ZSM-5 using the Mott-Littleton 

approach, and as periodic defects in Mordenite by substitution o f Al into each unit cell, 

and smearing a counter-charge over all the oxygen shells. We find a slight preference 

for the substitution o f Al into T-sites with a larger average initial Si-O-Si bond angle 

(Figure 4.20), and to a lesser extent a larger average initial Si-O bond length (Figure

4.17). This reflects the reduced distortion to the lattice when an Al is incorporated into a 

site initially closer to the aluminated structure, although a large scatter is evident in this 

relationship. There is some limited preference for substitution into sites that have larger 

average circuit sizes too (Figure 4.22), since the distortion to the lattice can be 

accommodated more easily in larger, more flexible rings.

12.2.2Influences on A1...A1 interactions

While the Al substitution energies are the predominant influence when modelling 

zeolites with low Al contents, A1...A1 interactions can change the order o f stability o f  

structures from that expected from the sum of the individual Al substitution energies, 

and must also be considered as the Al content increases. ZSM-5 with Si/Al = 47 and 23, 

and MOR with Si/Al = 5 were modelled by an extension of the above method whereby 

the required number o f Al were substituted into the periodic unit cell, and their counter 

charge smeared over the oxygen shells. We noted a marked preference for ordered Al 

distributions, which partly arises from the decreased distortion when incorporating 

substitutional defects into the lattice that preserve its symmetry, and are also partly due 

to a quadratic decrease o f the Al substitution energy with increasing minimum A1...A1 

distance (Figure 5.25). This relationship is based on the steric repulsion o f the stress 

fields around the substituted Al through the lattice, rather than coulombic repulsion. 

Thus, this relationship is only manifest over the whole range o f Al separations possible, 

and will not distinguish between the interaction energies o f Al pairs separated by the 

same number o f co-ordination shells, or those separated by the maximum possible
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distances. The steric nature o f the interactions between Al are highlighted by the 

following observations:

• i f  two Al are substituted into the same ring, a smaller interaction energy arises from a 

larger ring size (Figure 5.7)

• i f  two Al form an NNN pair, a smaller interaction energy arises from a larger average 

ring size o f the T-site in between them (Figure 5.8)

• i f  two Al are substituted into a 1 OMR, a smaller interaction energy arises when that 

lOMR preserves its circularity, and undergoes less distortion (Figure 5.28)

As the Al content increases to realistic less specific configurations, such relationships 

governing the Al interaction energies become less important since they are masked by 

the more complicated multiple interactions, and a smaller range o f A l.. .Al distances.

12.2.3 Influences on interactions involving cations

While we can establish which Al distributions may be intrinsically most stable from 

such calculations, Al is incorporated into the zeolite framework during synthesis in the 

presence o f cations. Indeed, even consideration o f the most stable as-synthesised lattice 

is a simplification given the complex nature o f zeolite synthesis [2]. Hence, the Al 

distribution is not simply determined by the sum of the Al substitution energies and the 

A1...A1 interactions, but also the Al...cation and at higher concentrations by the 

cation...cation interactions. Indeed, cation screening can also influence the A1...A1 

interactions. All such interactions are highly specific to the cation charge, type, mobility 

and concentration. For example, a typical synthesis o f Mordenite is performed with Na"̂ . 

Cations occupy positions close to the pore walls where they can co-ordinate to 

framework oxygen ions. For Na"̂ , co-ordination to 5 oxygens is optimum - if  a cation is 

co-ordinated to less oxygens then they will migrate towards the framework, and co

ordination to more oxygens results in a large spread o f predominantly higher energies 

(Figure 9.13). This results in high occupation o f slightly distorted lower symmetry B 

and C sites from the 6-fold co-ordinated A and D sites respectively. In structures with 

low Al content in particular, occupation o f cations in these sites can stabilise Al in the 

ring that the cations are co-ordinated to, and conversely, these Al positions can he 

thought to stabilise the cation positions (Table 8.5). A decrease in the energies of
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structures with shorter AL..Na^ distances is thus observed at low Al contents (Figure 

8.9). At lower Si/Al o f 5 though, there is seen to be a slight increase in energy o f  

configurations with shorter Al...Na"^ distances (Figure 9.11). This may be because as 

the Na^...Na^ repulsion increases, the Na^ are thus pushed closer to the Al, with a 

resulting decrease in stability. Although there is only a slight decrease in energy with 

Na'*'...Na'  ̂ distance, in the disordered Na-Mordenite structures (Figure 9.12), these 

structures are higher in energy than the ordered Cc structures in which the Na' .̂..Na'  ̂

distances are much larger. These interactions are sufficient to allow occupation of a 

wider range o f the extra-fi*amework cation sites to be observed in Mordenite with 16 

cations per unit cell than those with only one cation per unit cell, including some further 

away from the pore walls. Moreover, the influence o f the average A1...A1 distance on 

the energies o f the structures also decreases with decreasing Si/Al, as the cations can 

screen the Al from each other (although this effect is site and geometry specific).

The role o f cation.. .Al interactions becomes apparent if  we consider now a structure 

with a divalent cation in a Ca^^-ZSM-5 system. The stability o f structures in which the 

cation can strongly co-ordinate to framework oxygens, particularly in 6MR is again 

noted, and the extra stability o f structures with shorter A l.. .Câ "̂  distances (Figure 6.23). 

However, the divalent nature of the cation favours its stabilisation by two nearby Al. 

Thus configurations with pairs o f Al close to each other and the Câ  ̂are now favoured 

-  counteracting the repulsion between the Al to some extent, since the Câ  ̂ screen the 

two Al to some extent.

Large organic cations are also often incorporated during synthesis not only to balance 

the Al charge, but also to act as structure directing agents (or templates). Since the latter 

role involves the lattice forming around them, a major difference from the Na^ and Câ  ̂

cations mentioned, apart from their increased size, is their limited mobility. As such, our 

models o f such a system - TPA-ZSM-5 with Si/Al = 23 - need only consider the 

different Al distributions that arise from the cation distribution known from X-ray 

diffraction - hence the cation...cation interactions are effectively constant and do not 

favour one structure over another. It is more difficult to characterise the interactions 

between these larger organic cations and the Al, which will now not be characterised by
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simple coulombic attraction, due to their more complex charge distribution. Contrary to 

intuitive reasoning, which would suppose that there would be some degree of attraction 

between the Al and the N at the centre o f charge o f the TPA^ molecule, there is no 

marked relationship between the A1...N distances o f the various Al distributions and 

their lattice energies (Figure 6.15). Thus there is no evidence to suggest that the Al 

might occupy sites at the intersection between the straight and sinusoidal channels due 

to the smaller A l.. .N distances that these would give rise to. Neither is the separation o f  

the Al from the parts o f the molecule with positive charge -  the Cl and HI -  any more 

significant (Figures 6.16). In fact, it would appear that interactions between the TPA^ 

and the O adjacent to the Al are more o f an infiuence on the stabilities of the structures 

than those involving the Al directly. We find some stabilisation o f structures with larger 

distances between these framework oxygen and the H o f the TPA^ molecules (Figure

6.17). Although it might at first be considered that these interactions are coulombic in 

nature, it would appear that these Al-O...H-CH2.CH2.CH2.N.[CH2.CH2.CH3]̂ '̂  

interactions actually destabilise, rather than stabilise the structures. It is worth noting 

that the generally larger cation...Al distances o f these structures give rise to a much 

smaller degree o f A1...A1 screening compared to the smaller more mobile cations. As a 

result, the repulsive coulombic interactions between Al are a major influence on the 

stability o f the various structures (Figure 6.13), and ordered Al distributions which 

preserve the symmetry o f the framework and maximise A1...A1 separations are heavily 

favoured over disordered structures.

12.2.4 Influences on protonation

Once the Al distribution is established by consideration o f these factors, the problem of  

which o f the protons around each Al is likely to be protonated can be addressed, and 

hence and the resulting acid site distribution estimated.

Protonation of an oxygen around an isolated Al was found to be most likely at the 

bridging site with the smallest T-O-T bond angle (Figure 4.23). Protonation o f such acid 

sites is favoured due to their reduced disruption to the lattice, since the protonated 

bridging site angle is smaller than the unprotonated bridging site angle. However, since
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the Al-O-Si after alumination (but before protonation) is related to the initial Si-O-Si 

bond angle before alumination and the Al-0(H)-Si after protonation, the T-O-T bond 

angles at whichever stage o f acid site formation are relevant. While no obvious 

relationship between the ring size and protonation energy was observed, the average 

protonation energy o f rings in the 5MRs o f ZSM-5 were found to be larger than those in 

its 6MR or lOMR (Figure 4.25).

Interactions between acid sites are more complex than those between cations. Some 

degree o f the cation.. .cation coulombic repulsion is observed, most obviously between 

acid site pairs that point into the same lOMR as each other, and hence experience little 

lattice screening (Figure 5.30). This relationship is less obvious in NNN pairs o f acid 

sites in ZSM-5 (Figure 5.9), and those arising from the most stable Al pair substitution 

energies (Figure 5.39), or most stable TPA-ZSM-5 structures (Figure 7.6). This may 

partly be due to different lattice screening effects masking this relationship, or due to an 

insufficient range o f acid site separations being observed. Some interactions of the acid 

sites through the lattice also proved to be important. In contrast to the mobile Na  ̂

cations, the are positioned at fixed geometries relative to the Al. As a result, the 

relative orientations of acid sites are also seen to be important. In particular, the relative 

orientations o f Al-O(H) bonds were shown to be a large influence. Given an initial Al 

pair sharing the same lOMR, protonation will occur so as to form -[Al-0(H)-Sin-Al-

(O)H-Si]- units in which the dipole between the Al and the O bonded to the H align 

through the lattice (Figures 5.10 and 5.28). The screening o f the Al from each other by 

the local proton disrupts the effect o f the A1...A1 interactions to some extent, and so the 

preservation of the symmetry o f the structure is less critical, and acid sites distributions 

that do not obey the symmetry of the lattice can be as stable, or more stable than ordered 

distributions.

12.3 Probabilities of occurrence of Al and cation distributions
We have described the construction of many possible Al and cation distributions and the 

energetic trends observed in all o f these. We have also given some consideration as to 

which is more likely to occur based on their relative energies. As a first approximation, 

it might be expected that a particular Al and cation configuration with a lower energy
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would be more likely to be observed than a high energy structure. Rather than this fairly 

qualitative method, we should consider more carefully exactly which o f these structures 

is likely to be observed. Due to the small separation in the energies o f the different 

structures, it is unlikely that only the most stable structure will be observed, but rather 

some o f the higher energy structures may also be observed to some extent too. The 

probability o f occurrence o f each configuration at the zeolite synthesis temperature can 

be estimated by a Boltzmann distribution. Strictly speaking it is necessary to normalise 

these occupations by the Boltzmann factors o f all o f the possible configurations in order 

to obtain a total probability o f all the configurations occurring o f unity. The 

probabilities o f isolated acid sites occurring in ZSM-5 and Mordenite showed some 

evidence of over-weighting, with approximately two thirds o f acid sites expected to be 

in the most stable configuration - A17-029(H)-Si in the periodic H-ZSM-5 models, A13- 

031(H)-Si in the Mott-Littleton H-ZSM-5 models, and All-03(H )-Si in the periodic H- 

Mordenite models. The other acid sites in these zeolites were made up of a large number 

o f different acid site configurations (Figure 4.6). For higher A1 contents, in which it is 

not possible to obtain the energies o f all possible configurations, it is sometimes 

possible to estimate the Boltzmann occupations by simply neglecting high-energy 

structures that have an energy much higher than the most stable structures and will 

therefore show negligible occupation. TPA-ZSM-5 was such a system, in which it was 

observed that a limited number o f ordered A1 distributions showed distinctly lower 

energies than the other structures, allowing the majority o f disordered structures to be 

discounted (Figure 6.4). The strong preferential occupation o f these structures suggest 

that ordered A1 occupation o f the T3, T8 and T12 sites (and related T15, T20 and T24 

sites) will dominate the observed A1 distribution. In contrast, Mordenite with Si/Al o f  

11 and 5 modelled by the Monte-Carlo energy minimisation method produced many 

structures with similarly low energies, and only sampled some o f the many such 

structures possible. As a result, the Boltzmann distribution was not used to estimate the 

relative probabilities o f each configuration occurring in these structures. Instead a fixed 

energy cut-off was applied, below which the structure was regarded to have a 

probability of occurrence of unity, and above which the structure was regarded as have 

having negligible probability o f occurrence. In fact, much lower energy ordered Na-
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Mordenite structures were identified in this system also, when models were constructed 

based on the results o f an NMR connectivity analysis [3]. Although we confirmed that 

this experimental structure was most stable, both these results and our most stable 

disordered structures showed little agreement with other experimental A1 distributions 

in Mordenite deduced from X-ray diffraction that suggest that consistently predict that 

occupation of the T3 and T4 sites is preferred [4]. However, we established that the 

experimentally deduced linear relationship between the T-O bond length and A1 

occupancy o f a T-site [5] commonly used to calculated such A1 occupancies 

underestimates the A1 occupancies, particularly at higher A1 contents, and involves a 

large degree of scatter. We can improve the accuracy o f the A1 occupancies calculated 

by fitting the ideal Si-0 and Al-O bond lengths to our data to obtain slightly increased 

values of 1.6010 Â and 1.7483 Â respectively, but an error o f ±3.24% A1 occupancy is 

still apparent. No improvement on this accuracy is observed when flexibility is 

introduced by using separate Si-0 and Al-O bond lengths for each T-site in the presence 

of the relevant cation species, or by using a more complicated method involving the T- 

O-T bond angles and cation co-ordinations [6],

Estimation o f the probability of occurrence using a Boltzmann distribution is a general 

method devised for a system with many possible states. When applied to acid zeolites in 

particular, the probabilities o f each acid site configuration occurring based on its own 

energy can be misleading, since it assumes that the whole acid site is incorporated into 

the lattice at the same time. In fact, we have already discussed that positions o f acid 

sites are restricted by the initial A1 positions. We have considered the factors that affect 

A1 incorporation into the lattice in the presence o f synthesis cations separately from 

those affecting subsequent acid site protonation. Again, we can quantify this by 

calculating the probability o f formation o f an acid site as the product o f the Boltzmann 

probability o f the initial A1 and synthesis cation distribution occurring, and that o f the 

particular acid site configuration occurring given that initial A1 distribution. We obtain 

more realistic acid site distributions by this method, with a wider range o f acid sites 

configurations likely to be observed, and less over-weighting o f the most stable 

structure occurring (Figure 7.2). Hence, we can predict the acid site distributions most 

likely to be observed under specific synthesis conditions -  e.g. the most probable acid
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sites to be observed in TPA-ZSM-5 are the A18-019(H)-Si, A13-032(H)-Si, A112- 

036(H)-Si, A112-023(H)-Si, A112-032(H)-Si, A13-031(H)-Si acid sites. If the cation 

distribution is more ambiguous, or a more generalised result is required to be applicable 

for a range o f synthesis conditions, a more general method can be used whereby the 

probability of occurrence o f an A1 distribution in the absence of any cations is used 

based on its A1 substitution energy. By this method the acid sites with the highest 

probability of formation in ZSM-5, and Mordenite with one acid site per unit cell are 

the A112-023(H)-Si (Figure 4.7) and All-03(H )-Si acid sites respectively (Figure 8.3), 

and that in ZSM-5 with two acid sites per unit cell is an A12-018(H)-Si acid site pair 

(Figure 5.36). Such a method may lose some o f its accuracy in its generality, and 

neglect o f cation influence on A1 distribution.

However, the noted over-weighting of certain structures by such Boltzmann-based 

energetic methods may simply arise from the lack of consideration o f kinetic and 

thermal effects. We have also investigated some methods to estimate whether a 

particular acid site or A1 distribution occurs based on a more empirical approach, and 

neglecting energetics. Each different configuration gives rise to slightly different unit 

cell dimensions, T-O bond lengths and T-O-T bond angles. These are generally in 

agreement with their experimental values, but this agreement can be improved if  we 

consider only the structures that reproduce these values best. Hence, by comparison of 

the sum of the squares of the differences between the calculated and experimental 

values for each we can rank the configurations on their likelihood of occurrence. Hence, 

the A19-O30(H)-Si acid site in ZSM-5 gives rise to a unit cell that resembles the 

experimental unit cell best (Figure 4.8), and the A16-O30(H)-Si acid site gives rise to T- 

O bond lengths in the unit cell closest to experiment (Table 4.3). However, many other 

structures only differed slightly more from the experimental structure, so this may be a 

method more to discount configurations that give very poor comparison to experiment, 

rather than to identify the most likely acid site. It should also be noted that it is possible 

to improve the match with experiment by combining a number o f configurations, rather 

than just one, so the discrepancies in a combination o f relatively unlikely structures 

might cancel each other out. In the TPA-ZSM-5 structures, the three most stable A1 

distributions reproduced the unit cell parameters well, but a weighted combination o f
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these according to their Boltzmann probabilities resembled the experimental unit cell 

even closer (Table 6.6). It should be noted that consideration of energetic effects should 

take these factors into account to some extent anyway, since the potential parameters 

used to model the zeolites were fitted to reproduce unit cell dimensions and T-O bond 

lengths in other aluminosilicates.

However, perhaps the key property of acidic zeolites that we must aim to reproduce in 

the most probable configurations is the acidity o f the sites, not only because this is the 

property most important industrially, but also as a test o f the accuracy o f our models. 

We shall now give some consideration to the values obtained and the influences on 

these.

12.4 Influences on acid site OH vibrational frequencies
We have investigated the acidities of acid sites as measured by the deprotonation energy 

(calculated by comparison of the defect energies o f the protonated and deprotonated 

acid sites) and the OH vibrational frequencies o f the acid sites. Although they are both 

measures o f the ease o f loss o f the acidic proton, there was little relationship between 

the two values (Figure 4.28). The OH vibrational frequency is more a measure o f the 

ease o f making local perturbations to the O-H bond, whereas the deprotonation energy 

is a measure o f a longer-range movement o f the proton, involving the O-H bond being 

completely broken. Hence, it could be regarded that the OH vibrational frequency is a 

measure of the initial kinetic tendency o f a reaction to occur at the acid site, and the 

deprotonation energy is related to the thermodynamic driving force. As such, the OH 

vibrational frequency is perhaps the more important property since acidic reactions in 

zeolites do not involve the complete removal o f the acidic proton from the zeolite pore, 

but merely a short transfer o f a proton to a reacting base. However, both measures o f  

acidity are inversely related to the total acid site energy, since the more stable an acid 

site is, the less reactive it would be expected to be (Figures 4.27 and 4.31). 

Unfortunately, this does mean that the sites that would exhibit the highest acidity are 

unlikely to form. For isolated acid sites in ZSM-5 the deprotonation energy shows a 

greater dependence on the total acid site energy, perhaps unsurprisingly, since it is
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closely related to the energy required to protonate an acid site; a major component o f  

the total acid site energy.

The strongest acid sites (with larger magnitudes o f deprotonation energy and smaller 

vibrational frequency) tend to have larger Al-O-Si bond angle o f both the protonated 

and deprotonated acid sites (Figures 4.23 and 4.32). No general trend was observed 

between acidity and the ring size that the acid site points into for isolated acid sites in 

ZSM-5 (Figures 4.25 and 4.34). However acid sites that point into 5MRs are shown to 

have slightly increased acidity as measured by deprotonation energy (Figure 4.25) and a 

larger spread o f acidities as measured by the OH vibrational frequency (Figure 4.34). 

However, the lack o f any relationship between the shift in OH vibrational frequency and 

the distance between the acidic proton and the opposite O in the 5MR suggests that no 

hydrogen bonding occurs (Figure 4.35). This lack o f influence o f ring structure on the 

OH vibrational frequency also manifests itself in the lack o f any relationship between 

the OH vibrational frequencies o f acid sites and the pore environment o f the acid site 

(main channel or side pocket) in H-Mordenite with Si/Al = 95, 11 and 5 (Figure 9.17). 

This has implications for the generalised interpretation o f IR vibrational frequency 

distributions that involves assignments o f higher frequency peaks to acid sites that point 

into pores larger than 8MR and lower frequency peaks to acid sites in smaller pores [7]. 

Such an approach proves to be over-simplistic in its lack o f consideration o f the local 

lattice environment behind the acid site, and long-range electrostatics o f the periodic 

lattice. Indeed, further complications arise when applying this general approach to the 

OH vibrational frequency of Mordenite [8], due to the overlap of the two proposed 

peaks, bringing into doubt their initial deconvolution, and the ambiguity in the 

distinction between main channel and side pocket acid sites. The most defining 

influence on the OH vibrational frequency is its decrease with the magnitude o f the 

electric field at the proton position. This holds for acid sites in Mordenite and ZSM-5 

for all Si/Al modelled (Figures 4.36, 5.47, 7.11 and 9.20). Since the magnitude o f the 

electric field at the proton is related to the OH bond length, there is also a relationship 

between the OH vibrational frequency and the OH bond length for isolated acid sites in 

ZSM-5 (Figure 4.37) -  perhaps intuitively since the more acidic a proton is, the weaker 

and longer the OH bond length will be. However, this relationship does not hold for
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higher acid site concentrations. Neither the electric field at the proton nor the OH bond 

length influence the deprotonation energy o f isolated acid sites in ZSM-5 (Figure 4.29 

and Figure 4.30).

At higher acid site concentration, it is also necessary to consider the effect of  

interactions between acid sites on the OH vibrational firequencies obtained. Rather than 

causing a general shift of the vibrational frequencies to higher wavenumbers, 

interactions at higher A1 contents result in an increased width of the OH vibrational 

fi-equency peak. In general, it does not always follow that the addition o f a second acid 

site to a structure already containing one acid site will result in a weakening o f their 

acidities, as indicated by a shift to higher vibrational fi-equencies. However, the closer 

the second acid site is inserted to the first, the more likely it is to result in a shift to 

higher vibrational frequencies (Figure 5.32) -  hence the suggested importance o f the 

presence o f NNN acid sites in reducing the acidity o f a zeolite [9]. It should be noted 

though, that not all o f the NNN acid sites gave rise to a decrease in acidity of the two 

acid sites in ZSM-5. This relationship between the shift in vibrational fi*equency and the 

distance between protons is only obvious over a wide range o f acid site separations 

when the interactions between two acid sites are unscreened across a lOMR (Figure 

5.32). When higher acid site concentrations are considered, and different lattice 

screening effects occur between the acid sites this relationship is masked (Figures 7.10 

and 9.19). The unscreened interactions between acid sites across a lOMR also suggest 

that the larger the angle between OH bonds in such an acid site pair configuration, the 

more likely the acidity of the acid sites are to decrease (Figure 5.33), but this 

relationship is weaker than that of the distance between protons across the ring. The 

overall increase in vibrational firequency with increasing A1 content results from the 

relationship between the vibrational fi*equency and the energy o f the acid site 

configuration (Figure 5.16), so that the configurations in which there is an increase in 

the acidity o f both acid sites are unstable and unlikely to exist. However, in most cases, 

weighting the OH vibrational firequency distribution according to its Boltzmann 

probability o f occurrence gave rise to a worse match with experiment than the 

unweighted A1 distribution, with a much decreased spread in the observed frequencies
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and some degree o f over-weighting of the most stable structures at the expense o f the 

others becoming apparent.

12.5 Future work
We have demonstrated the use o f computer models to thoroughly investigate the factors 

that determine the distribution o f acid sites in zeolites. We have attempted to validate 

our obtained structures with those found from experiment, and have successfully 

reproduced Al, cation and acid site distributions, unit cell dimensions, T-O bond 

lengths, T-O-T bond angles and OH vibrational frequency distributions. Where there 

have been discrepancies we have tried to determine whether the models or experimental 

interpretation were inaccurate, and suggest improvements to one or both methods. 

Where there has been no clear experimental data to compare our result with, we have 

presented our data in ways that might be easily comparable with any future 

experimental results. While our models have the advantage over experiment that we can 

unambiguously identify each acid site position and their properties, it is important to 

remember that their reliability is founded on many assumptions. Clearly the greatest 

assumption is that the incorporation o f Al and cations into a growing zeolite is 

determined by thermodynamics rather than kinetics. It might be possible to synthesise 

and characterise a thermodynamically controlled system in the future through the 

growth of nanocrystals. The minimum crystal size required for characterisation is 

decreasing, with X-ray diffraction using synchrotron radiation being performed on a 

DAF-5 crystal o f the order o f 20 pm in size [10]. Thus, in the future, the Al distribution 

o f nano-crystals o f ZSM-5 and Mordenite, grown under thermodynamic conditions may 

be found by such methods.

It is clear that such zeolite structures are complex in nature, with a variety o f short- 

range, medium-range and long-range influences on them, which depend on the 

framework type, Al content and cations species. While it would have been preferable to 

be able to pinpoint a definitive sequence of influences to consider, and as a result 

deduce a small number of Al and cation distributions for any given framework 

structure, Si/Al and cation species simply by inspection, such definitive conclusions are 

limited by the large scatter apparent in many o f the relationships found. It is thus
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necessary to use such methods as described here to investigate as large a sample of 

configurations as is possible before identifying those which are most probable to exist. 

Nevertheless, some o f our deductions could be used to specifically target initial 

structures that have a greater likelihood o f being more stable e.g. ordered Al 

distributions with large A1...A1 distances, before investigating a wider range o f  

structures for comparison. The two computer programs employed here, which were 

written to improve the ease o f modelling zeolites -  one for low acid site content, and 

one for high acid site content -  are general methods that can be applied to other zeolite 

frameworks in the future for such purposes, with the improvements suggested. As 

computational power increases and more configurations can be investigated to a higher 

degree o f accuracy (such as through the use o f fully minimised periodic ab initio 

models), identification o f further factors may lead to the identification o f a more 

definitive set of influences. In particular, the emergence of the e-science GRID project 

could be o f particular use to systems with a large number o f short calculations 

corresponding to different configurations that can be run independently on different 

processors, such as those sampled using our MC/EM scheme. If we can thus define the 

existing factors that determine the acid site distributions, in the future it may be possible 

to optimise the synthesis procedures to enhance the abundance o f easily accessible, 

highly acidic acid sites on which reactions occur.
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Appendix 1 Raw data of single acid sites in H-ZSM-5

Appendix 1: Raw data of single acid sites in H-ZSM-5
Table 1 Single periodic acid site raw data

Acid site Eiatt (eV) ®OH
(cm'*)

|E|^
(V/A)

01-H  bond 
length (A)

Ring
size

(MR)

Initial 
Si-O-Si 

angle (°)

Final 
Al-O-Si 
angle (°)

Defect
energy
(eV)

A11-028H -12297.449 3704.61 12.343 1.004 5 157.1 150.4 48.464
AI1-013H -12297.574 3764.5 13.622 1.000 10 151.3 134.4 48.338
A11-027H -12297.480 3720.59 13.038 1.003 10 142.9 139.1 48.432
A11-033H -12297.409 3731.77 13.229 1.003 10 143.2 138.5 48.503
A12-013H -12297.498 3741.82 13.344 1.002 10 151.3 136.6 48.414
A12-OI4H -.12297.487 3729.56 13.220 1.003 10 147 138.3 48.426
A12-018H -12297.519 3720.42 12.585 1.003 5 159.4 146.9 48.394
A12-025H -12297.502 3729.56 13.138 1.002 5 156.8 141.1 48.410
A13-031H -12297.605 3736.16 13.203 1.002 10 148 140.1 48.308
A13-032H -12297.630 3775.67 13.733 0.999 10 145.8 130.5 48.283
AI3-014H -12297.459 3739.51 13.329 1.002 10 147 137.4 48.453
A13-015H -12297.453 3703.91 12.632 1.004 6 160.8 150.4 48.459
A14-OI5H -12297.385 3709.41 12.507 1.004 6 160.8 151.3 48.527
A14-016H -12297.450 3701.96 12.948 1.004 10 149.9 143.1 48.462
A14-028H -12297.398 3747.54 13.222 1.001 5 157.1 147.2 48.514
A14-029H -12297.631 3753.49 13.478 1.001 10 146.2 135.3 48.281
A15-016H -12297.424 3724.02 13.198 1.002 10 149.9 142.3 48.488
A15-017H -12297.513 3743.57 13.363 1.002 10 140.2 134.2 48.400
A15-026H -12297.430 3758.16 13.266 1.001 5 155.1 148.6 48.482
A15-033H -12297.4555 3721.02 13.115 1.003 10 143.2 138.3 48.457
A16-017H -12297.4232 3746.52 13.379 1.002 10 140.2 135.3 48.489
A16-018H -12297.353 3730.32 13.112 1.002 5 159.4 146.5 48.559
A16-O30H -12297.344 3728.14 13.188 1.003 10 145.2 137.9 48.569
A16-031H -12297.482 3733.22 13.185 1.002 5 148 140.7 48.431
A17-019H -12297.573 3717.85 12.765 1.003 6 152.4 139.6 48.339
A17-029H -12297.684 3748.21 13.428 1.001 10 146.2 135.9 48.228
A17-034H -12297.524 3738.62 13.282 1.002 10 141.5 136.6 48.389
A17-035H -12297.295 3727.55 13.267 1.003 6 145.5 139.8 48.617
A18-019H -12297.564 3717.49 13.080 1.003 6 152.4 139.6 48.348
A18-O20H -12297.522 3703.41 12.912 1.004 10 149.1 141.1 48.390
A18-024H -12297.446 3743.41 12.721 1.002 5 155.6 143.8 48.467
A18-025H -12297.528 3693.31 12.434 1.005 5 156.8 144.9 48.385
A19-O20H -12297.478 3711.43 12.96 1.004 10 149.1 142.9 48.435
AI9-021H -12297.512 3772.09 13.330 1.000 5 144.1 141.9 48.401
A19-O30H -12297.421 3740.24 13.344 1.002 10 145.2 136.4 48.491
A19-037H -12297.404 3714.51 13.031 1.004 10 149.4 140.4 48.508

A110-O21H -12297.408 3736.39 12.898 1.002 5 144.1 144.3 48.504
A110-O22H -12297.438 3695.01 12.411 1.005 6 153 144.2 48.475
A110-O27H -12297.409 3736.91 13.321 1.002 10 142.9 136 48.503
A110-O38H -12297.458 3731.47 13.241 1.002 10 143.2 138.8 48.454
A111-022H -12297.499 3713.34 12.877 1.003 6 153 144 48.413
A111-023H -12297.758 3730.24 13.245 1.002 10 142.6 138 48.622
A ll 1-026H -12297.383 3751.6 13.16 1.001 5 155.1 148.7 48.529
A111-034H -12297.4507 3765.76 13.681 1.000 10 141.5 136.3 48.462
A112-023H -12297.589 3769.85 13.717 0.999 10 142.6 137.4 48.323
A112-024H -12297.535 3762.61 13.216 1.000 5 155.6 144.9 48.378
A112-032H -12297.621 3779.96 13.799 0.999 10 145.8 132.5 48.291
A112-036H -12297.449 3703.99 12.914 1.004 10 151.9 142.3 48.463

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 1 Raw data of single acid sites in H-ZSM-5

Table 2 Mott-Littleton single acid site raw data and deprotonated defect energies
Acid site Edef

(Al-OIH-Si)
(eV)

®0H
(cm'*)

|E |“
(V/A)

O l-H
bond
length

(A )

Acid site 
Al-OH-Si 
angle (°)

De
protonated 

Al-O-Si 
angle (°)

Edef
(Al-O-Si)

(eV)

Edp
(eV)

A11-028H 48.490 3724.62 12.852 1.003 148.3 156.0 38.383 -7.420
A11-013H 48.563 3753.77 13.501 1.001 136.7 151.1 38.387 -7.489
A11-027H 48.483 3724.57 13.090 1.003 137.7 139.9 38.383 -7.414
A11-033H 48.526 3732.53 13.224 1.003 137.9 142.9 38.383 -7.456
A12-013H 48.497 3724.00 13.173 1.003 138.7 148.6 38.303 -7.508
A12-014H 48.500 3732.81 13.231 1.002 137.9 146.3 38.306 -7.507
A12-018H 48.485 3691.66 12.690 1.005 147.7 156.3 38.304 -7.494
A12-025H 48.447 3712.30 12.947 1.003 145.8 156.1 38.301 -7.459
A13-031H 48.302 3726.50 13.089 1.003 141.1 147.5 38.285 -7.330
A13-032H 48.434 3748.33 13.459 1.001 135.1 144.4 38.284 -7.463
A13-014H 48.485 3733.85 13.273 1.002 138.5 147.0 38.286 -7.512
A13-015H 48.515 3718.73 12.812 1.003 150.5 159.2 38.279 -7.549
A14-015H 48.563 3713.76 12.599 1.004 150.6 159.5 38.339 -7.537
A14-016H 48.462 3695.38 12.853 1.005 142.3 148.6 38.340 -7.434
A14-028H 48.530 3743.86 13.191 1.001 147.9 155.6 38.340 -7.502
A14-029H 48.333 3738.15 13.311 1.002 137.3 144.9 38.340 -7.306
A15-016H 48.533 3719.45 13.142 1.003 142.9 149.5 38.378 -7.468
A15-017H 48.473 3739.99 13.311 1.002 135.0 137.2 38.379 -7.407
A15-026H 48.549 3760.54 13.435 1.000 147.9 153.8 38.376 -7.486
A15-033H 48.507 3724.47 13.148 1.003 137.6 141.6 38.382 -7.437
A16-017H 48.533 3739.45 13.295 1.002 135.9 138.9 38.442 -7.404
A16-018H 48.617 3730.87 13.155 1.002 146.6 157.2 38.447 -7.483
A16-O30H 48.643 3718.54 13.070 1.004 139.0 144.6 38.450 -7.506
A16-031H 48.502 3745.67 13.438 1.001 141.2 146.1 38.447 -7.368
A17-019H 48.386 3712.25 12.630 1.004 140.8 151.2 38.362 -7.337
A17-029H 48.335 3745.67 13.395 1.001 136.4 145.0 38.361 -7.286
A17-034H 48.445 3739.03 13.272 1.002 136.7 139.8 38.364 -7.394
A17-035H 48.526 3717.77 13.079 1.003 140.2 143.6 38.362 -7.477
A18-019H 48.424 3699.91 12.840 1.004 141.4 150.9 38.338 -7.399
A18-O20H 48.442 3699.39 12.857 1.005 140.9 146.4 38.339 -7.415
A18-024H 48.521 3743.67 12.996 1.001 143.8 153.5 38.335 -7.500
A18-025H 48.462 3683.82 12.577 1.006 146.1 157.5 38.336 -7.439
A19-O20H 48.488 3706.13 12.908 1.004 142.5 148.2 38.391 -7.410
A19-021H 48.468 3782.19 13.582 0.999 141.7 142.4 38.393 -7.388
A19-O30H 48.598 3724.37 13.151 1.003 137.7 143.0 38.399 -7.512
A19-037H 48.549 3709.04 12.972 1.004 141.1 151.8 38.396 -7.467
A110-O21H 48.606 3794.78 14.084 0.997 138.5 141.5 38.462 -7.457
A110-O22H 48.506 3694.04 12.414 1.005 143.6 151.0 38.458 -7.361
A110-O27H 48.602 3736.56 13.318 1.002 136.8 141.1 38.461 -7.454
A110-O38H 48.537 3726.59 13.174 1.003 138.5 140.4 38.462 -7.388
A111-022H 48.439 3712.05 12.855 1.003 144.1 151.1 38.376 -7.376
A111-023H 48.505 3751.25 13.510 1.001 137.2 139.9 38.376 -7.442
A111-026H 48.561 3744.38 12.997 1.002 149.1 153.1 38.376 -7.498
A111-034H 48.489 3764.68 13.667 1.000 136.2 139.2 38.377 -7.425
A112-023H 48.359 3766.53 13.647 1.000 138.0 140.9 38.249 -7.422
A112-024H 48.409 3761.66 13.592 0.999 144.3 152.5 38.249 -7.473
A112-032H 48.422 3747.21 13.430 1.001 137.0 145.8 38.253 -7.482
A112-036H 48.495 3704.47 12.930 1.004 142.4 151.6 38.253 -7.554

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 2 Raw data of 2 acid sites in H-ZSM-5

Appendix 2: Raw data of 2 acid sites in H-ZSM-5
Table 1 N N N  acid sites raw data (Acid site 1 is fixed  as Al7-029H-Si)

2nd acid site Elatt
(eV)

VoH (cm'')

1st site 2nd site

|E|" 

1st site

(V/À)

2nd site

O-H bond 
length (A)

1st 2nd 
site site

H-H
distance

(A)

AI3-014H -12249.597 3783.475 3713.412 13.863 13.042 0.998 1.004 5.922
A13-015H -12248.876 3737.349 3662.423 13.300 11.719 1.002 1.008 4.203
A13-031H -12249.714 3782.761 3676.489 13.855 12.431 0.999 1.006 6.509
A13-032H -12249.755 3781.770 3764.354 13.835 13.637 0.999 1.000 5.484
A11-027H -12249.600 3788.887 3695.975 13.925 12.727 0.998 1.005 6.766
A1I-028H -12249.017 3752.208 3675.413 13.479 11.776 1.001 1.007 3.481
A11-033H -12249.661 3786.596 3730.921 13.896 13.258 0.998 1.002 6.277
A11-013H -12249.862 3777.726 3743.544 13.785 13.374 0.999 1.002 6.215
AI5-016H -12248.966 3752.700 3703.046 13.486 12.787 1.001 1.004 2.426
A15-017H -12249.233 3713.095 4074.831 13.448 14.210 1.004 0.977 5.010
A15-026H -12249.399 3785.715 3753.874 13.888 13.573 0.998 1.000 5.130
AI5-033H -12249.451 3783.465 3725.341 13.845 13.195 0.999 1.003 4.850
A14-015H -12249.100 3746.214 3705.605 13.400 12.628 1.001 1.004 6.940
A14-016H -12249.154 3765.647 3712.785 13.607 13.065 1.000 1.004 4.286
AI4-028H -12249.334 3778.134 3747.981 13.807 12.663 0.999 1.001 6.923
A14-029H -12249.463 3781.955 3771.220 13.781 13.681 0.999 0.999 3.441
A18019H -12249.659 3772.759 3770.979 13.712 13.752 0.999 0.999 5.438
A18-O20H -12249.369 3735.167 3707.262 13.300 12.939 1.002 1.004 5.859
A18-024H -12249.365 3742.909 3760.085 13.375 12.744 1.001 1.000 6.857
AI8-025H -12249.395 3736.055 3684.699 13.313 12.597 1.002 1.006 6.521

A111-022H -12249.300 3764.982 3716.571 13.635 13.049 1.000 1.003 3.727
A111-023H -12249.399 3760.621 3732.652 13.596 13.275 1.000 1.002 6.192
AI11-026H -12249.386 3761.561 3725.877 13.603 12.526 1.000 1.003 6.379
A111-034H -12249.574 3746.862 3772.364 13.429 13.770 1.001 0.999 5.689
A12-014H -12249.367 3747.085 3723.712 13.438 13.126 1.001 1.003 7.457
A12-018H -12249.374 3748.763 3702.269 13.456 12.748 1.001 1.005 7.036
A12-025H -12249.596 3749.114 3779.783 13.466 13.729 1.001 0.999 5.493
A12-013H -12249.284 3735.018 3730.834 13.317 13.258 1.002 1.002 6.349
A19-O20H -12249.483 3772.833 3746.827 13.729 13.415 0.999 1.001 5.732
A19-021H -12249.282 3777.454 3784.870 13.766 13.955 0.999 0.998 8.621
A19-033H -12249.265 3786.371 3758.093 13.883 13.569 0.998 1.000 4.728
A19-037H -12249.437 3802.302 3718.611 14.080 13.090 0.997 1.003 5.732

All 2-023H -12249.522 3775.134 3734.757 13.781 13.231 0.999 1.002 6.982
A112-024H -12249.535 3741.625 3784.338 13.376 13.233 1.001 0.999 5.911
A112-032H -12249.103 3778.881 3774.235 13.779 13.738 0.999 0.999 5.457
A112-036H -12249.390 3760.998 3729.462 13.616 13.163 1.000 1.003 3.792
A15-016H -12249.349 3748.399 3760.207 13.455 13.609 1.001 1.000 7.321
A15-017H -12249.378 3745.987 3742.425 13.431 13.353 1.001 1.002 7.625
A15-026H -12249.578 3749.011 3793.454 13.468 14.002 1.001 0.997 6.126
A15-033H -12249.156 3730.295 3700.707 13.240 12.869 1.002 1.005 6.320

All 0 -02 IH -12249.443 3777.424 3726.512 13.813 12.630 0.999 1.003 5.698
A110-O22H -12249.700 3768.761 3708.126 13.716 12.738 0.999 1.004 3.246
A110-O27H -12249.270 3777.978 3740.748 13.802 13.391 0.999 1.001 4.138
A110-O38H -12249.408 3746.217 3743.357 13.420 13.387 1.001 1.001 4.665
A112-023H -12249.459 3757.118 3776.145 13.551 13.792 1.000 0.999 5.592
AI12-024H -12249.251 3766.590 3772.243 13.656 13.355 1.000 1.000 6.134
A112-032H -12249.387 3752.480 3765.824 13.519 13.629 1.001 1.000 8.736
A112-036H -12249.305 3778.966 3737.758 13.629 13.324 0.999 1.002 8.299

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 2 Raw data of 2 acid sites in H-ZSM-5

Table 2 Two acid sites pointing into the same ring raw data (Acid site 1 is fixed as AÎ7-

2nd acid
site

Elatt
(eV )

vOH (cm") E&r(eV)

1st site 2nd site 1st site 2nd site

H-H
distance(Â)

A 1 5 -0 1 6
A 1 5 -0 1 7
A 1 6 -0 1 7
A 16-O 30
A 19-O 30
A 1 9 -0 3 7
A 1 9 '-0 3 7
A 19'-O 30'
A 16'-O 30'
A16'-017'
A15'-017'
A15'-016'
A 1 4 '-0 1 6 '
A 1 4 '-0 2 9 '

■12248.97
-12249 .51
■12249.39
■12249.50
■12249.26
■12249.33
■12249.21
■12249.54
■12249.45
■12249.45
■12249.34

■12249.38
■12249.15
■12249.46

375 2 .7
3783.57
3774.1

37 5 4 .6 4  
3786 .32  
37 76 .03  
37 2 4 .1 8  
3775 .22  
37 4 0 .8 2  
3 7 5 1 .3 7  

37 3 5 .5 6  
3784.91
3 765 .65  

3781.95

3 7 0 3 .0 5
3 7 3 8 .4 6
3 7 3 4 .5 6  
3 7 7 4 .3 3  
3758 .01
3731 .71
3733.78 
3 7 6 4 .4  

3 7 2 9 .2 8
3 7 3 8 .5 6  
37 41 .11

3 7 3 8 .7 2
3 7 1 2 .7 9  

3 7 7 1 .2 2

13 .486
13.8495
13.7521
13 .5265
13 .8844
13 .7656
13 .1417

13.765
13.3835
13.508

13.2921
13 .8734
1 3 .6069
13.781

12.7871
13.3198
13 .2682
13 .7187
13.5678
13 .2558
13.2681
13.6111
13.2221
13 .3296
13 .3359
13.3523
13 .0646
13 .6812

4 8 .4 7 3 1 4
4 8 .1 9 8 6 7
4 8 .2 6 3 2 3
4 8 .2 0 7 5 7
4 8 .3 2 3 7 6
4 8 .2 9 2 3 3
48.34998
4 8 .1 8 4 8 8
4 8 .2 3 0 3

4 8 .2 3 2 1 3
4 8 .2 8 5 1 2
4 8 .2 6 4 6 9
48 .3791

48 .2 2 4 7 1

2 .4 2 6
4.961
4 .4 0 2
4 .7 7 9
4 .7 2 8
5 .4 4 9
5.785
5 .6 0 5
6.081
6 .0 5 9
6 .773
4 .4 2 5
4 .2 8 5
3 .4 4 2

Table 3 800 acid sites arising from 50 most stable 2Al configurations (1 to 32)

Acid site sym m etries 
1” acid site 2“'̂  acid site

E,at,(eV) coonCcm") ^ |E|"
1st

(V/A)
2nd

O-H length(A) A1...A1(Â)

A 12-013H A12-O I3H -12249.42 3741.07 3741.11 13.38 13.38 0.996 0.996 13.527
A 12-013H A 12-013H -12249.42 3741.07 3741.11 13.38 13.38 0.996 0.996 13.527
A 12-013H A 12-014H -12249.36 3743.96 3713.31 13.40 12.99 0.996 1.004 13.434
A 12-013H A 12-018H -12249.41 3734.97 3707.98 13.34 12.70 0.996 0.998 13.422
A I2-013H A 12-025H -12249.15 3751.47 3807.44 13.51 12.35 0.995 1.000 13.289
A I2-014H A 12-013H -12249.36 3742 .70 3710.49 13.40 12.98 0.996 1.004 13.433
A I2-014H A 12-014H -12249.31 3709.95 3709.70 12.99 12.99 1.005 1.005 13.404
A 12-014H A 12-018H -12249.39 3710.63 3712.70 12.99 12.63 1.005 0.998 13.384
A 12-014H A 12-025H -12249.11 3709.68 3803.68 12.99 12.43 1.005 1.001 13.293
A 12-018H A 12-013H -12249.41 3738.98 3715.02 13.35 12.76 0.996 0.997 13.424
A 12-018H A 12-014H -12249.39 3710.68 3712.81 12.99 12.63 1.005 0.998 13.384
A 12-018H A 12-018H -12249.47 3713.24 3713.21 12.63 12.63 0.999 0.999 13.583
A 12-018H A 12-025H -12249.16 3707.58 3807.09 12.64 12.48 0.998 1.000 13.297
A 12-025H A 12-013H -12249.15 3751.36 3807.43 13.51 12.35 0.995 1.000 13.288
A I2-025H A 12-014H -12249.10 3709.49 3803 .70 12.99 12.50 1.005 1.001 13.320
A I2-025H A I2-018H -12249.16 3709.88 3807.22 12.65 12.48 0.998 1.000 13.298
A 12-025H A 12-025H -12248.89 3806.16 3806.13 12.27 12.27 1.001 1.001 13.181
A 12-013H A 18-019H -12249.43 3739.34 3748.12 13.36 13.47 0.996 1.006 12.859
A 12-013H A18-O20H -12249.32 3741 .16 3742.12 13.37 13.43 0.996 1.001 12.780
A 12-013H A 18-025H -12249.13 3741.79 3744.77 13.38 13.38 0.997 1.000 12.687
A 12-013H A 18-024H -12249.19 3737.51 3773.84 13.34 13.75 0.996 1.007 12.696
A 12-014H A 18-019H -12249.37 3706.22 3746 .69 12.94 13.46 1.005 1.007 12.809
A 12-014H A18-O20H -12249.28 3707.65 3738.68 12.96 13.45 1.004 1.002 12.771
A 12-014H A 18-025H -12249.07 3709.09 3744 .57 12.98 13.30 1.004 1.001 12.719
A 12-014H A 18-024H -12249.18 3708.62 3775.62 12.97 13.75 1.005 1.006 12.730
A 12-018H A 18-019H -12249.43 3715.07 3745 .36 12.63 13.44 0.999 1.006 12.707
A 12-018H A18-O20H -12249.36 3713.56 3744.81 12.61 13.45 0.999 1.001 12.662
A 12-018H A 18-025H -12249.16 3712.69 3742 .89 12.57 13.34 1.000 1.001 12.664
A 12-018H A 18-024H -12249.31 3711.90 3750.09 12.57 12.63 1.000 1.002 12.870
A 12-025H A 18-019H -12249.13 3745.41 3807.79 13.46 12.53 1.007 1.000 12.917
A 12-025H AI8-O20H -12249.06 3748.52 3806.20 13.50 12.51 1.001 1.000 12.882
A 12-025H A 18-025H -12248.87 3801.88 3743.71 12.52 13.34 1.000 1.001 12.846

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 2 Raw data of 2 acid sites in H-ZSM-5

Table 4 800 acid sites arising from  50 most stable 2Al configurations (33 to 96)

Acid site symmetries 
1®* acid site 2“*̂ acid site

Elatt (eV) jOoH (cm"') ^ |E|"
1st

(V/A)d O-H Iength(Â) A1...AI(A)

A12-013H A17-034H -12249.36 3747.66 3807.79 13.46 12.53 1.007 1.000 12.917
A12-013H A17-019H -12249.39 3753.74 3806.20 13.50 12.51 1.001 1.000 12.882
A12-013H A17-029H -12249.43 3736.50 3743.71 12.52 13.34 1.000 1.001 12.846
A12-013H A17-035H -12249.33 3752.01 3810.81 13.74 12.46 1.006 1.000 12.873
A12-014H A17-034H -12249.31 3710.03 3747.66 13.17 13.45 1.001 0.996 10.404
A12-014H A17-019H -12249.36 3755.19 3753.74 13.47 13.52 0.995 1.002 10.307
A12-014H A17-029H -12249.39 3740.20 3736.50 13.40 13.33 0.996 0.995 10.292
A12-014H A17-035H -12249.28 3710.26 3752.01 12.95 13.52 1.007 0.995 10.421
A12-018H A17-034H -12249.38 3712.09 3710.03 13.17 12.98 1.000 1.004 10.497
AI2-018H A17-019H -12249.44 3755.80 3755.19 13.01 13.52 1.003 1.003 10.418
A12-018H A17-029H -12249.47 3736.51 3740.20 12.99 13.38 1.004 0.995 10.381 ■
A12-018H A17-035H -12249.34 3713.53 3710.26 12.95 12.99 1.007 1.004 10.533
A12-025H A17-034H -12249.04 3799.27 3712.09 13.18 12.55 1.001 1.000 10.556
A12-025H A17-019H -12249.14 3801.28 3755.80 12.58 13.53 0.999 1.002 10.464
A12-025H A17-029H -12249.18 3734.78 3736.51 12.56 13.33 0.999 0.996 10.454
A12-025H A17-035H -12249.08 3798.92 3713.53 12.93 12.59 1.006 1.000 10.585
A11-033H A15-033H -12249.14 3728.38 3799.27 13.15 12.49 1.002 1.001 10.612
A11-033H A15-016H -12249.16 3728.25 3801.28 13.55 12.54 1.003 1.000 10.507
A11-033H A15-017H -12249.22 3725.35 3734.78 12.54 13.31 1.000 0.995 10.487
A11-033H A15-026H -12249.18 3724.57 3798.92 12.94 12.51 1.007 1.000 10.610
A11-013H A15-033H -12249.27 3727.94 3728.38 13.20 13.21 1.005 1.005 15.131
A11-013H A15-016H -12249.32 3712.13 3728.25 13.02 13.22 1.004 1.005 14.917
A11-013H A15-017H -12249.41 3744.23 3725.35 13.37 13.18 1.004 1.006 14.976
A11-013H A15-026H -12249.36 3707.71 3724.57 12.42 13.17 1.007 1.005 15.150
A11-028H A15-033H -12249.02 3726.06 3727.94 13.56 13.20 1.006 1.006 15.093
A11-028H AI5-016H -12249.13 3712.46 3712.13 13.61 13.01 1.005 1.005 15.059
A11-028H A15-017H -12249.21 3743.90 3744.23 13.58 13.39 1.005 1.004 14.975
A11-028H A15-026H -12249.19 3709.79 3707.71 13.60 12.37 1.006 1.006 15.163
A11-027H A15-033H -12249.22 3738.23 3726.06 11.94 13.18 0.997 1.005 14.957
A11-027H A15-016H -12249.19 3711.80 3712.46 12.82 13.00 1.002 1.005 15.010
A11-027H AI5-017H -12249.28 3736.92 3743.90 12.82 13.38 1.002 1.004 14.831
A11-027H A15-026H -12249.23 3705.01 3709.79 12.82 12.37 1.001 1.006 15.007
A15-017H A15-017H -12249.32 3740.61 3738.23 13.60 13.34 1.005 1.005 14.989
A15-017H A15-016H -12249.23 3742.02 3711.80 13.38 13.00 1.007 1.004 15.145
A15-017H AI5-033H -12249.17 3727.73 3736.92 13.43 13.30 1.007 1.004 15.032
A15-017H A15-026H -12249.28 3707.04 3705.01 13.47 12.29 1.007 1.007 15.160
A15-016H A15-017H -12249.23 3741.98 3740.61 13.35 13.35 1.004 1.004 13.639
A15-016H A15-016H -12249.15 3712.51 3742.02 13.01 13.36 1.004 1.003 13.578
A15-016H A15-033H -12249.11 3727.74 3727.73 13.32 13.21 1.003 1.005 13.467
AI5-016H A15-026H -12249.20 3708.16 3707.04 13.29 12.37 1.004 1.006 13.473
A15-033H A15-017H -12249.17 3733.71 3741.98 13.01 13.36 1.004 1.003 13.577
A15-033H AI5-016H -12249.11 3727.85 3712.51 13.01 13.01 1.004 1.004 13.521
A15-033H A15-033H -12249.16 3732.13 3727.74 12.96 13.20 1.004 1.005 13.359
A15-033H A15-026H -12249.18 3726.31 3708.16 12.92 12.32 1.004 1.007 13.362
AI5-026H A15-017H -12249.28 3706.68 3733.71 13.32 13.23 1.003 1.005 13.467
A15-026H A15-016H -12249.20 3708.30 3727.85 12.97 13.20 1.004 1.005 13.359
A15-026H A15-033H -12249.18 3729.40 3732.13 13.26 13.26 1.007 1.007 13.642
A15-026H A15-026H -12249.25 3707.76 3726.31 12.73 13.22 1.005 1.007 13.444
A12-013H A13-032H -12249.40 3741.21 3706.68 13.29 12.37 1.004 1.006 13.474
A12-013H A13-014H -12249.31 3732.24 3708.30 12.92 12.32 1.004 1.007 13.361
A12-013H A13-015H -12249.28 3712.70 3729.40 12.77 13.23 1.005 1.007 13.446
A12-013H AI3-031H -12249.27 3734.78 3707.76 12.42 12.42 1.006 1.006 13.382
A12-014H A13-032H -12249.35 3708.22 3741.21 13.70 13.38 1.006 0.995 13.189
A12-014H A13-014H -12249.26 3727.82 3732.24 13.36 13.22 0.997 1.000 13.317
A12-014H A13-015H -12249.26 3715.04 3712.70 13.29 12.72 0.997 1.008 13.404
A12-014H A13-031H -12249.24 3704.65 3734.78 12.37 13.30 1.003 0.996 13.309
A12-018H A13-032H -12249.41 3711.50 3708.22 13.70 12.98 1.006 1.004 13.024
A12-018H A13-014H -12249.33 3714.98 3727.82 12.98 13.21 1.005 1.001 13.150
A12-018H A13-015H -12249.35 3710.90 3715.04 12.99 12.71 1.005 1.007 13.255
AI2-018H A13-031H -12249.31 3711.50 3704.65 12.41 12.92 1.004 1.006 13.214
A12-025H A13-032H -12249.14 3805.78 3711.50 13.69 12.68 1.006 0.998 13.124
A12-025H A13-014H -12249.03 3800.83 3714.98 13.24 12.72 1.001 0.997 13.220
A12-025H A13-015H -12249.02 3804.73 3710.90 12.65 12.62 1.008 0.998 13.354
A12-025H A13-031H -12248.99 3805.38 3711.50 12.42 12.68 1.003 0.998 13.268

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 2 Raw data of 2 acid sites in H-ZSM-5

Table 5 800 acid sites arising from 50 most stable 2Al configurations (97 to 160)

Acid site symmetries 
acid site 2“'* acid site

E l a t t  (eV) ©OH (cm ')
1 2°^

| E | "

1st
(V/Â)

2nd
O-H length(A) A1...A1(Â)

A15-017H A15-033H -12249.24 3743.96 3728.33 13.39 13.22 1.003 1.006 13.793
A15-017H A15-026H -12249.29 3744.84 3710.67 13.40 12.38 1.003 1.005 13.781
A15-017H A15-017H -12249.33 3741.47 3741.71 13.36 13.36 1.004 1.004 13.954
A15-017H A15-016H -12249.24 3710.52 3737.28 12.98 13.30 1.004 1.003 13.807
A15-016H A15-033H -12249.15 3717.57 3730.42 13.07 13.24 1.003 1.006 13.747
A15-016H A15-026H -12249.21 3711.79 3712.20 12.99 12.51 1.004 1.006 13.836
A15-016H A15-017H -12249.24 3709.40 3736.89 12.97 13.30 1.004 1.003 13.808
A15-016H A15-016H -12249.21 3709.64 3709.70 12.95 12.95 1.004 1.004 14.073
A15-033H A15-033H -12249.06 3730.00 3739.14 13.21 13.24 1.005 1.005 13.847
A15-033H A15-026H -12249.20 3711.08 3728.72 12.38 13.21 1.006 1.005 13.821
A15-033H A15-017H -12249.24 3743.05 3740.50 13.38 13.26 1.003 1.004 13.793
A15-033H A15-016H -12249.15 3717.68 3729.31 13.07 13.23 1.003 1.006 13.747
A15-026H AI5-033H -12249.20 3711.15 3728.53 12.38 13.21 1.006 1.005 13.821
A15-026H A15-026H -12249.28 3710.39 3710.55 12.32 12.33 1.006 1.006 13.991
A15-026H A15-017H -12249.29 3746.67 3712.85 13.40 12.37 1.003 1.005 13.778
A15-026H A15-016H -12249.21 3711.71 3711.61 12.99 12.51 1.004 1.006 13.836
A12-013H AI6-017H -12249.31 3741.58 3736.50 13.38 13.31 0.997 1.007 11.241
A12-013H A16-O30H -12249.30 3739.94 3721.49 13.37 13.13 0.997 1.000 11.241
A12-013H A16-018H -12249.33 3741.12 3708.92 13.38 12.94 0.998 0.999 11.026
A12-013H A16-031H -12249.40 3737.45 3726.85 13.35 12.83 0.997 1.004 11.082
A12-014H A16-017H -12249.27 3710.54 3735.57 13.01 13.30 1.004 1.006 11.171
A12-014H A16-O30H -12249.27 3712.80 3723.47 13.01 13.16 1.004 0.999 11.164
A12-014H A16-018H -12249.28 3710.33 3708.83 12.99 12.93 1.005 0.999 10.974
A12-014H A16-031H -12249.35 3709.96 3723.84 12.97 12.81 1.005 1.004 11.010
A12-018H A16-017H -12249.35 3733.44 3711.18 13.27 12.65 1.006 0.999 11.117
A12-018H A16-O30H -12249.35 3713.28 3719.85 12.68 13.11 0.999 1.001 11.117
A12-018H A16-018H -12249.35 3712.11 3709.89 12.66 12.93 0.999 1.000 10.911
A12-018H A16-031H -12249.42 3713.13 3723.38 12.65 12.76 0.999 1.005 10.976
A12-025H A16-017H -12249.04 3731.50 3800.59 13.25 12.46 1.006 1.000 11.047
A12-025H A16-O30H -12249.07 3770.42 3723.66 13.61 13.17 1.000 1.000 11.026
A12-025H A16-018H -12249.05 3707.23 3798.10 12.93 12.53 0.998 1.000 10.848
A12-025H A16-031H -12249.11 3806.61 3728.97 12.49 12.87 1.000 1.004 10.903
A11-033H A12-018H -12249.30 3724.38 3713.22 13.16 12.59 1.005 1.000 12.644
A11-027H A12-018H -12249.33 3711.03 3745.83 12.66 13.42 0.998 1.008 12.395
A11-013H A12-018H -12249.44 3713.74 3760.64 12.60 13.56 1.000 1.007 12.476
A11-028H A12-018H -12249.24 3711.58 3732.55 12.56 12.85 1.000 1.000 12.289
A11-033H A12-025H -12248.99 3724.19 3802.87 13.16 12.55 1.006 1.000 12.767
A11-027H A12-025H -12249.03 3807.35 3752.89 12.40 13.51 1.001 1.008 12.697
A11-013H A12-025H -12249.14 3805.75 3760.21 12.62 13.55 1.000 1.008 12.725
A11-028H A12-025H -12248.95 3806.92 3729.91 12.67 12.84 1.000 1.001 12.693
A11-033H A12-013H -12249.29 3722.13 3742.68 13.15 13.41 1.006 0.995 12.685
A11-027H A12-013H -12249.30 3741.82 3743.10 13.38 13.43 0.996 1.009 12.520
A11-013H A12-013H -12249.41 3739.82 3756.11 13.35 13.50 0.996 1.007 12.646
A11-028H AI2-013H -12249.21 3741.22 3728.44 13.37 12.84 0.996 1.002 12.385
A11-033H A12-014H -12249.21 3723.45 3706.65 13.15 12.97 1.006 1.004 12.533
A11-027H A12-014H -12249.27 3707.38 3747.82 12.95 13.46 1.004 1.008 12.606
A11-013H A12-014H -12249.37 3706.90 3753.68 12.95 13.48 1.003 1.007 12.487
A11-028H A12-014H -12249.17 3706.49 3729.54 12.94 12.84 1.004 1.001 12.464
A11-033H A11-033H -12249.18 3730.38 3730.46 13.25 13.25 1.006 1.006 12.757
A11-027H A11-033H -12249.19 3728.51 3744.81 13.21 13.44 1.005 1.008 12.599
A11-013H A11-033H -12249.29 3726.41 3757.17 13.20 13.53 1.006 1.006 12.605
A11-028H A11-033H -12249.11 3724.23 3735.70 13.18 12.88 1.006 1.002 12.531
A11-033H A11-027H -12249.19 3728.49 3743.56 13.21 13.43 1.005 1.008 12.599
A11-027H A11-027H -12249.23 3746.31 3745.92 13.43 13.43 1.007 1.007 12.831
A11-013H A11-027H -12249.35 3748.21 3763.74 13.45 13.60 1.007 1.005 12.746
A11-027H A11-028H -12249.18 3732.78 3749.52 12.85 13.46 1.002 1.006 12.618
A11-033H A11-013H -12249.29 3726.42 3757.23 13.20 13.53 1.006 1.006 12.606
A11-027H A11-013H -12249.35 3749.73 3763.68 13.46 13.60 1.006 1.005 12.746
A11-013H A11-013H -12249.47 3761.55 3761.46 13.57 13.57 1.005 1.005 12.786
A11-028H A11-013H -12249.29 3733.95 3763.49 12.79 13.59 1.003 1.004 12.678
A11-033H A11-028H -12249.11 3725.94 3731.29 13.19 12.90 1.006 1.002 12.531
A11-027H A11-028H -12249.18 3732.89 3747.24 12.85 13.45 1.002 1.007 12.618
A11-013H A11-028H -12249.22 3777.58 3760.01 11.96 13.56 0.997 1.005 12.630
A11-028H A11-028H -12249.13 3731.97 3731.64 12.72 12.72 1.003 1.003 12.580

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 2 Raw data of 2 acid sites in H-ZSM-5

Table 6 800 acid sites arising from 50 most stable 2Al configurations (161 to 224)

Acid site symmetries 
1®* acid site 2“** acid site

E,a„(eV) ©OH (cm"') ^ |E|"
1st

(V/Â)^ O-H length(A) AI...A1(A)

A12-013H A14-015H -12249.31 3742.12 3714.57 13.39 12.91 0.996 1.008 11.195
A12-013H A14-029H -12249.39 3769.25 3740.43 13.68 13.37 1.007 0.996 11.260
A12-013H A14-016H -12249.28 3741.02 3710.11 13.38 12.99 0.996 1.002 11.204
A12-013H A14-028H -12249.19 3717.68 3734.03 12.58 13.29 1.003 0.997 11.270
A12-014H A14-015H -12249.26 3708.40 3714.74 12.97 12.90 1.004 1.008 11.021
A12-014H A14-029H -12249.35 3764.21 3711.96 13.63 13.00 1.007 1.005 11.060
A12-014H A14-016H -12249.25 3707.66 3706.32 12.96 12.95 1.005 1.002 11.027
A12-014H A14-028H -12249.16 3718.59 3704.00 12.58 12.91 1.002 1.005 11.116
A12-018H A14-015H -12249.32 3713.36 3713.65 12.86 12.63 1.007 0.998 11.175
A12-018H A14-029H -12249.44 3764.23 3710.01 13.62 12.61 1.006 1.000 11.231
A12-018H A14-016H -12249.31 3704.97 3711.75 12.95 12.65 1.002 0.999 11.178
A12-018H A14-028H -12249.23 3717.04 3712.34 12.60 12.60 1.002 0.999 11.258
A12-025H A14-015H -12249.03 3712.49 3803.51 12.90 12.69 1.008 1.000 11.002
A12-025H A14-029H -12249.16 3767.20 3804.31 13.65 12.67 1.007 1.000 11.032
A12-025H AI4-016H -12249.01 3704.88 3806.28 12.94 12.61 1.001 1.000 11.006
A12-025H A14-028H -12248.90 3716.55 3809.64 12.58 12.71 1.002 0.999 11.085
A12-013H A19-O20H -12249.28 3738.92 3755.20 13.35 13.58 0.996 1.000 12.664
A12-013H A19-O30H -12249.42 3758.61 3742.99 13.55 13.39 1.006 0.996 12.599
A12-013H A19-021H -12249.31 3741.10 3772.29 13.37 13.76 0.996 1.001 12.803
A12-013H A19-037H -12249.31 3713.26 3741.14 13.06 13.38 1.003 0.996 12.741
A12-014H A19-O20H -12249.23 3707.65 3757.68 12.96 13.60 1.005 1.000 12.525
AI2-014H A19-O30H -12249.36 3760.46 3713.13 13.54 12.96 1.006 1.004 12.458
A12-014H A19-021H -12249.27 3707.91 3775.50 12.95 13.79 1.004 1.001 12.662
A12-014H AI9-037H -12249.27 3715.66 3709.33 13.10 12.97 1.003 1.005 12.594
A12-018H A19-O20H -12249.30 3709.84 3758.12 12.67 13.60 0.998 1.000 12.510
A12-018H A19-O30H -12249.42 3757.88 3710.22 13.55 12.65 1.005 0.999 12.450
A12-018H A19-021H -12249.34 3708.71 3774.06 12.65 13.80 0.999 1.002 12.647
A12-018H A19-037H -12249.34 3718.86 3710.67 13.12 12.67 1.002 0.999 12.585
A12-025H A19-O20H -12249.01 3760.14 3807.13 13.63 12.47 0.999 1.000 12.713
A12-025H A19-O30H -12249.16 3757.95 3808.70 13.56 12.50 1.005 1.000 12.643
A12-025H A19-021H -12249.04 3778.68 3807.84 13.80 12.53 1.001 1.000 12.844
A12-025H A19-037H -12249.06 3715.71 3807.19 13.09 12.50 1.003 1.000 12.781
A17-034H A15-033H -12249.26 3737.49 3748.74 13.24 13.45 1.005 1.004 13.399
A17-034H A15-016H -12249.24 3710.44 3743.22 13.00 13.40 1.004 1.004 13.212
A17-034H A15-017H -12249.32 3741.47 3742.84 13.36 13.39 1.003 1.005 13.302
A17-034H A15-026H -12249.30 3712.33 3744.99 12.31 13.42 1.006 1.005 13.303
A17-035H A15-033H -12249.12 3707.20 3724.66 12.99 13.21 1.003 1.006 13.414
A17-035H A15-016H -12249.18 3702.46 3713.41 12.94 13.02 1.004 1.004 13.299
A17-035H A15-017H -12249.26 3703.32 3742.53 12.95 13.37 1.003 1.003 13.399
A17-035H A15-026H -12249.25 3703.80 3711.27 12.95 12.30 1.003 1.006 13.418
A17-019H A15-033H -12249.16 3742.91 3728.55 13.32 13.21 0.997 1.005 13.326
A17-019H A15-016H -12249.23 3738.33 3715.32 13.34 13.04 0.998 1.004 13.284
A17-019H A15-017H -12249.34 3729.78 3743.89 13.25 13.39 0.997 1.003 13.401
A17-019H A15-026H -12249.29 3725.55 3709.74 13.19 12.27 0.997 1.006 13.350
A17-029H A15-033H -12249.30 3770.64 3726.81 13.72 13.20 1.006 1.006 13.249
A17-029H A15-016H -12249.35 3771.31 3713.89 13.73 13.04 1.005 1.003 13.413
A17-029H A15-017H -12249.44 3771.87 3741.51 13.74 13.36 1.006 1.003 12.414
A17-029H A15-026H -12249.40 3770.22 3711.64 13.71 12.28 1.007 1.007 13.288
A12-013H A15-017H -12249.33 3745.65 3743.53 13.44 13.38 0.996 1.003 10.526
A12-013H A15-016H -12249.24 3744.55 3720.54 13.42 13.10 0.996 1.003 10.444
A12-013H A15-033H -12249.22 3742.37 3726.99 13.39 13.19 0.997 1.006 10.552
A12-013H A15-026H -12249.31 3738.43 3709.17 13.35 12.28 0.997 1.007 10.419
A12-014H A15-017H -12249.29 3712.77 3741.50 13.02 13.35 1.003 1.003 10.425
A12-014H AI5-016H -12249.20 3709.52 3718.71 12.97 13.07 1.005 1.004 10.311
A12-014H A15-033H -12249.19 3713.22 3728.32 13.02 13.21 1.004 1.006 10.475
A12-014H A15-026H -12249.28 3708.27 3710.24 12.96 12.38 1.005 1.006 10.327
A12-018H A15-017H -12249.37 3740.46 3713.66 13.33 12.69 1.003 0.999 10.469
A12-018H A15-016H -12249.27 3715.57 3713.45 13.06 12.64 1.002 1.000 10.405
A12-018H A15-033H -12249.25 3712.56 3725.75 12.67 13.18 1.000 1.006 10.489
A12-018H A15-026H -12249.35 3712.12 3709.06 12.67 12.33 0.998 1.007 10.371
A12-025H A15-017H -12249.08 3740.53 3799.55 13.34 12.69 1.003 1.000 10.321
A12-025H A15-016H -12248.99 3716.41 3803.07 13.06 12.68 1.002 0.999 10.241
A12-025H A15-033H -12248.95 3798.57 3726.50 12.78 13.18 1.000 1.006 10.342
A12-025H A15-026H -12249.01 3806.97 3708.56 12.63 12.29 1.000 1.007 10.222

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 2 Raw data of 2 acid sites in H-ZSM-5

Table 7 800 acid sites arising from 50 most stable 2Al configurations (225 to 288)

Acid site symmetries 
1®* acid site acid site

E , a „ ( e V ) (Doh (cm’’)
| s t  2 ° '^

| E | «

1st
(V/Â)d O-H length(Â) A1...A1(Â)

A111-023H A12-018H -12249.37 3737.50 3716.45 13.35 12.66 1.005 0.998 11.376
A111-023H A12-014H -12249.29 3736.92 3712.20 13.35 13.01 1.004 1.004 11.429
A111-023H A12-013H -12249.33 3730.26 3743.23 13.29 13.41 1.005 0.996 11.279
A111-023H A12-025H -12249.09 3737.19 3803.01 13.33 12.44 1.005 1.001 11.198
A111-022H A12-018H -12249.30 3722.02 3711.33 12.95 12.69 1.007 0.998 11.477
A111-022H A12-014H -12249.24 3723.61 3709.23 12.97 12.98 1.007 1.004 11.502
A111-022H A12-013H -12249.28 3722.42 3737.71 12.98 13.34 1.007 0.997 11.375
A111-022H A12-025H -12249.02 3722.83 3804.06 12.87 12.51 1.008 1.001 11.285
A111-034H AI2-018H -12249.28 3733.87 3710.56 13.31 12.58 1.001 0.999 11.485
A111-034H A12-014H -12249.20 3726.05 3709.48 13.22 12.98 1.003 1.004 11.552
A111-034H A12-013H -12249.30 3728.77 3744.68 13.25 13.42 1.003 0.996 11.418
A111-034H A12-025H -12249.02 3718.81 3804.11 13.13 12.38 1.005 1.001 11.351
A111-026H A12-018H -12249.32 3719.30 3707.90 12.48 12.58 1.002 0.999 11.332
A111-026H A12-014H -12249.26 3729.01 3712.99 12.61 13.02 1.001 1.004 11.409
A111-026H A12-013H -12249.30 3723.95 3745.15 12.56 13.42 1.001 0.996 11.260
A111-026H A12-025H -12249.01 3720.92 3801.89 12.57 12.46 1.001 1.001 11.181
A14-015H A15-017H -12249.28 3715.56 3744.48 12.94 13.38 1.007 1.004 13.118
A14-015H A15-016H -12249.18 3714.27 3718.66 12.91 13.07 1.007 1.004 12.959
A14-015H A15-033H -12249.12 3716.86 3724.96 12.98 13.19 1.007 1.006 13.219
A14-015H A15-026H -12249.23 3716.08 3709.73 12.94 12.26 1.008 1.007 13.049
A14-029H A15-017H -12249.39 3770.53 3744.78 13.68 13.40 1.006 1.002 12.947
A14-029H A15-016H -12249.31 3767.51 3714.96 13.66 13.03 1.005 1.003 12.813
A14-029H A15-033H -12249.29 3771.97 3732.56 13.66 13.24 1.005 1.006 13.043
A14-029H A15-026H -12249.37 3767.92 3712.13 13.66 12.41 1.006 1.007 12.883
A14-016H A15-017H -12249.25 3707.10 3744.09 12.93 13.38 1.003 1.003 13.032
A14-016H A15-016H -12249.18 3706.70 3716.31 12.93 13.05 1.003 1.003 12.897
A14-016H A15-033H -12249.14 3701.71 3727.72 12.88 13.20 1.003 1.006 13.113
A14-016H A15-026H -12249.21 3700.29 3709.64 12.85 12.32 1.002 1.007 12.969
A14-028H A15-017H -12249.18 3719.33 3743.32 12.55 13.37 1.003 1.003 12.937
A14-028H A15-016H -12249.10 3718.4 3710.91 12.56 12.97 1.003 1.004 12.777
A14-028H A15-033H -12249.07 3721.13 3729.69 12.66 13.22 1.002 1.006 13.032
A14-028H A15-026H -12249.15 3721.17 3711.56 12.55 12.36 1.002 1.006 12.870
A14-015H A14-015H -12249.24 3715.13 3715.21 12.92 12.92 1.008 1.008 13.688
A14-015H A14-029H -12249.33 3767.55 3713.16 13.66 12.88 1.007 1.007 13.637
A14-015H A14-016H -12249.21 3713.67 3710.21 12.90 12.98 1.007 1.002 13.629
A14-015H A14-028H -12249.04 3755.02 3713.5 12.27 12.89 0.995 1.007 13.544
A14-029H A14-015H -12249.33 3767.14 3713.05 13.65 12.88 1.007 1.007 13.637
A14-029H A14-029H -12249.45 3765.14 3765.26 13.64 13.64 1.007 1.007 13.836
A14-029H A14-016H -12249.34 3766.11 3708.65 13.66 12.98 1.006 1.002 13.694
A14-029H A14-028H -12249.14 3750.76 3763.51 12.34 13.62 0.995 1.006 13.733
A14-016H A14-015H -12249.21 3713.87 3710.53 12.90 12.98 1.007 1.002 13.629
A14-016H A14-029H -12249.34 3764.92 3708.91 13.65 12.98 1.006 1.002 13.695
A14-016H AI4-016H -12249.21 3707.99 3707.84 12.97 12.97 1.002 1.002 13.661
A14-016H A14-028H -12249.02 3727.50 3711.50 12.84 13.03 0.998 1.002 13.625
A14-028H A14-015H -12249.00 3730.65 3710.99 12.93 12.87 0.997 1.007 13.578
A14-028H A14-029H -12249.14 3750.29 3763.26 12.33 13.62 0.995 1.007 13.733
A14-028H A14-016H -12249.02 3749.63 3707.59 12.37 12.97 0.996 1.003 13.600
A14-028H AI4-028H -12248.81 3724.39 3723.59 12.81 12.80 0.999 0.999 13.627
A11-033H A17-034H -12249.29 3744.21 3725.65 13.41 13.19 1.004 1.005 12.593
A11-027H A17-034H -12249.27 3744.26 3740.94 13.41 13.39 1.005 1.008 12.559
A11-013H A17-034H -12249.41 3742.85 3761.45 13.39 13.57 1.004 1.006 12.672
A11-028H A17-034H -12249.20 3741.30 3736.16 13.37 12.92 1.005 1.001 12.735
A11-033H A17-029H -12249.34 3724.83 3767.26 13.19 13.68 1.005 1.006 12.480
A11-027H A17-029H -12249.36 3769.36 3745.07 13.70 13.42 1.007 1.008 12.581
AII-013H A17-029H -12249.51 3767.84 3762.86 13.69 13.58 1.007 1.007 12.574
A11-028H A17-029H -12249.31 3768.71 3731.39 13.69 12.91 1.007 1.000 12.658
A11-033H A17-019H -12249.23 3726.42 3726.79 13.19 13.19 1.005 1.004 12.443
A11-027H A17-019H -12249.25 3745.35 3724.58 13.43 13.18 1.007 1.004 12.563
A11-013H A17-019H -12249.41 3723.42 3762.72 13.17 13.59 1.004 1.006 12.552
A11-028H A17-019H -12249.18 3746.42 3748.26 12.86 13.48 1.001 0.998 12.655
A11-033H A17-035H -12249.15 3726.12 3702.13 13.19 12.93 1.005 1.003 12.643
A11-027H A17-035H -12249.24 3704.82 3743.59 12.96 13.39 1.003 1.007 12.694
A11-013H A17-035H -12249.32 3701.31 3760.59 12.92 13.56 1.003 1.006 12.746
A11-028H A17-035H -12249.14 3699.76 3729.93 12.90 12.85 1.004 1.001 12.819

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 2 Raw data of 2 acid sites in H-ZSM-5

Table 8 800 acid sites arising from  50 most stable 2AI configurations (289 to 352)

Acid site symmetries 
1 ̂  acid site 2'“* acid site

Elatt (eV) jOoH (cm"') ^ |E|«
1st

(V/A)^ O-H length(A) A1...A1(A)

A17-034H A17-019H -12249.37 3728.31 3757.43 13.24 13.58 0.999 1.002 13.879
A17-034H A17-035H -12249.25 3729.52 3699.81 13.26 12.90 1.000 1.007 13.691
A17-034H A17-034H -12249.26 3728.55 3728.44 13.24 13.24 0.999 0.999 13.812
A17-034H A17-029H -12249.38 3726.99 3741.32 13.22 13.39 1.000 0.996 13.712
A17-019H A17-019H -12249.42 3755.96 3756.27 13.53 13.53 1.001 1.001 14.033
A17-019H A17-035H -12249.28 3701.79 3759.35 12.92 13.58 1.007 1.003 13.801
A17-019H A17-034H -12249.37 3721.86 3759.82 13.22 13.60 1.000 1.002 13.879
A17-019H A17-029H -12249.43 3760.31 3743.45 13.59 13.41 1.001 0.995 13.787
A17-029H A17-019H -12249.43 3760.57 3744.55 13.59 13.41 1.001 0.995 13.787
A17-029H A17-035H -12249.32 3700.36 3735.26 12.89 13.31 1.007 0.996 13.677
A17-029H A17-034H -12249.38 3726.95 3741.31 13.22 13.39 1.000 0.996 13.712
A17-029H A17-029H -12249.46 3735.90 3736.18 13.32 13.32 0.995 0.995 13.829
A17-035H A17-019H -12249.28 3702.64 3759.63 12.92 13.58 1.007 1.003 13.801
A17-035H A17-035H -12249.27 3699.66 3699.77 12.89 12.89 1.007 1.007 13.895
A17-035H A17-034H -12249.25 3729.35 3699.84 13.25 12.90 1.000 1.007 13.691
A17-035H A17-029H -12249.31 3703.51 3736.56 12.91 13.32 1.007 0.996 13.667

A112-024H A12-018H -12249.24 3756.57 3710.57 13.52 12.65 1.002 0.998 13.423
A112-024H A12-014H -12249.17 3756.52 3714.78 13.41 13.04 1.001 1.004 13.213
A112-024H A12-013H -12249.20 3755.80 3742.29 13.34 13.39 1.001 0.997 13.350
A112-024H A12-025H -12248.92 3761.93 3803.25 13.54 12.47 1.001 1.001 13.196
A112-023H A12-018H -12249.34 3753.78 3712.93 13.53 12.64 1.006 0.998 13.329
A112-023H A12-014H -12249.26 3752.59 3710.25 13.51 12.99 1.005 1.004 13.192
A112-023H A12-013H -12249.32 3752.80 3736.45 13.49 13.33 1.006 0.997 13.394
A112-023H A12-025H -12249.03 3757.92 3805.07 13.50 12.50 1.006 1.000 13.243
A112-036H A12-018H -12249.34 3728.25 3715.49 13.17 12.67 1.001 0.999 13.406
A112-036H A12-014H -12249.26 3724.18 3708.54 13.12 12.96 1.002 1.005 13.371
A112-036H A12-013H -12249.29 3721.34 3739.68 13.09 13.36 1.002 0.997 13.495
A112-036H A12-025H -12249.04 3720.60 3804.44 13.08 12.55 1.002 1.000 13.441
A112-032H A12-018H -12249.41 3770.40 3711.95 13.68 12.63 1.007 0.999 13.394
A112-032H A12-014H -12249.35 3770.07 3709.47 13.68 13.00 1.007 1.003 13.318
A112-032H A12-013H -12249.39 3771.93 3743.44 13.70 13.41 1.007 0.997 13.522
A112-032H A12-025H -12249.10 3770.64 3803.14 13.68 12.49 1.007 1.001 13.355
A11-033H A14-016H -12249.19 3729.00 3707.15 13.22 12.95 1.005 1.003 14.057
A11-027H A14-016H -12249.20 3701.83 3745.91 12.90 13.40 1.003 1.008 13.732
A11-013H A14-016H -12249.32 3706.93 3761.34 12.93 13.55 1.004 1.007 13.918
A11-028H A14-016H -12249.12 3706.32 3730.9 12.92 12.88 1.004 1.001 13.991
A11-033H A14-015H -12249.17 3726.42 3713.23 13.19 12,86 1.006 1.007 14.123
A11-027H A14-015H -12249.22 3713.82 3743.32 12.91 13.42 1.008 1.008 13.813
A11-013H A14-015H -12249.36 3714.44 3760.41 12.89 13.57 1.007 1.006 13.975
AI1-028H A14-015H -12249.15 3715.69 3731.03 12.92 12.85 1.007 1.002 14.015
A11-033H A14-028H -12249.08 3722.05 3720.61 13.14 12.65 1.005 1.003 13.936
A11-027H A14-028H -12249.13 3718.21 3750.01 12.58 13.48 1.003 1.007 13.663
A11-013H A14-028H -12249.26 3722.47 3761.64 12.54 13.56 1.003 1.006 13.803
AI1-028H A14-028H -12249.08 3723.99 3732.82 12.45 12.82 1.003 1.001 13.838
AI1-033H A14-029H -12249.29 3727.03 3767.64 13.20 13.66 1.005 1.007 14.136
A11-027H A14-029H -12249.37 3767.08 3747.55 13.65 13.44 1.006 1.008 13.755
A11-013H A14-029H -12249.44 3767.82 3755.52 13.66 13.51 1.006 1.007 13.887
A11-028H A14-029H -12249.25 3769.40 3727.84 13.68 12,96 1.006 1.001 13.917
A17-034H A111-034H -12249.35 3747.27 3769.34 13.44 13.70 1.004 1.002 14.893
AI7-034H A11I-022H -12249.27 3709.69 3743.76 12.94 13.41 1.002 1.005 14.776
A17-034H A1U-023H -12249.24 3723.17 3743.28 13.19 13.39 1.000 1.005 14.851
A17-034H A111-026H -12249.23 3707.64 3746.23 12.37 13.42 1.003 1.005 14.891
A17-019H A1H-034H -12249.27 3728.40 3767.57 13.22 13.68 0.997 1.002 14.820
A17-019H A1U-022H -12249.27 3726.31 3707.68 13.19 12.88 0.997 1.002 14.839
A17-019H A111-023H -12249.24 3725.25 3726.18 13.18 13.23 0.997 0.999 14.936
A17-019H AI11-026H -12249.21 3715.71 3706.81 13.08 12.36 0.997 1.003 14.991
A17-035H A111-034H -12249.23 3704.58 3765.16 12.96 13.66 1.003 1.002 14.993
A17-035H A111-022H -12249.22 3701.30 3706.34 12.93 12.85 1.003 1.003 14.973
A17-035H A111-023H -12249.19 3703.24 3726.19 12.95 13.23 1.003 1.000 15.136
A17-035H A111-026H -12249.14 3706.41 3702.08 12.98 12.36 1.003 1.003 15.089
A17-029H A111-034H -12249.40 3769.41 3769.01 13.70 13.69 1.006 1.002 14.913
A17-029H A111-022H -12249.38 3767.09 3711.01 13.68 12.95 1.006 1.003 14.917
A17-029H A111-023H -12249.34 3767.89 3725.99 13.68 13.23 1.007 1.000 15.017
A17-029H A111-026H -12249.34 3772.07 3705.88 13.73 12.36 1.007 1.004 15.141

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 2 Raw data of 2 acid sites in H-ZSM-5

Table 9 800 acid sites arising from  50 most stable 2Al configurations (353 to 416)

Acid site symmetries 
1®* acid site 2“** acid site

Elan (eV) jüQH (cm ') ^ |E|«
1st

(V/Â)^ O-H length(A) A1...A1(Â)

A17-034H A112-023H -12249.30 3730.29 3745.43 13.26 13.43 0.998 1.003 13.324
A17-034H A112-024H -12249.23 3751.49 3745.95 12.81 13.42 1.003 1.004 13.423
A17-034H A112-032H -12249.25 3710.03 3743.11 13.01 13.40 0.997 1.005 13.381
A17-034H A112-036H -12249.24 3721.12 3744.22 13.10 13.41 1.006 1.004 13.493
A17-035H A112-023H -12249.19 3705.58 3733.96 12.98 13.31 1.003 0.998 13.176
A17-035H A112-024H -12249.13 3708.38 3757.31 13.01 12.93 1.003 1.002 13.271
A17-035H A112-032H -12249.14 3701.39 3709.04 12.93 13.00 1.003 0.997 13.246
A17-035H A112-036H -12249.22 3706.43 3721.60 12.96 13.12 1.003 1.006 13.339
A17-019H A112-023H -12249.26 3736.63 3731.03 13.33 13.27 0.997 0.998 13.227
A17-019H A112-024H -12249.21 3724.26 3750.30 13.16 12.80 0.998 1.002 13.332
A17-019H AI12-032H -12249.24 3728.67 3711.82 13.22 13.03 0.997 0.997 13.314
A17-019H A112-036H -12249.28 3736.07 3730.25 13.32 13.22 0.998 1.005 13.377
A17-029H A112-023H -12249.37 3767.60 3733.37 13.69 13.30 1.005 0.998 13.310
A17-029H A112-024H -12249.33 3773.78 3756.30 13.76 13.43 1.006 1.004 13.387
A17-029H A112-032H -12249.36 3770.31 3705.68 13.72 13.00 1.007 0.997 13.377
AI7-029H A112-036H -12249.35 3766.21 3719.42 13.67 13.08 1.006 1.006 13.472
AI3-014H A12-018H -12249.38 3725.21 3712.24 13.13 12.66 1.004 0.999 12.331
A13-014H A12-014H -12249.30 3726.40 3708.73 13.15 12.97 1.004 1.005 12.506
A13-014H A12-013H -12249.34 3727.03 3740.50 13.17 13.37 1.004 0.997 12.441
A13-014H A12-025H -12249.07 3739.01 3803.65 13.20 12.56 1.004 1.000 12.570
A13-015H A12-018H -12249.14 3752.95 3712.97 13.56 12.67 1.001 0.999 12.269
A13-015H A12-014H -12249.06 3754.60 3708.81 13.57 12.97 1.001 1.005 12.437
A13-015H A12-013H -12249.13 3755.67 3740.70 13.58 13.37 1.001 0.998 12.365
A13-015H A12-025H -12248.84 3750.30 3800.03 13.54 12.51 1.001 1.000 12.518
A13-031H A12-018H -12249.37 3713.37 3731.41 12.66 13.01 0.999 1.003 12.201
AI3-031H A12-014H -12249.29 3711.40 3732.34 13.00 13.00 1.005 1.004 12.395
A13-031H A12-013H -12249.32 3745.92 3724.31 13.44 12.99 0.998 1.004 12.398
AI3-031H A12-025H -12249.08 3802.30 3730.29 12.41 12.96 1.001 1.004 12.446
A13-032H A12-018H -12249.29 3715.77 3725.54 12.72 13.19 0.998 0.998 12.515
A13-032H A12-014H -12249.20 3714.68 3724.71 13.04 13.18 1.004 0.998 12.614
A13-032H A12-013H -12249.24 3746.54 3724.89 13.44 13.18 0.998 0.997 12.540
A13-032H A12-025H -12248.97 3797.50 3722.10 12.40 13.14 1.001 0.998 12.758
A12-013H A112-024H -12249.26 3741.22 3727.52 13.38 12.43 0.998 1.004 10.150
A12-013H A112-032H -12249.28 3742.13 3711.51 13.39 13.02 0.996 0.996 10.162
A12-013H A112-023H -12249.28 3732.30 3748.88 13.27 13.48 0.998 0.996 10.341
A12-013H A112-036H -12249.24 3713.96 3740.42 13.02 13.37 1.007 0.996 10.337
A12-014H A112-024H -12249.18 3707.79 3759.52 12.95 13.48 1.005 1.004 10.213
A12-014H A112-032H -12249.21 3707.69 3708.76 12.97 12.99 1.004 0.996 10.166
A12-014H AI12-023H -12249.25 3705.90 3740.91 12.94 13.39 1.005 0.998 10.357
A12-014H A112-036H -12249.24 3719.43 3710.05 13.08 12.99 1.006 1.004 10.326
A12-018H A112-024H -12249.26 3713.63 3758.41 12.68 13.48 0.998 1.004 10.075
A12-018H A112-032H -12249.30 3713.26 3715.07 12.64 13.06 0.999 0.997 10.034
A12-018H A112-023H -12249.34 3711.74 3743.36 12.63 13.41 1.000 0.998 10.197
A12-018H A112-036H -12249.32 3720.81 3711.78 13.10 12.62 1.006 1.000 10.185
A12-025H A112-024H -12248.96 3758.55 3806.14 13.48 12.56 1.004 1.000 10.295
A12-025H A112-032H -12249.01 3800.29 3711.43 12.68 13.02 1.000 0.996 10.254
A12-025H A112-023H -12248.98 3749.45 3807.02 13.49 12.55 0.997 0.999 10.434
A12-025H A112-036H -12249.01 3717.97 3800.45 13.06 12.71 1.007 1.000 10.401
A17-034H A17-034H -12249.36 3727.80 3727.69 13.25 13.25 1.000 1.000 10.600
A17-034H A17-019H -12249.34 3725.15 3755.54 13.23 13.52 0.999 1.002 10.441
A17-034H A17-029H -12249.39 3728.45 3741.61 13.25 13.39 0.999 0.996 10.429
A17-034H A17-035H -12249.23 3724.05 3702.93 13.20 12.95 1.000 1.007 10.533
A17-019H A17-034H -12249.34 3727.75 3751.96 13.24 13.51 0.999 1.002 10.441
A17-019H A17-019H -12249.46 3752.96 3753.28 13.52 13.52 1.001 1.001 10.605
A17-019H A17-029H -12249.46 3759.76 3743.85 13.58 13.41 1.003 0.995 10.585
A17-019H A17-035H -12249.31 3698.07 3726.24 12.92 13.48 1.007 1.004 10.548
A17-029H A17-034H -12249.39 3727.89 3741.59 13.24 13.39 0.999 0.996 10.429
A17-029H A17-019H -12249.46 3759.22 3740.63 13.58 13.40 1.003 0.995 10.585
A17-029H A17-029H -12249.49 3738.48 3738.60 13.35 13.35 0.995 0.995 10.569
A17-029H A17-035H -12249.35 3698.62 3738.50 12.90 13.35 1.007 0.995 10.562
A17-035H A17-034H -12249.23 3724.85 3703.71 13.20 12.95 1.000 1.007 10.532
A17-035H A17-019H -12249.31 3701.60 3757.31 12.93 13.55 1.006 1.001 10.533
A17-035H A17-029H -12249.35 3701.29 3738.54 12.91 13.35 1.007 0.995 10.562
A17-035H A17-035H -12249.27 3695.15 3692.26 12.89 12.88 1.007 1.007 10.684

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 2 Raw data of 2 acid sites in H-ZSM-5

Table 10 800 acid sites arising from  50 most stable 2Al configurations (417 to 480)

Acid site symmetries 
acid site 2“** acid site

E l a t t  (eV) ^ O H  ( c m  ') ^ | E | "

1st
(V/Â) O-H length(Â) A1...A1(A)

A14-015H A12-018H -12249.19 3738.08 3714.48 13.40 12.60 1.002 1.000 12.713
A14-015H A12-014H -12249.11 3738.97 3709.80 13.41 12.98 1.002 1.004 12.716
A14-015H A12-013H -12249.13 3736.94 3742.16 13.39 13.39 1.002 0.995 12.591
A14-015H A12-025H -12248.87 3735.89 3801.98 13.37 12.61 1.003 1.000 12.807
A14-028H A12-018H -12249.32 3718.69 3745.08 12.62 12.91 1.000 1.004 12.695
A14-028H A12-014H -12249.24 3712.04 3740.37 13.00 12.65 1.005 1.005 12.720
A14-028H A12-013H -12249.29 3752.33 3738.41 13.52 12.80 0.996 1.005 12.601
A14-028H A12-025H -12249.03 3805.79 3740.35 12.44 12.87 1.000 1.005 12.786
A14-016H A12-018H -12249.36 3731.56 3716.36 13.29 12.68 1.002 0.999 12.841
A14-016H A12-014H -12249.28 3734.38 3707.79 13.32 12.97 1.002 1.004 12.853
A14-016H A12-013H -12249.32 3733.59 3744.25 13.31 13.42 1.002 0.996 12.734
A14-016H A12-025H -12249.04 3734.32 3800.17 13.33 12.64 1.002 1.000 12.943
A14-029H A12-018H -12249.36 3714.72 3740.50 12.63 13.38 1.000 0.996 12.910
A14-029H AI2-014H -12249.30 3707.33 3744.66 12.95 13.43 1.004 0.995 12.901
AI4-029H A12-013H -12249.33 3736.14 3741.19 13.32 13.39 0.997 0.995 12.789
A14-029H A12-025H -12249.03 3805.38 3741.15 12.75 13.39 0.999 0.995 13.006
A17-034H A12-018H -12249.39 3714.57 3742.68 12.67 13.39 0.999 1.005 10.406
A17-034H AI2-014H -12249.31 3710.11 3742.98 12.97 13.40 1.005 1.005 10.151
A17-034H A12-013H -12249.36 3738.91 3739.96 13.35 13.36 0.997 1.006 10.392
AI7-034H A12-025H -12249.08 3801.79 3743.85 12.79 13.40 1.000 1.006 10.210
A17-019H A12-018H -12249.39 3739.75 3717.35 13.35 12.74 0.996 0.999 10.337
A17-019H A12-014H -12249.31 3733.83 3709.27 13.29 12.97 0.996 1.004 10.094
A17-019H A12-013H -12249.35 3737.21 3742.98 13.32 13.40 0.996 0.997 10.343
A17-019H A12-025H -12249.06 3732.18 3803.20 13.25 12.77 0.996 1.000 10.159
A17-035H A12-018H -12249.31 3702.81 3714.65 12.93 12.65 1.003 0.998 10.444
A17-035H A12-014H -12249.22 3698.01 3708.34 12.89 12.97 1.004 1.005 10.259
A17-035H A12-013H -12249.22 3703.49 3741.78 12.92 13.37 1.003 0.997 10.604
A17-035H AI2-025H -12249.01 3704.98 3809.11 12.92 12.88 1.003 0.999 10.320
A17-029H A12-018H -12249.49 3767.38 3714.06 13.68 12.69 1.006 0.998 10.252
A17-029H A12-014H -12249.43 3767.88 3709.10 13.68 12.97 1.007 1.005 10.196
A17-029H A12-013H -12249.46 3769.18 3737.94 13.72 13.34 1.008 0.997 10.404
A17-029H A12-025H -12249.20 3766.84 3766.28 13.68 13.54 1.007 1.001 10.246
A112-024H A18-024H -12249.09 3753.31 3750.77 13.31 12.51 1.001 1.001 14.923
A112-024H A18-O20H -12249.15 3754.34 3741.24 13.34 13.40 1.001 1.002 15.049
A112-024H A18-019H -12249.20 3757.72 3744.61 13.48 13.44 1.002 1.007 14.981
A112-024H A18-025H -12248.92 3752.98 3782.58 13.34 12.23 1.002 0.998 15.110
AI12-023H A18-024H -12249.17 3751.02 3751.54 13.51 12.65 1.005 1.001 14.931
A112-023H A18-O20H -12249.23 3753.15 3739.22 13.52 13.38 1.005 1.002 15.060
A112-023H A18-019H -12249.34 3750.20 3747.55 13.50 13.46 1.006 1.007 15.083
A112-023H A18-025H -12249.00 3754.45 3783.39 13.54 12.21 1.004 0.997 15.088
A112-036H A18-024H -12249.18 3727.42 3750.58 13.16 12.67 1.001 1.001 14.940
A112-036H A18-O20H -12249.25 3726.49 3740.16 13.15 13.40 1.001 1.001 15.129
A112-036H A18-019H -12249.32 3727.17 3742.19 13.16 13.41 1.001 1.006 14.993
AI12-036H A18-025H -12248.99 3725.43 3789.13 13.13 12.31 1.002 0.997 15.127
A112-032H A18-024H -12249.19 3771.04 3777.45 13.69 13.80 1.007 1.006 14.924
A112-032H A18-O20H -12249.32 3770.78 3744.64 13.69 13.45 1.006 1.002 15.141
A112-032H A18-019H -12249.39 3771.78 3746.03 13.69 13.46 1.006 1.007 15.028
A1I2-032H AI8-025H -12249.13 3771.93 3743.62 13.70 13.33 1.005 1.00 1 15.103
A17-034H A17-019H -12249.36 3726.51 3746.97 13.17 13.43 0.997 1.005 13.785
A17-034H A17-029H -12249.47 3770.83 3748.08 13.72 13.45 1.006 1.004 13.689
A17-034H A17-034H -12249.35 3747.31 3746.91 13.44 13.43 1.005 1.005 13.734
A17-034H A17-035H -12249.27 3702.61 3747.28 12.94 13.45 1.003 1.005 13.600
A17-019H A17-019H -12249.33 3719.00 3719.60 13.09 13.10 0.998 0.998 14.006
A17-019H A17-029H -12249.41 3729.47 3771.09 13.25 13.72 0.996 1.006 13.922
AI7-019H A17-034H -12249.36 3722.38 3747.09 13.17 13.43 0.997 1.005 13.785
A17-019H A17-035H -12249.22 3717.5 3709.79 13.09 13.01 0.997 1.003 13.690
A17-035H A17-019H -12249.22 3717.58 3705.09 13.09 12.99 0.997 1.003 13.689
A17-035H A17-029H -12249.34 3765.08 3698.81 13.65 12.90 1.007 1.003 13.789
A17-035H A17-034H -12249.27 3707.38 3747.88 12.95 13.45 1.003 1.005 13.601
A17-035H A17-035H -12249.23 3701.48 3701.32 12.92 12.92 1.003 1.003 13.800
A17-029H A17-019H -12249.41 3731.80 3771.10 13.25 13.72 0.996 1.006 13.922
A17-029H A17-029H -12249.55 3769.10 3769.42 13.70 13.70 1.007 1.007 13.982
A17-029H A17-034H -12249.47 3770.85 3748.13 13.72 13.45 1.006 1.004 13.689
A17-029H A17-035H -12249.33 3763.28 3704.49 13.64 12.93 1.007 1.003 13.789

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 2 Raw data of 2 acid sites in H-ZSM-5

Table 11 800 acid sites arising from 50 most stable 2Al configurations (481 to 544)

Acid site symmetries 
1®* acid site 2““̂ acid site

Ewt(eV) jOoH (cm ') ^ |E|«
1st

(V/A)
2nd

O-H length(A) A1...A1(A)

A13-032H A18-019H -12249.43 3771.69 3747.97 13.70 13.47 1.005 1.007 13.446
A13-032H A18-O20H -12249.33 3771.93 3743.79 13.71 13.46 1.005 1.001 13.325
A13-032H A18-024H -12249.26 3772.48 3752.30 13.71 12.62 1.005 1.002 13.320
A13-032H A18-025H -12249.11 3772.39 3744.54 13.70 13.33 1.004 1.000 13.262
A13-014H A18-019H -12249.32 3719.38 3745.93 13.15 13.44 1.001 1.006 13.709
A13-014H A18-O20H -12249.23 3726.06 3744.72 13.18 13.44 1.000 1.001 13.579
A13-014H AI8-024H -12249.11 3728.87 3776.48 13.21 13.79 1.000 1.006 13.597
A13-014H A18-025H -12249.03 3729.37 3740.92 13.21 13.31 1.000 1.001 13.554
A13-015H A18-019H -12249.31 3715.11 3744.75 12.69 13.43 1.007 1.007 13.636
A13-015H A18-O20H -12249.27 3712.74 3742.33 12.54 13.41 1.007 1.001 13.533
A13-015H A18-024H -12249.21 3714.46 3752.88 12.58 12.59 1.007 1.001 13.523
A13-015H A18-025H -12248.99 3714.03 3786.20 12.71 12.25 1.007 0.997 13.482
A13-031H A18-019H -12249.29 3708.19 3742.59 12.43 13.41 1.003 1.007 13.691
A13-031H A18-O20H -12249.22 3706.10 3745.69 12.36 13.46 1.003 1.001 13.584
A13-031H A18-024H -12249.16 3704.47 3754.27 12.34 12.66 1.003 1.002 13.576
A13-031H A18-025H -12248.99 3705.82 3790.56 12.42 12.28 1.004 0.996 13.533
A18-019H A12-018H -12249.40 3718.62 3715.04 13.11 12.65 0.998 0.999 11.317
A18-019H A12-014H -12249.29 3715.30 3709.78 13.07 12.98 0.997 1.005 11.550
A18-019H A12-013H -12249.32 3716.88 3735.99 13.09 13.33 0.997 0.998 11.457
A18-019H A12-025H -12249.07 3712.94 3804.07 13.04 12.61 0.997 1.000 11.353
A18-O20H A12-018H -12249.35 3702.51 3714.58 12.91 12.66 1.005 0.999 11.334
A18-O20H A12-014H -12249.27 3708.68 3710.83 13.00 12.98 1.005 1.004 11.569
A18-O20H A12-013H -12249.30 3708.12 3738.13 12.99 13.34 1.006 0.997 11.475
A18-O20H A12-025H -12249.04 3703.45 3805.63 12.94 12.68 1.005 1.000 11.369
A18-024H A12-018H -12249.23 3742.48 3714.03 13.24 12.67 1.004 0.998 11.173
A18-024H AI2-014H -12249.15 3743.85 3710.56 13.33 12.96 1.005 1.004 11.400
A18-024H A12-013H -12249.21 3743.64 3741.40 13.24 13.39 1.005 0.996 11.307
A18-024H A12-025H -12248.93 3748.05 3803.00 13.29 12.71 1.004 1.000 11.217
A18-025H A12-018H -12249.32 3719.98 3712.67 13.19 12.67 1.001 0.998 11.213
A18-025H AI2-014H -12249.26 3717.88 3709.26 13.14 12.97 1.001 1.004 11.440
A18-025H A12-013H -12249.29 3724.12 3739.19 13.22 13.35 1.001 0.997 11.350
A18-025H A12-025H -12248.99 3722.45 3805.79 13.21 12.73 1.000 1.000 11.248
A18-019H A18-019H -12249.48 3750.78 3751.06 13.46 13.46 1.006 1.006 11.330
A18-019H A18-O20H -12249.33 3746.12 3742.21 13.45 13.41 1.006 1.001 11.247
A18-019H A18-024H -12249.18 3747.35 3772.62 13.46 13.73 1.006 1.006 11.151
A18-019H A18-025H -12249.14 3745.86 3744.71 13.45 13.32 1.005 1.000 11.190
A18-O20H A18-019H -12249.33 3746.09 3740.71 13.45 13.40 1.006 1.001 11.247
A18-O20H A18-O20H -12249.25 3746.15 3744.89 13.46 13.45 1.001 1.001 11.222
A18-O20H AI8-024H -12249.14 3747.79 3773.36 13.50 13.73 1.001 1.006 11.129
A18-O20H A18-025H -12249.05 3743.58 3739.86 13.44 13.33 1.001 1.000 11.154
A18-024H A18-019H -12249.18 3747.39 3772.37 13.46 13.73 1.006 1.006 11.151
A18-024H A18-O20H -12249.14 3747.01 3767.73 13.50 13.72 1.001 1.006 11.129
A18-024H A18-024H -12249.15 3746.99 3747.08 12.52 12.52 1.002 1.002 11.354
A18-024H A18-025H -12248.94 3779.06 3741.31 13.82 13.36 1.004 1.000 11.153
A18-025H AI8-019H -12249.14 3745.94 3745.23 13.45 13.32 1.005 1.000 11.190
A18-025H A18-O20H -12249.05 3743.61 3740.42 13.44 13.33 1.001 1.000 11.154
A18-025H A18-024H -12248.94 3779.28 3741.22 13.82 13.36 1.004 1.000 11.153
A18-025H A18-025H -12248.84 3735.97 3736.82 13.28 13.28 1.001 1.001 11.172
A15-017H A12-018H -12249.35 3733.88 3710.64 13.27 12.62 0.999 0.999 13.368
A15-017H A12-014H -12249.28 3728.61 3710.85 13.20 12.99 0.999 1.004 13.463
A15-017H A12-013H -12249.31 3728.48 3743.98 13.21 13.41 1.000 0.996 13.263
A15-017H A12-025H -12249.06 3732.48 3801.92 13.25 12.46 0.999 1.001 13.348
A15-016H A12-018H -12249.31 3748.49 3711.95 13.49 12.61 0.997 0.999 13.427
A15-016H A12-014H -12249.24 3749.31 3708.81 13.50 12.98 0.997 1.004 13.615
A15-016H A12-013H -12249.29 3747.69 3745.71 13.48 13.44 0.997 0.996 13.332
A15-OI6H A12-025H -12249.02 3750.30 3802.98 13.50 12.52 0.996 1.001 13.375
A15-033H A12-018H -12249.35 3730.13 3708.29 13.23 12.60 0.998 0.999 13.481
A15-033H A12-014H -12249.28 3725.65 3707.55 13.17 12.97 0.999 1.005 13.674
A15-033H A12-013H -12249.36 3731.12 3745.01 13.24 13.43 0.997 0.996 13.385
A15-033H A12-025H -12249.06 3731.95 3803.89 13.25 12.46 0.997 1.000 13.433
A15-026H AI2-018H -12249.26 3726.27 3713.19 12.48 12.64 1.006 0.999 13.332
A15-026H A12-014H -12249.19 3730.31 3711.99 12.51 13.01 1.006 1.004 13.452
A15-026H A12-013H -12249.25 3727.75 3746.36 12.52 13.44 1.006 0.996 13.257
A15-026H A12-025H -12248.99 3724.14 3804.46 12.55 12.53 1.006 1.001 13.477

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 2 Raw data of 2 acid sites in H-ZSM-5

Table 13 800 acid sites arising from 50 most stable 2Al configurations (609 to 672)

Acid site symmetries 
acid site 2“** acid site

Elatt (eV ) ©OH (cm'') ^ |E|»
1st

(V/A)^ O-H length(A) A1...A1(A)

A11-033H AI5-017H -12249.26 3727.71 3735.91 13.21 13.29 1.005 1.004 11.056
A11-027H AI5-017H -12249.22 3738.91 3745.54 13.33 13.42 1.004 1.006 11.295
A11-013H A15-017H -12249.38 3735.32 3762.40 13.28 13.58 1.005 1.005 11.225
A11-028H A15-017H -12249.21 3734.24 3736.27 13.27 12.80 1.005 1.002 11.102
A11-033H A15-016H -12249.12 3727.58 3712.88 13.21 13.04 1.004 1.004 10.984
A11-027H A15-016H -12249.19 3710.81 3632.76 12.95 13.17 1.005 1.015 11.264
A11-013H A15-016H -12249.29 3713.10 3761.00 12.98 13.57 1.005 1.005 11.222
A11-028H A15-OI6H -12249.16 3711.00 3728.30 12.95 13.02 1.006 1.001 11.210
A11-033H A15-033H -12249.11 3731.29 3731.97 13.25 13.26 1.007 1.005 10.920
A11-027H A15-033H -12249.18 3734.84 3747.51 13.28 13.45 1.005 1.007 11.097
A11-013H A15-033H -12249.28 3734.56 3763.78 13.23 13.59 1.005 1.005 11.043
A11-028H AI5-033H -12249.11 3727.49 3730.29 13.20 12.81 1.006 1.001 10.935
A11-033H A15-026H -12249.21 3727.84 3705.78 13.21 12.36 1.006 1.007 10.878
A11-027H A15-026H -12249.24 3711.38 3736.01 12.52 13.32 1.005 1.005 11.035
A11-013H A15-026H -12249.33 3708.08 3760.68 12.31 13.54 1.006 1.006 11.040
A11-028H A15-026H -12249.15 3706.86 3726.81 12.45 12.77 1.006 1.002 10.941

A112-024H A17-019H -12249.20 3751.22 3756.52 13.49 13.20 1.005 1.001 13.346
A112-032H A17-019H -12249.39 3756.83 3778.85 13.55 13.72 1.004 1.005 13.379
A112-023H A17-019H -12249.28 3755.58 3748.80 13.52 13.48 1.004 1.005 13.312
A112-036H A17-019H -12249.30 3753.31 3729.44 13.52 13.18 1.004 1.001 13.405
A112-024H AI7-034H -12249.15 3728.76 3746.90 13.24 13.34 1.000 1.002 13.558
A112-032H AI7-034H -12249.33 3724.73 3775.96 13.21 13.75 1.000 1.004 13.473
A112-023H A17-034H -12249.27 3724.49 3749.65 13.19 13.50 1.000 1.005 13.406
A112-036H A17-034H -12249.23 3732.14 3726.08 13.21 13.22 1.001 1.000 13.497
A112-024H A17-035H -12249.11 3702.87 3756.70 12.92 13.46 1.007 1.001 13.367
A112-032H AI7-035H -12249.27 3698.52 3767.20 12.90 13.65 1.008 1.007 13.450
A112-023H AI7-035H -12249.21 3702.85 3751.82 12.92 13.50 1.007 1.005 13.362
A112-036H A17-035H -12249.25 3726.66 3700.28 13.15 12.90 1.002 1.007 13.568
A112-024H A17-029H -12249.26 3738.71 3754.55 13.34 13.18 0.996 1.000 13.493
A112-032H A17-029H -12249.44 3743.26 3773.47 13.41 13.72 0.995 1.006 13.431
A112-023H A17-029H -12249.34 3738.42 3751.45 13.34 13.52 0.996 1.006 13.373
A112-036H AI7-029H -12249.34 3741.76 3728.21 13.39 13.17 0.996 1.001 13.460
A111-023H A17-019H -12249.31 3735.13 3754.55 13.32 13.55 1.003 1.004 14.895
A111-023H A17-034H -12249.22 3730.51 3721.58 13.27 13.16 1.004 1.000 14.740
All I-023H A17-029H -12249.34 3733.98 3735.51 13.32 13.31 1.004 0.995 14.809
A11I-023H AI7-035H -12249.23 3734.98 3702.66 13.32 12.92 1.004 1.007 14.866
A11I-022H A17-OI9H -12249.27 3717.85 3757.21 12.93 13.55 1.006 1.004 15.004
A1I1-022H A17-034H -12249.20 3714.35 3724.93 12.97 13.21 1.006 0.999 14.867
A111-022H A17-029H -12249.32 3715.97 3739.82 12.93 13.37 1.007 0.995 14.874
AII1-022H A17-035H -12249.21 3718.30 3699.50 12.86 12.88 1.007 1.007 14.935
A11I-034H A17-019H -12249.25 3718.30 3754.08 13.17 13.52 1.004 1.003 15.003
A1I1-034H A17-034H -12249.22 3729.36 3723.13 13.23 13.18 1.003 1.001 14.907
AI11-034H A17-029H -12249.29 3727.22 3739.77 13.20 13.37 1.004 0.996 14.807
A111-034H A17-035H -12249.18 3721.91 3704.94 13.14 12.95 1.005 1.006 14.979
A111-026H A17-019H -12249.26 3731.68 3756.29 12.64 13.55 1.001 1.003 15.044
A111-026H AI7-034H -12249.20 3723.01 3722.26 12.50 13.17 1.002 1.001 14.876
A111-026H A17-029H -12249.32 3725.76 3740.40 12.54 13.37 1.001 0.995 14.945
A111-026H A17-035H -12249.17 3731.41 3696.88 12.63 12.86 1.001 1.008 15.029
A11-033H A16-017H -12249.21 3740.01 3726.37 13.35 13.18 1.006 1.005 13.381
AI1-033H A16-018H -12249.20 3709.58 3722.93 12.88 13.15 1.001 1.005 13.540
AI1-033H A16-O30H -12249.16 3721.73 3721.88 13.16 13.14 1.001 1.005 13.510
A11-033H AI6-03IH -12249.26 3721.15 3725.05 12.81 13.17 1.004 1.005 13.345
A11-013H A16-017H -12249.33 3762.69 3740.77 13.58 13.36 1.006 1.006 13.296
A1I-013H A16-018H -12249.37 3763.72 3708.82 13.59 12.90 1.005 1.001 13.449
A11-013H A16-O30H -12249.35 3759.48 3724.58 13.54 13.18 1.007 1.001 13.415
A11-013H A16-031H -12249.42 3763.90 3725.72 13.58 12.83 1.006 1.003 13.266
A11-028H AI6-OI7H -12249.15 3735.41 3740.69 12.86 13.36 1.001 1.006 13.498
A11-028H A16-018H -12249.18 3735.08 3706.51 12.84 12.88 1.000 1.001 13.624
A11-028H AI6-O30H -12249.15 3731.13 3724.96 12.85 13.19 1.001 1.000 13.569
A11-028H A16-031H -12249.24 3737.15 3728.67 12.82 12.89 1.001 1.003 13.430
A11-027H A16-017H -12249.21 3747.30 3731.68 13.43 13.26 1.007 1.007 13.239
A11-027H A16-018H -12249.22 3744.45 3709.01 13.42 12.95 1.007 0.999 13.402
A11-027H A16-O30H -12249.25 3746.38 3718.34 13.45 13.10 1.008 1.001 13.384
A11-027H A16-031H -12249.30 3750.85 3726.64 13.48 12.81 1.007 1.003 13.205

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 2 Raw data of 2 acid sites in H-ZSM-5

Table 14 800 acid sites arising from  50 most stable 2AÏ configurations (673 to 736)

Acid site symmetries 
1 ̂  acid site 2““̂ acid site

Elatt (eV) jOoH (cm ') ^ |E|«
1st

(V/Â)^ O-H length(A) A1...A1(A)

A17-034H A18-024H -12249.17 3744.50 3768.86 13.41 13.65 1.005 1.006 12.284
AI7-029H A18-024H -12249.30 3748.70 3764.56 12.57 13.64 1.002 1.007 12.159
A17-019H A18-024H -12249.16 3765.51 3732.95 13.62 13.27 1.006 0.996 12.241
A17-035H A18-024H -12249.14 3752.73 3701.85 12.69 12.92 1.001 1.004 12.346
AI7-034H A18-019H -12249.40 3744.17 3754.03 13.41 13.53 1.005 1.005 12.397
A17-029H A18-019H -12249.46 3753.35 3768.40 13.52 13.69 1.005 1.007 12.264
A17-019H A18-019H -12249.38 3752.03 3749.84 13.51 13.34 1.006 0.995 12.339
A17-035H A18-019H -12249.29 3748.16 3702.60 13.47 12.94 1.006 1.003 12.449
A17-034H A18-O20H -12249.28 3744.16 3739.53 13.40 13.39 1.004 1.002 12.516
A17-029H A18-O20H -12249.38 3741.23 3765.70 13.41 13.66 1.001 1.007 12.390
A17-019H A18-O20H -12249.27 3738.54 3731.89 13.37 13.25 1.002 0.997 12.476
A17-035H A18-O20H -12249.21 3741.55 3699.18 13.41 12.89 1.001 1.004 12.580
A17-034H A18-025H -12249.02 3743.16 3781.14 13.40 12.43 1.005 0.997 12.476
A17-029H A18-025H -12249.20 3748.37 3767.19 13.31 13.67 1.000 1.006 12.337
A17-019H A18-025H -12249.09 3744.73 3732.66 13.24 13.26 1.001 0.998 12.429
A17-035H A18-025H -12248.99 3750.64 3697.62 13.35 12.87 1.000 1.004 12.546

A ll 0 -02IH A12-018H -12249.27 3773.33 3713.59 13.84 12.61 0.996 0.999 10.534
All 0 -02IH A12-014H -12249.18 3774.74 3711.74 13.87 13.00 0.996 1.004 10.505
All 0-02 IH A12-013H -12249.20 3772.65 3742.91 13.83 13.40 0.996 0.996 10.423
All 0-02 IH A12-025H -12248.95 3774.99 3801.83 13.85 12.63 0.996 1.000 10.345
A110-O22H A12-018H -12249.32 3698.24 3714.38 12.66 12.64 1.005 0.999 10.696
A110-O22H A12-014H -12249.23 3702.41 3706.42 12.72 12.94 1.005 1.004 10.621
A110-O22H A12-013H -12249.28 3700.98 3733.92 12.75 13.29 1.004 0.998 10.567
A110-O22H A12-025H -12248.99 3703.40 3805.18 12.69 12.75 1.005 1.000 10.517
A110-O38H A12-018H -12249.35 3740.02 3713.37 13.35 12.68 1.003 0.998 10.827
A110-O38H A12-014H -12249.30 3733.95 3708.27 13.28 12.96 1.004 1.004 10.765
A110-O38H A12-013H -12249.35 3732.11 3738.86 13.25 13.35 1.004 0.997 10.687
A110-O38H A12-025H -12249.09 3734.49 3805.61 13.28 12.62 1.004 1.000 10.617
A110-O27H A12-018H -12249.30 3710.02 3733.13 12.60 13.30 0.999 0.998 10.688
A110-O27H A12-014H -12249.24 3708.83 3724.68 12.98 13.19 1.004 0.998 10.673
A110-O27H A12-013H -12249.29 3743.27 3723.77 13.41 13.19 0.996 0.998 10.596
A110-O27H A12-025H -12248.99 3799.04 3733.39 12.56 13.24 1.000 0.998 10.521
A14-015H A111-023H -12249.21 3727.40 3711.82 13.25 12.97 0.999 1.008 13.434
A14-016H A111-023H -12249.17 3728.02 3702.92 13.25 12.91 0.999 1.003 13.393
A14-028H A111-023H -12249.10 3728.37 3722.57 13.25 12.57 0.999 1.002 13.334
A14-029H A111-023H -12249.32 3724.68 3766.18 13.21 13.65 0.999 1.006 13.239
A14-015H A111-034H -12249.22 3767.44 3716.12 13.69 12.94 1.002 1.007 13.563
A14-016H A111-034H -12249.23 3769.06 3701.62 13.71 12.87 1.002 1.004 13.518
A14-028H A111-034H -12249.14 3763.71 3725.02 13.65 12.58 1.003 1.002 13.433
A14-029H A111-034H -12249.38 3765.18 3767.82 13.67 13.66 1.002 1.006 13.359
A14-015H A111-022H -12249.22 3710.97 3716.33 12.93 12.96 1.002 1.007 13.383
A14-016H A111-022H -12249.20 3709.67 3703.89 12.94 12.91 1.002 1.003 13.340
A14-028H A111-022H -12249.13 3709.52 3724.81 12.88 12.56 1.002 1.002 13.288
A14-029H A111-022H -12249.34 3708.67 3766.74 12.93 13.65 1.003 1.006 13.199
A14-015H A111-026H -12249.17 3704.38 3716.53 12.34 12.97 1.003 1.008 13.345
A14-016H A111-026H -12249.15 3703.37 3698.44 12.38 12.84 1.004 1.002 13.310
A14-028H A111-026H -12249.10 3705.66 3722.11 12.38 12.53 1.003 1.002 13.231
A14-029H A111-026H -12249.28 3708.05 3768.70 12.47 13.67 1.004 1.006 13.125
A17-034H A14-016H -12249.29 3704.09 3744.98 12.92 13.42 1.002 1.005 11.195
A17-034H A14-029H -12249.41 3763.90 3741.77 13.62 13.38 1.006 1.004 11.190
A17-034H A14-015H -12249.27 3715.68 3742.00 12.97 13.38 1.008 1.005 11.259
A17-034H A14-028H -12249.22 3721.15 3744.42 12.69 13.41 1.002 1.004 11.096
A17-019H A14-016H -12249.25 3734.19 3706.87 13.30 12.95 0.996 1.003 11.087
A17-019H A14-029H -12249.40 3735.77 3770.09 13.26 13.69 0.996 1.006 11.099
A17-019H A14-015H -12249.30 3733.34 3718.40 13.32 12.94 0.996 1.007 11.165
A17-019H A14-028H -12249.19 3737.16 3716.39 13.33 12.61 0.996 1.003 10.991
A17-035H A14-016H -12249.19 3702.83 3705.93 12.96 12.93 1.004 1.002 11.223
A17-035H A14-029H -12249.34 3763.77 3703.20 13.62 12.94 1.007 1.003 11.201
A17-035H A14-015H -12249.19 3702.59 3715.27 12.94 12.95 1.003 1.008 11.291
A17-035H A14-028H -12249.11 3718.09 3701.03 12.61 12.92 1.002 1.003 11.115
A17-029H A14-016H -12249.35 3771.05 3703.39 13.72 12.92 1.006 1.002 11.052
A17-029H A14-029H -12249.50 3766.06 3763.86 13.67 13.61 1.007 1.006 11.053
A17-029H A14-015H -12249.38 3769.58 3716.28 13.71 12.97 1.007 1.008 11.126
A17-029H A14-028H -12249.29 3718.46 3767.88 12.69 13.69 1.002 1.007 10.972
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Appendix 3 Raw data of TPA-ZSM-5 structures

Appendix 3: Raw data of TPA-ZSM-5 structures
Tab] e 1 Ordered Al distributions in TPA-ZSM-5

Al E,a„(eV) Initial Final Av. Min. Min. Min. Min. Elatt without
site Si-O-Si Al-O-Si Al-O N...A1 C1...A1 H1...A1 A1...AI TPA^(eV)

angle (°) angle (°) dist. (Â) dist. (A) dist. (A) dist. (A) dist. (A)
All -12198.571 148.636 148.826 1.7083 4.8340 4.1874 3.1135 5.5569 -12066.839
A12 -12199.020 153.617 155.735 1.7015 5.5526 4.7866 3.9680 9.7398 -12067.235
A13 -12199.107 150.401 149.241 1.7096 5.5740 4.5362 4.0397 8.9827 -12066.923
A14 -12198.782 153.521 154.813 1.7088 7.3858 6.1261 5.4393 5.5318 -12066.859
A15 -12198.410 147.121 145.176 1.7139 5.2608 4.4245 3.6795 6.0917 -12066.853
A16 -12198.576 147.505 145.874 1.7101 5.5396 4.4077 3.5640 8.3676 -12067.008
A17 -12198.663 146.413 146.219 1.7127 6.1131 5.1108 4.2970 8.9340 -12066.958
A18 -12199.111 153.458 145.409 1.7187 6.0075 4.8030 3.9419 10.0638 -12067.098
AI9 -12198.644 146.944 145.272 1.7105 5.4456 4.5083 3.4340 11.2611 -12066.939
Alio -12198.609 145.796 144.685 1.7145 5.2105 4.0528 3.2351 8.4698 -12066.745
A lll -12198.516 148.071 147.496 1.7137 6.2119 5.3065 4.5099 7.9440 -12066.755
A112 -12199.117 148.975 146.937 1.7147 5.2013 4.3701 3.4360 10.5639 -12067.005
A113 -12198.571 148.636 148.824 1.7083 4.8340 4.1874 3.1135 5.5569 -12066.839
AIM -12199.020 153.617 155.752 1.7015 5.5516 4.7866 3.9680 9.7398 -12067.235
A ll 5 -12199.107 150.401 149.226 1.7096 5.5741 4.5362 4.0397 8.9827 -12066.923
A116 -12198.782 153.521 154.749 1.7088 7.3934 6.1261 5.4393 5.5318 -12066.859
A ll 7 -12198.410 147.121 145.182 1.7139 5.2608 4.4245 3.6795 6.0917 -12066.853
A118 -12198.576 147.505 145.874 1.7101 5.5390 4.4077 3.5640 8.3676 -12067.008
A119 -12198.663 146.413 146.219 1.7127 6.1131 5.1108 4.2970 8.9340 -12066.958
A120 -12199.111 153.458 145.410 1.7187 6.0076 4.8030 3.9419 10.0638 -12067.098
A121 -12198.644 146.944 145.268 1.7105 5.4455 4.5083 3.4340 11.2611 -12066.939
A122 -12198.609 145.796 144.695 1.7145 5.2105 4.0528 3.2351 8.4698 -12066.745
A123 -12198.516 148.071 147.497 1.7137 6.2119 5.3065 4.5099 7.9440 -12066.755
A124 -12199.117 148.975 146.936 1.7147 5.2013 4.3701 3.4360 10.5639 -12067.005
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Appendix 3 Raw data of TPA-ZSM-5 structures

Table 2 Disordered Al distributions in TPA-ZSM-5
Al positions E,att(eV) Min. A l... Al dist. (A)

A120 1) A120(2) A120(3) A112(l) -12198.787 7.5881 11.2275 7.5877 7.5877
A120 1) A120(2) A120(3) A112(2) -12198.508 10.2066 7.6222 5.0496 5.0496
A120 1) A120(2) A120(3) A112(3) -12198.336 7.5861 5.1284 7.6087 5.1284
A120 1) A120(2) A120(3) A112(4) -12198.643 5.1608 7.5182 10.1841 5.1608
A120 1) A120(2) A112(l) A120(4) -12198.567 7.5535 10.1174 5.1679 5.1679
A120 1) A120(2) A112(l) A112(2) -12198.696 7.7295 7.7565 7.7295 7.7565
A120 1) A120(2) A112(l) A112(3) -12198.416 7.5659 4.9300 7.7292 4.9300
A120 1) A120(2) A112(l) A ll 2(4) -12198.316 4.9021 7.6098 7.7355 4.9021
A120 1) A120(2) A112(2) A120(4) -12198.782 11.2041 7.6078 7.5875 7.5875
A120 1) A120(2) A112(2) A112(3) -12198.306 7.6416 4.8910 7.7577 4.8910
A120 1) A120(2) A112(2) A112(4) -12198.405 4.9607 7.5595 7.7689 4.9607
A120 1) A120(2) A112(3) A120(4) -12198.538 7.6350 4.9383 10.5814 4.9383
A120 1) A120(2) A112(3) A112(4) -12198.064 4.9211 4.8958 4.8958 4.9211
A120 1) A120(2) A112(4) A120(4) -12198.399 5.1817 7.5497 7.5548 5.1817
A120 1) A120(3) A112(l) A112(2) -12198.383 7.7152 4.8923 7.6686 4.8923
A120 1) A120(3) A112(l) A112(3) -12198.358 7.5985 7.6141 7.6141 7.5985
A120 1) A120(3) A112(l) A112(4) -12198.311 4.9002 7.6320 7.6320 4.9002
A120 1) A120(3) A ll 2(2) A112(3) -12198.298 7.6503 4.8823 4.8823 7.6503
A120 1) A120(3) A112(2) A112(4) -12198.462 4.9550 4.9193 4.9193 4.9550
A120 1) A120(3) A112(3) A112(4) -12198.366 4.9206 7.7522 7.6570 4.9206
A120 1) A120(4) A112(l) A112(2) -12198.345 7.6964 4.9279 4.9279 7.6192
A120 1) A120(4) A112(l) A112(3) -12198.433 7.5506 4.9914 4.9914 7.5506
A120 1) A120(4) A112(l) A ll2(4) -12197.732 4.8934 4.8934 4.8934 4.8934
A120 1) A120(4) A112(2) A112(3) -12198.814 7.6271 7.6271 7.6271 7.6271
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Appendix 4 Raw data of H-ZSM-5 structures with Si/Al=23

Appendix 4: Raw data of H-ZSM-5 structures with Si/Al=23
Table 1 Raw data from H-ZSM-5 structures that would arise from ordered A l l2 

distributions

Protonated bridging sites Eiatt (eV) VoH (cm'*) Average 
A1...A1 dist

(A)
Oil Oil on on -12152.767 3619.24 3619.47 3620.19 3620.56 11.099
012 0 1 2 012 012 -12152.636 3614.89 3614.93 3615.09 3615.46 11.322
020 0 2 0 020 020 -12152.733 3601.24 3601.30 3601.67 3601.84 11.624
024 0 2 4 024 024 -12152.791 3585.94 3586.00 3586.07 3586.14 11.988
012 Oil on on -12152.704 3614.55 3617.88 3621.87 3623.39 10.572
020 Oil on on -12152.652 3597.79 3617.55 3620.49 3621.35 10.579
024 Oil on on -12152.590 3563.66 3610.79 3620.72 3621.09 10.562
012 01 2 on on -12152.699 3616.04 3616.42 3623.43 3623.69 10.970
020 01 2 on on -12152.641 3598.26 3616.46 3620.39 3620.60 10.718
024 Oil 012 on -12152.579 3564.66 3615.99 3617.51 3621.09 10.771
020 0 2 0 on on -12152.582 3593.31 3593.68 3618.26 3618.51 10.789
024 02 0 on on -12152.541 3564.29 3592.04 3612.52 3618.35 10.805
024 02 4 on on -12152.567 3561.93 3562.04 3612.83 3613.88 10.849
Oil 012 on 012 -12152.629 3611.85 3612.08 3624.26 3624.31 9.797
020 Oil on 012 -12152.589 3594.49 3609.82 3620.31 3621.42 10.110
024 Oil on 012 -12152.509 3563.62 3608.48 3614.00 3620.66 10.083
012 on 020 on -12152.582 3595.84 3611.78 3624.08 3626.96 10.189
024 020 012 on -12152.451 3560.49 3589.88 3606.15 3614.69 10.451
012 Oil 024 on -12152.488 3562.95 3611.85 3623.52 3624.58 10.092
0 2 0 02 4 012 on -12152.445 3562.45 3591.82 3607.94 3612.00 10.323
Oil 0 2 0 020 on -12152.570 3596.04 3596.10 3618.84 3618.88 10.249
024 Oil on 020 -12152.500 3564.26 3596.78 3612.84 3618.04 10.190
024 012 020 on -12152.485 3564.37 3595.31 3614.06 3617.76 10.503
020 on on 024 -12152.500 3576.43 3605.26 3619.45 3621.41 10.256
020 024 012 on -12152.446 3564.43 3592.03 3592.87 3619.85 10.537
0 2 4 on 024 on -12152.546 3555.47 3555.74 3584.96 3584.98 10.462
012 024 020 on -12152.452 3562.12 3597.01 3616.04 3621.37 10.362
012 024 020 on -12152.491 3572.84 3601.31 3619.58 3621.43 10.358
Oil 0 1 2 on 012 -12152.653 3614.95 3615.14 3626.43 3627.02 10.631
020 on 012 012 -12152.558 3597.51 3609.89 3614.64 3625.61 10.054
0 2 4 012 012 on -12151.681 3549.37 3596.53 - - 9.735
012 020 012 on -12152.571 3599.15 3600.66 3609.55 3612.10 10.751
012 on 024 012 -12152.514 3563.36 3609.66 3617.22 3620.61 10.810
0 2 0 012 on 012 -12152.578 3595.17 3612.76 3615.47 3623.21 10.612
0 2 4 012 on 012 -12152.467 3562.45 3610.67 3614.69 3621.34 10.484
Oil 012 012 012 -12152.638 3613.25 3613.62 3617.40 3627.13 10.725
0 2 0 012 012 012 -12152.571 3596.35 3610.21 3614.34 3615.18 10.996
024 012 012 012 -12152.462 3562.38 3611.39 3611.78 3615.32 10.924
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Appendix 4 Raw data of H-ZSM-5 structures with Si/Al=23

Table 1 continued: Raw data from H-ZSM-5 structures that would arise from ordered 

A ll2 distributions

Protonated bridging sites Eiatt (eV) VoH (cm'*) Average 
A l... A1 dist

(Â)
020 020 0 1 2 012 -12152.440 3557.20 3557.23 3563.68 3563.99 10.879
024 020 012 020 -12152.526 3587.39 3587.82 3600.31 3610.54 10.505
024 024 02 0 012 -12152.427 3562.22 3597.34 3611.28 3612.26 10.402
020 01 2 02 4 012 -12152.472 3560.07 3584.45 3590.48 3594.56 11.222
024 012 012 024 -12152.130 3560.31 3582.37 3629.68 - 10.197
020 012 02 0 on -12152.568 3612.77 3613.82 3621.95 3621.98 10.507
012 024 02 0 012 -12152.579 3604.84 3611.02 3611.76 3617.66 10.628
020 O i l 020 012 -12152.554 3594.96 3596.58 3615.12 3621.36 10.505
O i l 0 2 0 O i l 020 -12152.417 3557.90 3589.37 3594.15 3618.98 10.690
O il 0 2 0 024 on -12152.687 3561.01 3585.83 3605.88 3607.51 10.894
012 0 2 0 0 2 0 012 -12152.209 3612.82 3612.99 - - 11.163
020 020 0 2 0 012 -12152.521 3566.40 3581.71 3591.16 3620.61 10.839
012 020 0 2 4 012 -12152.498 3558.48 3583.35 3604.01 3614.11 10.986
024 020 0 2 0 020 -12152.513 3591.65 3592.69 3610.76 3621.90 10.451
020 020 on 020 -12152.650 3561.05 3582.75 3616.27 3620.87 10.561
O il 012 0 2 0 012 -12152.488 3574.63 3595.21 3612.01 3618.94 10.836
020 024 02 0 on -12152.710 3565.24 3604.20 3610.06 3619.07 10.720
024 0 2 0 02 0 012 -12152.659 3590.73 3605.77 3610.26 3611.98 11.110
020 020 0 2 0 020 -12152.662 3574.03 3602.09 3607.70 3611.54 11.339
020 0 2 0 02 0 020 -12152.515 3561.75 3562.50 3615.93 3623.07 11.209
024 0 2 0 02 4 020 -12152.536 3574.45 3574.51 3612.35 3612.65 11.095
024 024 on 024 -12152.577 3583.72 3583.85 3618.52 3618.72 10.700
020 024 0 2 4 024 -12152.556 3583.45 3584.82 3606.06 3616.34 10.869
O il 024 on 024 -12152.722 3559.26 3587.67 3590.28 3619.39 10.961
O il 012 0 2 4 012 -12152.367 3557.68 3569.28 3579.14 3610.50 10.372
024 020 0 2 4 020 -12152.551 3559.75 3578.16 3584.29 3613.22 10.688
O il 02 4 0 2 4 012 -12152.557 3572.86 3573.01 3579.69 3579.87 11.580
024 O i l 02 4 024 -12152.639 3584.80 3590.11 3592.48 3615.10 11.310
012 02 4 024 020 -12152.356 3551.08 3566.54 3584.63 3614.18 10.744
020 01 2 024 020 -12152.771 3588.51 3588.68 3604.92 3605.38 11.733
024 012 012 024 -12152.447 3560.52 3561.70 3607.14 3616.91 10.385
020 02 4 0 2 4 020 -12152.583 3563.08 3567.48 3581.39 3626.17 10.718
O il 0 2 4 0 2 4 020 -12152.483 3557.70 3566.60 3571.39 3620.01 10.729
O i l 02 4 0 2 4 024 -12152.692 3556.77 3584.16 3587.13 3587.26 11.169
024 012 024 024 -12152.461 3552.02 3565.53 3565.70 3569.36 11.268
024 O i l 02 4 024 -12152.694 3575.14 3585.89 3588.01 3612.43 11.512
012 0 2 4 on 012 -12152.440 3557.20 3557.23 3563.68 3563.99 10.879
020 0 2 4 01 2 020 -12152.526 3587.39 3587.82 3600.31 3610.54 10.505
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Appendix 4 Raw data of H-ZSM-5 structures with Si/Al=23

Table 2 Raw data from H-ZSM-5 structures that would arise from ordered A120 

distributions

Protonated bridging sites E ia tt (eV) VoH (cm'*) Average 
A1...A1 dist

(A)
033 033 033 033 -12152.980 3594.20 3594.64 3594.83 3595.09 11.212
034 034 034 034 -12152.528 3546.70 3547.12 3553.44 3553.93 11.153
038 038 038 038 -12152.590 3600.69 3600.71 3600.82 3600.94 11.446
039 039 039 039 -12152.150 3577.97 3578.13 3578.20 3578.33 10.942
0 3 4 033 033 033 -12152.810 3576.17 3594.68 3594.94 3596.63 10.866
033 033 033 038 -12152.785 3594.44 3598.75 3599.10 3603.12 10.601
039 033 033 033 -12152.702 3565.66 3584.98 3593.21 3597.22 10.608
034 034 033 033 -12152.694 3555.48 3556.52 3584.99 3586.37 10.806
034 033 033 038 -12152.723 3581.32 3596.72 3599.52 3599.90 10.528
039 034 033 033 -12152.603 3525.88 3577.91 3584.24 3596.53 10.294
033 033 038 038 -12152.745 3595.77 3597.53 3597.85 3597.92 11.173
039 033 033 038 -12152.631 3514.82 3591.84 3595.95 3600.38 10.247
039 033 033 039 -12152.479 3544.26 3572.26 3574.02 3577.47 10.055
034 033 033 034 -12152.635 3571.41 3571.51 3595.54 3595.61 10.581
033 033 034 038 -12152.599 3572.39 3598.37 3600.39 3603.07 10.345
033 039 034 033 -12152.538 3542.66 3566.67 3585.24 3590.02 10.332
034 034 033 038 -12152.560 3575.24 3584.61 3598.06 3600.47 10.606
034 039 03 4 033 -12152.531 3539.18 3542.00 3542.35 3573.78 10.464
034 039 033 038 -12152.467 3569.72 3570.57 3594.11 3598.34 10.032
038 034 033 039 -12152.407 3569.21 3572.46 3587.28 3600.32 10.037
038 033 038 033 -12152.567 3602.51 3603.01 3605.59 3605.65 9.819
039 038 033 033 -12152.565 3514.69 3599.09 3599.51 3603.55 9.986
039 038 033 034 -12152.457 3515.93 3578.62 3595.73 3599.61 10.064
038 033 038 034 -12152.575 3580.43 3599.00 3599.55 3602.82 10.416
039 033 038 038 -12152.521 3517.86 3599.90 3600.76 3603.50 10.243
034 039 038 033 -12152.284 3554.50 3570.48 3576.52 3589.09 10.188
033 039 039 033 -12152.519 3519.51 3577.56 3593.25 3595.31 9.960
034 038 033 039 -12152.502 3511.88 3578.98 3594.56 3600.27 10.174
034 039 033 038 -12152.528 3517.57 3577.55 3595.24 3597.13 10.062
039 039 034 033 -12152.377 3568.31 3573.12 3574.77 3585.09 10.562
039 038 033 039 -12152.401 3569.57 3572.27 3586.36 3599.06 10.445
034 033 033 034 -12152.664 3577.70 3577.82 3593.37 3593.54 10.920
033 033 0 3 4 038 -12152.633 3578.48 3592.46 3596.81 3599.18 10.475
039 033 033 034 -12152.572 3510.78 3570.56 3582.17 3589.83 10.410
033 034 034 038 -12152.567 3571.78 3577.35 3594.02 3596.68 10.430
039 033 034 034 -12152.449 3513.83 3562.09 3571.97 3585.51 10.326
038 034 033 034 -12152.386 3563.85 3568.36 3577.91 3593.71 10.165
039 034 033 03 4 -12152.486 3512.51 3570.67 3572.07 3591.33 10.343
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Appendix 4 Raw data of H-ZSM-5 structures with Si/Al=23

Table 2 continued: Raw data from H-ZSM-5 structures that would arise from ordered 

A120 distributions

Protonated bridging sites Eiatt (eV) V o H  (cm ') Average 
A1...A1 dist

(Â)
034 034 034 039 -12152.358 3540.51 3553.74 3560.24 3575.83 10.447
0 3 4 034 038 038 -12152.474 3574.23 3574.87 3593.53 3593.60 11.195
039 034 034 038 -12152.390 3517.65 3563.82 3572.50 3596.97 10.373
039 034 034 039 -12152.256 3524.12 3552.23 3557.65 3575.87 10.035
034 038 034 038 -12152.476 3577.98 3578.97 3599.29 3599.34 10.044
039 034 038 034 -12152.403 3514.39 3569.35 3571.66 3596.90 10.307
039 034 038 038 -12152.444 3515.66 3572.55 3599.50 3600.46 10.485
039 034 039 034 -12152.325 3519.82 3519.94 3564.97 3564.98 10.219
038 034 039 039 -12152.366 3527.51 3569.95 3577.33 3598.90 10.342
033 038 033 038 -12152.653 3597.52 3597.98 3602.53 3602.71 10.423
039 033 038 033 -12152.577 3515.97 3589.32 3592.41 3599.15 10.118
038 034 033 038 -12152.522 3584.37 3600.74 3601.63 3602.87 9.905
039 038 033 038 -12152.443 3518.05 3594.98 3601.83 3603.18 9.718
034 038 038 034 -12152.521 3582.53 3582.95 3600.05 3600.24 10.744
039 038 034 034 -12152.408 3518.82 3574.30 3578.86 3596.09 10.357
039 038 034 038 -12152.414 3520.65 3579.29 3599.81 3600.62 9.836
038 033 038 034 -12152.575 3574.95 3594.57 3596.55 3597.33 11.065
039 033 038 038 -12152.553 3518.14 3595.10 3597.20 3598.95 10.767
0 3 9 038 034 038 -12152.427 3519.14 3572.46 3593.96 3595.76 10.911
038 038 033 038 -12152.590 3597.63 3598.73 3600.98 3605.06 10.754
038 038 034 038 -12152.527 3581.64 3597.29 3597.60 3602.51 10.909
039 038 038 038 -12152.482 3520.75 3598.38 3599.12 3603.36 10.790
038 038 039 039 -12152.127 3546.19 3546.80 3575.85 3576.38 11.147
038 039 038 039 -12152.359 3524.93 3525.02 3599.21 3599.26 9.737
039 033 039 033 -12152.542 3524.08 3573.66 3581.37 3582.12 10.615
039 039 033 034 -12152.363 3577.26 3578.24 3579.04 3592.64 10.043
039 039 033 038 -12152.313 3547.85 3574.14 3583.00 3593.47 10.151
039 034 039 034 -12152.333 3542.83 3543.10 3573.15 3573.36 10.625
038 039 034 039 -12152.263 3571.68 3578.91 3581.26 3599.51 9.813
039 038 039 038 -12152.382 3572.11 3572.13 3599.51 3599.73 10.521
039 034 033 039 -12152.288 3567.60 3569.98 3570.18 3586.37 9.999
038 033 039 039 -12152.287 3567.94 3569.22 3591.11 3600.62 9.896
038 034 039 039 -12152.236 3516.47 3522.93 3557.30 3569.03 10.241
039 033 039 039 -12152.341 3524.88 3575.30 3582.29 3587.66 10.271
039 039 034 039 -12152.235 3528.00 3570.07 3579.87 3584.61 10.141
039 038 039 039 -12152.223 3572.00 3576.92 3577.98 3598.56 10.326
0 3 4 034 03 4 039 -12152.358 3540.51 3553.74 3560.24 3575.83 10.447
034 034 038 038 -12152.474 3574.23 3574.87 3593.53 3593.60 11.195

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 4 Raw data of H-ZSM-5 structures with Si/Al=23

Table 3 Raw data from H-ZSM-5 structures that would arise from ordered A13 

distributions

Protonated bridging sites E i a t t ( e V ) VoH (cm'*) Average 
A1...A1 dist

(A)
0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 -12152.345 3598.22 3598.43 3598.58 3589.51 10.889
0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 -12152.178 3551.30 3551.43 3551.57 3553.91 11.755

04 5 045 045 0 4 5 -12152.874 3557.03 3557.12 3557.37 3586.16 11.297
0 4 6 046 04 6 0 4 6 -12152.964 3621.66 3621.73 3621.89 3625.67 11.403
0 3 0 2 0 2 0 2 -12152.307 3555.35 3593.52 3598.43 3599.98 10.786

04 5 0 2 0 2 0 2 -12152.408 3564.13 3596.18 3597.54 3599.59 10.723
0 2 0 2 0 2 0 4 6 -12152.444 3584.05 3587.50 3590.20 3623.24 10.160
0 3 0 3 0 2 0 2 -12152.280 3557.15 3557.28 3591.31 3593.62 10.879
0 3 045 0 2 0 2 -12152.364 3553.88 3564.75 3594.88 3595.25 9.777
0 3 0 2 0 2 0 4 6 -12152.407 3545.69 3586.27 3586.38 3 6 2 5 . 7 3 11.007

045 045 0 2 0 2 -12152.468 3556.92 3556.94 3584.28 3584.35 10.710
045 0 2 0 2 046 -12152.544 3521.56 3573.98 3583.68 3621.18 10.777
0 2 0 2 0 4 6 046 -12152.604 3572.86 3572.97 3622.31 3622.40 10.415
0 2 0 3 0 2 0 3 -12152.223 3 5 5 0 . 8 8 3551.06 3598.99 3599.31 10.754
0 2 045 0 3 0 2 -12152.414 3549.76 3563.74 3594.34 3600.20 11.473
0 2 0 3 0 2 04 6 -12152.441 3548.16 3591.52 3595.98 3623.49 10.733
0 2 0 3 045 0 2 -12152.374 3552.23 3567.47 3592.38 3598.48 10.700

045 0 3 0 2 046 -12152.525 3526.29 3535.37 3577.56 3621.15 10.688
0 2 046 0 2 0 3 -12152.352 3544.81 3588.37 3592.53 3624.63 9.981

0 4 6 03 0 2 045 -12152.486 3521.02 3541.59 3581.76 3633.72 10.715
045 0 2 045 0 2 -12152.605 3547.45 3547.62 3592.42 3592.58 10.673
04 6 045 0 2 0 2 -12151.411 3552.40 3554.43 3575.00 3577.38 11.232
045 03 0 2 046 -12152.547 3544.03 3562.31 3588.42 3631.72 10.743
0 2 0 2 046 045 -12152.515 3549.70 3584.36 3588.33 3623.25 10.066

0 4 6 03 0 2 045 -12152.504 3542.38 3553.21 3586.73 3626.12 10.478
0 4 6 0 2 0 4 6 0 2 -12152.588 3566.74 3567.09 3619.92 3619.97 10.892
045 046 0 2 0 3 -12152.566 3551.03 3553.70 3593.30 3637.39 10.593
045 046 0 2 0 3 -12152.462 3552.28 3553.77 3591.78 3623.44 10.621
0 3 0 2 0 3 0 2 -12152.293 3555.44 3555.79 3594.76 3595.08 10.322
0 2 0 3 045 0 3 -12152.285 3543.91 3551.60 3564.93 3595.22 10.355
0 2 0 3 03 04 6 -12152.253 3538.93 3549.07 3585.63 3629.26 11.160
0 2 045 0 3 0 3 -12152.393 3549.88 3554.77 3565.14 3595.92 11.037
0 2 046 0 3 0 3 -12152.424 3547.64 3551.90 3591.63 3626.67 10.415
0 2 0 3 0 4 5 0 3 -12152.392 3549.61 3550.55 3563.07 3588.97 11.123
0 3 0 2 0 3 0 4 6 -12152.417 3550.50 3552.19 3597.37 3632.85 10.424
0 3 0 2 0 3 0 3 -12152.220 3551.59 3552.53 3555.15 3592.05 10.374
0 3 0 3 0 3 045 -12152.333 3550.10 3552.14 3560.21 3572.28 10.071
0 3 03 0 3 046 -12152.288 3542.91 3551.08 3551.45 3631.14 10.829

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 4 Raw data of H-ZSM-5 structures with Si/Al=23

Table 3 continued: Raw data from H-ZSM-5 structures that would arise from ordered 

A13 distributions

Protonated bridging sites E i a « ( e V ) VoH (cm'*) Average 
A1...A1 dist

(Â)
0 3 0 3 046 046 -12152.482 3538.29 3538.72 3630.00 3630.10 10.525

045 0 3 03 045 -12152.459 3541.24 3541.70 3564.22 3564.60 10.488
0 3 0 4 5 03 046 -12152.407 3529.20 3541.62 3565.18 3631.22 10.606

04 6 0 3 03 045 -12152.474 3549.71 3551.50 3578.37 3625.06 10.640
04 6 0 3 03 046 -12152.385 3529.51 3545.60 3630.64 3636.43 10.031
0 2 045 045 0 2 -12152.488 3556.80 3556.89 3585.92 3586.21 10.313

045 0 2 045 0 3 -12152.488 3548.90 3563.75 3564.79 3589.67 9.920
045 04 5 0 2 0 3 -12152.600 3545.35 3551.72 3560.74 3593.62 10.316
045 0 2 045 04 6 -12152.687 3543.66 3552.54 3588.66 3619.50 10.539
04 6 0 2 045 045 -12152.666 3551.00 3555.95 3573.36 3626.18 9.783
045 0 3 045 0 3 -12152.508 3550.12 3550.45 3567.38 3567.46 10.347
045 0 3 045 0 4 6 -12152.638 3545.78 3553.56 3560.94 3623.59 10.319
045 04 6 0 3 045 -12152.607 3541.87 3555.42 3562.39 3632.33 11.029
045 0 3 0 2 045 -12152.486 3543.79 3555.60 3559.85 3598.94 10.796
0 2 045 045 046 -12152.593 3549.29 3566.33 3583.94 3628.65 10.558

045 0 3 045 046 -12152.628 3538.09 3555.34 3556.29 3632.33 10.382
045 045 0 2 045 -12152.661 3557.40 3560.50 3565.81 3584.85 10.416
045 045 0 3 045 -12152.669 3542.54 3558.19 3560.33 3562.95 10.263
045 045 045 046 -12152.796 3551.10 3556.84 3558.17 3628.66 10.797
045 045 046 046 -12152.723 3553.88 3553.94 3628.00 3628.37 10.498
045 0 4 6 045 046 -12152.761 3552.20 3552.39 3624.76 3625.10 10.391
046 0 2 046 0 2 -12152.618 3583.05 3583.26 3620.42 3620.60 10.506
0 4 6 0 3 0 2 046 -12152.588 3542.46 3585.92 3619.11 3622.40 10.053
0 4 6 045 046 0 2 -12152.757 3543.20 3590.78 3619.14 3629.31 10.078
046 0 3 046 0 2 -12152.548 3549.57 3587.09 3 6 3 0 . 2 3 3634.96 11.255
04 6 045 046 0 2 -12152.679 3544.66 3572.62 3621.09 3623.84 10.160
046 0 3 0 3 046 -12152.522 3551.37 3551.70 3623.01 3623.14 9.788
045 046 046 0 3 -12152.660 3544.85 3559.70 3621.84 3628.75 10.920
045 04 6 0 3 046 -12152.640 3543.15 3556.29 3628.86 3633.84 10.973
046 045 046 045 -12152.829 3558.39 3558.54 3627.96 3628.13 11.342
0 4 6 04 6 0 3 0 2 -12152.504 3538.74 3593.20 3622.84 3629.24 10.663
046 04 6 0 2 045 -12152.661 3553.49 3585.33 3620.57 3628.94 10.958
0 4 6 04 6 0 3 045 -12152.582 3550.60 3554.92 3621.54 3633.48 11.532
0 4 6 04 6 046 0 2 -12152.772 3586.51 3618.78 3624.04 3 6 2 5 . 9 5 10.905
0 4 6 0 4 6 0 3 046 -12152.707 3529.56 3616.87 3627.77 3627.99 11.865
04 6 0 4 6 046 045 -12152.886 3557.92 3622.37 3625.00 3627.14 11.363
0 3 0 3 046 046 -12152.482 3538.29 3538.72 3630.00 3630.10 10.525

04 5 0 3 0 3 045 -12152.459 3541.24 3541.70 3564.22 3564.60 10.488

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 5 Raw data of Na- and H-MOR with Si/Ai =11 and 5

Appendix 5: Raw data of Na- and H-MOR with Si/Al=ll and 5
Table 1 Raw data from 10 most stable MC/EM-Na-11 structures

Config

No.

Al symmetries Na extra-framework sites Final

Ew (eV)

31 T1 T l T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T4 A E B A A A D D -12079.780

66 T1 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T4 B E B B E A E D -12079.473

53 T1 Tl Tl T2 T3 T3 T4 T4 E E B E B A D D -12079.453

23 T1 T l Tl Tl T l T2 T3 T4 A E B B B E A D -12079.341

57 TI Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 T4 T4 E B E B D B D D -12079.284

50 T1 T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T4 T4 A D E H A B D D -12079.226

41 Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 A A H E D D A C -12079.193

40 Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T4 B D B H D A A D -12079.175

3 Tl Tl Tl T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 H B B H B B A D -12079.157

85 Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T4 A A D D D C E D -12079.094

Table 2 Raw data from 10 most stable MC/EM-Na-5 structures
Config Al symmetries Na extra-framework sites Final

No. Eiatt(eV)

29 T l T l T l T l T l T l T2 T2 D E A A B A C D -11812.672

T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 D D C G B A C D

10 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 A B E E G B C E -11812.630

T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 C C E A B D D D

0 Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 E B E E E E C E -11812.398

T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 D D H A A A D D

66 Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 C B A E A C E E -11812.252

T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 E C C C A C G D

88 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 C C B A E D C D -11812.222

T2 T2 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 T4 C H A A C D D G

3 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T l Tl E E E E B E C B -11812.217

Tl T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 C E A B A D C C

27 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 A E A B C E D E -11812.068

T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T3 T4 D D C B C B A D

36 Tl T l Tl T l Tl T2 T2 T2 E A E E E D A C -11811.964

T2 T3 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 D B A C A C D D

23 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl E E B A B H A E -11811.883

Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T4 E E G C D B B D

53 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 E H E A B E E E -11811.461

T2 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 T4 T4 C C E D D D B D

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 5 Raw data o f Na- and H-MOR with Si/Al =11 and 5

Table 3 Raw data from 10 most stable MC/EM-H-11 structures

Config

No.

Al symmetries O bridging site symmetry labels Final

E i a t t ( e V )

66 Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T3 T4 T4 8 4 5 1 2 2 6 1 -11957.190

22 Tl T l T2 T2 T2 T3 T4 T4 2 6 2 5 1 10 2 3 -11957.172

24 Tl T l Tl Tl T2 T2 T3 T4 3 7 2 2 2 1 7 7 -11957.151

18 Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 8 7 3 2 3 1 8 2 -11957.051

23 T l T l T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 7 8 2 2 1 3 5 1 -11957.049

37 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T4 2 1 6 7 3 1 2 2 -11957.045

92 Tl T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 2 3 5 1 5 8 1 3 -11957.029

45 T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T4 T4 T4 4 8 2 10 5 5 2 2 -11957.028

75 Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 T3 T4 4 8 6 5 1 8 1 1 -11957.022

20 T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 3 3 4 2 1 4 1 8 -11957.019

Table 4 Raw data from 10 most stable MC/EM-H-5 structures

Config

No.

Al symmetries O bridging site symmetry labels Final 

E,a« (eV)

11 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 -11571.356

T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T3 6 6 6 7 7 8 8 9

19 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 -11571.181

T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 5 5 5 5 6 6 7 10

32 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T3 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 -11571.166

T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 T4 T4 T4 2 2 2 2 6 7 7 10

36 Tl T l Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 -11570.743

T2 T2 T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 9

69 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 -11570.619

T2 T2 T3 T4 T4 T4 T4 T4 3 4 4 5 6 6 6 8

10 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 -11570.615

T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T3 T4 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 7

99 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 -11570.602

T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 3 3 3 6 6 8 9 10

84 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 1 1 3 3 3 3 4 4 -11570.485

T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 4 6 6 7 7 8 8 10

49 Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -11570.455

T2 T2 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 T4 3 3 3 3 4 5 7 7

92 Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 -11570.413

T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 T4 T4 3 4 4 5 6 9 9 10

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 5 Raw data of Na- and H-MOR with Si/Al =11 and 5

Table 5 Raw data from 10 most stable EXPT-Na-5 structures

Config

No.

Al symmetries Na extra-framework sites Final

Eutt(eV)

66 T l T l T l T l T l T2 T2 T2 C D B C D B E A -11813.620

T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 C A A D C E E A

71 T l T l T l T l T l T l T l T l E B A E A D C C -11813.488

T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 C D C E A C B E

20 T l T l T l T l T l T l T l T l E E C C B C E E -11813.114

T l T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T4 T4 C E E E C D A B

65 T l T l T l T l T l T l T2 T2 D A C E E C A E -11812.953

T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 C A B C E C E D

48 T l T l T l Tl T l T2 T2 T2 D C E E D C A C -11812.937

T2 T3 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 B D E C C E C C

4 T l T l T l T l T l T l T l T2 E E E C D D C E -11812.736

T2 T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T4 T4 B C E C D A B C

89 T l T l T l T l T l T l T2 T2 C B C C C C B E -11812.614

T2 T2 T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T4 A E C E E D B E

84 T l T l Tl T l T l T l T l T2 E E D C D A D B -11812.447

T2 T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T4 T4 C C A D E B D B

92 T l T l T l T l T l T2 T2 T2 D E A C A C C D -11812.394

T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 C D C B C E C A

73 T l T l T l T l T2 T2 T2 T2 C D A C B B B B -11812.359

T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T4 T4 D B D B E E D D

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 5 Raw data o f Na- and H-MOR with Si/Al =11 and 5

Table 6 Raw data from 10 most stable MC-Na-11 structures

Config

No.

Al symmetries Na extra-fi-amework sites Final

E i a t t ( e V )

3 Tl Tl T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 B E A A A D D D -12079.624

5 Tl Tl Tl T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 B A B A E A D D -12079.407

75 Tl T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T4 T4 B E D E A A D D -12079.369

66 Tl Tl T2 T2 T3 T4 T4 T4 A B E H A D D D -12079.338

17 Tl Tl T3 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 A B A E B A H D -12079.316

4 Tl T2 T2 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 A D C A A D D D -12079.260

29 Tl T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 A E C D D A D A -12079.158

16 Tl Tl T2 T2 T3 T4 T4 T4 A B A D B D D D -12079.090

12 Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T3 T4 T4 E B A D D A D D -12079.057

48 Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 A E B E D D D A -12079.045

Table 7 Raw data from 10 most stable MC-Na-5 structures

Config

No.

Al symmetries Na extra-fi'amework sites Final

E , a t . ( e V )

2 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 A A A E D B E C -11812.965

T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 C D D D E A C D

8 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 A A E A B E C C -11812.776

T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 T4 T4 E A B D D D D D

59 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 B B B E C A D D -11812.256

T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T4 T4 E C A E A C E D

34 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 A C E E B H A C -11811.883

T2 T2 T3 T4 T4 T4 T4 T4 E A C C C D D D

27 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 B D E A B D H D -11811.847

T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T3 B H D C B D C B

94 Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 C A H A E D D D -11811.668

T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 D E C A A D D C

38 Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 A B H E E E D G -11811.640

T2 T2 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 T4 A D D B D H D D

61 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 E E C A A A A D -11811.625

T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 E D D A C D C D

6 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 E B A B C H E C -11811.284

T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 C D B A B D D D

87 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl B B E C A G E A -11811.218

T2 T3 T4 T4 T4 T4 T4 T4 C C A C D D D D

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 5 Raw data of Na- and H-MOR with Si/Al = 11 and 5

Table 8 Raw data from 10 most stable HIENER-Na-5 structures

Config

No.

Al symmetries Na extra-framework sites Final

E,a«(eV)
65 T l T l T l T l T l T2 T2 T2 E A A G A C E D -11812.772

T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 D G D A C A E D

63 T l T l T l T l T l T2 T2 T2 D A B A B E D E -11811.993

T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T4 T4 T4 E D E D D C D C

7 T l T l T l T l T2 T2 T2 T2 A E A A D B D C -11811.905

T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T3 T3 T4 D D D A A B C D

31 T l T l T l T l T2 T2 T2 T2 B A E E C E D A -11811.834

T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 E C D A A D D D

79 T l T l T l T l T l T l T2 T2 A A D B C A E C -11811.291

T2 T2 T2 T2 T4 T4 T4 T4 C D E D E D D D

88 T l T l T2 T2 T2 T2 T2 T2 C D A A G E C D -11811.270

T3 T3 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 B C B A C D C B

71 T l T l T l T l T l T l T2 T2 E B B E E C D C -11811.243

T3 T3 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 C B A C A G G D

45 T l T l T l T l T l T l T l T2 C C B B E B A D -11810.986

T2 T2 T2 T3 T4 T4 T4 T4 C H D A D D C C

12 T l T l T l T l T l T l T2 T2 B E E E E B C H -11810.803

T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 B C C B C C C D

44 T l T l T l T l T l T2 T2 T2 B E E A E D D D -11809.952

T3 T3 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 C A C A B C D B

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 5 Raw data of Na- and H-MOR with Si/Al =11 and 5

Table 9 Raw data from MC/EM-HNa-11 structures corresponding to 10 most stable 

MC/EM-Na-11 structures

Config

No.

Al symmetries O bridging site symmetry labels Final

E,a« (eV)

31 Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T4 1 1 1 2 2 6 7 9 -11956.827

66 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T4 1 1 2 3 3 6 7 7 -11957.177

53 Tl T l Tl T2 T3 T3 T4 T4 2 3 4 4 6 7 7 9 -11956.970

23 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T3 T4 1 1 2 3 6 6 7 9 -11956.528

57 Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 T4 T4 1 2 2 2 3 3 5 7 -11955.947

50 Tl T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T4 T4 1 2 2 2 3 5 9 9 -11956.726

41 Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 1 1 2 3 3 3 5 9 -11956.740

40 Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T4 1 2 2 2 3 4 5 6 -11957.224

3 Tl Tl Tl T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 1 2 2 6 7 9 9 9 -11956.378

85 Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T4 1 2 2 3 5 5 8 9 -11956.888

Table 10 Raw data from MC/EM-HNa-5 structures corresponding to 10 most stable 

MC/EM-Na-5 structures

Config

No.

Al symmetries O bridging site symmetry labels Final 

Eiatt (eV)

29 Tl T l Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 5 -11569.946

T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 8

10 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 -11570.357

T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 4 5 6 6 6 7 7 9

0 Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 5 -11569.367

T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 5 6 7 7 8 9 9 9

66 Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 1 2 3 3 4 4 4 5 -11569.715

T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 5 5 5 6 7 7 9 10

88 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 1 2 2 2 3 4 5 5 -11570.179

T2 T2 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 T4 5 6 6 6 7 8 8 9

3 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 6 -11568.830

Tl T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 9

27 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 1 1 1 2 3 3 5 5 -11567.070

T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T3 T4 5 5 6 6 6 7 9 9

36 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 T2 1 1 2 2 2 4 4 5 -11569.944

T2 T3 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 7 7 7 8 8 9 9 9

23 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl 1 1 1 2 3 3 3 4 -11570.249

Tl T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T4 4 6 7 7 7 7 8 8

53 Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl T2 T2 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 4 -11568.621

T2 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 T4 T4 5 6 6 7 7 7 7 9
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Appendix 5 Raw data of Na- and H-MOR with Si/Al =11 and 5

Table 11  Raw data from HIENER-HNa-5 structures corresponding to 10 most stable 

HIENER-Na-5 structures

Config

No.

Al symmetries O bridging site symmetry labels Final

E i a t t ( e V )

65 T l T l T l T l T l T2 T2 T2 1 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 -11568.950

T2 T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 5 6 6 6 6 8 10 10

63 T l T l T l T l T l T2 T2 T2 2 2 3 3 3 3 6 7 -11569.175

T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T4 T4 T4 7 7 8 8 8 9 10 10

7 T l T l T l T l T2 T2 T2 T2 1 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 -11568.234

T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T3 T3 T4 5 5 6 6 8 8 8 10

31 T l T l T l T l T2 T2 T2 T2 1 1 1 2 3 3 4 4 -11567.314

T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 4 5 6 6 8 8 8 10

79 T l T l T l T l T l T l T2 T2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 -11569.113

T2 T2 T2 T2 T4 T4 T4 T4 4 5 6 6 6 6 8 8

88 T l T l T2 T2 T2 T2 T2 T2 1 1 1 2 3 4 4 4 -11570.007

T3 T3 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 4 5 6 8 8 8 8 9

71 T l T l T l T l T l T l T2 T2 1 1 2 2 3 4 4 4 -11567.260

T3 T3 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 4 4 6 6 7 7 8 9

45 T l T l T l T l T l T l T l T2 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 -11569.151

T2 T2 T2 T3 T4 T4 T4 T4 4 6 6 7 7 8 8 10

12 T l T l T l T l T l T l T2 T2 1 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 -11570.259

T2 T2 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 6 6 7 7 8 8 8 8

44 T l T l T l T l T l T2 T2 T2 1 1 2 3 3 3 4 4 -11568.712

T3 T3 T3 T3 T3 T4 T4 T4 4 4 6 8 8 9 10 10
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Appendix 6 Determination of Na^ distributions in ordered Na-MOR

Appendix 6: Determination of Na^ distributions in ordered 

Na-MOR

A6.1 Al configuration 1

From Table 12.3, the order o f preference o f filling cation sites for Al configuration 1 is: 

A2 > (A l = A3 = E3) > D5 > (E2 = E7 = E8)

We shall fill these sites in this order bearing in mind the following equations, that are 

based on the assumption that 4 Al stabilise 4 cations:

4 Al occupying Ti,6 stabilise A2, E2 and E3 => A2 + E2 + E3 = 4 (A6 .1.1)

4 Al occupying Ti,g stabilise A3, E7 and E8 => A3 + E7 + E8 = 4 (A6 .1.2)

4 Al occupying Tz,? stabilise E3, and D5 => E3 + D 5 = 4  (A6.1.3)

4 Al occupying T],9 stabilise A l, and A2 => A l + A2 = 4 (A6.1.4)

4 Al occupying T4J stabilise D l, and D5 D1 + D5 = 4 (A6.1.5)

4 Al occupying T4J1 stabilise D3, and D5 => D3 + D5 = 4 (A6.1.6)

However, these equations are not consistent with each other, when we consider them 

separately, since we note that for example A2 cations are stabilised by both Ti,6 and 

T],9. We therefore need to group together the equations that refer to the same cations: 

(A6.1.1), (A6.1.3), (A6.1.4), (A6.1.5), (A6.1.6) =>

A2 + E2 + E3 + D5 + A l + D l + D3 = 20 (A6.1.7)

A3 + E7 + E8 = 4 (A6.1.2)

Hence we shall fill up the cation sites unless either o f the above equations prevents the 

filling o f that cation site:

A2 = 4, A l = 4, A3 = 4, (A6.1.2) => E7 = E8 = 0, E3 = 4, D5 = 4, E2 = 4

4Na^ occupation o f each of the A l, A2, A3, D5, E2, E3 cation sites

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 6 Determination o f Na^ distributions in ordered Na-MOR

A6.2 A l configuration 2

From Table 12.3, the order o f preference o f filling cation sites for Al configuration 2 is: 

A l > (A2 = E3) > D5 > (El = E7 = E9)

We shall fill these sites in this order bearing in mind the following equations, that are 

based on the assumption that 4 Al stabilise 4 cations:

4 Al occupying T ij stabilise A l, E3 and El => A l + E3 + El = 4 (A6.2.1)

4 Al occupying T ij stabilise A l, E7 and E9 => A l + E7 + E9 = 4 (A6.2.2)

4 Al occupying Ti.n stabilise E3, and D5 => E3 + D5 = 4 (A6.2.3)

4 Al occupying stabilise A l, and A2 => A l + A2 = 4 (A6.2.4)

4 Al occupying T4J stabilise D l, and D5 => D l + D5 = 4 (A6.2.5)

4 Al occupying 74,5 stabilise D3, and D5 => D3 + D5 = 4 (A6.2.6)

Grouping together the equations that refer to the same cations:

(A6.2.1), (A6.2.2), (A6.2.3), (A6.2.4), (A6.2.5), (A6.2.6) =>

A l + E3 + El + E7 + E9 + D5 + A2 + D l + D5 + D3 = 24 (A6.1.7)

Hence we shall fill up the cation sites unless either o f the above equations prevents the 

filling o f that cation site:

A l = 4, A2 = 4, E3 = 4, E3 = 4, D5 = 4 then (A6.1.7) => El + E7 + E9=8 since there is

no preference between these 3 cation sites based on Al or O co-ordinations

Since:

Ali,i-El distance = 3.119 Â < Alij-E7 distance = 3.250 Â < Ali,7-E9  distance = 3.727 Â 

So we shall put El = 4, E7 = 4 and E9 = 0

4Na^ occupation o f each o f the A l, A2, D5, E l, E3, E7 cation sites

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 6 Determination of Na^ distributions in ordered Na-MOR

A6.3 Al configuration 3

From Table 12.3, the order o f preference o f filling cation sites for Al configuration 3 is: 

A2 > (A l = A3 = E3) > (D l = D3) > (El = E2 = E7)

We shall fill these sites in this order bearing in mind the following equations, that are 

based on the assumption that 4 Al stabilise 4 cations:

4 Al occupying T ij stabilise A l, E3 and El => A l + E3 + El = 4 (A6.3.1)

4 Al occupying T ij stabilise A2, E2 and E3 => A2 + E2 + E3 = 4 (A6.3.2)

4 Al occupying T2,5 stabilise E7, and D3 => E7 + D 3 = 4  (A6.3.3)

4 Al occupying Tgji stabilise A2, and A3 => A2 + A3 = 4 (A6.3.4)

4 Al occupying T4 1 stabilise D l, and D5 => D l + D5 = 4 (A6.3.5)

4 Al occupying 74,9 stabilise D l, and D3 => D l + D3 = 4 (A6.3.6)

Grouping together the equations that refer to the same cations:

(A6.3.1), (A6.3.2), (A6.3.4) => A l + E3 + El + A2 + E2 + A3 = 12 (A6.3.7)

(A6.3.3), (A6.3.5), (A6.3.6) => E7 + D3 + D 1+  D5 = 12 (A6.3.8)

Hence we shall fill up the cation sites unless either o f the above equations prevents the 

filling of that cation site:

A2 = 4, so (A6.3.7) => A l + A3 +E3 = 8 , but since:

A1i,3-E3 distance = 3.108 Â (and Ali,i-E3 distance = 3.650 Â) < Al3,n-A3 distance = 

3.335 Â < A lij-A l distance = 3.813 Â 

So we shall put E3 = 4, A3 = 4, and A l = 0 

Then returning to the filling sequence:

D l = 4, D3 = 4, and (A6.3.7) => El = E2 = 0, so E7 = 0

4Na^ occupation o f each o f the A2, A3, D l, D3, E3, E7 cation sites

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites



Appendix 6 Determination of Na^ distributions in ordered Na-MOR

A6.4 A l configuration 4

From Table 12.3, the order o f preference of filling cation sites for Al configuration 4 is: 

A l > (A2 = A3 = E l) > (D1=D3) > (E3 = E7 = E9)

We shall fill these sites in this order bearing in mind the following equations, that are 

based on the assumption that 4 Al stabilise 4 cations:

4 Al occupying T% 4 stabilise.Al, El and E3 => A l + El + E3 = 4 (A6.4.1)

4 Al occupying Ti,? stabilise A l, E7 and E9 => A l + E7 + E9 = 4 (A6.4.2)

4 Al occupying Tzji stabilise E l, and D3 => El + D3 = 4 (A6.4.3)

4 Al occupying T3 5 stabilise A2, and A3 => A2 + A3 = 4 (A6.4.4)

4 Al occupying T4,i stabilise D l, and D5 => D l + D5 = 4 (A6.4.5)

4 Al occupying 74,9 stabilise D l, and D3 => D l + D3 = 4 (A6.4.6)

Grouping together the equations that refer to the same cations:

(A6.4.1), (A6.4.2), (A6.4.3), (A6.4.5), (A6.4.6) =>

A l + El + E3 + A l + E7 + E9 + D3 +D1+D5 = 20 (A6.4.7)

A2 + A3 = 4 (A6.4.4)

Hence we shall fill up the cation sites unless either o f the above equations prevents the 

filling o f that cation site:

Al = 4, El = 4 , A6.4.4 => A2 + A3 = 4, but since these are both symmetrically equal, 

with equal Al-Na distances it does not matter which we insert the cations into. 

Arbitrarily, therefore, A3 = 4, A2 = 0 

Then returning to the filling sequence:

D l = 4, D3 = 4, so A6.4.7 => E3 + E7 +E9 = 4 but since:

A1i,4-E3 distance = 3.197 Â < Alij-A9 distance = 3.25 Â < Afi ?-A9 distance = 3.727 Â 

So we shall put E3 = 4, E7 = 0, and E9 = 0

4Na^ occupation o f each of the A l, A3, D l, D3, E l, E3 cation sites
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Appendix 6 Determination of Na^ distributions in ordered Na-MOR

A6.5 A l configuration 5

From Table 12.3, the order o f preference o f filling cation sites for Al configuration 5 is: 

A2 > (A l = A3 = E2) > (D1=D5) > (El = E3 = E8)

We shall fill these sites in this order bearing in mind the following equations, that are 

based on the assumption that 4 Al stabilise 4 cations:

4 Al occupying Ti,5 stabilise A3, El and E2 =>. A3 + El + E2 = 4 (A6.5.1)

4 Al occupying stabilise A2, E2 and E3 => A2 + E2 + E3 = 4 (A6.5.2)

4 Al occupying T2,3 stabilise E8 , and D l => E8 + D 1 = 4  (A6.5.3)

4 Al occupying T],9 stabilise A l, and A2=> A l + A2 = 4 (A6.5.4)

4 Al occupying T4J stabilise D l, and D5 => D l + D5 = 4 (A6.5.5)

4 Al occupying T4J1 stabilise D3, and D5 => D l + D3 = 4 (A6.5.6)

Grouping together the equations that refer to the same cations:

(A6.5.1), (A6.5.2), (A6.5.4) => A3 + El + E2 + A2 + E3 + A l = 12 (A6.5.7)

(A6.5.3), (A6.5.5), (A6.5.6) =z>E8 + D l +D5 + D3= 4 (A6.5.8)

Hence we shall fill up the cation sites unless either o f the above equations prevents the

filling o f that cation site:

A2 = 4, so (A6.5.7) => A l + A3 + E2 = 8 , but since

A1i,5-E2  = 3.171 A  (and Ali,6-E2 = 3,108 Â ) < Als,9-A l = 3.340 Â < Ali,s-A3 = 3.795Â

So we shall put E2 = 4, A l = 4 and A3 = 0 

Then returning to the filling sequence:

D l = 4, D5 = 4, and (A6.5.7) => El = E3 = 0, so E8 = 4

4Na^ occupation o f each o f the A l, A2, D l, D5, E2, E8 cation sites
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Appendix 6 Determination of Na^ distributions in ordered Na-MOR

A6.6 A l configuration 6

From Table 12.3, the order o f preference o f filling cation sites for Al configuration 6 is: 

A2 > (A l = A3 = E9) > (D1=D3) > (El = E7 = E8)

We shall fill these sites in this order bearing in mind the following equations, that are 

based on the assumption that 4 Al stabilise 4 cations:

4 Al occupying T ij stabilise A l, E7 and E9 => A l + E7 + E9 = 4 (A6.6.1)

4 Al occupying Ti  ̂stabilise A2, E8 and E9 => A2 + E8 + E9 = 4 (A6.6.2)

4 Al occupying Ta.n stabilise E l, and D3 => El + D3 = 4 (A6.6.3)

4 Al occupying T3 5 stabilise A2, and A3 => A2 + A3 = 4 (A6.6.4)

4 Al occupying T4J stabilise D l, and D5 => D l + D5 = 4 (A6.6.5)

4 Al occupying 74,9 stabilise D l, and D3 => D l + D3 = 4 (A6 .6 .6 )

Grouping together the equations that refer to the same cations:

(A6.6.1), (A6.6.2), (A6.6.4) =>A1 + E7 + E9 + A2 + E8 + A3 = 12 (A6.6.7)

(A6.6.3), (A6.6.5), (A6 .6 .6 ) =>E1 + D3 + D l + D5 = 12 (A6.6.7)

Hence we shall fill up the cation sites unless either of the above equations prevents the 

filling of that cation site:

A2 = 4, ,so (A6.6.7) => A l + A3 + E9 = 8 , but since

A1i,9-E9  = 3.188 A (and Ali,7-E9  = 3.727 A ) < AI3.5-A3 = 3.417 A < Ali,7-A l = 3.607A 

So we shall put E9 = 4, A3 = 4 and A l = 0 

Then returning to the filling sequence:

D l = 4, D3 = 4, and (A6.6.7) E7 = E8 = 0, so El = 4

4Na^ occupation o f each o f the A2, A3, D l, D3, E l, E9 cation sites
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Appendix 6 Determination of Na^ distributions in ordered Na-MOR

A6.7 Al configuration 7

From Table 12.3, the order o f preference o f filling cation sites for Al configuration 7 is: 

A l > (A2 = A3 = E7) > (D1=D5) > (E2 = E8 = E9)

We shall fill these sites in this order bearing in mind the following equations, that are 

based on the assumption that 4 Al stabilise 4 cations:

4 Al occupying T ij stabilise A l, E7 and E9 => A l + E7 + E9 = 4 (A6.7.1)

4 Al occupying T 1,11 stabilise A3, E7 and E8 => A3 + E7 + E8 = 4 (A6.7.2)

4 Al occupyingT],9 stabilise E2, and D l => E2 + D 1 = 4  (A6.7.3)

4 Al occupying T],] stabilise A l, and A2 => A l + A2 = 4 (A6.7.4)

4 Al occupying T4,i stabilise D l, and D5 => D l + D5 = 4 (A6.7.5)

4 Al occupying T4,n stabilise D3, and D5 => D3 + D5 = 4 (A6.7.6)

Grouping together the equations that refer to the same cations:

(A6.7.1), (A6.7.2), (A6.7.4) A l + E7 + E9 + A3 + E8 + A2 = 12 (A6.7.7)

(A6.7.3), (A6.7.5), (A6.7.6) =>E2 + D 1 + D 5  + D3 = 12 (A6.7.8)

Hence we shall fill up the cation sites unless either o f the above equations prevents the 

filling of that cation site:

A l = 4, so (A6.7.7) => A2 + A3 + E7 = 8, but since

A1i,7-E7 = 3.250Â (and Ali,u-E7 = 3.631 A ) < Abj-AZ = 3.521 A < Ali,,,-A3 = 3.607A 

So we shall put E7 = 4, A2 = 4 and A3 = 0 

Then returning to the filling sequence:

D l = 4, D5 = 4, and (A6.7.7) => E8 = E9 = 0, so E2 = 4

4Na occupation o f each o f the A l, A2, D l, D5, E2, E7 cation sites
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Appendix 6 Determination of Na^ distributions in ordered Na-MOR

A6.8 Al configuration 8

From Table 12.3, the order of preference o f filling cation sites for Al configuration 8 is: 

A2 > (A l = A3 = E8) > (D1=D5) > (E2 = E7 = E9)

We shall fill these sites in this order bearing in mind the following equations, that are 

based on the assumption that 4 Al stabilise 4 cations:

4 Al occupying Tl, 11 stabilise A3, E7 and E8 => A3 + E7 + E8 = 4 (A6.8.1)

4 Al occupying Ti,n stabilise A2, E8 and E9 => A2 + E8 + E9 = 4 (A6.8.2)

4 Al occupying T2,9 stabilise E2, and D l => E2 + D l = 4 (A6.8.3)

4 Al occupying T3 3 stabilise A l , and A2 => A l + A2 = 4 (A6.8.4)

4 Al occupying T4J stabilise D l, and D5 => D l + D5 = 4 (A6.8.5)

4 Al occupying T4,s stabilise D3, and D5 => D3 + D5 = 4 (A6 .8 .6 )

Grouping together the equations that refer to the same cations:

(A6.8.1), (A6.8.2), (A6.8.4) => A3 + E7 + E8 + A2 + E9 + A l = 12 (A6.8.7)

(A6.8.3), (A6.8.5), (A6 .8 .6 ) E2 + D l + D5 + D3 = 12 (A6 .8 .8)

Hence we shall fill up the cation sites unless either o f the above equations prevents the 

filling o f that cation site:

A2 = 4, so (A6 .8 .8 ) => A l + A3 + E8 = 8 , but since

Ali,ii-E8 = 3.188Â (and Ali,i2~E8 = 3.276A ) AI33-AI = 3.422A Afiji-A3 —

3.607A

So we shall put E8 = 4, A l = 4 and A3 = 0 

Then returning to the filling sequence:

D l = 4, D5 = 4, and (A6.8.7) => E7 = E9 = 0, so E2 = 4

4Na^ occupation o f each o f the A l, A2, D l, D5, E2, E8 cation sites

Factors determining the distribution of acid sites in zeolites


